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This book is divided into two parts. This serves to emphasize the point that the modern

art director, without developing a split personality, must be two persons rolled into one.

The first person is a skilled craftsman. His functions are discussed in part I of the book.

This man is a designer, a layout man. He can draw. And he is familiar with the mechanical

requirements of following through his concepts from sketch pad to printed page or televi-

sion screen.

The second person is a business executive. How he operates is detailed in part II of the

book. This man knows how to put it down on paper, of course, but above that he knows

what to put down. He has a broad concept of his work, an awareness of the multitude of fac-

tors that must be weighed in with the problem he is expected to solve. Layout is no longer

an end in itself, but merely a means of communication, a tool for selling. Art is his specialty

but he understands psychology, sociology, salesmanship, and diplomacy.
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1
What is a layout?

A layout is a plan for the physical appearance

of an advertisement. It is no more possible to pre-

pare an advertisement without such a sketch than

to construct a building without a blueprint.

The term "layout" is an advertising colloquial-

ism; it is a simple way of saying "laying out the

elements on the page." It is known by many other

labels. Along Madison Avenue, it might be re-

ferred to as a "preliminary sketch." Sometimes, de-

pending on its state of completion, names like

"comprehensives," "roughs," "visuals" are applied

with great freedom. What these terms convey is

explained in the following pages.

In the television field, layouts are known as

"storyboards"; they consist of a series of pictures,

or frames. In package design or point of sale,

where it is often necessary to prepare layouts in

three-dimensional form, the word "dummy" is

popular. When illustrators talk about their pre-

liminary visual concepts, they usually stick to the

simple designation, "sketch." But, no matter what

the name is, it all refers to the same thing—a des-

cription of the first draft of what will eventually be

a finished piece of art.

The purpose of it all

Layout is a great saver of money, time, and

temper. It serves as a means of accomplishing

several goals:

1. Layouts permit the art director to ar-

range his elements within a specific area. This

may be a simple matter, or it may call for consid-

erable skill at juggling—it all depends on the

number of elements to be included in the adver-

tisement. Headline, text, signature, one or more
illustrations, a slogan are some of the pieces that

must be fitted in like a jigsaw puzzle.

A series of sketches (storyboard) enables the

television art director to compose his visual con-

cept on paper before it appears on the screen. The
area of the screen is not the art director's only

concern here. He must make sure that once his

layout is on celluloid it will work within a specific

time limitation. He must think not only of square

inches but also of minutes and seconds.

2. The layout is a way to visualize the idea.

There is a fine distinction between arranging ele-

ments on a page and visualizing an idea. The
former is a designer's (or layout man's) feat; his

innate sense of composition, balance, color is

brought fully into play. On the other hand, present-

ing the clearest visual interpretation requires a

strong desire to communicate with the audience, a

flair for the dramatic, the ability to think in pic-

torial terms (usually referred to as "visual sense,"

a trait that may belong to those who might have

no artistic talent, such as writers) and. probably

most significant, a firm understanding of the adver-

tiser's goal.

Designing and visualizing both call for creative

effort. It often happens that talent in one direction

does not ensure strength in the other. There are

good designers who fumble at visualizing—what

they come up with cannot be quickly grasped by

the average reader. There are those with good

ideas for getting a message across who become im-

patient with the rules of sound composition. Natu-

rally, the best art directors are at home in both

operations.



3. The layout gives the advertiser some
idea of the final appearance of the advertise-

ment. It permits the client to view the illustration

before expensive art work is contracted for. If, for

any one of a number of reasons, he feels that the

projected advertisement doesn't carry the proper

message, or possibly creates an undesirable image

around his product, he has an opportunity to alter

the plans at this point.

Others involved in the creation of an advertise-

ment also have a chance to see it at an early stage

—copywriters, account men, television producers,

and directors. Switches in theme can still be made.

Once the ad or commercial is in a more finished

state, corrections can be extremely irksome.

4. The layout is a guide to artists, lettering

men, typographers, production people. If an

artist is hired to carry out the job, he can get a

pretty good idea of what is wanted from the layout.

If photography is indicated, the photographer can

use the layout as a blueprint in building his set,

booking his models, starting his search for props.

The lettering man needs the layout as a guide to

size and character of his handwork. The ruled-in

lines for text show the typographer how much
room he has and also give him an idea of the

"color" of the body text so he can compute and

choose his type faces. The production man can

judge whether it will be possible to finish up the

art director's dream in the time allotted the job.

5. The layout helps in estimating costs. If

advance estimates are needed (and they almost

always are), the art director can start to break

down the costs with the help of his layout. The
various people who will be involved in putting out

the advertisement can scrutinize the layout and
gauge costs accordingly.

Copvicri/pr's rough is shown

on the left. This writer was

asked to conceive an advertise-

ment showing the functions of

steel ducts, the ad slated for the

Saturday Evening Post in full

color. He was dealing with a

product that finds its biggest use

in large office buildings where

ducts carry heat and cold air

(if air-conditioned) to the vari-

ous floors.

As the crude sketch shows,

several headline possibilities en-

tered the writer's mind, all re-

lated to the product's functions.

As he worked, it occurred to

him that the structure of the

ducts was much like that of a

tree, and he saw a graphic pos-

sibility in this. He put his ideas

down on tracing paper as well

as he could and sent the sheets

to the art director's office.
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.4rr director's thumbnail sketches, above, show the purposeful doodling of

the man after he received the copywriter's roughs. His first idea was using a

photograph of the steel "branches" with colorful real leaves attached. He re-

jected this as being too "staged" for the readers of the Post. Next, he sketched

a duct against a skyline of skyscrapers—half of the sky was brilliant with

sunlight (air-cooling called for) and the other half was dark and wintry (heat-

ing indicated). He toyed with a third version, small sketches of business execu-

tives working behind their desks.

Art director's roughs were made up full size, 9%" x 12V4", in colored pastel.

The one on the left was rejected by agency executives; it was felt that the con-

cept, while unusual, was a little too abstract for general consumption. The duct

then was put inside the buildings, showing its main use.
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Wheeling steel "tree" has a bark that can never peel

Comprehensive layout was the next step.

Here, a careful rendering of the illustration

was done by the sketchman on staff at the

agency. Tempera and ink were used. Type
was set and pasted on the ad. The complete

layout was mounted on a board, then cov-

ered with cellophane and framed in heavy

white paper.

Not always are such advanced layouts

presented to the client. In this instance,

however, the agency felt that tight, polished

layouts were called for since it was part of

a full-scale presentation of advertising to

top executives at the manufacturer's plant.

A total of 24 such layouts were shown, rep-

resenting the agency's recommendation for

a full year's program, along with less fin-

ished layout versions of an extensive trade

paper campaign.

Wheeling Steel "tree" has a bark that can never peel

Ji >

vith central air conditioning

is the duct system that dis-

*>d cooled air.

ducts would be costly,

°nt. So naturally they

\i in.

developed a new galvanized sheet— sofTite®— old s

and made it available with a regular steel or years

with Wheeling's famous corrosion-resistant dolla

Cop-R-Loy steel as the base metal. Either way, ment

the coating can never peel or flake, no matter the e
* erely it is bent or twisted. has s

/^ofTite sheets stay rust-free far, far To bi

<ewise the air conditioning ducts. Whe<
Body copy

IT'S WH

Logotype

or trademark

Elements of the advertisement under discussion are dis-

played here. (In art director's lingo, all the pieces that

go into an ad are the "elements"—headline, illustration,

signature, etc.) On the far left is an architect's rendering

of the duct.
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Finished art is now being prepared. It was

decided that, in this case, a photograph,

made from an actual three-dimensional

model, would make the most effective illus-

tration. A miniature version of the steel duct

was made up hy a tinsmith, following the

architect's specifications. Model specialist

Max Werner was assigned to build the

scenery. The art director looked in at the

photographer's just before the final shot was

made.
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Wheeling Steel "tree" has a bark that can never peel

Proof of the final advertisement is shown

on the left. A dye transfer was made of the

colored picture (much like the positive of

a black-and-white negative, only in color),

twice as large as it was to be reproduced

("twice up"). The colored print was care-

fully retouched by a specialist in color re-

touching. An engraving was made from

this, and colored proofs were pulled for the

art director's inspection. The body text in

this instance has been reproduced directly

from standing type, that is, from foundry

type, not part of the plate. Corrections in

type matter could be made up to the time

the ad was released to the publication.

This, then, is the complete advertisement.

All the elements have been fitted into place

under the direction of the art director so that

the final ad is a harmonious whole. Ele-

ments that are too large or too small, type

that is out of character with the illustration,

become only too apparent when the final

proof is pulled.

IT'S WHEELING STEEL
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Candy that makes you thin

Squibb

No picture here. Only type is used. The reading matter

might look formidable, but, as a matter of fact, the ad-

vertisement received higher than average attention. The
subject is interesting, and the writing is lively.

The case of the missing headline. Only a picture, some

text, and the signature appear in this ad. But even without

the sacred headline, the ad was very successful—three

times as many people bothered to read this ad as bothered

with others in the same product category.

Where is the body copy? This advertisement is part of

a campaign series that made advertising history. None of

the ads featured text. The picture and a short caption tell

the entire story effectively.

Important: Most layouts consist of the standard

elements—picture, headline, text, signature. But

effective advertisements are often created without

one or more of these elements.

The advertisement which has just been described

was, like most, built around the usual formula, but

this is not the only way to create an ad.

Books on layout often refer to these elements

as flesh-and-blood particles of advertisements. Ac-

tually, as examples on this page show, the ele-

ments appearing in a layout may depend entirely

on the art director's initiative—coupled with his

good judgment in getting the story across to the

consumer.

Making a layout is like uttering a sentence.

There is usually more than one way to do it. It is

essential that an art director be familiar with the

standards, but the principles should be absorbed

not as rules but as sources for inspiration.



Does an advertisement begin with a sketch?

Advertisements seldom come into the world

through the single-handed effort of the art director.

Copywriters often spark the idea, assisted or not

in their efforts of creation by the art director.

Generally, three steps are involved in thinking

up an advertisement. This is true of all kinds of

advertising—space, outdoor, television.

7. Gathering of information takes place be-

fore the wheels in creative minds start turning.

Ideas in advertising, contrary to popular belief,

seldom take place through spontaneous combus-
tion. The advertiser has a specific selling problem

or goal. This must spark the idea for the adver-

tising.

Only a few happy-go-lucky art directors and

copywriters work under the theory that once they

have a hot idea surely an application can be found

for it. These ideas are often fascinating, but seldom

can they later be fitted into solving a particular

problem. When these ideas do get into advertise-

ments, they may on occasion score high in reader-

ship, but the reader is left with only a hazy impres-

sion of the selling message.

For example, an art director may come across

a dramatic photograph of a boxer who has just

been knocked out. With a minimum of trouble, he

sees how the picture can be fitted into a number

of advertisements. The writer merely has to come

through with a headline that includes the word

"knockout." While this may sound too ridiculous,

much advertising is still fabricated in just this

fashion.

The sound approach to creating ideas is to

make sure that the writer and the artist have all

necessary background information on the problem.

This may include such morsels of knowledge as

size and kind of audience, product benefits, sales

potentials. Some of the best advertising campaigns

have sprung from such statistical bits of informa-

tion—not from a sudden inspiration that hits the

art director while he gazes out through the window

with nothing in particular on his mind.

2. Going after the big idea follows once the

problem is grasped. Good advertisements are based

on a strong, central theme.

This idea may originate on the drawing table,

but it doesn't always. As a matter of fact, the

majority of ideas begin in some copywriter's office.

The reason for this is not that writers are blessed

with more creative genius than anyone else, but

because they work closer to the basic information,

and it is part of their function to digest all data

concerning the advertiser's product. Writers are

more apt to come into contact with the client.

They ask more questions, read more literature,

even if it is heavy with technicalities. They have

to if they want to produce even passable copy.

Unfortunately art directors still live rather clois-

tered lives, even though they are often free to ven-

ture into the outside world if they want to.

From the drawing table, a picture idea may
arise, distinctive enough to stand on its own in an

advertising campaign based practically entirely on

this graphic device. The idea of the steel-duct tree

was a basic visual concept. David Ogilvy's inspira-

tion to have his Hathaway shirt models appear

with an eye patch was pure pictorial inspiration.

Tattoo marks on the hands of muscular males as

they smoked their Marlboros came from a picture

idea.

The basic theme of an advertisement is usually

suggested to the art director by the copywriter in

the form of a headline, and this may be accom-

panied by the writer's own rough layout. Some
agencies, but not many, require completely finished

texts from their writers before the art director

undertakes the layouts.

With the copywriter's suggestion at hand, the

art director starts to work on the concept. Some
headlines, of course, are more vivid than others,

and the art director's pencil leaps with ideas. Other

captions (and one might as well include the ubiqui-

tous "Best Ever Made" here ) present a challenge

to the visualizer; he must really dig deep into his

graphic treasure chest (which gets richer as the

years go by and experience piles up) to find some-

thing that will make the advertisement look fresh.

This may mean many false starts and considerable

experimentation. Because the work of the two

men are so closely allied, a great number of agen-

cies and advertising departments encourage their

artists and writers to work problems out together

as much as possible. The most dramatic visual

treatments are often obtained this way; it often

turns out that words become unnecessary when a

good visual treatment is worked out. (See Chapter

9 on how artists and writers work together.

)

3. Executing the advertisement. The art and

production departments are responsible for the

final reproduction of the finished ad. It is a safe

bet that it takes as much time, energy, and skill to

follow through a layout as to make it.



This chart, explaining how an assignment

flows through an advertising agency is, hy

necessity, only an indication of how the work

may progress. While the system shown is the

usual one, many factors may alter the way
the work moves. Research is not always con-

sulted before the copy is tackled. Art direc-

tors often get to work on layouts before a

word of copy is down. In some agencies,

copy and art people meet directly with the

client.
CLIENT

RADIO AND TELEVISION

How an advertisement is put through in

an advertising agency

Usually it is the client (or advertiser) who initi-

ates the layout. He does not furnish the agency

with an idea, but he explains the problem and ex-

pects them to come back with a solution.

The chief link between agency and client is the

account executive, or contact man. His job is

sometimes compared to that of someone in the

diplomatic service; to the advertiser he represents

the agency, to the agency he represents the ad-

vertiser.

By means of memos, filled-in standard forms,

and meetings, the interested parties in the agency

are notified of the client's request. As indicated in

the chart, much of the contact between the account

executive and others is comfortably removed from

the domain of the art department.

The media department is concerned in so far as

the client's decision involves buying (or cancelling,

as sometimes happens) space or air time. Since

the purchasing of media takes the largest slick out

of the advertiser's budget, the major decisions as

to how the money should be spent are made in

this department.

Accounting, traffic, and production departments

are also alerted on new assignments so they can

start their records of cost and time.

Creative minds are usually put on the problem

early—as soon as it has been clarified. It may re-

quire some preliminary fact digging by the re-

search department before the creative talent starts

to work. Often, the plans board (which includes

creative heads) reviews the assignment and at-

tempts to find a direction.

The art department begins to work after the

copy is written (or tentatively written), in some

instances before that. Television and radio depart-

ments may be working along with the art depart-

ment. The account executive keeps in touch with

all the departments working on the assignment;

sometimes the supervision is close, sometimes it is

not, but in any case he can always be reached by

the interoffice phone for any problems that arise.

10
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How an advertisement is put through in

an advertising department of a company
or retail store

Art directors working in the advertising depart-

ments of private companies or stores usually come

directly in contact with their "clients" frequently,

the clients being, in most cases, their immediate

bosses. Naturally, there is no need for an account

executive here. The advertiser can pass on his

instructions to the art director via a personal meet-

ing, if he wishes, and the art director can submit

his layouts for OKs as soon as he finishes them.

As a result, the work flows through such depart-

ments with a minimum of experimental fanfare;

seldom is there any necessity for preparing com-

prehensives, for example. A few rough layouts,

presented at informal meetings between the art

director and his boss usually suffice, and the art

department can go from that point right to the

finish.

No two art departments in private companies

work exactly alike, of course (see Chapter 17).

As a rule, the art director's immediate superior in

a company is the advertising manager, the person

who coordinates the advertising programs of vari-

ous sections of the company. Often the art director

will find himself working directly with various

members of other departments. Similar to the pro-

cedure in an advertising agency, the advertisements

go through the copy department before they get

onto the drawing board.

In retail stores, advertising usually is initiated

by the merchandising manager and the buyers.

the advertising manager (if there is one) sitting in

on the planning. The art and copy heads are also

asked to participate at the initial stages of cam-

paigns. Once the schedule is approved and budgets

made up for various departments, the actual prep-

aration of advertising is started in both the copy

and art departments. Unlike the procedure gener-

ally followed in agencies and companies, layouts

are often prepared before the copy is completed.

The reason for this is that retail advertising is con-

cerned primarily with the display of merchandise;

size and character of art work is of the greatest im-

portance. Often drawings and photographs are

used over and over again, in which case the nature

of the layouts is determined pretty much in ad-

Hoit> a commercial is put through in a

television art department of an agency

As in space, or print advertising, assignments

are usually started by the client. The contact man
alerts the copy, art, and production departments.

With the picture concept so important in television,

the text (or sound) is seldom, if ever, developed

without keeping the video well in mind. Writers

work closely with the art department of the agency

if television talent is available there; quite often

they turn outside for help, using the staffs of film

companies and other TV-commercial producers

who practically always offer storyboard service.

The ideas developed are shown to the client in the

form of storyboards, through monitor presentation,

by text alone, or by other means.

1]
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...and many more

Good nds don't come easy

Fortunate is the art director who hits it at the

first try. Usually two, three, or even dozens of

sketches are prepared, scruitinized and criticized

by many people. "Weak" layouts are set aside; by

this process of elimination only the most effective

ones survive.

How ideas are searched for is shown in graphic

form on these two pages. To the left and above

are some of the explorations of Young & Rubicam

agency's Jack Anthony as he went after possibili-

ties for a 24-sheet poster. These pencil roughs

were prepared for consideration inside the agency;

the art director's aim was to investigate as many
ideas as possible. After due huddling, the ones se-

lected were finished up and submitted to the client.

Along the bottom row, three of several layout

possibilities are reproduced, all based on the same

headline. They were created by the free-swinging

artist, Suren Ermoyan, at the Lennen & Newell

advertising agency for an American Airlines news-

paper series. In a small but powerful way, these

layouts illustrate how a variety of approaches,

each totally different from the others, may be used

for the same problem.
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Here is a simplified version

of what happens to an approved

layout. The creative work of

the art director is largely over.

Still, he cannot just forget the

whole thing. It's up to him to

see that his concepts are carried

out properly.

ILLUSTRATOR

LETTERING ME

ART SERVICE

PRODUCTION MAN

After client's OK. what?

Once a layout leaves the art department, it's on

its way to the client. Seldom, however, does it

travel there as the crow flies. Copywriters want to

take a fond, last look at their brain child to "see

how it looks on paper." Creative heads don't like

to let anything leave their departments unless it is

up to standard. Top executives might also want

to get a look, particularly when the layout is of

more than usual importance, such as a pacesetter

for a contemplated campaign.

Such wide attention given layouts before they

leave the premises often dismays the art director.

With so many critics, changes may be suggested,

and the outcome does not always represent an

improvement. The art director should remember,

however, that although he might smart at the rec-

ommendations, his sketch is examined not so much
for its appearance as for its idea content.

After the client's approval, the layout returns

to the art department. Traffic checks up on publi-

cation closing dates and tells both art and produc-

tion how much time they have for the finish.

The art director, or the art buyer, gets in touch

with the outside help who will have a hand in the

execution of the layout. This help may include one

or more illustrators, photographers, their repre-

sentatives, studio services, lettering experts, paste-

up men, and—in special cases—display houses,

retouchers, photo-lettering services, designers.

The television art director's job is even more

complex after the client has okayed the storyboard

if the responsibility for following it up is his.

( More often than not, the producer partially or

completely takes over the job of following up the

concept.) The chart above shows some of the

people with whom the television art director may
have dealings.

In television or in print, the appearance of the

advertisement is the art director's responsibility.

His judgment in selecting the right people for the

particular work is crucial.

The complete advertisement goes back to the

client for his signature. And back it comes with

the stamp of approval, the production department

takes over, and the art director relaxes with a

Martini at his favorite bar.

14
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Putting it on paper

No two art directors work exactly alike. Their lay-

outs differ just as individual handwritings do.

Within the walls of a single art department,

where the work of one art director must perforce

influence that of another, varieties in layout tech-

niques run the gamut. Some art directors use brash,

bold strokes to put their ideas on paper; their styles

remind one of the handwriting of a self-confident

individual. Others are meticulous in their methods,

going in for sharp and hard pencils or pens. Still

others work with brush and paint, producing airy-

effects in their work. In one agency, all picture

ideas are photographed, even for layouts.

A layout is not a work of art—only a

suggestion of an idea

The vital thing to keep in mind is: a layout is

never an end in itself. It won't be mounted in a

gilded frame. It will never be exhibited in a

museum. In fact, it won't appear "as is" in public

anywhere—not in a publication, not on a television

screen.

On the following pages, various techniques of

layout making may be examined, all turned out

by top men in the field. It will be obvious to the

reader that none of the layouts is overlabored. All

are neat, crisp, attractive. But not one is a finished

piece of art.

Half a dozen roughs are better

than one comprehensive

An art director who is able to produce, let's say,

six layouts a day is more valuable to his company

than his colleague who manages a single, fault-

lessly executed comprehensive in that time. The

former gives his employer the full benefit of his

creative talent; the latter shines only as a fine

craftsman.

An art director is generally added to the staff

chiefly for his creative ability and good judgment.

The top staff sketchman draws less salary than a

competent art director. There are cases where an

art director has wandered into the field only to

find that his favorite form of work is painting and

drawing; if he is talented in this line of work, he

might be much better off finding employment as a

commercial artist.

No matter how beautifully illustrated, a layout

may still lay an egg if it conveys the wrong adver-

tising slant. Put it under cellophane, mount it on

virginal white board, trim it with gold foil—and

still the wise advertiser will pass it up in favor of

a sketchy rough that makes his particular selling

notion come alive.
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Art directors tools. On Roto tray: drawing pencils

(hard and soft), chisel-point pencils, crayons, graphite

sticks (for broad strokes), and China -marking pencils

(good for marking photographs).

In front of steel T square (30 inches long) are thumb
tacks (good for fastening sheets flat on board), push pins

(more practical for pinning up layouts on wallboard),

magnifying glass, and a set of Nnpastels.

Slide rule and engineer's scale come in handy for figur-

ing out problems of rescaling advertisements. Shears and

razor blades are for cutting. Drafting set consists of com-

pass, dividers, ruling pen, combination pen and pencil,

combination ruling pen. and extra leads. Triangle (45°)

is a must for every art director. To the left of this on the

table are Scotch tape, an opaque water-color set (top

part) and mixing tray, and a sable brush. Rubber cement

in a convenient dispenser is at the far side of the table.

A set of magic markers (indelible ink, dries quickly)

is placed in front of the adjustable Rita Manikin. In the

large spray can is fixative to prevent smearing of pencil

i-^&LZliHyuuuiluugnmmgmanBispeBSBBBaBaaBaasa
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and pastel marks. India ink (black and red) and trans-

parent dyes come in small bottles. They form a half

circle around a sand pad, useful for sharpening pencil

points. At the far right side of the table, a set of colored

pencils enliven the scene; in front of these, the bottom

half of the water-color set. For lettering and crisp ink

drawings, various pens may be used (sharp-pointed, cut,

blunt).

A celluloid French curve is just the thing to help the

artist with his curves, S curves, and ovals. Black-and-

white pastel sticks lie near the curve, excellent aids for

black and white renderings. The two sketch pads found

here are 18" x 24" and 14" x 17"—the two most popular

sizes.

Front center of table shows an ashtray and cigarette

butts; these are not absolutely necessary for an art di-

rector, but they do seem to help.

The artists' materials shown here are from Arthur

Brown & Brother, Inc. (Photograph by Becker-Horowitz.) 17



Speedball

pen

Lithographic Alphacolor

pen square pastel

Magic

marker
Fountain

brush

Crayon

Carbocolor

pastel

Fountain

pen

'Chisel point" China
pencil marker

Nupastel Rulin,

pen

Charcoal Charcoal Penci 615 Penci] 4K Pencil

pencil 4B pencil HB No. 2

All media—pen. pencil, pastel, paint—leave a mark on paper, each distinctive

in its texture and color. The art director has a wide choice and may use almost

any tool he likes to work with. To change his style of rendering, he simply

switches art implements.
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.4 variety of papers are available to the art director.

Surfaces differ greatly, as illustrated here. On each of

these paper swatches, the same 4B charcoal pencil was

used, then enlarged ten times.

From left to right, top line: The surface of Strathmore

board is smooth enough for ink lettering, excellent for

preparing comprehensive layout. Because of the sturdi-

ness of the hoard, the artist has no worry about buckling.

The same holds true for illustration board and Whatman
board. Both take paint well, especially water colors.

For layout purposes, tissue and bond papers, shown

in the bottom line, are especially popular. Transparent

tissue paper has a smooth surface, as can be seen in the

illustration. Sketches placed underneath show through

well. This paper is often used for first roughs, aptly

called "tissues." Heavy bond, shown at the center of the

bottom line, is excellent for comprehensives and takes

ink well. Light bond, perhaps the most popular paper

with art directors, has many advantages. It is not as

transparent as tissue, and its whiteness gives color render-

ings sparkle, yet it is still possible to use it for tracing.

It will take ink and water color, if applied sparingly. For

charcoal and pastel renderings, it is superb.

Boards come in many sizes, the most used being 20" x

30". They can be cut to any desired size. Bond and tissue

papers are usually bought in the form of pads. These,

too. come in many sizes. The two pad sizes most in de-

mand are 14" x 17" and 18'/2" x 24".

The tools used. On these two pages is just a

sample of the tremendous variety of tools available

to the modern art director. Manufacturers of art

supplies are an imaginative bunch, constantly ex-

perimenting with new tools for producing graphic

effects. New items are always appearing on the

market.

Naturally, the art director is anxious to keep up

with current trends and won't close his eyes to

these developments. Perhaps, a new tool might

suggest a new way of turning out layouts—faster,

crisper than the former method. A combination of

tools might be tried. As the following pages make
clear, many art directors use two or three imple-

ments in making layouts; perhaps a pen for the

lettering, a pencil for the sketches, a brush to fill

in the color.

Paper can lend "character" to a layout. By
changing his pad, the art director now can change

the quality of his sketches. Water color on the

slick surface of bond paper, for example, looks

quite different from that on Whatman board.

Through experience—and it may take years

—

the art director finds the technique that comes

easiest to him. Many layout men become equally

at home in a dozen methods of sketching. The

point is the old standby, the penciled layout, is

by no means the only way. The modern art direc-

tor can take his pick, the only limit being his own
skill with the tool.

19
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The pencil-and-brush technique. Here are some clean and lively layouts by

Jack Anthony of Young & Rubicam. This manner of rendering has become

almost a trademark of the agency; most of its art directors seem to prefer it.

An outline is first penciled in on tissue paper; the areas are then filled in with

watercolor. These layouts retain the spirit the art director is aiming for. They

look like what they are: sketches.



Shirley Simkin's /est ner sleek appeal

She never scops eating flora meal to meal

Slim Sally Hayes stays Ugh!, on her feel

She makes Life Savers her 'tween me, .-.

The

Here is a reproduction of the final four-color ad that ran in several magazines.

Note that the artist, Joe Bowler, was not a slave to the art director's rough

concept. There was enough latitude for him to make contributions of his own.

The cartoonish figures were switched to realistic ones. The tubby teenager

turned out more attractive in the final form. Text was lettered by hand to get

exactly the "feel" the art director wanted; letters are more regular and more

legible. Realistic wash drawing of product retained its appetite appeal. 21
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Pastels are one of the most popular media of art directors. The sticks are easy

to handle and come in several dozens of bright colors. With the aid of a cotton

puff or the finger, pastel marks may be softened. Here Gumbinner advertising

agency's Hershel Bramson demonstrates the use of this technique. Photograph
was made from his rendering.
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The two layouts shown on this page are

reproductions of sketches prepared for full-

page newspaper ads by the Young & Rubi-

cam art department. Art director developed

both these layouts far enough to give client a

feel of art technique planned for the finish.

This is necessary in cases like this where the

distinguished style of the artist plays an

important part in the success of an ad.

Brush and charcoal pencil were used in

the sketch shown to the left.

Art director used croquill pen to simulate

technique to come in finished ad. Illustra-

tion here comes very close to what it's going

to look like eventually. Such tight indica-

tions require a polished sense of design on

the art director's part and a sure hand for

drawing.

TIME- to keep pace with America ^^mm

23
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In department stores, where speed is important, layouts require quick sketches. The one

shown below, put on paper with blue mtiltigraph pencil, was the basis for two dozen copies

run off immediately on completion of the sketch. These copies were distributed among various

departments so that text could be written, type set, "old" art (already used) collected, new art

prepared—all pretty much at the same time.
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A pair of scissors, razor blade, rubber cement, and ample imagination on

the art director's part often serve as the path toward handsome layouts. Here,

top designer Leo Lionni shows his concept of an institutional advertisement for

a paper company. Cutouts of colored paper were used to get the ray effect.

Figure holding book is a photostat of a century-old illustration, found in a hook.

Type, an integral part of the over-all design of a layout, was cut out of a

magazine to indicate "color" of body text to come. The final effect of this lay-

out is not only imaginative, but clean and tasteful.

More and more art directors take advantage of existing photographs and

drawings in preparing layouts. Combinations of techniques are endless; realistic

photo culled from a magazine, for example, can be combined with pen drawing

rendered by the art director; watercolor background may be used with photo-

stats of drawings. Painters applied similar practices decades ago in making
collages.
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I can afford to pay twice as much but why should I ?
No buts about it: high fashion doesn't hav

go with high prices. The really smart womar

is the one who only looks as if she paid a lot

She's the woman who knows her fashion

knows her value . . . and gets both by
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business for us. That's

eto bring you the

world's most thrilling clothes at prices that

never compromise with quality. Maybe you

can afford to pay more. But ask yourself this:

will you get more? Face the facts head on

. . . and you'll do your shopping at Ohrbach
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Photograph was taken for the comprehensive layout on the left-hand page.

The headline was set in type, body text was clipped from previous advertise-

ments so that exact weight and style were indicated. This method of presenting

layouts with photographs is typical of the manner of operation of Doyle, Dane,

and Bernbach Advertising Agency. It is felt that only an actual photograph

can give an adequate impression of the photograph, only actual type will give

a clear idea of how the ad will finally look. On the staff of the agency is a

photographer with an amply equipped studio, 9 by 14 feet, maintained solely

for the purpose of producing layout material.
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Television storyboards may be prepared in

a variety of ways, as these sketches prepared

in the television art department of McCann-
Erickson demonstrate so well. If charcoal is

the art director's favorite implement, that

will work fine. Chisel point, water color,

paper cutouts, ink—all are good. So is the

camera for experimental layout purposes, as

the vertical strip on this page shows.

Visual story sequence is shown by means

of individual frames, about three-fourths a

high as they are wide. There are pads avail

able with frames preprinted on them. Scrip

appears next to each picture, roughly corre

sponding with the action shown. Often, a

third panel is added to storyboards. giving

the writer full opportunity to explain the

scene and indicate movements of the camera.

About eight to ten frames are sketched

out for a twenty-second commercial, twelve

to fifteen for a full minute. This, of course,

will vary, depending on the complexity of

the scenes.

Many agencies make a practice of present-

ing sound (music, narration, dialogue, sound

effects, etc.) along with storyboard to give

client a firmer concept of the end com-

mercial. Sound may be recorded in various

ways, tape being the most popular medium.

As a rule, it is more difficult for the aver-

age onlooker (such as the client may be) to

visualize the final form of a commercial

from storyboards than to anticipate a space

ad from a layout sketch. For this reason,

sometimes it is advisable to show all story-

board sketches in a complete series so that

he can get an immediate idea of the entire

commercial from beginning to end.

The important thing to remember in pre-

paring storyboards is that they are only

preliminary sketches. Just as layouts do for

print advertising, storyboards help producers

estimate costs and give everyone an idea of

things to come. For a live commercial, unless

it is an involved one, agencies often prefer

to describe scenes only in words, without

sketches. In film commercials, storyboards

are rather necessary, but even here the art

director should be careful not to let dog-

matic devotion to his own storyboard

sketches stand in the way of his considering

suggestions from producers, directors, scenic

designers, prop men, as the work progresses.

Even in the case of animated commercials,

where storyboards are prepared with the

greatest accuracy, the agency art director

should not hinder the animation studios from
making creative contributions of their own.

29



Hoiv important is drawing ability?

Just how capable the art director should be at

drawing is a highly controversial subject. Many
art-department heads, in small as well as large

advertising agencies and probably even more in

advertising departments of private companies, in-

sist that the men behind the drawing boards should

have a thorough mastery of sketching. Says the

manager of one of the largest art departments in

New York City: "We would never hire anyone as

an art director if he couldn't draw well. We expect

our art directors to execute their own layouts.

There are no sketchmen on the staff." Another ad-

vertising executive says: "We want professionals

in our art department, not amateurs."

But a vice president in charge of art at one of

the leading agencies feels strongly that drawing

ability counts for little: "We have half a dozen

rendering men here to do the drawing. We want

our art directors to spend their time thinking."

Another executive, one of the best of the art di-

rectors, admits: "My twelve-year-old son draws

better than I."

Contradictory as these opinions may seem, they

really are not. All heads of departments expect

their art directors to be able to draw. The point of

variance is only how well?

Art must be seen—not explained. An art di-

rector whose layouts are meaningless unless he is

there to explain them is probably doomed from

the start. Few can get away with this. Some, with

more than a little bit of luck, manage to make a

name for themselves because they are such su-

perior judges of other art talent and know how to

employ it. An art director here and there with little

drawing ability may show such fine administrative

talent that his position is secure in the managerial

end of things. And some rare birds can articulate

their graphic inspirations so well that they attain

prominence as the Art Director with the Golden
Voice.

But, by and large, without the ability to draw,

an art director's existence is precarious indeed. His

chief asset over his contemporaries in the office is

his ability to show things graphically. Someone
else may talk pictures; he makes them.

The further away discussion is removed from

the home grounds of advertising departments, the

more difficult it becomes to "explain" art. Clients

are usually as visual-minded as the next fellow,

which means not very, so that talking about the

subtleties of proposed art techniques, no matter

how voluble the description, cannot take the place

of the real McCoy—or a reasonable facsimile

thereof.

The shorthand method. On the next pages.

the shorthand method of drawing—that is, the

method that only indicates what belongs in the

drawing but doesn't fill it all in—is demonstrated.

As pointed out before, the sketch that took the

longest to finish is not always the best one.

Most art directors, through constant practice,

develop a style of their own that is crisp and confi-

dent. Seldom are their sketches free of flaws, as

would those be that are turned out by a profes-

sional illustrator. Figures are sometimes executed

so loosely, so fast, that one can just about recog-

nize the sex—only roughly the age. Facial expres-

sions are implied only in their crudest forms. Many
art directors do not even take the time to "fill in"

a face. One successful man, working in the adver-

tising department of one of the largest food com-

panies, habitually forgets to put ears on his human
figures. His ideas are so strong that this oversight

is seldom noticed.

Are eomprehensives necessary? Some art de-

partments prefer submitting ideas to the client in

the form of eomprehensives because the possibility

of a misunderstanding in the selection of the

finished piece of art is largely eliminated. Everyone

gets as close an idea of the finished advertisement

l\o matter how rough the rendering, the

drawing will look "right" if relative propor-

tions of the human body are drawn correctly.



as possible before the next (and costly) step of

finalizing it is taken. There is little chance of the

ad being rejected later on the ground that it didn't

live up to the layout.

Still, a great number of agencies and adver-

tising departments prefer to submit rough layouts

to the advertiser. The feeling here is that the pri-

mary purpose of making a layout is to transpose

an idea into visual terms; the technique of execu-

tion later should be left as much as possible to the

art director. What the client should pass on (or

reject) is the concept of the idea, not the details of

its execution. Presenting the initial layout in rough

form permits the art director greater freedom in

picking and choosing his artist later. The artist,

too, in working from a rough, will have an oppor-

tunity to make creative contributions of his own.

Strange as jt may sound, many advertising peo-

ple have found that rough layouts actually make
a better impression on clients than do careful

comprehensives. A rough layout has a definite ap-

peal by virtue of its spontaneity, freshness of style,

and the art director's personal touch. A compre-

hensive is neither fish nor fowl— it has lost the

verve of the rough, but it doesn't have quite the

polish of the final work.

/J "* V

1. The detailing of the

figure depends on how
far the art director feels

he should carry out his

layout. The sketch above

would serve the purpose

in a very rough layout.

2. Drawings like this

give the viewer a good

idea of what is to come,

yet give the artist leeway.

Most layouts are, or

should be, carried out this

far, no further.

3. Facial expression,

style of clothing is more
accurately described here.

Neither a comprehensive

nor a rough, sketches like

this would show up in art

directors' more careful

visuals.

4. Tone values, the folds

of the dress appear in

the picture above. The
drawing here is carried

well into the comprehen-

sive stage. Next step

would be the artist's

finish.



HOW SOME TOP ART DIRECTORS INDICATE
FIGURES IN THEIR LAYOUTS

Morris Rosenblum and his staff at Macy's

art department use multigraph pencil to

suggest figure. Rough as the drawing may

seem, details of clothes and other mer-

chandise must be carefully indicated in

department-store layouts.

Victor Capellupo, art di-

rector on the Lucky Strike

account, used a few well-

placed pastel-pencil marks

to give the spirit of his

figures.

Arthur Kennedy gives the impression of

the kind of finished art he has in mind when

sketching his figures.

Howard Munce uses pen-

cil and a facile hand to

indicate group of men in .'

his Rheingold Beer news-

paper-ad layout.



INDICATION OF LETTERING

The principle that applies to other elements in

a layout, applies also to lettering. Layout lettering

is only an indication of what will appear in the

final advertisement. It is not an item that is going

to be held up for all to admire.

There is more than one way. Textbooks on

art usually hold in reverence the so-called chisel-

point pencil, a broadened piece of graphite en-

cased in wood, as the chief implement with which

to indicate lettering. While such a pencil is very

popular, and especially practical where bold

strokes are required, it is by no means the only

lettering stand-by of the art director.

Some of the variety of methods used by today's

art directors to indicate lettering on paper are

shown in the next few pages. Brush, pen, speedball.

flow pen, all manner of pencils are relied on. Some-

times the tips of pencils are blunted, yielding a

chisel-point effect.

Matching the lettering to the picture. For

the right effect, lettering and sketch should have

some relationship. If the drawing is crude, polished

lettering puts the sketch at a disadvantage, pointing

up its unfinished nature. If the sketch is compre-

hensive, the lettering should also be carefully

drawn. Naturally only highly finished lettering or.

even better, type seems fit to go with a photo-

graph.

Indicating color for the body text. Each

typeface has a "color" of its own—that is, a spe-

cific degree of grayness ranging between white and

black when set into a block of copy. The Bodoni,

for example, has twice the intensity of Futura

Medium when put to a light-meter test. It is obvi-

ous that the weight of type matter will have a great

deal to do with the general composition of a lay-

out. The type of color used in this book might be

indicated thus:

Some art directors tend to ignore this aspect of

layout making. Subcaptions, even though they are

intended to be set in a bolder typeface, are not

indicated on the layout, leaving the typographer

furious with the art director for not putting down

what he had in mind. The layout is complete only

when it can serve as an accurate blueprint for

setting type.

Art director (or lettering man) sketches

t word on a tissue. This gives him an idea

spacing and length of line.

2. Weight of type is indicated here with flat

point of pencil. This gives the lettering man
a feel for weight and "color" of line.

3. Sketch (illustration number 2) is placed

under bond paper and then traced carefully.

Result is a crisp, well-spaced line of lettering.



Soft, charcoal penciL its point sculptured with a razor blade to give broad,

even strokes, has been used here. Horizontal lines are almost equal in weight

to vertical ones because of the blunt point. The artist lets the pencil revolve in

his hand to achieve the same thickness of stroke throughout. The style used in

the second line would indicate handlettering. The closest interpretation of the

top line would be Futura Bold.

Brush has been used for the four lines of lettering shown below. To indicate

lettering in layouts with brush requires considerable practice, but this comes

closer to finished lettering than any other type of indication. Properly used,

the effect is crisp, fine enough for comprehensive layouts.

Sans-serif lettering is indicated in the top line. Futura Extrabold or Franklin

Gothic would match the "feel" of this lettering. For the second line, typesetting

of Modern or Roman face is called for, and this might be Bodoni or Caslon.

The third and fourth lines would probably require handlettering for the finished

advertisement.

BRUSH brush

BRUSH brush

"Smfri

BRUSH brush



CAPTION captio

Hard pencil put these letters on paper. The point has been sharpened into a

chisel point to give weight to the vertical strokes and to get the hairline effect

on the horizontal strokes. In the top line, the artist did not rotate the pencil

in his hand; the feeling of rounded serifs indicates using a Roman typeface.

The word at the beginning of the second line would probably have to be

handlettered, but the second one could be set in Bankscript or Typoscript.

DOUBLE stroke
Two strokes, one next to the other, give vertical lines added weight. Serifs are

rounded out slightly, indicating the art director had some kind of Roman type-

face in mind. "Color" here calls for some kind of bold typeface, perhaps a

Caslon or a Garamond Bold. The art director would have to advise the type-

setter about just exactly which of dozens of possibilities he prefers.

f

BALL POINT caption

POINTED pen
Pen and ink have been used here. In the top line, ball-point pen seemed the

best vehicle for giving letters a consistent weight throughout, calling for con-

densed Gothic type in the final setting. To obtain the thick strokes shown in

the second line, a croquill pen was inserted in the pen holder. The sharp point

of this pen yields finer lines than any other implement. 35
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Every type of lettering can be faithfully

indicated with the lowly pencil, with speed

and relative ease, provided its point has been

chiseled to a flat end. This page shows what

the pencil can do.



3
Essentials of good composition

The art director is often defined as "the man who
knows how to arrange the elements on the page."

According to this simple definition, the more

pleasing the compositions are, the better a person

is as an art director.

Of course, this only begins to touch on the art

director's functions. There is more to creating an

effective piece of advertising or television com-

mercial than merely arranging the ingredients in a

nice way. The idea behind the advertising, the

copy approach, the product itself—all have a

bearing on the success of a layout.

The rules of sound composition should never-

theless be as familiar to the art director as the fin-

gers of his own hand. When it comes to this phase

of ad-making, his is the final word.

Good layouts have good composition

A poor idea remains poor no matter how well

laid out it is, but a good idea has a chance of suc-

cess only if it is presented clearly on the page. A
study of outstanding advertisements reveals that

all, without exception, follow the essentials of

good composition.

The art director soon learns that his manner of

arranging components on the page has a lot to do

with attracting and controlling the reader's atten-

tion. Some layout devices are as compelling in

directing the reader's eyes as the pendulum devices

dangled by some hypnotists in front of their sub-

jects' faces. Tricks in composition permit the art

director to put the emphasis on one factor and

take the emphasis away from another. They also

help in making his layouts look different from

those of his competitors.

Composition—scientific or instinctive?

Rules of composition have been studied, ana-

lyzed, and memorized by most artists. Almost

everyone has pretty definite ideas of what consti-

tutes good composition. The subject has also been

investigated by the scientists who, with the help of

such devices as bidimensional cameras and stop

watches, have arrived at conclusions about eye

movements and attention fatigue.

The reader may not choose to live his entire pro-

fessional life according to these findings. He
should, in any case, know about them so that he

can employ them to his benefit. Actually, most

artists know that anyone in their field has practi-

cally an inborn feeling about composition, that

they innately sense more about the subject than

can be put into formal words, and the author

concurs in this belief. The experienced art director

finds he is following the rules of composition as a

matter of instinct, much as the professional golfer

follows through on his swing without thinking

about it.

A clarification of principles in acquiring any

knowledge of art is always important, but some-

times books on advertising art put such heavy

emphasis on composition that the art student is

left with the belief that this is all there is to making

layouts sell merchandise. It is the author's hope

that this chapter will not further this notion.
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Rules of cotnposition are followed in every art form
ever created by man for his aesthetic pleasure. One can

safely say that there can be no beauty unless the rules of

proportion are followed.

Here are examples of four approaches to composition

that should be cases in point. On top, in the photograph.

Robert Monroe daringly cropped his picture closely,

achieving a dynamic composition. Next to this is the

scribbling of seven-year-old Richard Schultz who in-

stinctively follows the rules of dividing space into har-

monious areas. On the bottom left is a more sophisti-

cated sketch by Eugene Berman of a stage setting for

Rigoletto. Here, composition in three dimensions is made
the chief means by which the artist gains a striking

effect. In the lower right corner is a capital of the Caslon

type family, perhaps the best proportioned of all type

faces. Its beauty stands the test of time because the rules

of proportion never change, even though art techniques

may.
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HOW RULES OF COMPOSITION APPLY
TO ADVERTISING LAYOUTS

A layout always begins with

a given area. The layout man
must keep within the confines

of his advertisement.

Intensity of color gives areas

"weight." Size is not the only

factor when juggling elements

on the page.

Great respecter of spatial relationships is Piet

Mondrian, whose abstractions show how space can

be filled harmoniously by manipulating shades,

colors, relationships of elements.

The word "balance" has often been used and abused in advertising

layout. Laymen especially tend to believe that balance connotes abso-

lute symmetry in a layout. Actually, flawless equilibrium is boring to

the human eye because there is nothing unexpected about it.

In advertising, such "formal balance" is used only when dignity is the

keynote. More excitement is generated by balancing elements in-

formally. Most layouts follow this manner of balancing. "Weight" of

elements is the most important factor here.

There are many ways to keep

a layout from "falling apart."

A border will keep reader from

wandering off.

Typographical consistency is

another way to assure the

reader he is looking at a single

ad, not two or three.

A

Repetition of same motifs is

still another device for unifying

an ad. Affinity between shapes

tightens composition.

Overlapping of elements

shows reader they belong to-

gether. Adjacent ads may touch,

but they never overlap.
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Experiments conducted by Professor Her-

man F. Brandt show that the natural

tendency of the eye is to linger at the top

of the page. People are accustomed to re-

garding the top of a page as the "beginning."

Calculating the relative time spent in each

of the four quarters of the field, it is found

that the greatest time is spent in the upper

left. The ocular tendency is to move toward

the left.

Optical center, the starting

point of the eye movements, is

slightly off center.

Tendency of the eye is to

begin exploration of the field in

clockwise direction.

More thorough study follow*

initial survey

—

if the subject i<

of interest.

HOW TO MOVE THE READER'S EYE
WHERE YOU WANT IT

The reader approaches a page in a rather vague

fashion. He is likely to start off somewhere above

and to the left of the center, then he is apt to

roam around the page. In his roaming, he may take

a look at the lower part of the page of an advertise-

ment, move to the very bottom, go back to the

top part again and look some more. Back and forth

he goes, examining what piques his curiosity.

It should be emphasized that regardless of what

is known about eye-movement tendencies, they can

be controlled by skillful manipulation of layout

devices. An experienced layout man can direct

II)



the reader's eye. just as the traffic cop routes cars

through a busy intersection. The findings referred

to above, based on experiments made with a bi-

dimensional camera, merely put a scientific stamp

on some facts about eye movements which the lay-

out man knew all along by instinct.

This page presents a few examples of how eye

movements can be guided at will. Recognizing

that there are proved tendencies of the eye to move

in certain patterns, the art director applies his own

sense of composition to control the eyes looking at

an advertisement.

1. As illustrated in the picture to the right, the

natural tendency of an eye is to be attracted by the

largest and most dominant matter on the page.

Most likely the reader will then jump over to

what seems to be the next most important item,

then to the third, and so on.

Eye-movement studies show that this is usually

the case no matter where the dominant illustration

appears on the page. For example, in spite of the

normal tendency of the eye to start slightly off

center and then travel clockwise around the page,

the picture at the bottom of a page may be so

compelling that the eye will move down and

not up.

Regardless of what this particular illustration

shows, it is an important point to remember that

dominance does not necessarily mean size. One

picture can overpower another although smaller

in size. One doesn't need a bidimensional camera

to discover that a picture of a girl in a bathing suit

will almost always outpull a much larger illustra-

tion of a wheatfield.

2. Pointing devices, be they hands, arrows, or

lines of type, will also lead the eye round and

round the page. In the illustration on this page, the

reader will start on the left, move to the picture

in the center, and finally to the top one, even

though the two smaller blocks are about equal in

area and intensity.

3. Eyes direct other eyes. There is a natural

tendency of the human eye to follow the direction

of the gaze of people or animals in pictures. Every-

one is familiar with how this works; somebody has

only to stop in the street and gaze upward if he

wants other eyes to join his in no time at all.

4. If the story told in pictures on a page fol-

lows a logical sequence, the eye will go along with

it. Cartoon strips are classic examples. It is very

unlikely that there will be random, uncontrolled

scanning of the strip shown to the right. The reader

knows that he must pay attention to every block

or else the joke will be lost to him.

k
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1. Headline running across the center

will give two facing pages unity.

2. Same art technique used on both pages

will tell reader this is one advertisement.

3. Right page seems to "belong" to the

left one. Repetition of motifs plus purpose-

ful manipulation of space are the reason for

this.

4. Continuing the illustration across the

gutter is a device often used to make the

viewer jump over the center line.

HOW TO DEAL WITH THE GUTTER
Advertisements that appear on two facing pages

of a magazine are usually referred to as spreads or

two facing pages, depending on whether the ad is

printed on a continuous sheet running across the

center or on two separate sheets facing each other.

In spreads, only a minute portion of the page folds

into the binding, and this presents hardly any prob-

lem to the layout man. When many pages are

tucked into the center fold, as will be the case in

thick, side-stitched magazines, the layout man
puts a narrow strip down the center of his layout.

This is called the gutter.

The art director working on a two-page adver-

tisement must be careful to design his layout so

that no part of it disappears into the center fold.

Small type especially must be kept well cleared

of the center break; the loss of a single letter may
change the meaning of the entire ad.

There are many ways of bridging the gutter, as

shown in the examples above and on the next

page. Running the headline across is one. The

larger the type the less danger there will be of

losing part of it. Naturally, the lettering should be

consistent in style on the two pages so that there

will be no awkward interruption of the thought.

One of the most popular methods of inviting the

reader to scan two pages, not one, is by spreading

a picture across both pages. Here again, care must

be taken not to let the binding hide important

details of the illustration.

12



TWO EXAMPLES OF A SUCCESSFUL BLENDING
OF BOTH PAGES

i-l|iin« iMliirc rrfnrtMl tin- land In

reilinc mure «unil fur Inniiimm...

The main full-color illustration spans the gutter here, leading the reader right into the copy.

Note that the face and hands of the hoy are kept safely away from the center to make sure

that none of the details of these important elements in the picture are swallowed up in the

binding of the magazine.

How to tell the sexes

at a glance . .

.

r differences. And
Met! and women are lifferent, we keep saying! They talk differently, Ladie ' Home Journal -understands the fe ninine compositio -as
differe DtLy, like differei t things. In fact, we've been so busy cataloguing

ell as women's special w v of thinking, feeli ngand doing -tha more
their ehavioral differe rices, that we've come close to forgetting the most

vious difference of all: they took different. So we've prepared mselves reflected

the harts opposite, £wo which it should be clear that women

ot only look diff This Ma

Zu
rtisers invested n

jch circulation is

feini

oumaJ than in any

tane Journal )-ov

1RNAT

ispr

Women have a world of their own. and a magazine of their own. JU JiilvlL *"""'"•""**"

Distinctive art style used for the entire advertisement assures a feeling of unity. Neither the

headline nor the illustration is carried across the gutter, but the advertisement stands as a unit

by virtue of the reflection of the man's and woman's faces in the field glasses and the facing-in

of the figures.
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FIVE WAYS TO MAKE YOUR COMPOSITION
MORE INTERESTING

1. Use repetition. Rhythmic restatement is a telling way to keep the viewer's atten-

tion from straying. Also important is that it preserves a feeling of simplicity in

layouts; three or more elements can be made to appear a harmonious whole.

its in Ion

...or nothingo

/

Top illustration : This composition is made more unusual by repeat-

ing the picture of the same model in the same position.

To the right: Repetition emphasizes the lapse of time. This beauti-

fully unified advertisement guides the reader's attention from the

beginning to the signature.

WQXR

FOUR OF A KIND

Above: Mailing piece, painted by Jan Balet.

shows effective use of repetition.

To the right: Drawing repeated four times

forms a handsome pattern for a circular.



2. Crop your illustration. A bold hand with the scissors is often very effective.

Sometimes, one essential, like the expression in girl's eyes, will convey the whole

story. Leaving the background in would weaken the plot. Remember that size packs

a tremendous wallop. It's a good trick to learn how to make a picture look big.



3. Use contrast for emphasis. Size is one way to draw attention, but con-

trast is equally effective. A small dot is just as likely to stand out in a crowd

of large dots as a mammoth dot surrounded by tiny ones. Color is also used

for emphasizing by contrast. All the colors of the rainbow poured onto a

page are not necessarily the answer; a little dab of vermilion on an other-

wise colorless page can go a long way.

'"

.for ill

The vivid coloring of the product makes it an overpowering factor on this page. The back-

ground is a subdued monotone.

'-
Above: A contrast in art styles made this television com-

mercial eye catching. The stylized background sets off

the realistic figures in the foreground.

16

To the left: An example of how even the minutest of

illustrations can be made to stand out by contrast.



The quietest revolution in fashion 11

for attention nor shock to the eye .

about the lovely ovalling of the toe,

in this shoe and see how tranquilly I

recast, our new shoe by the

ft, what is so peacefully ac.

v the heel is balanced to a

ps free of excess and exaggi

llie world like Kr In black aftei beautiful black each lined ,

.comparable Andre" Perugia. Indeed, so gentle are the changes there is no shout!

nplished is the complete new triumph of proportion and grace. We can tell vou)

irsbreadth, that the fit across the foot Is soft and thin as silk... But as you walk)

tion. you'll discover for yourself that, short of custom shoemaking. there's nothing

pale, delicious kidskm. and made with infinite care in France . . $30 95

4. White space is part of an ad too! Many layout men become

so preoccupied with the illustration and the handling of the copy

that they forget that blank space is a very significant part of the

over-all pattern. An overdose of it at the wrong spot can throw the

composition off balance, just as an improperly placed illustration

can. White space can also be considered a tool for separating the

advertisement from its competition, for making an illustration more

prominent. Perhaps the best way to think of white space is to

imagine it as a black, or "negative" area.



FASHION

SOFT GOODS

HARD GOODS
INSTITUTIONAL

FOOD
TRANSPORTATION

5. Don't slick to layout "'formats.'''' The chief cause of so much sameness ill

advertising is formalized thinking. Putting layouts into product categories might

offer an interesting pastime for scholars who like to catalogue things. It is doubtful

however, that it will be of any help to the creative art director.

V

The Arkin Girls ad on the

left, one of a series conceived

by Hockaday Associates and

executed by the artist Erica, is

a sample of how "rules" can be

broken successfully. All the

conventions about fashion ad-

vertising (see strip above) were

boldly pushed aside when a

comic-strip technique was de-

cided on for the campaign. The

drawings were kept deliberately

crude, giving the ad an air of

casualness and sophistication.

The standard fashion-model

poses are ignored. The adver-

tisement, in fact, looks very

little like a fashion piece.

Research on these ads showed

readership among the highest

in the publication {The New
Yorker) and the memory value

of the ads was even more sig-

nificant.



BOTTOM FIFTH

50% ADDY

Impact scale, devised by Gallup & Robinson, researchers, re-

veals that among the best-performing advertisements, only one

out of ten could be accused of being ad-y—while among the

worst performers, as many as one out of two were ad-y.

TOP FIFTH

1 0% ADDY

AD-INESS CUTS DOWN READERSHIP

On the next few pages, the reader is presented

with a collectors' choice of ad-y gimmicks, all

culled from actual ads appearing in newspapers

and magazines—some from television.

These obnoxious little graphic cliches have a

way of creeping into most of our ads. They go

hand in hand with the word cliches of the business:

"Never Before," "Quick, Satisfying," "Now! At

Last!" In the beginning, they probably had their

uses. But, after decades of advertising, they are as

trite as a thump on the shoulders delivered by an

overzealous salesman.

Some art directors like to put these gimmicks to

use because they help their layouts look like lay-

outs. Clients accept them, often expect them, be-

cause they seem to be the tools of the trade. A
layout often looks so stark without a gimmick or

two that everyone agrees the client is not getting

his money's worth. "Dress it up a little," someone

is apt to say—and that is the start of another ad-y

advertisement.

In some rare instances there might be justifi-

cation for digging up some of the trite symbols,

perhaps to "jazz up" the layout or deliberately to

cheapen it. For the most part, however, using the

same worn graphic expressions is the result of lack

of imagination or an art director's indulgence of

the whims of others.

Ad-y gimmicks seem here to stay in spite of all

the scientific evidence against them. A study con-

ducted by Fortune Magazine, called "The Lan-

guage of Advertising" and a classic of its kind,

revealed, after examining 60,000 words of adver-

tising copy, that stock expressions go in one ear

and right out the other in the average person

—

and the same held true for hackneyed pictures.

The Gallup & Robinson outfit also studied the

subject, and some of their findings on the impact

of advertisements are shown at the top of this

page. Starch research people found that, although

ad-y advertisements get about as much initial at-

tention as others, actual readership drops as much
as 50 per cent. ("Tested Copy," May, 1953,

Daniel Starch & Staff.

)

On the next two pages are some examples of

advertising gadgets. If anyone wants to expand the

collection, he need only pick up an issue of a cur-

rent publication.

Both ads had practically

identical scores on noted

and seen-associated (able

to identify the advertiser)

categories. Ad-iness, so

apparent in the ad on the

left, seldom stops the

reader from noticing the

ad in the first place. When
it comes to reading the

ad, the difference becomes

pronounced. The other

ad, crisper and more or-

derly, was read through

by almost twice as many
people.
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Graphic cliches cling tenaciously to the language

of advertising. Many layout men reach for them

automatically, just as writers do for their adver-

tising copy. Consumers react to these gimmicks

with little enthusiasm; there are just too many of

them around. More important, they give the reader

The expressions "static" mid "dynamic" have long

been bandied about in the advertising fraternity. Static

has come to imply that the layout is unexciting and.

therefore, not a stopper. The word dynamic suggests

vigor to some, or an attention-getter. Often art directors

are told their layouts art fine but too static, not explosive

enough. The art director is talked into livening it up.

an uncomfortable feeling of being pushed into

buying too hard, too fast.

A few examples of these cliches are shown be-

low. On the page on the right are ad-y symbols

that have lost most of their punch through over-

use in advertising.

# 1JB

*&J

While ads might be improved by this process in some

cases, it is folly to expect this to make a poor ad into a

good one all by itself. There is no substitute for a good

idea. The ad to the left is. according to the books, static

in layout—but it is dynamic in concept. The one to the

right is very explosive, but still not too interesting. The

first ad outpulled the second one by far in readership.

It will

stand out

in

REVERSE

Photographs cropped indi:

inately.

There are

HUNDREDS
of typefaces

availablewHY

not
?

USE THEM

rid of the layout



LONG ON VALUE LABORATORY TESTS PROVE

'oft

SMART SHOPPERS

SALES ARE GOING UP SALES ARE GOING DOWN THE WORLD OVER

^%£>
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT TOGETHER WE'LL CUT RATES SPRING IS HERE!

^s

r~\ tor!

THINKING OF BUYING BIG SAVINGS MOST POPULAR STORE IN TOWN!

m
EVERYBODY IS TALKING ABOUT FIFTY YEARS AGO LOOKING FOR SOMETHING? STOP!



m HOTEL GEORGE m.
t§ WASHINGTON ®V

Hon; fo handle small-space advertising. Shown
here is a small-space ad as it looked on the white

sheet of the art director's pad.

On the right-hand page you may spot the same

ad as it finally appeared on the crowded page of

a newspaper. Suddenly this ad has become the

needle in a haystack. The delicacy of the border

doesn't help much; it offers little resistance to the

bewildering display of material surrounding it. The

advertiser's name melts into the page.

It's a natural tendency to judge a small-space

layout as it appears on the pristine pad. But trying

to visualize it jammed up against competitive ad-

vertising is a better idea.
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Simplicity in layout is always important, but in small-space advertising it is everything. Subtle

gray tones, decorations that can be appreciated only through a magnifying glass, won't come
off. Boldness is the ticket—masses of black and white, a single focal idea, vital display copy

are the things that give the tiny ad the strength it needs. A demonstration of how a bold black

on white design and a plain gray panel stands out in a small space appears above.

• '••
-
J -p"' —' v- .-'/.- "'•. I

¥>

/Vo display type is used in this

ad, but the illustration gives it

the power it needs. Note how
picture of birds blends into a

single unit, keeping the reader's

eye from slipping into the next

ad.

ICAGO
AMERICANA/RUNES

Plenty of black and white has

been applied here, each lending

contrast to the other. This ad.

although only twice the size

shown here, dominated the

newspaper page because of its

boldness of design.

Clever use ofivhite space

as well as stark simplicity

made this ad a stopper.

A concept like this looks

so easy but it takes plenty

of talent to be able to

come up with an idea

like this.



100 feet 200 feet 400 feet

A POSTER IS LIKE A
SMALL-SPACE ADVERTISEMENT

A 24-sheet poster is about 20-feet wide and 9-

feet high—but it still must be approached like a

small-space advertisement. The reason for this be-

comes obvious as demonstrated above. From a dis-

tance of 100 feet, the poster seems no larger than

a 3-inch advertisement; from twice this distance it

appears to be only an inch and a half; from 400

feet, it shrinks to a paltry % inch.

Consider the fact, also, that many of the poster's

viewers are travelling in cars at a fast rate, and it

becomes apparent why simplicity is the prime

factor in poster design. Competition from nuzzling

posters is, of course, also a factor.

Copy should be short, quickly read, and very

much to the point—with a picture idea easy to

comprehend. Large, flat color areas usually work

out best, and these should be bold in contrast.

Lettering should not be too fine; fancy script and

serif lettering washes out from a distance.

Practical considerations. Sketches should al-

ways be prepared in the ratio of 1 to 2Va.

Each poster, as shown below, is divided into

sheets for posting. For economy's sake, the artist

often lays out his poster in such a manner that a

minimum number of printings is required to get

all the colors needed.

Besides the 24-sheet size, posters also come in

1-sheet (46" x 60"), 3-sheet (42" x 84"), and

car-card size (21" x 1
1" or, if double card, 42" x

11").

One of the many ways in which 24-sheet posters can be divided to get maxi-

mum color economy.

The 3-sheet poster.
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Direct mail—a flexible medium

Almost anything that is sent directly to the con-

sumer comes under the heading of direct mail:

booklets, sales letters, envelope stuffers, blotters,

calendars, gadgets for home and office, financial

reports.

Unlike space and television advertising, there

is little guesswork about the audiences for direct

mailing pieces. Here, the advertisements are sent to

a preselected group of prospects—pharmaceutical

houses send their literature to physicians, farm-

machinery manufacturers mail news of implements

to farmers.

This means that the art director has some defi-

nite help in conceiving his mailing pieces just by

knowing who the audience is. Usually, there is

ample elbow room for playing around with ideas.

Mechanical requirements are less constricting.

Sizes are flexible. Three-dimensional designs,

folders, pop-ups—all may be considered; their use

depends only on budgetary factors. Color is rela-

tively less expensive to use. Bleed pages can be

had for no additional cost. In one word, the art

director has more room in which to let his imagi-

nation run freely.

Principles of good layout for direct mail are

much like those of any print advertising. One dif-

ference, however, is that in direct mail one usually

works with more than one page. Not everything

has to be told on one page; indeed the first page

often serves only as a curiosity arouser.

Often, especially in the case of booklets, it is

wise to establish some sort of distinctive motif

that can be followed throughout the mailing piece.

This may be done through typography, distin-

guished art treatment, color scheme, or strong

basic layout format. The important thing to re-

member is not to treat each page as a single unit

but rather as part of the entire job, so that each

page works harmoniously in sustaining interest.

Package design—an art in itself

The art director may go through his entire pro-

fessional life without ever being asked to design

a package. But, quite often, although he may not

be the designer of the package himself, he will be

given the responsibility of guiding someone as-

signed to the job.

The important point to remember about pack-

ages is that here the structure of the container is

just as important as the graphic design that covers

it. The mechanical must always precede the visual

solution.

Questions like the following must be answered

before a pencil is picked up:

What size should the package be? Will it fit on
the dealer's shelf? Is its size practical for shipping?

What should its shape be? Will it have to be

stacked? Is it apt to topple over in home use?

What material to use? Many new package ma-
terials are available. Choosing one depends on
what the package will contain, how it will be used,

what the mechanical problems are.

Who are the customers? Men, women, or chil-

dren? The entire family?

What type of store will be its major outlet?

Drugstore? Department store? Supermarket? Keep
an eye on the trends. Self-service stores are taking

in a greater variety of merchandise.

Any opportunity to get "second use" out of the

package? Customers appreciate containers they

may use in the home for another purpose after

emptying.

How much should the package cost? No sense

in designing a handsome one-dollar container for

an item that will sell for fifty cents.

Only after many questions have been answered

can the art director begin to think about graphic

design. The shape of the package will be important

in its visual success; this is often left up to the

designer.

It is advisable to make a list of the "must" ele-

ments in the package and then try to set them

down in order of importance. Chances are the

tradename of the product will head the list. Type

of product may come second, and a picture often

takes care of this element. Instructions, such as a

recipe, may also have to go on the package. Re-

member that a package has several sides; not

everything has to appear on the front.

The more elements on a package, the more com-

plex its design and, probably, the more sacrifice

of its display value. If possible, it is generally bet-

ter to put some of the message on the back of the

package and keep the design strong and simple.

After all, the package may be viewed from some

distance or out of the corner of the eye of the

woman who is hurrying by. Complicated designs,

indiscriminately featuring a variety of colors and

trying to deliver half a dozen messages all at once

may escape the notice of the shopper completely.
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4
Designing for television

Compared with print advertising (newspaper,

magazine, direct mail), television is very young as

an advertising medium. Youthful as it may be.

however, it is neither small nor unimportant.

Many agencies have special departments set up

to serve their clients' television needs. These units

may employ anywhere from half a dozen people

to more than one hundred, each man specializing

in some phase of television, be it creative or tech-

nical. In larger advertising agencies, the depart-

ment often functions autonomously, as do the

media or copy departments. The television depart-

ment head reports directly to the president of the

agency or to an executive who oversees all crea-

tive services.

It was to be expected that with the growth of

advertising television departments there should

arise a need for staff art directors and artists who
make TV their major concern. Today there are

many art directors whose work deals only with

television. Some have made their way up from ren-

dering storyboards or taking care of projection

rooms and have never tried their hand at print ad-

vertising at all; others have switched over com-
pletely from magazine pages to the TV screen.

Still others, possibly the majority, work in both

print and television media, changing roles as skill-

fully as actors.

What does the television art director do?

The duties of the television art director are as

yet by no means as clear as those of the print art

director. Television departments in advertising

agencies vary not only in size but also in philoso-

phy. In some agencies, the TV art director is little

more than a storyboard Tenderer who puts the

writer's picture ideas down on the telepad. In other

agencies, the TV art director may take an active

and highly vocal part in the planning of com-
mercials. In some departments he will even follow

through closely the production of a storyboard.

becoming, in fact, a producer-art director—just as

some writers are producer-writers.

Here are some of the functions a TV art director

may find himself carrying out:

1. Execution of the storyboard. As in print,

he works from copy, called script in the television

department. He may do all the rendering himself,

or assistants and studio artists may make up com-
prehensive storyboards.

2. Preparation of graphic material for

shows. This work may call for the gathering of

props, fixing up the client's product so that it will

reproduce to the best advantage on television,

planning various titles to appear on the screen. The

sets and scenery backgrounds themselves are usu-

ally done by union professionals, but even here the

guidance of a competent art director will be wel-

comed.

During the production of a show, the TV art

director may work with many different people. To
make sure the mood of the commercial is what he

planned, he may discuss lighting problems with

lighting technicians. Stylists, costume designers,

make-up men, artists who paint the sets, display

houses, typographers—all may deal in some de-

gree with the agency's television art director. So

will animators as they finish up the art director's

concept.

3. Packing and shipping problems, mundane

as they may sound, are sometimes within the prov-
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Organization of a television department

in a large advertising agency. A staff of

specialists takes care of preparing and fol-

lowing through on TV problems. The bulk

of the assignments concerns commercials,

where advertising judgment is important.

The purchase and in some cases the super-

vision of complete "package shows" from

networks and film companies are also part

of the function of an agency. In some of

the larger TV departments, there is often

specialization in live and film commercials.

ince of the television art department. There may be

dozens of stations all nee-ding graphic material for

commercials, and the chore of getting the right

material to them can become quite involved. Be-

cause of the meticulous care necessary in this op-

eration, it is still one often left up to the art and

not to the shipping department.

Is it possible to be both print and

television art director?

The question of whether an art director can

effectively function in both print and television

will probably never be settled. There are learned

opinions on both sides.

In some organizations, the feeling in top man-

agement is that better results are reached if print

and television departments have equal but separate

facilities, including their creative personnel. Such

is the philosophy of the "split shop." In "inte-

grated shops" there is free movement of workers

from both fields.

There is much to be said for either method. In

split shops, those working in the television de-

partment are able to give TV their full attention

—

an important factor in a field where something

new is discovered almost every day. On the other

hand, those working in integrated shops have the

broadening experience of seeing advertising prob-

lems from various angles, making it a simpler mat-

ter to retain the same flavor throughout the cam-

paign.

More often than not, separation between print

and television efforts is more rigid than it should

be. Print art directors may feel that the knack of

conceiving a commercial requires an inordinate

amount of production know-how, so that they of

their own accord maintain a hands-off policy. TV
art directors, engaged in the battle of making a

name for themselves, tend to agree obligingly with

the notion that theirs is a mysterious profession

open only to those with magical powers. Of great

help to them in their isolation is the colorful, al-

most bebop argot spoken by those on the inside

in television.

While it cannot be argued that working effec-

tively in television presupposes a technical under-

standing of the medium, it should be remembered

that this knowledge, unlike creative ability, is

something that can be acquired. To keep a truly

imaginative art director pinned down to creating

only for print media seems a waste of talent

—

and money. After all, many of the qualities that

make for success in magazine advertising also help

in making a mark in TV. A flair for the dramatic,

the ability to communicate through pictures, good
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taste and skillful salesmanship are the basic mak-

ings of a good art director, whether he makes his

living laying out advertisements for printed media

or for television.

To prove this point, it need only be stated that

some of the most outstanding creative names in

the advertising business shuttle back and forth

between the two fields with ease, little bothered

by whether their ideas will eventually materialize

on the pages of a newspaper or on the home
screen. The power of their imagination comes

across no matter where the final results appear.

DESIGNING FOR TV IS A STATE OF MIND
Even though the print art director should not

find it hard to put his talents to good use in tele-

vision, he must make adjustments in his visual ap-

proach when he sits down to lay out storyboards.

Here are some of the points to keep in mind:

1. IXot only hoiv large the screen but hoiv

long the commercial. Ask the print art director

about the size of his layout and he will answer in

terms of inches or agate lines. To the television

art director, "size" of a commercial means some-

thing else. His chief concern is the time the com-

mercial will be on the air. He talks of one-minute

commercials, twenty- or ten-second spots. How
much he can say depends on the number of sec-

onds ticking away.

Standards have been set for length of commer-

cials. These are shown below for the choice air

times (class A time) and for other hours.

Total length of advertising messages,

in minutes and seconds

Length of pro-

?ram in ninutes Class A time Other hours

5 1:00 1:15

10 2:00 2:10

15 2:30 3:00

25 2:50 4:00

30 3:00 4:15

45 4:30 5:45

60 6:00 7:00

Most TV art directors have a well-developed

sense of timing. They know how long it takes a

man to climb steps, blow his nose, or hold up the

product so everyone can read the label. They

know how much time to allot for transition from

one scene to another. Often, the time elapsed be-

tween one sketch and another is indicated on the

storyboard so that there will be no confusion in

anyone's mind about the length and pacing of

the commercial.

Like a writer of short stories, the creator of a

TV commercial has to keep in mind the tempo of

his delivery. Scenes succeeding each other too

rapidly may confuse the viewer. Long, evenly

paced messages may, on the other hand, put the

potential customer to sleep.

In designing for television, it must always be

kept in mind that screens in home receivers are

relatively small—techniques that would do well

on motion picture screens do not necessarily be-

long here and many Hollywood principles just

won't work. Complex, giant backdrops, large regi-

ments of extras that look so impressive on the

cinemascope screen only create hazy, confusing

images when brought into the living room. Scenes

for television consumption must be kept simple.

2. Print advertising stands still; TV does

not. In publication advertising, the art director

r

)

/
All television screens are three units high by four units

wide in proportion. What finally appears, however, may
he chopped off on the home screen, with a loss of 1

5

per cent or more of the picture area. Shown here is the

Sherwin method of determining the essential area of TV
receiving. When the advertiser shares station identifica-

tion, about 25 per cent of the area must be given to the

station's call letters.
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concerns himself only with the height and width

of the advertisement. In television, depth has

been added. The picture can move toward the

viewer and away from him.

Expansion into a third dimension means that

the composition of the picture, the relationships

between elements, will change every second. Mov-

ing toward the viewer means a larger image, mov-

ing away from him means a smaller one. This is

why even the most satisfying composition on a

two-dimensional frame of the sketch pad means

little if not thought out in terms of a constantly

shifting picture sequence where objects may come

and go in every possible way.

Television art directors soon learn to visualize

movement on the screen. Many make it a practice

to indicate movement on their storyboards with a

red pencil. Also suggested may be the movement

of the camera itself to create the illusion of action

even where the object remains stationary.

3. Sound is \uirt of the picture. No story-

board pictures can ever be prepared without keep-

ing the sound that goes with the commercial

always in mind. The sound is part of the composi-

tion, just as type matter is in print advertising.

The quality of the sound is just as important as

the character of the type.

Much as the discerning art director in print will

be aware that even the small difference between

Caslon and Bodoni will have a bearing on the

mood of his advertisement, the TV art director will

realize that it makes a difference whether an oboe

is played in the background or a saxophone,

whether the announcer's voice is rasping or

honeyed, whether the sound is loud or quiet. It will

all have something to do with the general mood
of the commercial.

Because so many radio writers (and an-

nouncers) simply switched over to television when

the pay became reasonable, and also because

there was no such thing as a veteran TV art direc-

tor, many creators of the early commercials sought

to tell their stories mainly through words, taking

little advantage of the inherent punch of the

video part of television. As television matures,

this situation is improving—even sports an-

nouncers are now known to sit silently on the

sidelines for a minute or so at a time. Still, there

is a long way to go. Important to remember is the

fact that the audience is physically incapable of

concentrating satisfactorily on both the audio and

the video at the same time unless these two ele-

ments work together in total harmony. And, no

matter what, the average viewer will find it hard

to absorb more than 150 words per minute.

Much debate has occurred concerning the ques-

tion of whether sight or sound is the more potent

selling tool. The question will perhaps never be

answered once and for all, with both visual and

auditory boosters presenting their sides convinc-

ingly.

The television networks, however, seem to have

made up their minds on the subject. When the pic-

ture is "lost" in a commercial, they try to make up

for it by rebating 75 per cent of the time cost to

the advertiser; when sound is lost due to network

failure, 25 per cent is rebated.

The relative importance of sight versus sound

probably varies with each commercial. Jingles,

chant-track commercials, rely heavily for their

effectiveness on sound. In demonstration com-

mercials, the visual seems to be more essential.

4. The storyboard ism'/ an end in itself. It

has been said before, but it might be restated for

emphasis: a television storyboard serves merely

as a rough indication of things to come. Many
new and good possibilities will show up during

the shooting.

While the art director cannot be expected to be

equipped technically as well as the film companies,

animators, network staffs, and others involved in

the production of shows, neither should he be a

babe in the woods. It is true that an art director's

chief value lies in his creative ability rather than

in any technical wizardry, but he will find that his

dreams will materialize faster—and less expen-

sively—if he has some knowledge of the funda-

mental production principles of TV.

He should be familiar with the maneuverability

of the camera. Lighting problems in this media

are not too different from those in still photogra-

phy, and the art director should be no stranger

here. He should know something about scenery,

props, and the way colors and tones will repro-

duce on the screen. Familiarity with film-cutting

techniques and the use of opticals (special picture

effects) will also help him in his work. And last,

but hardly least, he should have a fair idea of the

costs involved.

This knowledge alone, of course, will not make
him a first-rate Hollywood producer. But, com-

bined with his native talents, it will go a long way

in helping him become a competent TV-commer-
cial art director.
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TELEVISION PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES —A SIMPLE GUIDE
Television commercials may be classified into

two categories, live and recorded.

In many respects, the two production techniques

are the same, but minor differences occur in the

personnel needed, equipment used, and the jargon.

The major difference is in work procedures.

LIVE COMMERCIALS FILM COMMERCIALS OTHERS

Live commercials are

shot with an electronic

television camera. Pro-

gram is presented in its

scripted sequence. There

is no opportunity for re-

takes; it's got to be right

the first time. Viewer sees

events as they happen,

and this alone adds some
measure of excitement to

the commercial.

Title refers to lettering

on the screen. It may be

shown by itself or used

as a super over another

picture. Transmitted elec-

tronically with the aid of

special projectors, it is

either a telop, balop, or

slide. This is illustrated

above, where a live back-

ground scene and super-

imposed title originated

from two localities miles

apart.

Film commercials are

first made by a photo-

graphic camera and then

transmitted electronically.

Filming may start with

any scene, other scenes

photographed as desired.

Editing will later form a

scripted sequence. Scenes.

of course, may be shot

as often as needed to get

the best results. This pro-

duction technique offers

broader opportunities in

the choice of locales.

quite an advantage when

exterior scenes are called

for. Its chief disadvantage

lies in the loss of sponta-

neity found in live TV.

P*-
Animated commercials

consist of a series of

drawings put on film.

When viewed in sequence.

these drawings give the

illusion of movement.

Many degrees of anima-

tion are possible, from

"full" to "limited." Of all

the techniques, animation

offers the most technical

flexibility, affording the

least restraint on the art

director.

Mr: Mm
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Stop motion is a tech-

nique whereby inanimate

objects are made to

"move." The subjects are

photographed one frame

at a time with slight

changes in position from

frame to frame. In this

way, cigarettes can be

made to dance.

Puppets and dolls are

often used in television

commercials. Usually ma-

nipulated by hand, the

stop-motion technique is

used to achieve the illu-

sion of action.

Trick effects are achieved

either by the camera or

on the cutting room table.

Here, the multiple image

of a girl swinging conveys

fluid movement. Many
other off beat techniques

are possible.

In many commercials,

live and filtn techniques

are combined. For ex-

ample, the opening scene

may be a live shot of the

announcer delivering a

message. The commercial

may then switch to a

filmed demonstration.

Film may also be em-

ployed as background in

live shows, commonly re-

ferred to as rear-screen

projection.

It is possible to make

a filmed record of a live

show for later transmis-

sion or for private

showing. This is called

kinescope recording, kine-

scope, or kine. It is made

by motion picture camera

which photographs the

transmitted broadcast as

received on a television

picture tube.

Video tape recording

permits both sound and

picture to be recorded

simultaneously on mag-

netic tape. This method

combines the advantage

of live and recorded

shows; it retains the im-

mediacy of live TV and

the flexibility of film.

Both sound and picture

can be edited. The qual-

ity is superior to filmed

recordings or kinescopes.

The technique is espe-

cially useful for quick

rebroadcasting of an event

in various parts of the

country.

Video tape recording

is relatively inexpensive;

it costs about one third

as much to put and show

on tape than filming it.
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CASE HISTORY
OF A FILM COMMERCIAL

There is no such thing in television as a "typical"

commercial. The means of telling a story on the

screen are almost unlimited, and with technical

innovations coming in every day the possibilities

will be even greater.

The film selected here demonstrates the steps

that go into the execution of an assignment placed

in the creative beehive of an agency's television

department. In this respect, it might be called a

"typical" commercial.

Cunningham & Walsh, the advertising agency.

was quite familiar with the problems of its coffee-

producing client, the Middle West firm of Folger's.

Coffee beans for this client's product are grown at

specially selected high-altitude plantations, and

the romantic appeal of this point had been appar-

ent to both client and agency; for years it had

been a major theme for the coffee advertising in

print media. The task now was to get the maxi-

mum impact of the mountain-grown story onto

the television screen.

CUNNINGHAM » WALSH INC.

1. It was obvious from the beginning that

the story could best be put across by estab-

lishing a "mood" of cloud-touching high-

lands. The rough storyboard sketches of the

writer show how mountains captured his

imagination. His fancy has taken him back

millions of years to a time when the surface

of the earth crumbled under volcanic force

and gave birth to rivers, valleys, and moun-

tains.

Note that on this particular sketch the

writer indicated not only his visual concept

but showed that he was already thinking of

the accompanying sound effects (thunder).

In television, it is almost impossible to think

of video and audio in separate terms. The

two must work together at all times and the

creators of commercials—be they writers or

art directors—must always keep both sound

and picture in mind.

The writer discussed his ideas with the

art director and other creative people in the

television department. As early as this point

of preparation was, the producer was also

consulted on the practicality of the idea.
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2. Many days of trial-

and-error method- saw

numerous storyboards pre-

pared by writer and art

director. From this stack.

the most effective solu-

tions were chosen. The

idea of showing the evo-

lution of mountains was

discarded because the se-

quence proved to be too

time consuming.

3. Final storyboards were made up for one-minute, twenty-second, and station identification

(or I.D.) commercials, and the costs of production were estimated. To the left of each story-

board sketch, visual effects are indicated; to the right, sound effects and narration are shown.

Here the narration suggested is voice over, i.e., the commentator is heard but not seen.
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4. After the storyboard has been approved,

the building of a miniature mountain scene

is* started. The agency art director worked
closely with the model maker and film studio

on this. Here is a sketch of the styrofoam

plantation model planned to be eventually

10 feet wide, 3 feet high, and 4 feet deep.

Some 4,000 miniature trees and bushes were

to be planted by hand. Before shooting, the

client saw and approved the sketch.

5. For close-ups, additional models were

built to show details (scenes A and B).

Sketches C and D show the side and top

views of the model, with camera stops indi-

cated. While the set was being constructed.

music and narration were put on a sound

track. (In this case, both were recorded at

a single session.) The client approved both

the set and the sound track prior to filming.



6. Before the filming, a shooting hoard was prepared to set the action of the camera. On the

right is the agency's production order to the film company with a time schedule.

The film company now proceeded to set up shooting. Director was selected as well as a

minimum union crew consisting of a cameraman and his assistant, property man, electrician,

and two stage hands, or grips. (Since sound was prerecorded, no sound crew was engaged.)

Fortunately, the shooting could be arranged in the studio so the success of this undertaking

did not depend on the vagaries of the weather. A performer was also engaged to model for the

hand holding up a cup of coffee.

Shooting took about a day.

7. From the time the storyboard received the client's "go ahead" to the final release print

about six weeks elapsed. A normal shooting schedule was followed with about a dozen steps

involved, each requiring the agency's—and often the client's—review.

As the following pages will show, film-making is indeed an involved procedure. The actual

taking of the picture is only part of the work. The making of the film does not stop here; in

fact, in many respects, it only begins. The many phases that go into putting a film together

—

sound, special effects, the development of prints—all have to be correlated so that the final

effect will be professional. All this requires work, the help of many specialists—and it costs

money. Production is rarely inexpensive. The one-minute, twenty-second, and l.D. commercials

described here cost approximately $18,000 in total (not including the money spent on planning

them). The advertiser foots the bill and it is up to the people in the advertising agency

—

including the art director—to see that the money is wisely spent.
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More about film

Two measurements are used in referring to mo-

tion-picture film: length and width. Length is

given in feet, width in millimeters—35 mm for

professional use or 16 mm for nontheatrical film-

ing. Finished 35 mm film can always be reduced

to 16 mm if needed. It is best to think in terms of

the larger size, preferred by network TV stations

as well as by many local stations.

Unexposed film is called raw stock. Exposed,

developed, or printed film is called footage. If

special optical effects are to be added later, it is

necessary to make a high-quality master positive

from the negative, called fine grain. Sometimes a

duplicate negative, or dupe neg may be wanted so

that it may be worked on while the original footage

is protected against accidental damage.

In working with 16 mm, there is a choice of

using negative film or a negative-positive type,

called reversal, which goes into the laboratory as

negative and comes out positive. Where it is im-

portant that laboratory time be reduced and costs

kept down, reversal film is used—often the case

when local-spot TV is filmed.

CASE HISTORY OF A LIVE COMMERCIAL

Video: Cut to Jean Sulli-

van looking through a

telescope. Looks anxiously

at camera . . . then she

again peers through tele-

scope.

Audio: "Oh. dear . .
."

Video: Cut to close shot

of Pinocchio hanging on

cliff as seen through the

telescope matte. Pinocchio

glances down anxiously

to sea far below him.

Audio: "I'll make it as

brief as I can. Hang on,

Pinocchio. hang on."

Video: Cut to Jean who
waves encouragement to

Pinocchio and walks

away. Truck with her and

pull back to show her as

she now sits on a stool at

the side of screen.

Audio: "As far as fifty

years ago— all over Amer-
ica—mothers learned to

depend on their neighbor-

hood Rexall druggist. He
was a man they knew

—

and trusted—to help them

guard their family's health

and happiness."

Video: Light up back-

ground area near her.

Druggist wrapping a pre-

scription for a female

customer. He hands it to

her. Jean sits at left of

screen.

In making a live commercial, the

art director will find that some of his

film-commercial problems will dis-

appear—and others will take their

place.

A film commercial may be planned

in all its meticulous detail and then

executed just the way it was con-

ceived in the first place. It is doubtful

that such is ever the case in a live

commercial. Even the most careful

dress rehearsing won't prevent an

actor from fluffing a line now and

then. Even the most experienced

director cannot guarantee that re-

frigerator doors will always open on

cue and that stage hands will never

faint on the set.

Because so much of the planning

in live commercials is done right in

the studio under the supervision of

the director and producer, the func-

tions of the agency art director are

limited to the most general instruc-

tions. Written video instructions

often take the place of sketches.

Kinescope pictures on the left, taken

of a live one-minute forty-five sec-

ond integrated Rexall commercial,

show how the instructions are sub-

mitted.



THE CAMERA

—

A FLEXIBLE INSTRUMENT

Two types of cameras are used in television, the

photographic (or motion-picture) camera and the

electronic camera. Both are built along the princi-

ples of the ordinary still camera. Lenses allow the

light into the camera, and this is recorded on

sensitized film, or it is transmitted electronically.

Sharpness of picture depends on lens opening,

quality of lighting, and speed of action.

The TV camera is slightly more cumbersome
than the motion-picture camera; it can move only

so far as its cables will let it. Most often, television

cameras are more sizable. As a rule, they have a

larger depth of focus and do not require as strong

lighting as the photographic camera.

Motion-picture cameras can be moved about

after each shooting, but this can become a major

problem in shooting live TV. For this reason,

multiple-camera use is preferred in TV studios so

that three or four angles can be covered simul-

taneously. Transitions from scene to scene are

manipulated in the control booth by the director,

and his many adjuncts in live TV.

Top View

Top View

TRUCK

Camera angles. Like the human eye, the camera

can scan a situation up and down and sideways

—

depending on the way it "looks" at the subject. It

is a highly maneuverable instrument that may be

moved in almost any direction. It must be remem-
bered, however, that these movements take screen

time in large chunks—one can say "from cellar to

roof" much faster than the camera can show it.

If the camera is angled up or down, it is referred

to as tilt. When the camera stands still but is ro-

tated on a horizontal plane (duplicating what the

eye sees when the head moves from one position

to another), the action is called panning, the shot

a pan—an abbreviation of panorama. Deliberate

fast pan shots—used to blur the filmed object—are

called swish pan, or whip pan, shots. In filming

fast action, such as races of flying airplanes, if the

camera remains focused on the action and follows

it, the background will be blurred while the center

of action is kept clear. This is called follow shot,

or action pan.

Dolly is both a noun and a verb in the camera-

man's language. The camera is put on a small

platform, called a dolly, which is pushed toward

or pulled away from the subject to get the dolly

shot—dollying in or dollying out, depending on

the direction of the camera movement. A zoom
shot is a very fast dolly—accomplished by filming

action through a special Zoomar lens.

When both camera and subject move—as in a

scene where the camera keeps pace with a moving

performer—and the distances between subject and

camera do not change, it is called a trucking shot.

The camera may be moved up and down and from

side to side in these cases, but with difficulty. The

only foolproof way to accomplish this without in-

ordinate test shooting is through the use of a crane

shot, mounting the camera on a hydraulically

operated crane which permits movement in sev-

eral directions. Results are impressive—but so are

the costs. Cranes are hard to come by except in

Hollywood.
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The lens—eye of the camera. The picture

sequence shown below demonstrates the flexibility

of the lens. Without moving the camera, a change

of lenses gives what appears to be a closer or more

distant view of the back of a man's head.

The wide-angle lens used on the left has the

greatest depth of field. Such a lens is rarely used

for panning. The two center pictures are more in

the "normar range. The picture on the right is an

extreme close-up, taken with a narrow-angle lens.

Note the sharpness of detail on the subject which

appears to be nearest the camera. Because this lens

offers only a short field of focus, the background

is fuzzy and the illusion of depth is sacrificed.

Since each lens has its limitations (as well as

its advantages), both motion-picture and TV
cameras come equipped with a complement of at

least four lenses to perform varied tasks. They

are usually fixed on a turret head on the television

camera, allowing continuous live shooting. (Strip

taken from a commercial produced by Robert

Lawrence Productions.

)

Hoiv to tell the cameraman where to ''look'''

There are seven separate fields the camera can

cover, usually referred to by their initials:

ELS—extreme long shot

LS—long shot

MLS—medium long shot

MS—medium shot

MCU—medium close-up

CU—close-up

XCU or ECU—extreme close-up (also called

TCU—tight close-up)

A long shot is used most often for large objects.

Thus, you might indicate an ELS of the Empire

State Building, an LS of an automobile. If the ob-

ject to be photographed is small, or is part of

another object, a close-up shot is used—CU or

XCU if it is desired that the entire screen be filled

with the object to the exclusion of background (as

in an XCU of a package label).

When dealing with people or objects, even more

detailed instructions may be given the cameraman;

a one shot shows one person or object, a two shot

shows two, and so on. A very common shot is the

package two shot—a smiling announcer holding

the package up to the viewer. More than six people

or objects make up a group shot.

Other terms may also be specified, such as full

length, hip, or torso, shot, shoulder shot, and full-

face CU. There is a 3A shot in which the subject is

placed, or cheated, halfway between a profile and

head on view. The camera may also be used to

favor—to show one actor so he stands out from

the group or to photograph the more photogenic

side of his face.

A reverse shot, or reverse angle, is a camera

angle about 180° from the scene immediately pre-

ceeding—showing an actor and then what he is

looking at in quick succession. A reaction shot—
usually a full face CU—is a shot pointing up a

person's reaction to what he has just seen, as in

the comedy star's well-known "double take."

Shooting instructions should be given with dis-

crimination. The aim, after all, is to get results

—

not to bewilder the interpreter of a script with

fanciful combinations of initials.
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SPECIAL EFFECTS—HOW TO USE THEM

Visual trickery can be achieved by manipulating

the camera. Much can also be done in the film

laboratory and, in the case of live TV, electroni-

cally by the switcher in the control room.

When the speed of the motion-picture camera

is adjusted so it photographs more than 24 frames

per second, slow motion results. Film shot at less

than normal speed and projected later at standard

speeds of action will provide fast motion. A normal

sequence of action can be shown happening back-

wards; this is called reverse action. Pop-in and

pop-out (also known as jump-in and jump-out)

of a new subject on the scene is achieved by stop-

ping the motion-picture camera, placing the object

in the scene (or removing it) and resuming shoot-

ing.

The temptation to make extensive use of the

optical possibilities on video is hard to resist. The
art director should, of course, make use of these

devices only if they genuinely improve the effec-

tiveness of his commercials; he might remember

that many a full-length movie produced in Holly-

wood makes use of few, if any, of the many opti-

cals available.

HP

HP

i

a

On the left are shown three of

the more common film opticals:

fade-out, fade-in, and cross dis-

solve.

Another important transi-

tional effect is the wipe. This

generally takes a geometric

shape with new scenes "wiped,"

or pushed, in to replace the

previous scene. There are many
different kinds of wipes, and

they are made in the print room

for filmed TV, electronically for

live TV.

Optical devices assure more
gradual transition from one

scene to another than do straight

cuts, but it must be borne in

mind that they consume pre-

cious seconds in a commercial.

A few of the dozens of wipes.
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Trick opticah are more complicated—and more expen-

sive—to achieve. On the left is an example of a trick

optical, a match dissolve; the round wheel of the car dis-

solves into the Coca-Cola sign of the next scene.

Another trick optical, a matte shot (sometimes spelled

and always pronounced "mat") is a complicated process.

In essence, it combines two different pictures and blacks

out elements which are not to appear. In a stationary

matte shot a separate picture is made for the foreground

against a dark background and another for the actual

background, and the two are combined. If people or ob-

jects move, as in the RCA commercial on the right, a

traveling matte shot, really a separate set of mattes for

each frame, is made. If a transparent image is wanted, a

matte is made without blacking out anything on either

film.

Matte shots can also be produced electronically on

live television as. for example, in the Chromakey process.

The principle here is the same; two cameras take separate

images and these are combined. The relative size of the

images, incidentally, makes little difference; it is possible

to superimpose a shot of a person against a small paint-

ing which is in another part of the studio, for example,

and make him look like a natural part of the picture.

Split screen divides the picture into two or more parts.

Multiple image places several images on the screen. In

both of these two cases, each image is photographed

separately. The prism shot mirrors one image in several

places on the screen at the same time.

A super, a common optical trick, is a double imposi-

tion, showing one visual on top of another—as when the

dealer's address is superimposed on a picture of the

product.

ADDING THE SOUND
In television films, the sound track is called the

audio. This is usually first recorded on magnetic

tape for ease in correcting "fluffs" and then trans-

ferred to film. The film is called in sync (in syn-

chronization) when sound and picture portions

are exactly matched, out of sync when they are not.

Direct sound is the process of recording sound

and film action at the same time. Its opposite is

voice over, in which a narrator takes his cues from

a print of the picture being projected as he nar-

rates, or by a studio announcer who speaks as a

silent film is run off by the projector. If a sound

recording is made when no film is being taken or

shown, it is called recording wild.

Because of unforeseen problems which may
arise in making a direct-sound recording (singers

make faces, dancers who are supposed to sing get

too winded), most filmed musical sequences are

prescored or prerecorded. The singers go into a

recording session ahead of time and record their

numbers wild. Later, they go in front of the camera

to be shot as they perform to the music of the per-

fect prerecorded sound take.

In animated films, for practical reasons, sound

is always prerecorded.

Another technique is post-lip sync, or dubbing.

A short loop of film is projected over and over

again as voices in a sound recording studio try to

mouth in exact sync the words that the characters

on the screen are saying. A common use is the

adding of English voices to foreign movies.

Editing of sound and film is done by working

with the picture and sound track on separate films,

kept side by side. This is called straight across, or

editorial sync. Cuts may be made in picture and

sound at the same time while retaining perfect

synchronization.
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GRAPHIC ART ON TELEVISION— SETS, SCENERY
PROPS, AND PRODUCTS

Perhaps in no other phase of television work is

the art director's judgment and experience so nec-

essary as in the preparation of "art." The term art

is rather nebulous and may include a variety of

items. The making of sets is certainly an art prob-

lem; although the task is officially in the hands of

union members, the agency art director still has a

say here. Often he works closely with stage de-

signers, prop men, and display organizations in

order to get the effects he has planned. His taste

and artistic sense is an important asset in the

planning of shows; often he is looked upon as the

best authority in these matters. The more he knows

about television problems, the more practical his

suggestions will be, of course.

Q*.

Scanning the location well before shooting is always a good

idea for preventing costly surprises later. Shown here are

studies made by the art director in setting up a background for

a commercial. Producer and cameraman were also present. Posi-

tion of camera and its visual scope are carefully determined in

advance. Photos on top show shots from various camera posi-

tions.

A miniature replica of a proposed set is often

made up in the television art department. This

permits intelligent decisions concerning camera

angles and shows how the lights and shadows

may be expected to fall. When dance routines

are planned, it also helps in charting out the

steps.
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1
Lire commercials, such as this

one prepared for General Elec-

tric, frequently require accurate

advance blueprints of sets and

props to show the way the

camera is going to "see" it all.

Expert set designers, carpenters,

and other craftsmen are on

hand, but the art director's

judgment will count heavily.

Pencil sketches above and to

the left were prepared by an

agency art director, Claude

Billingswater, no mean expert

of stage sets himself. Note sug-

gested positions and movements

of two TV cameras. Additional

scale drawings for display pieces

were also provided.
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Film commercials, too, call for set sketches

quite often. Floor plan, blueprint for fire-

place and living room, two of several story-

boards and their finished versions are shown

here. Movement of a single camera follow-

ing performer crossing the set was carefully

mapped out.

Not all television art directors are willing

to furnish the producer with such compre-

hensive plans of sets and camera movement.

Rarely is the art director expected to do so.

His familiarity with these problems, how-

ever, can be immensely helpful; many a

storyboard dream never materializes because

of its infeasibility or costliness. A great fa-

vorite with producers is the art director able

to anticipate production problems before

they happen.



Gray scale represents a range of tonal values from near-black to near-white which may be

expected to transmit best on live and filmed TV. Pure black and pure white in large areas

cannot be successfully transmitted. Art directors must consider all costumes, settings, and

other graphic art in terms of their tonal values on the gray scale.

How to make things look good
in black and white

Too much white tends to look "washed out" on

the home screen, while navy and black appear a

dark gray. It is best to keep values between these

two extremes and maintain as much distinction

between grays as possible. Networks recommend

eight to a dozen gray values with which to work,

no more. This recommended gray scale soon be-

comes second nature to TV art directors; they will

instinctively stay clear of too subtle tonal varia-

tions.

It is not always possible to have everything on

the set in accord with the gray scale. Actors turn

up in colorful clothes, and it would hardly be ad-

visable to paint their faces gray. Neither can out-

door backgrounds be recolored to fit the whims of

black and white television. However, in some cases

it is practical to have sets painted in grays. Special

make-up for TV performers is available today.

And it is always possible to prepare special mock-

ups of the client's product for good reproduction.

Color TV—what it does to the product

In many cases there is no call for tinkering with

the product in order to make it perform well on

color television. Most packages with good display

value in supermarkets will also stand up well on

the screen.

new pink t~

uRsir

Its lotion-pink!'-milder to hands/

fornylans.yioollens.balr/ ikngs.dishesl

An example of a package made more "telegenic"' for black-and-white tele-

casting. Actual version of the client's pink-blue-white package would not have

come over well on the screen. Simplified version is shown on the right. The

design has been changed a little, small type has been eliminated. Package was

painted over in contrasting grays.
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Settings designed for both color and black-and-white re-

production often present special problems. Harsh con-

trast in color hues call for careful lighting maneuvers.

Some colors, such as light blue, reproduce as white

—

while others, such as purple, show up dark. None of these

difficulties are insurmountable in experienced hands.

S'.ii>J>J '\il-iSpl\l J JUiij

Titles, such as this flip card (so called because it is

flipped in front of the camera in succession with other

cards or pictures), will reproduce best if off-whites are

used with only small areas of black. Simple, poster-type

lettering offers more legibility than the fine serifs of small

Roman typefaces.

Photographs prepared for television must also abide by

the rules of the gray scale. Retoucher must strive for

simplicity, using as few grays as possible.

In color TV, as in black-and-white TV, the

cardinal rule is to work within a given value range.

Any color key may be used as long as the artist

stays within his chosen color range. Once he jumps

out of an established color range with a highly

contrasting value, there may be a lack of balance

and a tendency to lose color. Dark colors become

darker and light ones wash out.

It should also be kept in mind that the product

will be viewed not only by those who own color

sets but also by the majority who do not. This

means that color values should be checked for

black-and-white reproduction. As a rule, this pre-

sents no great difficulties if the design is uncom-

plicated. Light blues, greens, yellows, and pinks

sometimes reproduce a light gray. Dark colors,

such as browns, deep blues, and purples usually

show up dark on the screen.

In many cases, even a "bad" package will show

up to its best advantage on color television. Loss

of colors, if detected early enough, may be cor-

rected in several ways—without touching the

package itself.

One way of making this adjustment is to control

the background value or the environment sur-

rounding the package. By choosing a middle value

for the area around the package, the high value

contrast of the package is balanced and the whole

picture is brought into harmony.

By means of lighting, the color values of the

package may also be changed. The package can

be highlighted while the background value can be

pulled down. Or, the package can be made to cast

a shadow, adding dark, realistic tones to the

composition. Here, a new balance in values is

created without subtracting from the contrast of

the package design.

It can safely be said that color TV will repro-

duce the package more realistically than is usually

assumed. Details show up better because of the

peculiar construction of the color screen. Unlike

its black-and-white counterpart which is made up

of parallel lines, the color screen is composed of

millions of tiny clusters of dots—much like color

printing.

The fidelity to detail which color TV gives adds

the illusion of great depth. The package can be

shown from all angles; even the side walls come
out clearly on the screen. The usual system of

holding up the package always face on to the

camera so that only the front label appears can

be modified on color television.
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ABOUT ANIMATION

When to use animation

The difference between animation and live ac-

tion is much like that between art work and

photography in print advertising. Each has its ad-

vantages and disadvantages. Live action, whether

it is put on film or televised directly, has maximum
realism in its favor. This is a great asset in making

commercials where believability—and authority

—

are essential, as, for example, in the demonstration

of products. On the other hand, animation allows

the artist's imagination to enter another world

different from the everyday one. The artist may
invade a land where animals talk and fanciful

people tumble from great heights without suffering

the slightest bruise. In short, he can make up his

own world.

In TV commercials, the greatest advantage of

animation lies in its inherent humor. It is more

strenuous to leave the living room than to turn a

magazine page, and for this reason dull commer-

cials create more active resentment on the part

of the "captive" audience than any other kind of

advertising. Thus, entertainment plays an all-

important role in television commercials. While it

cannot be argued that animation will automatically

assure excitement, the fact remains that the curious

world of animated characters quickly spells "fun"

to a great many people.

Art styles

There are dozens of different art styles in this

medium—the range depending only on the indi-

vidual talents and, oddly enough, on the policies

of the various animation film companies. It is.

however, possible to categorize cartoon anima-

tion into three groupings for easy reference:

1. Realistic cartoons are, of course, far from

photographic realism, but come closest to it in the

cartoon field. The leading exponent of this ap-

proach is the Disney organization. The style has

much warmth. The lines of the drawings are gently

curved, the backgrounds are complete, and the

mood is happy exaggeration.

2. Modern styles have found their way into

the animation field just as they have in other

graphic forms. United Productions of America

(UPA) took a courageous step some time ago in

this technique, demonstrating that there was room

for individual interpretation in the cartoon field.

3. Abstract animation is getting the advertiser's

nod more and more frequently as the taste of the

public grows more sophisticated. This technique

deals in forms and designs, the mood suggested by

these rather than by showing of actual subjects.

Kinds of animation

Full animation, the most fluid kind, results when

separate drawings are made for succeeding steps

of action in each of the 24 frames per second re-

quired. Seldom is this extreme used throughout

a one-minute commercial, for it is quite possible

to animate certain scenes successfully with half as

many drawings per second. In this case, each

frame is photographed twice to obtain the desired

24 required for projection. (This is called shoot-

ing in twos.

)

Limited animation, as its name implies, goes in

for more substantial short cuts in giving the illu-

sion of movement. For example, only the legs of

a character may move while the rest of the body

remains rigid. Other devices are also called upon

to limit the amount of art work and so save costs.

Scratch-off animation (or grow cartoon) goes

even further to reduce labor and costs. Here, a

basic drawing is first made and then photographed

in reverse with fractions of lines scratched off

before the exposure of the subsequent frame

—

until the picture is blank. On the screen, this ap-

pears backwards, so that a blank picture is filled

in line by line until the drawing is complete. The
cartoon appears to "grow" before the viewer and

an illusion of movement is thus achieved.

Simple animation has only one unit that has

action—that is, only one figure moves in the scene

while the others remain stationary. Compound
animation has several units that move. Costs of

animation are computed on the basis of the num-
ber of units of action.

Photo animation (fotan) applies limited anima-

tion to still photographs, titles, or trademarks.

Camera animation is attained by manipulating

the camera to get a feeling of action in cartoons.

This is a relatively inexpensive form of animation

since it eliminates much art work.

A cycle may also be used as a measure of econ-

omy. Here, a sequence of animation is repeated.
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For example, to show a child running may require

only eight drawings which can be photographed in

repeated sequence.

Steps in animation

The making of an animated cartoon is an im-

mensely complicated business. It sometimes hap-

pens that for a one-minute commercial over one

thousand separate drawings may be required. Add
to this the problems of recording sound and the

photographing, and the reason for the costliness of

the business becomes evident.

While it is possible that a filmed commerical

might be produced from only the roughest of

storyboards, and live shots from no sketch at all,

in animation the first step must be the storyboard.

Soon after the storyboard is finished, there

comes the recording of sound which is then trans-

ferred to film. The reason for this is that the

drawings must follow the sound and not vice versa.

Sound is analyzed and measured frame by frame

on an exposure sheet. From this, animators match

their action exactly. The sheet serves as the master

guide for the entire operation of animation up to

the camera work, at which time it is supplemented

with additional notes and directions for photog-

raphy.

Meanwhile, art work is being prepared. The

storysketch man working with the layout designer

polishes up rough agency storyboards. Background

artists and animators pencil out their concepts

with fair accuracy. Key drawings of characters are

made for the high points and extremes of action.

These are then turned over to the in-betweener

who makes the needed drawings between the

extremes of action.

The drawings are made with pencil on white

paper. Each sheet is uniformly punched so that

all may be kept in exact register. Special desks

with peg bars and back-lit glass allow the ani-

mators to see through several sheets at one time to

determine the smoothness of action.

Pencil sketches are sometimes photographed in

sequence on film so that they may be evaluated

before proceeding with the art work. This pencil

test is sometimes screened for the benefit of the

advertising agency people.

The finishing of pencil drawings is done in the

inking-and-painting department. Here, the sketches

are traced onto celluloid sheets, or eels, with ink

and paint. These eels are then placed for photo-
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Four cpls. superimposed on each other, have been used for this commercial. Illusion of move-

ment is gained by manipulation of the background and limited animation of characters.
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graphing on the animation stand, a complex mech-

anism which permits the camera calibrated move-

ments in all directions.

It takes about eight to ten weeks to complete a

one-minute animated commercial after storyboard

approval. For preparation of sound about a week

is needed. Sketching of animation takes three ani-

mators about three weeks, inking and painting will

take five people another three weeks to complete.

Allow at least a week for photography.

Developing a character

One of the most useful services an advertising

agency can render when recommending a program

of animated television commercials is the intro-

duction of a distinctive, made-to-order character

for the client.

Like Disney's Donald Duck or UPA's Mr.

Magoo, an animated character can become a "star"

if liked well enough and seen often by the public.

Skillfully developed, a "celebrity" will emerge with

distinct quirks of its own—and a surprisingly large

segment of its fans will even begin to think of the

character as a flesh-and-blood person. The adver-

tising value of such a character cannot be over-

estimated. The character serves beautifully as a

trademark for the client. Most important, it can

sell goods without becoming obnoxious.

Such a character, once established, can easily

be carried into all forms of advertising. It is easy

to find a good place for it in magazine, newspaper,

poster, and point-of-sale advertising. And, nat-

urally, this integration of effort gives added im-

petus to the advertising.

Shown here is the step-by-step development of a trade

character, Wolley Segap—Yellow Pages spelled back-

wards. This little fellow proved an effective spokesman

for the Bell Telephone Co. The top strip shows the first

five frames of a one-minute commercial storyboard as it

emerged from the copywriter's office. Crude as the draw-

ings may be, the basic concept of a character is already

there. The art director then made up a more polished

storyboard for the client's inspection. After approval,

advantage was taken of the contributions that outside

animation talent can often make in developing anima-

tion. UPA's sketch is shown in the bottom strip.
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"Bert Pie! is an enthusiastic salesman. He is enthusiastic

about his product because he knows there isn't a better

beer in town ... in the country. And if Piels Beer

wasn't the best, he'd be after his brother, in short order,

to make it so. But Piels is the best—so all Bert has to

worry about is letting as many people as possible know

about it so they'll buy it and enjoy it.

"Bert believes very strongly in advertising—and he

takes a much more vigorous and realistic approach to it

than his brother. His head is teeming with merchandising

ideas, slogans, and gimmicks which will interest the

public and get the people on his side. He's interested in

all media—newspapers, radio, TV. outdoor—and when

he personally starts talking on his favorite subject—Piels

Light Beer—he can hardly contain himself.

"Bert, although so different in character and personality

from his brother Harry, realizes very clearly that it takes

all kinds to make a world and run a business. He has a

great regard for Harry's point of view. (Just as Harry

has for Bert's.)

"Bert could be heard to say in a very serious moment:

'If you really want to know why Piels is the finest beer

brewed today—go ask brother Harry.' Harry, too. would

honestly tell you that if you really want a good idea put

over as strongly as possible
—

'Ask Bert . . . he'll think

of more ideas in five minutes than anyone I know."

"Harry Piel is a quiet, soft-spoken man. He is a brewer

'par excellence.' And knows how to brew a better beer

than any other brewer. This is proved by the fact that he

developed the brewing process, though more costly and

lengthier than competition, which makes Piels taste best

of all.

"He believes in advertising—but he's also a great be-

liever in people, and this leads him to the opinion that

once the people have tried Piels, they'll accept no other

on account of his product's superiority.

"He believes that if you tell people honestly and sin-

cerely without any 'hoopla' just why Piels is best, the

people will recognize this honesty and sincerity, believe

it, and buy the product.

"So in front of a radio or television audience, Harry is

not a glib, polished announcer, but what he is—a natural

and honest man. This leads to his hesitancy once in a

while when he looks for the right word or sentence. You
see, he never memorizes a script. He speaks from the

heart.

"Harry, physically, is quite a few inches taller than his

brother Bert. He is thinner than his brother and moves

more slowly—because he is rather studious in his move-

ments as opposed to Brother Bert's more emotional and

excitable temperament and actions."
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The two phenomenally successful Piel brothers,

fictional characters who are supposed to run the

brewery in Brooklyn and Staten Island, New York,

were born in Young & Rubicam's television depart-

ment. The outside animation studio, UPA, were

handed the two personalities already completely

formed. Ed Graham, of the advertising agency.

established Bert as an extroverted "outside" man
with sales figures on his mind, his brother Harry

as the more reticent "inside" man with production

problems his chief concern (see Mr. Graham's

description of the characters on the page oppo-

site).

Via the masterful pencil of the agency's art

director, Jack Sidebotham, the brothers took shape

on the sketching pad. The producer's assignment

was narrowed down to making them move and

talk on film. To make sure that the animators were

well acquainted with the personalities of the two

colorful brothers, a model sheet was prepared by

the producer (see above).

Not every cartoon character is polished to this

extent in the TV departments of agencies. More

often, art directors and their staffs concern them-

selves with "keying" the figures. An agency's func-

tion, after all, is not to turn out the best animated

material but to see that the final commercial will

sell the client's product.
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PUTTING THE FILM
TOGETHER

One of the most significant advantages of film

over live commercials from the standpoint of the

advertiser is that with film he has many chances

to inspect the work as it progresses, while he has

practically none in the case of a live show, once

it's on the air.

True, the director and his skilled aids can make

adjustments in the control room of a television

studio while shooting is in progress on a live show,

but these are limited. The adjustments can im-

prove the quality of reception, and mix sound and

picture to their best advantage. But they cannot

eliminate or add scenes at will, as may be done

any time in the preparation of film.

There may be as many as 15 critical reviews of

the film, as it goes along. Not at every one of these

showings do agency people and clients participate,

of course, but at some they do. At almost all of

these screenings, it is possible to improve the

quality of the commercial. Suggestions may be

made for insertion or removal of scenes. Sound

reception can be refined. Picture contrast can, to

some extent, be controlled. Opticals may be added

to assure smoother scene-to-scene transition.

The sleps in making a film

1. On the day of shooting, negative film (raw

Mock) is exposed in the motion-picture camera.

This is sent to a laboratory for developing.

2. The sound tape is sent to another laboratory

for developing.

3. A hurried first print, called a one-light print,

is made so that it may be viewed quickly by those

interested. In Hollywood, this is done in twenty-

four hours; elsewhere the job may take several

days. The producer, editor, and others concerned

see these rushes on a motion-picture screen in a

projection room. Two projectors, or a special

interlocking projector, get sound and action into

synchronization.

4. Preferred scenes are selected for inclusion in

a work print. The unused scenes (out-takes) "end

up on the cutting-room floor." The work print is

the one on which most of the tailoring is done;

the original print is put away to prevent its being

marred.

5. The work print is painstakingly edited

—

frame by frame. This work is done with the help

of a special projector which can be run fast or

Sure-handed editing techniques applied to hundreds of feet of film help in

the timing of a commercial. Shown here is the action of a young couple hap-

pily sliding into a pool at the start of a one-minute commercial. Working from

three vantage points, the producer, Peter Elgar, made the most of the action.

First picture shows hoy and girl on top of the slide ready to go; second shows

her zooming down as seen from the side; third, with the camera under water,

gets a full view of swimmer surrounded by silvery bubbles. The action was

accompanied by a catchy tune.

The Zest commercials proved to be a great success, demonstrating that often

the best editing technique is the least obtrusive. Tricky opticals were used spar-

ingly by the producer. It was fast, adept cutting that gave the feeling of speed,

setting the exuberant mood that made the Zest commercial memorable.
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slow, forwards or backwards, and in general per-

forms tricks a standard projector cannot do. The

editor's projector is usually called a Moviola after

the most commonly used make. In the editing, the

film is cut to its approximate finished length and

is then known as the rough cut.

6. After further doctoring, the film emerges as

a fine cut. This—consisting of one reel of sound

and one reel of picture—is shown with a special

projector to all concerned. This is the last chance

to make changes and this screening is called the

interlock.

7. After this screening, opticals are added if

called for. The combined result is the optical

negative.

8. The work print with the added opticals is

then taken to the recording studio. Here, a mix, or

mixing session, results in a blending together of

sound effects, music, dialogue, and narration on

one tape. This tape is transferred to film, resulting

in a sound negative.

9. The original print which has been kept safe

all this time is now combined with the optical

negative to get the finished picture. This is now

known as the release print.

10. The release print is then combined with

the sound print. This results in a composite print,

the first time the finished picture and sound are

on one reel.

1 1

.

The composite print, showing for the first

time how all the parts look when put together,

may be only approximately balanced for lighting;

some scenes may be too dark, others too light.

Opticals may be less than perfect. These first

prints (often called answer prints) will show what

final touches the film may need.

1 2. At last—days, weeks, and dollar after dollar

later—the necessary number of release prints will

be routed to the various stations.

The steps outlined must be followed one by

one for the most part, each step contingent on the

one preceding. This is why completing a "simple"

one-minute commercial for television takes weeks

and sometimes months.

Evaluating picture quality

In live TV, poor picture quality may most often

be traced to some mechanical lack in the equip-

ment or an inexpert handling of the set lighting

—

both of which can almost immediately be cor-

rected when discovered. In film, poor picture

quality is most often due to miscalculation in the

development of prints, and much can be done

here, too.

It is better to start out with low-contrast film

for television rather than one with too much range

between light and dark. Low-contrast film can

always be built up when the actual telecast is

made. Film used for theatres does not always re-

produce well on the screen because of its high-

contrast values and, conversely, TV prints are

generally too flat for theatre projection. (It is

always possible to shoot two films, of course, each

with a different range of contrasts.

)

Live-television picture problems. Some flaws

may become apparent on the screen. When the

lens of the camera is pointed toward the bright

light or the sun, halation (a bright circle of light)

may occur. Reflection from shiny surfaces like

glittering jewelry may cause a flare. When the

image has too much contrast, electronic fogging

will result, called clouding. When high lights are

too great or the signal in the receiving tube hap-

pens to bounce off a building or other obstruction,

ghosting takes place. Another electronic problem

is streaking, the unwanted presence of horizontal

streaks. Distortions caused by lens aberrations can

also occur, of course, just as they may in a still

camera.

Film-television problems. As with still pho-

tography, film may be over- or underexposed. It

is possible to compensate for some of this loss in

quality in the processing by under- or overdevel-

oping. When negatives are duplicated, quite often

the texture of the film becomes too grainy. Loss

of fidelity through too much duplicating of nega-

tives is referred to as degradation of film.

Flaws may also occur from mishandling of the

print. Obviously, all the mistakes made on a nega-

tive are transferred to the positive. Most common
are scratches. Careless rewinding may cause cinch

marks—scratches across the screen at the begin-

ning or end of the film. Fortunately, the surface

of the film may be treated to keep scratches to a

minimum.

Old films become brittle, lacking pliability. They
may also shrink.

Of course, corrections of these mistakes will

improve only the quality of the film; they won't

make a poorly conceived and executed commer-
cial suddenly the talk of the TV watchers in the

living room. Only those commercials that begin

with a good idea can be effective.
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TELEVISION TECHNIQUES—NEW ONES EVERY DAY

Perhaps in no other field of communication are

new techniques developed with such furious exu-

berance as in television. Improvements in film

cameras, lighting, electronic devices—introduction

of new materials (such as magnetic tape)—
are constantly opening up new fields in which

to roam. Add to this the restless creative spirit

of those in the field, the willingness to experi-

ment so prevalent throughout the entire industry,

and it readily becomes apparent why new tricks

are learned by the young dog almost every day.

The spirit of TV people may make the art

director's life more exciting—but it also makes
it more difficult. He must keep up with the devel-

opments to avoid quick professional obsolescence.

But he can have a lot of fun doing this because in

TV, perhaps more than in any other medium, it is

almost always possible to try something really new.

Mobilux technique, developed by John Hoppe, allows

projection of luminous shapes floating crazily in space.

The effect is achieved by the use of mirrors and cutouts

through which light is filtered onto a flat surface. This is

either transmitted electronically or filmed.

Three-dimensional paper cutouts offer many possibili-

ties to the restless art director. Here, a rather kind-look-

ing tiger sells Jello to kids. The action consists of his

moving back and forth, his head first on one end of his

body and then on the other.

Live stop-motion technique, drawing on conventional

animation tricks, was perfected by the organization called

Animation Associated. Actual product is placed amidst

animation eels on a multiplane setup to get shadows and

resulting illusion of depth.

"Marble statue"—really a living model—stands serenely

on a pedestal in the middle of a fountain. When the

statue moves unexpectedly, the viewer is surprised. "Shock

treatment" has long been applied by art directors in print.

It works well on this filmed commercial, shot by Sarra

Studios.



A disembodied woman's hand in an opera glove points

out sales features in a television set while a narrator ex-

plains them. Skillful lighting, helped by soft velvet

drapery, conceals the owner of the hand.

Animation offers opportunities for art directors to put

their wildest dreams across. Conventional cartoon figures,

established by Hollywood, represent only one form of

graphic expression. There are others—such as the one

shown above, executed boldly with simple brush strokes.

New graphic techniques are dreamed up by some art directors almost every time they

face the little squares on their sketch pads. Storyboard above shows how one art director, Steve

Frankfort, combines visual invention with a strong sense of design, a feel for the dramatic and

a sure story-telling ability.
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HOW IMPORTANT IS THE TV ADVERTISING
ART DIRECTOR?

In this chapter, the reader has been given a

chance to glimpse the multiple activities of the

television art director in an advertising agency. It

must be apparent to anyone that a TV art director,

when it comes to advertising to be done via the

screen, is not a luxury but a necessity.

Some people in advertising do not quite agree

with this contention. They say that for the crea-

tion of a commercial there are writers on the pay-

roll who can use the right words and understand

as well as anyone the client's goals. To carry the

writers' fancies out there are producers and di-

rectors available who know the answers to tech-

nical problems. Add to this force the personnel at

networks, film companies, and other outfits that

often keep capable art directors on their own staffs

and the question comes up: why keep a full-time

TV art director on the premises of the advertising

agency? Or, to go a step further: why sustain a

television art department at all?

The answer should be obvious. The art director

for commercials is the only person in the field of

television who is qualified to put the client's mes-

sage across visually on the TV screen.

The writer knows the advertiser's selling aims.

He is facile with words, music, sound effects

—

probably has a flair for the visual. But he is still

a far step removed from the man who has worked

with pictures all his professional life, the man who
thinks in visual images even when ordering a

thick steak in a restaurant.

The agency man in charge of production, with

the aid of outside directors, knows the technical

side of electronics. More than anyone else, he is

capable of estimating costs accurately, confirming

time schedules, getting suppliers to come through.

He can mastermind a show, put it together with-

out a hitch, if anyone can. But seldom is he the

hero who creates something completely new in

the graphic world. Here is where the TV adver-

tising art director comes in.

The experts outside the advertising agency

—

in film companies, animation studios, networks

—usually are fully equipped with technical know-

how. Frequently, particularly in the case of the

networks, they are also well staffed with creative

talent. They may have art departments crammed
with eager artists whose good taste and imagina-

tion are above question. Talent here is often as

good as, or even better, than that inside the walls

of the advertising agency. There are on the out-

side also stage designers, display experts, car-

penters, cameramen, lighting specialists—all ready

to help in making the advertiser's message come
off visually. Their experience has only a single

loophole: they are not advertising men. The com-

mercial art directors are.

It is doubtful that even top Hollywood film

producers can supply the kind of talent commer-

cial TV art directors can. More and more, the

West Coast studios are taking over the making of

filmed commercials as this undertaking begins to

make sense economically. This trend is resulting

in more polished, technically superior commer-

cials. No matter how polished the technique, it

is the basic advertising concept in visual terms

that is important. That is why the art director in

advertising-agency television departments is here

to stay.

The combination of selling and creative talent

is what makes the commercial art director unique.

His advantage over the writer is that he is a

picture-man working in a medium that is essen-

tially visual. He is one up on agency producers

whose interests lie in the execution rather than in

the planning of a commercial. Outside producers

face difficulties without him, because making a TV
commercial sell is not primarily their job.

In many agencies, the art director is one of the

most important members in the television depart-

ment. Because good TV art direction calls for a

conscientious follow-up on one's ideas, the art

director soon becomes enmeshed in problems of

production, becoming, as it were, a producer-art

director And, quite often, the art director will

take over the creative leadership in every phase

of commercial-making.
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5
Handlettering

With the invention of the printing press, hand-

lettering of text became not only unnecessary but

impractical. As mass circulation for printed matter

became a fact, the machine showed it could take

over economically practically all lettering—even

ornamentation or type matter for display, such

as titles. Hundreds of typefaces are available; they

come in all sizes and all kinds to satisfy almost

every whim of the designer. Borders, rulers, ini-

tials also come ready-made. Type can be curved

photographically, surprinted, stretched, condensed.

Through mechanical processes it can be made just

about every size. (See Chapter 6 on Typography.

)

Why, then, letter by hand?

The art director may wonder silently if there

is still a place for those who make their livings

putting letters on paper by hand—at five to twenty

dollars a word. Why bother to have the headline

handlettered if the typographer can do it just as

well?

The answer is that there are still cases where

the skill of the human hand is the only answer.

A word lettered by hand can be the only one

of its kind. When it is important that a word, or

a group of words look unique, as in the case of

the advertiser's name on his package, a hand-

letterer can design an exclusive item for the client.

Although many typefaces are available, the art

director might still be looking for a new one. It

is possible that a layout calls for a heavy block

lettering not available in existing foundry type.

Or, perhaps a very faint typeface is indicated, so

thin that it would not be practical to cast it in

metal.

Handlettered words are more evenly spaced.

Because of the "shoulder" on foundry type, it is

not possible to get perfectly even spacing in set-

ting. There will be more distance between two

I's than between two W's, for example. A hand-

lettering man, of course, can control the situation.

Lettering might be part of the art work. A word

may be required to appear directly on the face

of a piece of art work. Sometimes surprinting the

word on the art is mechanically possible (as with

the hotpress process printed on cellophane) but

not always. It would be impossible to attain here

the exact gradations of grays required for re-

production on the screen.

Although many presses are equipped to pull

colored type proofs, there is a limit to the number

of colors available. When the art director has a

unique color in mind, he must often turn to

handlettering.

Handlettering has that "custom-tailored" look.

Last, but not least, is the special "quality" which

handlettering seems to have. No machine can

duplicate the casual informality of "loose" hand-

lettering, such as is found in script handlettering.

Sometimes the handletterer prepares dozens of

sketches and the best is selected from the lot.

Because such sketches are done quickly, with a

minimum of fuss, they usually have a free feeling,

an abandon not matched by any mechanical

process.
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.4 /ew excellent handlettered captions, as designed by

Sam Marsh and his staff are shown on this page. Loose

style of lettering, such as the words "Shines and Softens"

and "Foggy Night" cannot be had in type. The calli-

graphic designs were carefully conceived by an artist; no

mechanical process could take the place of this kind of

work. Words like "Shouting" and "Plant an idea" demon-
strate the exactness in spacing a handletterer can attain.

"Ten Times" and "Arthritis" are display typefaces not

yet cast by any foundry.

Photograph at the left gives some idea of the care and

skill that go into handlettering. A painstaking pencil

sketch is made before the letterer inks in his letters.
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Photolettering is a process executed partly by the human hand and partly mechanically. Let-

ters are printed on individual cards which are then combined by hand to form words. Camera
then takes picture—condensing, expanding, curving, italicizing, slanting words at will. This

process is more flexible than typesetting, but not so flexible as handlettering.
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Fortune gift
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gift that

ccmpli

everyo

receives it

Examples of the camera at work. "Normal" ad in the center has been condensed on the

left, expanded on the right, to fit the required space. 87



INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER

II

SERVICE
and further backed by strategically 1

parts depots, mean thai needed parts and unit

are quickly supplied to keep INTERNATIONA

International Harvester commissioned Raymond Loewy
to design a distinctive trademark. Here are the results.

Highly visible, modern arrangement of the letters H and

I gives advertiser strong identity. Trademark looks good

on package, hood of truck, sign, and on the printed page.

As in the case of Coca-Cola (right-hand page), the

emblem itself serves as the company's logotype, making
the problem of "signing off" in magazines a relatively

easy one for the layout man. Emblems like this are easier

to fit onto a magazine page than long, complicated sig-

natures that often seem out of place with the rest of the

advertisement.

LOGOTYPES—WHEN AND WHERE?
Some advertisers spend thousands of dollars on

having their signatures designed "just right." Con-

sultant art directors, package designers are called

in. Extensive research surveys are started to find

out consumer reaction to contemplated colors and

lettering styles.

There can be no argument with the fact that

consistency in graphic approach, copy approach,

in dealing with retailers is desirable. To some

extent, consistency is also worthwhile when it

comes to signatures. Certainly, the advertiser's

name treated in the same manner on a series of

packaged goods carries an impact all its own.

As with all theories, however, this must be

handled with discrimination. On the shelf of the

supermarket, the advertiser's name may be the

greatest come-on, but in print and television ad-

vertising, the audience must first be intrigued by

other, more interesting factors. A distinctive logo-

type treatment does not always enrapture the

reader as it does the manufacturer.

To tinker with the client's signature—making

it smaller, moving it from left to right, or (hor-

rors) changing the style of lettering—used to be

considered pretty nearly a criminal offense. But

advertisers are discovering today that consistency

in handling of the logo is not the only way to

ensure continuity in a campaign. Rules regarding

their signatures may, and sometimes should, be

broken.

Signatures often appear less attractive on the

page than on the package or engraved on the side

of a piece of machinery. Sometimes they tend

to clutter up a layout and make the ad look too

ad-y. The reader becomes somewhat reluctant to

bother absorbing the message.

Starch readership figures show that the size and

consistency of signatures bear little relationship to

sponsor identification. If an advertisement is at-

tractive and the message is of interest to the reader,

he will find out who makes the product, no matter

where the signature appears and regardless of

whether it looks identical to the one that appeared

in the last issue of the magazine.
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Strong sponsor identification ivas en-

joyed by these advertisements—yet no
standard signatures appear in them

SI( ;\ OK CJOOD TASTK

No logotype as such here, only a handsome trade-

mark. The design of the emblem seems to fit harmoni-

ously with the rest of the ad.

Name in the headline. Research has found that one of

the best spots for a client's name is right in the headline.

Readers don't resent its presence there as long as it

seems part of the sentence. Typeface for the name should

be the same as for the rest of the headline.

L. P.'s wife wears B. H.Wragge

They couldn't taste fres&er if they grew
in the box...2ii©2i3;7 tmfi "imy fmm straw-
bsra&as; 3)!ftffii;p

s fmtj Mawltalts fresh
fe@sa fes 'bb-sjy ^-Miss &i Sis s©sthwest.
Fairmeat __„j 2 sj i;

_iij__ the stems,

lightly sufasfs smt fMel:=f3?©@g©s them
whole. Fresl, floss maB, flawless, they
literally se's3\j ilia j©^ sa©ath.

Readers had little trouble remembering the product

here. Clean, simple layout assured high visiblity on the

newspaper page. The name also appears in the text which,

incidentally, was read through by a surprisingly large

number of housewives.

America reads the Post



HOW, WHEN, AND WHERE
TO APPLY HANDLETTERING

I. On posters, words are almost always

lettered by hand. The reasons for this stem

largely from the general brevity of the mes-

sages on posters (handletterers are paid by

the number of words) and the fact that

legibility is extremely important here. Letters

and words must be carefully spaced out;

small imperfections that may not show up

in an ad will be glaring flaws in poster de-

sign.

Safeway js the^ place c

to buy

2. In packages, display copy is also almost always de-

signed by a lettering man. This holds true even when
the type could have been purchased through a foundry,

as the Gothic type example shown to the right. Because

the cost of finished art is relatively minor in packages

when one considers the number of times the art is used,

advertisers feel it is really not much of an indulgence to

use handlettering. The perfection in spacing and design

makes it quite worthwhile.

3. Newspaper and magazine
advertising makes use of hand-

lettering usually only when the

effect cannot be achieved typo-

graphically. Shown here, a zig-

zagging headline and informal,

childish scribbles that just had

to be designed by a lettering

man.

|p

B |" 4,ilfc

JD

V

4. In television, handlettering is often used. Letters may
be animated, the same as other characters. In this me-

dium, letters must be painstakingly designed to get the

necessary legibility on the screen. Letters too thin and

delicate often get washed out. Black will show up only

against a fairly light background. Off-white is preferable

to plain white. Letters must also remain within frame-

work of screen.
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6
Typography—tool of the art director

Type matter is just as much part of an adver-

tisement as is the illustration. An art director is

concerned with both. He must take care that pic-

tures don't monopolize his attention at the expense

of the typography of an advertisement and, as

often happens with design-conscious individuals,

he must also guard against type overpowering

his work.

Much regret will be avoided if the art director

allots part of his time to matters of typography.

Many an advertisement gets little attention from

the public only because of its hit-or-miss typogra-

phy. It doesn't make sense to let a good idea get

away only because the art director did not bother

to relay the proper instructions to the typographer.

Typographers rely on the art director

The art director must be familiar with the

intricacies of typography more than ever today

because of the gradual, but certain change that is

taking place in most type shops. With the height-

ened volume of jobs going through plants (most

of them marked "rush"), traffic systems have had

to be set up to permit on-schedule deliveries.

Typographers today, with perhaps dozens of com-

positors in their workrooms, simply don't have the

time to experiment as much as they used to, to

give every job the doting care it may need. This

does not imply, of course, that work is put through

haphazardly (most houses employ typographic

engineers to control the quality)—but this mass-

production approach does bring about a more

systemized handling of assignments.

Art directors take fewer chances on the out-

come of their labors if the type is painstakingly

specified—not only for the headlines, but for the

subcaptions and text as well. If the art director

cannot take time for this operation, someone else

with the necessary judgment and taste should take

over. Careful indication of type matter is best

done before the layout reaches the type house,

not after; it's better all around if the layout man
discovers in advance that the 10-point type he is

dreaming of just won't fit into the space allotted.

Knoiv the mechanics of typography

There are a number of good books, either on

sale in the bookstores or available from typo-

graphical firms, that clarify the technical aspects

of typesetting. Every art director should familiarize

himself with the basics of the field. A journey

through a plant offers the best instruction. Typog-

raphers are only too happy to show inquisitive art

directors "the works."

Know your typefaces

Trying to "figure out" typefaces is possibly the

most bewildering experience an art student en-

counters when he enters business. There are

approximately 1,200 different typefaces—and

more are always coming out. To make order out

of this plentitude is formidable.

But there is no reason to panic. Actually, it is

far from essential that one recognize on sight every

typeface on the market in order to turn out an
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imaginative piece of work. As we shall see later

in the chapter, it is quite possible to get along

with as few. or as many, as one chooses.

The student will soon find that typefaces are

really not difficult to tell apart, even though they

may look alarmingly alike at first glance. Once he

learns just what it is that makes them differ, he

will be on solid ground. Here, essentially, is what

to look for: shape of the serifs (the finishing

stroke, or spur on the letters), density of the

strokes (that is, thin or thick), and the general

"tone" of the letter.

As in everything else, experience is the best

teacher here. Without even giving it much thought,

the beginner will find that in a relatively short

time he will have "memorized" the looks of hun-

dreds of typefaces. Artists usually have excellent

visual memory, and chances are good that a type-

face once used will be remembered forever.

Basically, the letters may be categorized into

three groups. Old Style, Modern, and Contempor-

ary. Within each group, the typefaces have certain

characteristics in common. Some typefaces can-

not be fitted into any particular family. The
following pages will give the reader an idea of

the typefaces available.

Old Style letters originate from those that were first

executed with a broad pen. The serifs are wedge-shaped
and slanted. Differences between thin and thick strokes

are pronounced. The general effect of these letters is one
of softness rather than of angularity.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 12
36 PT. GARAMOND OLD STYLE

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy 123
36 PT. CASLON 337

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 123
^^^

36 PT. GOUDY

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1 23456
36 PT CHELTENHAM

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
36 PT. WEISS ROMAN
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Contemporary styles have probably been evolved from

artists working with ordinary pen and ink. These styles

may consist of letters with no serifs at all, called sans-

serif faces like this A to the left, or with square serifs.

There is little or no distinction between thick and thin

strokes.

abcdefghijklmnopqrst
36 PT. VENUS BOLD EXTENDED

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1

36 PT STANDARD

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzl2
36 PT. FUTURA LIGHT

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwx
36 PT. STYMIE BOLD

In this Modern type, there is strong contrast between

thick and thin strokes. Originally, these letters were

formed by engravers using sharp instruments on a metal

plate, and these tools, naturally, produced crisp, horizon-

tal serifs. Letters in this category have a more mechanical

appearance and are harder looking.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 123
36 PT. BODONI

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwx
36 PT, FORTUNE

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy
36 PT. MODERN NO. 20
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Some of the letters in the Script group have thick and

thin strokes, as in Modern typefaces. The crisp, well-

ordered design exudes an atmosphere of restraint and

dignity. Other letters in this same group are loosely con-

structed; they give a feeling of gaiety and abandon.

cmcdela/ii/klwi)to/iq JrdtunmcDu^' J23J/567890
' U (7 IV U (/ 36 PT TYPO SCRIPT

a&cdeltfaiJUrtMofa^^ 12345
%/ W * " W * 36 PT. BRUSH SCRIPT

apcle-rakukimnapatdu vwkut 1234-361890
U" V V V U 36 p T TRAFTON SCRIPT

36 PT. REINER SCRIPT

Designers of Unclassified typefaces have borrowed the

basic concepts of a variety of styles for the most part.

Scotch Roman, for example, has sharp, square serifs (as

in Modern face) but comes also with a supporting bracket

(as in Old Style letters). Many typefaces, designed in

recent years, are really composites of other typefaces.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyx 12
^"^

36 PT. LYDIAN

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
36 PT. SCOTCH

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
24 PT NO. 30 COPPERPLATE GOTHIC HEAV'

abodefghijklmnopqrstu
36 PT. TYPEWRITER BULLETIN
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Designers of Quaint typefaces often borrowed from
romantic and/or antique motifs. This group has had a

revival in recent years. Its main application is for head-

ings and display settings. Using these types too freely

carries the danger of hampering legibility.

^w&Zm ^mrn

JJS^iki^L
36 PT. PROFIL

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRI
36 PT. GRAVURE DECORATIVE

ABcOefqHiikLMNopqRsni,
36 PT. MOSAIK

abcdefglii]klmnopqretuvwxyz
36 PT. BARNUM

A "must" for every art director are reference books on type. These are issued by many
printers, typographers, foundry houses—to show the specimens they have available. Pages

show typesettings, usually in various sizes. Some books may be purchased, others obtained

gratis from various suppliers of type.
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SIZE OF TYPE
Type is measured in "points." A point is an

arbitrary unit of measurement—very close to

1 72 inch. Thus, the body of 72-point type is,

for practical purposes, one inch high; type with

a body measurement of Va inch is 18 points high.

This paragraph is set in 10-point type, leaded

(spaces between lines) 2 points.

Although they may be equal in points, the areas

of typefaces differ in size. Differences in design

account for this. Some typefaces are "fatter"

—

they occupy more space sideways. Here's an

example:

This line has 51 characters in it, including spaces

This line has 51 characters in it, including spaces

Relative weight will also have an apparent effect

on typefaces of the same size. Here are four

foundry typefaces of a related family, all 1 8 points:

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzi 2

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwx

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv

Typefaces are cast in a multitude of sizes. Those

in common use run the gamut from 4 points to

as large as 120 points. Typefaces less frequently

called for generally have a more limited size

range. Here's an example of Caslon 540 cast in

various sizes:

Caslon No. 540 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklm
8 pt.

Caslon No. 540 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdef
10 P t.

Caslon No. 540 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv
12 pt.

Caslon No. 540 abcdefghijklmnop
14 pt.

Caslon No. 540 abcdefghij

Caslon No. 540 abc

Caslon No. 540

Caslon No. 5
36 pt.

Caslon No.
42 pt.

Caslon N
48 pt.

Caslon
60 pt.

Caslon
72 pt.

Casio
The amount of space occupied by a body of

type may vary because of the variation in length

of ascending or descending parts of the letters.

The ascenders are b. d, f. h. k, I, t, and the de-

scenders g, j, p, q, y. Thus, the face of Goudy is

larger than that of Nicholas Cochin, although

both are cast in the same body size:

b, d, f, h, k, 1, t

b, i f, k k, L t

g, j, p. q> y

g> h P» <1> Y>

18 PT GOUDY

18 PT. NICHOLAS COCHIN

18 PT. GOUDY

18 PT. NICHOLAS COCHIN
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TYPE FAMILY
When a basic design (such as Caslon, Bodoni, variations, others only a few. One of the largest

Garamond) is available in different weights and and most colorful of all is the Futura family, repro-

in condensed or extended forms, these variations duced below,

embody a type family. Some families have many

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO pqrstuvwxyz
36 PT. FUTURA LIGHT

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO pqrstuvwxyz
36 PT. FUTURA MED.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO pqrstuvwxy
36 PT. FUTURA DEMIBOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOpqrstuvw
36 PT. FUTURA BOLD

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO pqrstuvwxyz
36 PT. FUTURA LIGHT OBLIQUE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO pqrstuvwxyz
36 PT. FUTURA MED. OBLIQUE

ABCDEFGHUKLMNOpqrstuvwxyz
36 PT. FUTURA DEMIBOLD OBLIQUE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO pqrstuvwxyz
36 PT. FUTURA CONDENSED

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO pqrstuvwxyz
36 PT. FUTURA BOLD CONDENSED

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO pqrstuvwxyz
36 PT. FUTURA EXTRA BOLD CONDENSED
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WHICH IS THE "RIGHT" FACE?

A magnifying glass reveals interesting ramifica-

tions in the design of a typeface. This may fascinate

the art student who happens to be design-

minded, but it is hardly likely that the average

reader will take time out to scrutinize his reading

matter. He gets a quick impression from the page.

The type looks inviting to read, or it does not.

Letters and body text generate a certain atmos-

phere—they affect the reader subconsciously as

being dignified, happy, old-fashioned, etc.

The important factor of legibility will be taken

up later in the chapter. Here we are concerned

chiefly with the over-all "feel" of the type—that

something that can either give an advertisement a

harmonious tone or make it seem like a hodge-

podge of contradictory elements.

B R
fieautiful ' Hair

C K
sss 'r.

THERE ARE THREE BKF.CK SHAMPOOS
FOR THREE DIFFERENT HAIL' CONDITIONS

n.,tur ..Hiv I yourliiiir I'
-

;i'r*, KllVn i i

Br.vk Sham s f.tr.ln h lir \ hoi tin kSli.imi

{- Inr.iilv h.ii. A .1, Jr.vk St I-T I...I l..> V™ v,!' .,:..,

Results of top-secret test!

'56 Chevrolet zooms to

new Pikes Peak record!

A RECORD-BREAKING NEW CHEVROLET

FRIDAY, NOV. 4
The hot one's

even hotter!

An aura of good, old-fashioned femininity

is achieved here by handling of typography

as well as illustration and layout. The type

used here, Caslon True Cut combined with

Bernhard Cursive, is graceful, and has a

definite womanly quality. Excessive spacing,

handling of subcaption is a deliberate throw-

back to the early days of typography—at-

tempts to put the reader in a nostalgic frame

of mind.

Solid, Gothic type helps in creating a feel-

ing of news in this advertisement. Sans-serif

typefaces have an air of immediacy- because

of their wide use in newspaper headlines.

They look important, direct. Unlike the type

shown in the ad to the left. Gothic faces

make no claim to delicacy in design. In ad-

vertisements like the one above, they help

to create just the right kind of atmosphere.
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Some thought-provoking

enquiries about Aalborg Akvavit
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In choosing type for body text, the

art director will find that weight or

color of faces becomes an important

factor. Copy set "too light" or "too

dark" may hurt the overall composi-

tion of his layout as much as an il-

lustration not right in its tone.

There are hundreds of variations of

color in typefaces. Some faces print

light, some dark. Light meter tests

show that the difference between dark-

est and lightest is as much as 50 per

cent. A few examples shown on this

page should give a convincing demon-
stration of this.

Many factors enter into the choice of

a type face besides legibility. One of

the most important is weight or color.

Some faces print light and some print

dark, between the extremes of very

TIMES ROMAN

Many factors enter into the choice of

a type face besides legibility. One of

the most important is weight or color.

Some faces print light and some print

dark, between the extremes of very

LYDIAN BOLD

Many factors enter into the
choice of a type face besides
legibility. One of the most
important is weight or color.

Some faces print light and

MEMPHIS EXTRA BOLD

Many factors enter into the choice of

a type face besides legibility. One of

the most important is weight or color.

Some faces print light and some print

dark, between the extremes of very

SCOTCH ROMAN

Many factors enter into the choice of a

type face besides legibility. One of the

most important is weight or color.

Some faces print light and some print

dark, between the extremes of very

SPARTAN MEDIUM

'Many factors enter into the choice of a type

face besides legibility. One of the most im-

portant is weight or color. Some faces print

light and some print dark, between the ex-

tremes of very light and very dark there arc

WEISS ITALIC

Many factors enter into the choice

of a type face besides legibility.

One of the most important is weight

or color. Some faces print light and
some print dark, between the ex-

MEMPHIS BOLD

Many factors enter into the
choice of a type face besides
legibility. One of the most
important is weight or col-

or. Some faces print light

ULTRA BODONI

Many factors enter into the
choice of a type face besides
legibility. One of the most
important is weight or color.
Some faces print light and

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER

Many factors enter into the choice of

a type face besides legibility. One of

the most important is weight or color.

Some faces print light and some print

dark, between the extremes of very

SCOTCH ITALIC
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
EASY TO READ

The text in an advertisement is put there in

the hope that it will be read. No art director can

afford to ignore the salient fact that the success of

an ad often depends on whether the reader

bothered to go through the copy.

Design-minded individuals are often tempted

to handle type as just another decorative element

in the layout. Body text is approached only as a

nice block of gray to be manipulated for pur-

poses of "balance." Lines are set askew just for

the sake of appearance. Type is shown against a

color-tinted background in cases where maximum
readability is of the essence. The art director must

take a firm stand with himself and use type for

tricky effects only when such luxury can be fully

justified.

7. How wide the line?

The eye can travel just so far with comfort and

no further along a line of type. We read via a

series of eye fixations along each line, and we are

capable of only three or four of these "gulps"

per line.

Studies show that about 40 characters per line

is a pretty good rule of thumb to follow. The eye

seems to be able to travel along this span without

beginning to waver over onto the next line. This

rule, of course, is not inviolate—but it is a fairly

sound basis from which to operate.

The layout man should have a good idea of

the number of characters to be fitted into the lines

he indicates on his sketch. Too often, the typog-

rapher is forced to use 8-point type when, for

legibility, at least a 12-point size is called for.

In the column on the right are examples of

various faces and sizes set in lines about 40 char-

acters in width (spaces count as characters).

Now is the time fur all good men to come

Now is the time for all good men to come

Now is the time for all good men to come

Now is the time for all good men to come

Now is the time for all good men to come

Now is the time for all good men to come

Now is the time for all good men to come

Now is the time for all good men to come

Now is the time for all good men to come
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The following demonstrates how much easier it

to read a short line than a Ions one:

To William Caxton, Mercer of London, we owe
prinred in the English language, and therefore by

America, equally with those of England, should his

in high esteem. There is an appealing touch of hu

the story of this stolid English merchant, who in h

turned aside from his prosperous undertakings to i

to learning and practising the new-born art of printing. C;

compating at Bruges. ell thought

been elected 'Governor of the English. To WilLia

first book To William Caxton, Mercer of To William Caxton, Mercer of
rimers of London, we owe the first book London, we owe the first book
e be held printed in the English language. printed in the English language.
nature in and therefore by the printers of and therefore by the printers of

tieth year America, equally with those of America, equally with those of

e himself England, should his name be England, should his name be
axton was held in high esteen. There is an held in high esteen. There is an
at he had appealing touch of human na- appealing touch of human na-

n, Mercer ture in the story of this stolid ture in the story of this stolid

But type can be too narrow as well as too wide

for easy reading, as shown here:

Mercer of London

we owe the first

book printed in th

English language,

and therefore by th

printers of Ameaic

2. Word spacing

Since the eye devours several words at a time,

it follows that the words should be neither so far

apart that the words form individual islands nor

so tight together as to make it hard to tell where

one word ends and the other begins. A good rule

is never to use less than a 4-en space or more than

a 3-em space between words.

The extreme spacing in this example

makes for tiring reading. Better spacing

improves the appearance of lines and

also gives the eye a chance to grasp

a few words at a time.

Spacing between letters is usually accomplished

with blank type which does not touch the paper

and so leaves no mark. These blanks are called

"spaces" and come in several sizes. The largest,

the em quad, is the square of the size of the type.

| |
|

3. Letter spacing

Nothing can be done about the spacing between

lower-case letters. But lines set in caps and small

caps can often be refined by moderate letter spac-

ing. This will rectify the inconsistencies in spacing

that exist in such combinations at TY, TA, WA.
Straight vertical letters, such as NE, ID, will re-

quire more space between them than OC, DG.
This line is set solid:

THIS IS A HEADLINE

Now, the same line has been moderately letter

spaced. Room between words has also been in-

creased:

THIS IS A HEADLINE
More space has been added. The eye is not

accustomed to jumping this much from letter to

letter:

THIS IS A HEADLINE
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4. Spacing between lines

The right amount of spacing between lines

makes the text easier to read. Too little spacing is

confusing, too much makes reading matter so

"thin" that the eye has trouble finding the begin-

ning of the next line.

The above paragraph has been fairly spaced
while this one is set solid. The type here may look
smaller, but it is actually the same size.

A safe guiding rule is to let the spacing between

lines equal the spacing between words.

Spacing between lines and paragraphs is done

with leads and slugs which are less than type

height. The thickness of these leads is measured in

points, like type: 1 -point lead, 2-point lead, etc.

Longer lines usually require more spacing be-

tween them than short ones.

1 POINT LEAD

2 POINT LEAD

6 POINT LEAD

12 POINT LEAD

5. Background for type

Studies show that white type appearing on solid

black is hard to read, especially when set in a body.

The reader, since childhood, has been conditioned

to reading black type on a white background.

Colored tint block and gray panels also tend to

cut down readability. If the dots on the back-

ground screen appear large (as in some news-

print), the letters can be so obscured that they

cannot be read at all. This damage is particularly

great when the type consists of fine, delicate lines,

as in Bodoni or Futura Light.

8 Point Hr" f
i

8 Point Sons Serif or «"- '

Point Fine Serif Type Not recommended

pe 12 Point Sans Serif or Gothic Type

Point Fine Serif Typt- 12

Point Sam Serif or Gslhic T>

HO LINE SCREEN

«t»««BHiS!»

85 LINE SCREEN

Type Not recommended

Serif or Gothic Type

8 Point Fine SfTif f?p* 1 2

Point Son, Ser.f or Gothic Ty^* 15

55 LINE SCREEN
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6. Paragraph spacing

The readability of text, especially in ads, can

be improved by putting a little more space between

paragraphs than there is between the lines—say

2, 3, or 4 points more. This gives the eye a series

of fresh starts in the text.

Indented paragraphs are easier to read than

flush paragraphs. Most books and newspaper

articles are set with indented paragraphs; it is

hard to explain the tendency of many advertisers

to frustrate readers with flush paragraphs.

However, when starting a page or a piece of text,

it is quite permissible to start the first paragraph

flush.

Nor is it wrong, on occasion, to use hanging in-

dentation like this to mark the beginning of

a paragraph.

A word or two hanging forlorn at the end of

paragraphs (called "widows") may hurt the lay-

out in over-all appearance. Cooperation between

art directior and copywriter is often all that is

needed to correct this situation.

7. Spacing for association

A slight alteration in spacing may be all the

reader needs to make clear to him what belongs

to what.

This subhead, for example

might be taken as an accompaniment to either

the paragraph above or the one below.

Inserting 6 points above the subhead, however,

clarifies the situation:

This subhead clearly

belongs to the paragraph below.

Proper spacing is especially significant in the

case of captions under pictures. The lines should

be closer to the illustrations than to other reading

matter in the advertisement so that confusion

may be avoided.

8. Breaking by sense

If a headline must be set in more than one

line, each line should be a natural part of the

thought.

Here is a heading that is not broken by sense:

Wishing You A New
Year Packed

With Happiness

The same headline, broken by sense, in three

and in two lines:

Wishing You

A New Year

Packed With Happiness

Wishing You
A New Year Packed With Happiness

9. Caps versus lower case

There is little doubt that lower-case letters

make for more facile reading than caps. Some
typographers even go so far as to avoid all capi-

tals, even in headlines. Long lines, whole sentences

set in caps only, make reading difficult indeed,

especially if the type used is of the condensed kind,

such as News Gothic Condensed.

Research shows that words are recognized

chiefly from the top half of lower-case letters, as

illustrated on the right.

1 1 fronU V.orl Koon ovnooi;^" o lot

;n oc nnnTt oe Vio {/-.linrl If <->n *Vio \s\in\iory

tahl<» Vif» at<» it »« nnif'Hv 98 r>r>eeihl»»

r i . i lalliv nau iltccii c a jjcunilg a ici-

t^l 1H-M11 1113 U1ULI1CI IKJL KVtiai Ufl \ 3,

s\j as a\j\ju ao nc iuuhu it >->»» "it ivn-ciicii

•.ctuic 11c aic it as tjun-ivi^ txa ^j^jaoiufz.
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10. Initials

Larger letters, or initials, are often used at the

beginning of text, for the reason that they help

to draw the reader's attention to the first word.

If flush with the paragraph, they should he lined

up on the left with the lines underneath—there

should be no gaping hole around the initial to

destroy the harmonious effect.

The typographer aligns a stick-up initial with

the bottom of the first line of text and sees that

there is no gap between the initial and the letter

that follows.

Rules, borders, motifs These rules may also be used in combination

Every typographer is equipped with a good For example:

supply of rules that can be used in the ad as

borders. Some of them are:

HAIRLINE

1

2 POINT

1 POINT

2 POINT

3 POINT

4 POINT

6 POINT

8 POINT

10 POINT

1 point and

2 hairline

Available, too, are hundreds of fancy rules,

such as:

>oooscceoccoscooooecoccooso9eeoooooo«

^*A<V*#%^**A«*#%^«AAM*#%^AAM*M^^AAiVW

SiSH5H5H5BS25H5B5H5E5H5H5H5E5HS15ZSZSaSHSHSHSZSH

<$&$><$><i><$><$><$><M>4><S><$><S><^^

Your type shop will also have an ample selec-

tion of ready-made motifs, yours for the asking.

Some of these are:

c V * A <Alte
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1 SAMUEL 18, 19 Michal given to David. Saul seeketh to slay him

17 W And Saul said to David, Behold
my elder daughter Me'rab, her will I

give thee to wife: only be thou valiant

for me, and fight the Lord's battles. For
Saul said, Let not mine hand be upon
him, but let the hand of the Phi-lis'tines

be upon him.
18 And David said unto Saul, Who am

I? and what is my life, or my father's

family in Is'ra-el, that I should be son-
in-law to the king?
19 But it came to pass at the time when

Me'rab Saul's daughter should have been
given to David, that she was given un-
to A'dri-el the Me-ho'la-thite to wife.

20 And Mi'ehal Saul's daughter loved
David: and they told Saul, and the thing
pleased him.
21 And Saul said, I will give him her,

that she may be a snare to him, and that
the hand of the Phi-lis'tines may be
against him. Wherefore Saul said to

David, Thou shalt this day be my son-
in-law in the one of the twain.
22 <I And Saul commanded his serv-

ants, saying, Commune with David
secretly, and say, Behold, the king hath
delight in thee, and all his servants love
thee: now therefore be the king's son-
in-law.
23 And Saul's servants spake those
words in the ears of David. And David
said, Seemeth it to you a light thing to

be a king's son-in-law, seeing that I am
a poor man, and lightly esteemed?
24 And the servants of Saul told him,

saying, On this manner spake David.
25 And Saul said, Thus shall ye say to

David, The king desireth not any dowry,
but a hundred foreskins of the Phi-
lis'tines, to be avenged of the king's ene-
mies. But Saul thought to make David
fall by the hand of the Phi-lis'tines.

26 And when his servants told David
these words, it pleased David well to be
the king's son-in-law: and the days were
not expired.
27 Wherefore David arose and went,

he and his men, and slew of the Phi-
lis'tines two hundred men; and David
brought their foreskins, and they gave
them in full tale to the king, that he
might be the king's son-in-law. And
Saul gave him Mi'ehal his daughter to

wife.

28 <J And Saul saw and knew that the
Lord was with David, and that Mi'ehal
Saul's daughter loved him.

29 And Saul was yet the more afraid of
David; and Saul became David's enemy
continually.

30 Then the princes of the Phi-lis'tine§

went forth: and it came to pass, after

they went forth, that David behaved
himself more wisely than all the serv-
ants of Saul; so that his name was much
set by.

CHAPTER 19

AND Saul spake to Jonathan his son,

l and to all his servants, that they
should kill David.
2 But Jonathan Saul's son delighted
much in David: and Jonathan told

David, saying, Saul my father seeketh to

kill thee: now therefore, I pray thee,

take heed to thyself until the morning,
and abide in a secret place, and hide
thyself:

3 And I will go out and stand beside my
father in the field where thou art, and I

will commune with my father of thee;
and what I see, that I will tell thee.
4 <J And Jonathan spake good of David

unto Saul his father, and said unto him.
Let not the king sin against his servant,
against David; because he hath not
sinned against thee, and because his

works have been to thee-ward very good:
5 For he did put his life in his hand,
and slew the Phi-lis'tine, and the Lord
wrought a great salvation for all Is'ra-el:

thou sawest it, and didst rejoice: where-
fore then wilt thou sin against innocent
blood, to slay David without a cause?
6 And Saul hearkened unto the voice of

Jonathan: and Saul sware, As the Lord
hveth, he shall not be slain.

7 And Jonathan called David, and
Jonathan showed him all those things.

And Jonathan brought David to Saul,
and he was in his presence, as in times
past.

8 «fl And there was war again: and
David went out, and fought with the
Phi-lis'tines, and slew them with a great
slaughter; and they fled from him.
9 And the evil spirit from the Lord was
upon Saul, as he sat in his house with
his javelin in his hand: and David played
with his hand.
10 And Saul sought to smite David

even to the wall with the javelin; but he
slipped away out of Saul's presence, and
he smote the javelin into the wall: and
David fled, and escaped that night.

290

The Bible—an example of hard-to-read text. The typog-

raphy used in most standard versions of the Bible,

although it has become traditional over the centuries,

does not make reading too inviting. In the sample shown

here, the punctuation is quaint, the spacing between

paragraphs is poor with no additional leading used. Spac-

ing between words is haphazard—sometimes not enough,

usually too ample. The lines are just a little too short for

comfortable reading. The color of the text is monotonous.

No particular words or numbers are emphasized. White

space is treated unimaginatively. Hardly any breathing

space exists between the two columns of space, and the

eye must make a sustained effort not to jump the narrow

center strip.

The publishers of Bibles, safe in their best-seller posi-

tion for hundreds of years, may be able to get away with

awkward typography and still have their message care-

fully read. But an art director, designing advertisements,

cannot afford to take such chances.
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FITTING TYPE TO COPY

The art director must have a pretty accurate

idea of whether the type will fit into the area he

has indicated. If his layout allows too little space

for the typographer, the advertisement is licked

even before it hits the stands, no matter how
handsome the pencil tissues.

Making type and copy fit is not a very compli-

cated matter. It is based on counting the char-

acters in the typewritten copy and then comparing

these with the type selected. Typewriting has 12

characters per inch if it is elite, 10 characters to

the inch of it is pica. Thus, copy with 20 lines

of elite typewriting of an average width of 6 inches

will contain 1,440 characters (6 X 12 X 20).

The art director now goes to the specimen book
or the clipping file to select the type he wishes to

use. If the layout provides a space 4 inches wide

for type, it is now simply a matter of counting

the characters to the line. The number of type-

written characters ( 1 ,440 ) is then divided by 40
to get the number of lines of text it will take to

carry the particular copy. The answer, in this

case, is 36.

The problem of the horizontal space solved,

attention is now turned to the vertical space. How
deep will the 36 lines be? The answer to that

depends on the size of type selected. This table

indicates the number of lines in a vertical inch:

Point size Lines to the inch

4 18

5 14.4

6 12

7 10.28

8 9

9 8

10 7.2

11 6.54

12 6

14 5.14

18 4

24 3

36 2

48 1.5

72 1

Thus, if the type chosen is 12 point and the

number of lines is 36, the space for the text will

be 6 inches deep. If the layout permits only 5

inches for copy, the art director or the copy-

writer has to give, or else there will be trouble.

The above table is for type without leads—that

is, for type with just the normal amount of spacing

between lines. Add a 2-point lead between each

line, and this must be taken into account when

space is figured out. In other words, 10-point type

plus 2-point leads would occupy the same amount

of vertical space as a copy block set solid in

1 2-point type.
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MARKING UP THE LAYOUT

1. From this layout, prepared in the art department of

J. Walter Thompson advertising agency, the typographer

can get a fairly accurate idea of the kind of type to use

and how much of it. Note indication of color of text in

the coupon. Much leeway is given the typographer with

unmarked layouts like this, and most art directors prefer

to send their sketches along with accompanying specific

instructions.

2. Shown here is part of the copy. Text is carefully

marked to show kind of type wanted. Width of column is

indicated in pica measurement. Size of rules to appear in

coupon are also marked here. To minimize misunder-

standing, position of caps is also indicated.

-
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3. This tissue was prepared along with marked-up man-

uscript. Width and depth of columns are accurately de-

termined; by computation it has been ascertained that

type matter will fit into given space. Small but important

notations to make for easier reading have been intro-

duced: bold face for lead-in paragraph, stick-up initial,

indented paragraphs.

4. Final proof of the advertisement shows that careful

step-by-step follow-through pays off. Although the entire

ad is set in a single typeface (Caslon), enough change of

pace is present to make reading the ad inviting.
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MARKING REPRODUCTION PROOFS
The art director or the layout man is usually

given proofs from the typographer for his ap-

proval. At this stage, corrections are made. Close

cooperation with the copywriter is a great help

here; adding or deleting a word or two may be

the only solution for getting rid of unsightly

"widows."

To assure smooth operation, a set of proof

marks has been devised which is universally used.

The art director will refer to these as he works,

but soon he will have memorized them. Correc-

tions are indicated in the margins adjacent to the

letters or words to be corrected.

1

' Raise to proper position.

I I Lower to proper position.

I'll Hair space letters.

U/.r*. Wrong font; change to proper font.

2u ? Is this right?

JLc- Put in lower case (small letters).

4C- Put in small capitals.

Cm/m Put in capitals.

C+3.C Put in caps and small caps.

^*»H. Change to Roman.

jfal- Change to Italic.

»=: Under letter or word means caps.

= Under letter or word, small caps.

— Under letter or word means Italic.

•**+*. Under letter or word, bold face.

*/ Insert comma.

i / Insert semicolon.

•/ Insert colon.

O Insert period.

/ ? / Insert interrogation mark.

( • ' Insert exclamation mark.

I- I Insert hyphen.

^y Insert apostrophe.

ty ty Insert quotation marks.

>^ Insert superior letter or figure.

""j^ Insert inferior or figure.

• / J Insert brackets.

(/)

A

X

/UtM. uc

Ha.

X
1
t
9

1
a

Insert parentheses.

One-em dash.

Two-em parallel dash.

Make correction indicated in margin.

Retain crossed-out word or letter; let it stand.

Retain words under which dots appear; write

"Stet" in margin.

Appears battered; examine.

Straighten lines.

Unevenly spaced; correct spacing.

Line up; i.e., make lines even with other

matter.

Make no break in the reading; no fl

No paragraph; sometimes written "run in."

Here is an omission; see copy.

Make a paragraph here.

Transpose words or letters as indicated.

Take out matter indicated; dele.

Take out character indicated and close up.

Line drawn through a cap means lower case.

Upside down; reverse.

Close up; no space.

Insert a space here.

Push down this space.

Indent line one em.

Move this to the left.

Move this to the right.
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7
Advertising production

It is human nature to find creative work more

exciting than mechanical follow-up. This holds

true especially for those who make a living out of

being creative, such as art directors.

Yet advertising production—the operations that

take place between the client's approval of the

mechanical and the final appearances of the ad-

vertisement—can be just as important to the art

director as the making of layouts. Engravers,

printers, production technicians can make or break

the proud work of the art director. They can

correct minor flaws in the art work, but they sel-

dom can turn an ill-prepared original into a

masterpiece. On the other hand, they can turn a

masterpiece into a mediocre item if the original

was not put together properly or if the production

instructions were confusing.

It is absolutely essential for an art director who

wishes to succeed in the commercial field to have

a practical understanding of mechanical reproduc-

tion. His work must be reproducible. He must be

able to work with the production man and

straighten out problems before they become in-

surmountable.

Advertisers may enjoy seeing beautiful layouts

and expertly finished illustrations, but most of all

they are interested in an effective picture in the

final reproduction. That is, after all, what the

consumer sees.

Production know-how saves money

Poor planning from a production standpoint

can bite heavily into the advertising budget and

eat up appropriations earmarked for other func-

tions. A piece of art work prepared in the wrong

scale may mean that the job has to be done over.

A solid black line adjacent to a halftone illus-

tration may necessitate a combination plate, while

moving the line over as little as an eighth of an

inch could have saved this expense. Many other

examples could be cited where expert foresight

saves money—and tempers.

Basic principles first—details later

Many people shy away from learning about

production because it seems so hopelessly com-

plex. Sometimes, they get involved in a maze of

technical details and, after a period of great con-

fusion, give the whole subject up in desperation.

It is true that production is far from a simple

matter and never will become one, but that is

no reason for the creator of art to stick his head

in the sand and ignore the field completely. The

most painless way to become acquainted with

the various reproduction methods is to leave the

fine points to the men in the production end of

things—the engravers, the printers—and just

concentrate on the fundamentals.

Reproduction methods

A basic point to keep in mind is that from the

standpoint of a production man there are two

ways to prepare a piece of art work: line and half-

tone. In line work there are only solid blacks and

whites. In halftones tonal gradations are achieved

by photographically breaking the image into dots

of varying sizes, thus creating value relations. In

both methods, images are transferred onto printing

surfaces (such as metal) which, when pressed

against paper or other stock, leave an impression.

When ink is transferred from raised surfaces to

paper, the process is called relief printing or

letterpress. When the impression is received from

ink left in the depressions of the printing plate,

the process is gravure printing. In lithography

printing (such as offset), the impression is made

from a plane surface.



TRANSFERRING THE IMAGE TO THE PLATE

1. On these two pages is a simple demonstra-

tion of how art work is handled for letterpress re-

production. The process is called photoengraving

because the image is transferred onto a metal

plate through a photographic process. Since most

newspapers and magazines use this method, it is

the one most familiar to advertising art directors.

2. Here the art work is being photographed by

the engraver's camera. The distance between

cameras determines size of projected areas; the

closer the camera to the projected area the larger

the image. Negative is made on sensitized film,

much like the kind used by photographers.

3. The negative is now stripped from its base

and flopped—laid on a sheet of heavy plate glass,

termed a "flat." The flat is placed against a metal

plate coated with light-sensitive emulsion. The

two are pressed against each other in a vacuum

photoprinting machine. On exposure to strong

light, the image is transferred to the metal plate.

4. The metal plate is then "developed." First,

the image is burned in so that parts of the plate

will become acid resistant. Acid applied to the

plate etches areas to proper depths, leaving the

printing surfaces in relief. To prevent lines from

being undercut by the powerful bite of the acid,

the plate is taken from its acid bath three or four

times and dusted with an acid-resistant fine powder.

This burning-in process hardens the sides of the

areas in relief and prevents them from possible

breakdowns under printing pressure.



5. Finishing touches are done by hand. Plate

areas that require lightening call for etching which

makes dots smaller in size. Darkening of tones can

be achieved by "burnishing"—a method of rub-

bing with tools to increase the size of the tops

of dots.

6. Proofs are pulled from the plate and are

carefully checked by the engraver against the

original art work. The client usually gets a number

of proofs for his approval. Proofs are generally

pulled on the stock of the publications in which

the advertisement is to appear, or on whatever

stock the buyer specifies.

HOW HALFTONE PLATES ARE PREPARED

W&I wfck

Halftone engraving is essentially

the same as line engraving. Tone
values are achieved by breaking

up the image into dots of vari-

ous sizes so that the gradations

in a photograph or wash draw-

ing may be reproduced. The
variation in dot size is made
possible by the use of a glass

halftone screen placed between

the lens of the camera and the

negative film. Each aperture in

the screen acts as a pinhole lens.

Thus, the lightest areas in the

art work will have larger dot

images passing through the

screen onto the negative, result-

ing ultimately in smaller dots

when transferred to metal.

Above shown is part of a half-

tone illustration as seen through

a magnifying glass. Big dots

are the dark areas, medium-

sized dots the middle tones,

small dots the light tones. A
continuous variation in tones

results.

Ill



55- to 65-line screen, used by daily news-

papers on newspaper stock and with high-

speed presses.

85- to 100-line screen, used by magazines

and trade publications generally. Prints on

smooth-finish stocks.

720- to 133-line screen, used on calendar

and cast-coated stock.

HOW FINE SHOULD THE SCREEN BE?

Even without a magnifying glass, it is evident

that the fewer dots there are per square inch, the

coarser the effect of the printed illustration.

Every artist, of course, wants to see the tonal

gradations of his work reproduced as faithfully as

possible. This would mean using the finest screen

every time. This is not practical, however, for the

screen used depends on the paper on which the

engraving will eventually be printed.

A 133- or 150-line screen demands the use of

the highest grade enamel or coated paper—and a

highly skilled printer to boot. On rough paper,

the pressure of the plate would cause the ink to fill

in between the dots, resulting in the spreading of

the ink and a heavy, muddy effect. Reducing the

printing pressure would only result in a pale

grayish effect.

Halftone screens range from 50 to 400 lines to

the inch. Those most commonly used are shown

above.



HOW MANY VARIATIONS
TO A HALFTONE?

When a halftone plate is not squared off. it

is called a silhouette halftone. If certain

areas in the art work are to be left pure

white (with no screen treatment), then the

engraving is referred to as a drop-out half-

tone.

A screened Velox print is a photographic

print on paper with screen dots already in-

corporated. The engraver makes a line cut on

zinc or copper from this, eliminating the

screening step. The Velox process costs less

than the regular halftone.

P

Square halftone is the simplest

and least expensive form of

halftone engraving. Sides are

straight, engraver can cut them

mechanically as desired. Tones

may be dropped out within

square halftone, too; it then

becomes a square halftone

drop-out.

When solid line work is applied

over the screen, the engraving is

a combination cut. This proc-

ess is relatively expensive. When
line work is printed on top of

the halftone (not adjacent to

it), this is called a surprint

combination cut.

Vignette differs from silhouette

halftone in this respect: its out-

lines are not sharply defined

but there is, rather, a graduating

tonal effect. Fine screen and

stock is preferable here; print-

ing on newspaper stock may
result in a hard "edge" around

the outline of the fade.
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THE BENDAY PROCESS

Benday is a method for applying to a line plate,

before it is etched, tints which do not appear in

the original art work. It is partly manual, partly

mechanical.

First, those areas of the plate which are not to

receive the tint are carefully painted with a water-

soluble pigment. Then the plate is placed under

an inked Benday film and a roller is run over the

top of the film. The pressure of the roller imparts

ink to the engraving plate. Areas covered with

the water-soluble pigment are afterwards washed

clean with water, but the ink (which is greasy)

clings to areas not protected and may be treated

to resist acid along with the remainder of the

design on the plate.

Of course, Benday may also be applied to sev-

eral color plates of a set, even to the extent of

"mixing" colors as in four-color printing, by vary-

ing the screen angles of the Benday dots. Benday

tints may also be applied to solid areas and to

heavy large type in plates for metropolitan dailies

which do not accept absolute black in large areas.

The black-and-white pattern at the top of this

page shows how lines appear when they are set

off against a screened tint. It is evident even to the

naked eye that the coarser the screen, the more the

lines "break up." This is an important factor to

keep in mind when working with complex line

drawings and type matter to be surprinted on a

coarse screen.

Not only the engraver, but the artist himself

may provide screened effects in a variety of pat-

terns. Printed in black and white (and some in

colors, too) on adhesive film, these "screen" sheets

are available at art supply stores. They go under

various tradenames — Graftint, Zip-A-Tone,

Bourges sheets—and they are simply laid over

the art work where desired.

#1
Line work is the simplest kind

to reproduce. There is no dif-

ference in plate cost between

silhouetted or squared-off art

work.

A Benday screen applied over line work is a practical

and inexpensive way to achieve a halftone effect. But

subtle gradations, such as those present in a photo or

wash drawing, cannot be obtained. Tints may be applied

either by engraver or artist.



TRANSFERRING THE IMAGE FROM PLATE
TO PAPER— THE PRINTING PROCESS

Once the image is on a metal plate (or other

printing surface), the next step is transferring the

impression from the inked plate to paper. For

small-quantity jobs, flat-bed presses are used, but

for larger orders, where speed is essential, the

plates are usually curved and put on cylinder

presses.

No matter what kind of press is used, printing

processes stem basically from one of the following

methods:

1 . Letterpress printing is surface printing. Here

the ink is transferred from the surface of the

plate onto the paper by squeezed impression. The

nonprinting area is cut or etched out and, hence,

is below the surface of the plate.

2. Gravure printing is intaglio printing. The

printed dots are pits of varying depths below the

plate surface. After being inked, the surface is

wiped by a blade. The image is formed by the pits

of ink; the nonprinting area is the plate surface.

nmm

3. Offset, or offset-lithography, is based on the

fact that oil and water do not mix. The screened

printing image has an affinity for ink. The non-

printing area, which contains the moisture, will

accept no ink.
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Four-color reproduction, enlarged 50 times from the original, shows that col-

ored dots do not completely overlap each other. Each color is placed 30° away

from the other, preventing formation of a moire effect in the final print.

PRINTING FOUR COLOR PLATES
The term "four color" as used in the graphic

field means, in essence, "full color." The primary

process colors—yellow (bright canary), red

(somewhat purplish or magenta), blue (quite tur-

quoise), and black (added for detail emphasis)

are quite sufficient to produce almost any hue in a

painting or photograph.

In four-color printing four plates are prepared

—one for each color. Separations on the plates are

made with a color filter which lets through only

one color at a time. Gradations of tone are

achieved by the same methods as in halftone re-

productions, that is, by varying the dot struc-

ture.

The dots, more or less superimposed on each

other, work the same way as the artist's dabs of

paint. A mixture of yellow and blue will appear

green; increase the intensity of the blue dots and

the green gets a bluer line. Mix the primaries red

and blue and you have purple. Every artist is

familiar with this manipulation of colors to obtain

different ones.

The dots, of course, do not ordinarily cover

each other, or else the resulting reproduction

would give a moire pattern. For this reason, the

screen for each color plate is placed at a slightly

different angle, a process shown in the magnified

illustration at the top of this page.

Usually, but not always, the yellow plate is

printed first. Red follows, then blue, and finally

the black. The engraver, with his final proof,

always sends along a book of "progressive proofs"

for examination. He may also have combinations

of two- and three-color proofs. The progressive

proofs are important in helping the art director

and production man to evaluate the final proof.

It is possible to strengthen or reduce the intensity

of a plate. The art director may, for example, feel

the blue is too strong and suggest etching it lighter.

Sometimes, for economy, the black plate can be

omitted in the printing process. This is called

three-color process. The blue ink is used for depth

and emphasis and must, therefore, be quite dark.

In the two-color process, called duotones when
both plates are printed in halftones, engravings are

made from work which is in two colors or in

black and one color.

Most publications offer the standard-process

colors for printing. Some have "special" colors

available to the advertiser on request; sometimes

this extra is free of additional charge, other times

it is subject to a premium.
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1. Violet filter prevents the photographing

of red and of blue, permits the recording of

yellow. Yellow is the least visible among
the primary colors.

2. To capture red in the art work, green

filter is used because it screens out its two

components, yellow and blue, and lets the

red through. This progressive proof shows a

combination of red and yellow plates.

3. Blue is added by using orange filter.

Again, orange prevents the photographing of

its component parts, yellow and red, and

permits the recording of blue. This proof

shows the mixture of three colors, and it

is fairly close in appearance to the original.

4. Black is used to obtain strength in detail

and produce natural shades of grays, very

difficult to obtain from the three primaries.

To separate the black in the picture, either

of the filters is used, modified to suit. Above

is the final four-color proof.

JAGUAR
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WHAT TO DO WITH COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS

More and more art directors are finding them-

selves working with color photographs. With the

never-ending clamor for more realism in advertis-

ing, not only is photography in general on the

upswing but color photography as well.

Color photographs present the art director with

problems he doesn't find when starting out with a

color painting. Some of these problems have to

do with reproduction. Some have to do with what

to show the client when approval is sought.

Color photographs always begin with a

transparent film

A painting comes on an opaque surface and

looks pretty much the way it will finally appear

when published. A color photograph, however,

makes its first appearance on an emulsion-covered

transparent film which must be viewed through

light in order to be seen. These transparencies are

either negatives or positives.

Positive transparencies (their trade names

ending usually with the letters "chrome"—as in

Kodachrome, Ektachrome, Anscochrome) carry

a positive image on the transparent film. Held

against the light, the picture appears in its full

brilliance, the color true. Reproduction may
be made directly from this transparency, or the

film may be used to obtain positive color prints

on opaque paper.

Negative transparencies (their trade names

ending with the word "color," as in Kodacolor)

must be transposed first onto opaque paper, where

the positive image will show up in true color. The

image on the transparent film is nothing but a

melange of magenta, blue, and yellow, and little

can be told from it.

Which process is best? Each process has ad-

vantages and disadvantages. The art director,

making his choice, should always consider the

problem at hand—and the photographer's pet

process.

Positive transparencies have great flexibility in

their favor; they may be used in almost any type

of camera, under just about any lighting condi-

tions (indoors or outdoors), with static or with

moving objects. They can be developed relatively

fast (in about a day) and results can be seen

right on the transparency.

On the debit side of using positive transpar-

encies is the fact that even the most experienced

eye, when viewing the transparencies against the

light, will find it hard to predict exactly how they

will appear in the engraver's proof, since some of

the brilliance is inevitably lost in reproduction.

Also, retouching on transparencies is a meticulous

chore, limited in scope and fairly expensive.

Negative transparencies, once their positive

images are developed, show the real thing, exactly

as it will appear in the publication. Since the

photographer may, if he wishes, obtain from a

single negative transparency as many photographs

as he wishes (in the case of the positive transparency

he has only one positive, i.e., the transparency

itself), he has many alternatives from which to

pick the winner. In the process of making posi-

tive photographs, there are ample opportunities to

correct and improve the quality of the pictures.

Working with negative transparencies, however, is

a slightly more expensive process and somewhat

slower.

Color prints—why, when, and how

More often than not the art director—and espe-

cially his clients with less experience to judge

quality of color photographs from a transparent

celluloid sheet—will want to have a look at the

picture the way it is going to appear in the publi-

cation. Prints on opaque paper are then made.

There are several kinds of prints, each differing

in quality—and in price. To choose among them

often is left up to the art director.

If he has a negative transparency to start with,

the choice is narrowed down, of course, since the

photographer will automatically furnish him with

a print at no extra cost. But, even in this case,

the art director may decide to splurge and con-

vert his original picture into a dye-transfer print.

The dye-transfer method is relatively expensive

but offers many advantages. The prints are of

excellent quality, and if the technician does not

succeed the first time in developing the picture, he

can try again.

Dye-transfer prints may be had from either

negative or positive transparencies. They can also

be had in almost any size—as large as the devel-

oping tank at the laboratory.
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Corrections in color tones can be made on them.

They may be cut apart, or elements may be

stripped in without leaving any shadow lines.

Overlapping and see-through effects may be ob-

tained with these prints. They are easy to retouch.

Uncorrected dye-transfer prints are less expen-

sive but, of course, the results are not as gratifying.

Here, the prints are developed with a minimum of

human interference. The cost will vary depending

on the amount of correcting done by the color

laboratories. So-called color photostats are put

through with even less effort; they are essentially

glorified versions of printons, the least expensive

and the last word in mass production of prints.

While printons are more for the Sunday camera

fan than for the commercial user, they still have

their place when the quantity of prints is more
important than the quality, such as for use in

salesmen's portfolios or presentations.

It is also possible to convert a black-and-white

photograph to color by the flexiciirome method.

On a special print made from the black-and-white

negative, an expert retoucher adds color through a

chemical process. Excellent color control is pos-

sible, but because color is added by hand the

results are no better than the skill of the artist.

Restraint must be used to prevent the final color

photograph from looking too artificial.

Cost of color prints

Costs will vary from laboratory to laboratory,

as will the time required, but the following sum-

mary will serve as a comparative guide to the cost

and time required for prints in the various proc-

esses. The data, reflecting "average" charges for

8" x 10" prints, are presented only as a general

guide.

Time

required 1 print 10 prii

Quality dye

transfer 3 days $150 $25

Dye transfer, not

for reproduction 3 days 75 8

Negative-positive

prints (such as

C prints) 3 days 30 10

Color photostats 1 day 10 5

Printon 5 days 3 3

So nourishing

a sandwich equals a square meal

!

Its naturally fortifii

k\ .
<, %i ?

-

.

H •
'

Dye-transfer prints offer the art director maximum control. This advertise-

ment was put together from five separate pieces of art (three photos and two

illustrations). A single composite was made in the laboratory of the dye-transfer

company. Illustrations were photographed so that they could be made into dye

prints. Lettering and type were transposed from separate type sheets. The result

is one print, accurate in color, clean in appearance—with no paste-up marks

showing!
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Proofs are carefully

checked by both art di-

rector and production

man. Certain types of cor-

rections, such as strength-

ening or weakening print-

ing areas, may still be

made at this stage. Some-

times, subjects require

three or four corrections

and sets of proofs before

a faithful reproduction is

obtained.

HOW TO CHECK
ENGRAVERS' PROOFS

The advertisement in proof form is the art di-

rector's first real opportunity to see his creation as

it will appear in the publication. Sometimes, this

is an experience that offers a pleasant interlude

in the regular daily routine. At other times, it is

a sour disappointment.

Seldom do proofs appear exactly as the art

director dreamed they would. He may have looked

at his colored transparency lighted up brilliantly

from behind; now, on the paper, the colors seem

"lost." What was once a sharp black-and-white

wash drawing may appear insipid in a 65-line

screen reproduction.

The ability to anticipate the way an illustration

is going to reproduce in the publication is a spe-

cial skill that comes after years of experience.

Even then surprises do materialize.

Corrections may be made at the final stage, but

only of a limited nature. An art director should

know what can and what cannot be done. He is

not doing a full job if he ignores the possibilities

of improving the plate. On the other hand, im-

practical suggestions will bring on nothing but

futile debates with the production expert and the

engraver.

After the plate is already made, here are some

of the things an engraver can do if necessary:

He can burnish the engraving to remove

scratches on halftones and on solid tint blocks.

With the help of a rubbing stone or charcoal

applied to the metal dots, he can make them

larger, thus darkening specified areas on the

proof.

He can make dots smaller by reetching them.

He can cut holes in plates {mortise them). He

can crop complete sections out of the plates. To

a certain extent, he can also do patching, fixing up

sections that have become battered or broken. If
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part of the plate seems to print more weakly than

it should, the make-up man may be able to

straighten things out by backing up the engraving.

He can do a limited amount of corrective work

by hand, using sharp instruments like a surgeon.

This is referred to as hand tooling. If the edge

of an illustration is uneven, for example, this may

be corrected by hand tooling.

It is far more complicated to correct a four-

color-process job than a black-and-white one.

In color engravings, every change represents a

new problem in registering the colors properly. To

add a small white line, for example, the engraver

must cut the same line on four plates—in exactly

the same position on each. This feat approaches

the impossible.

There is a great deal, however, that can be done

in checking color proofs. Listed below are nine

suggestions made by Milton J. Sutter, production

manager of Cunningham & Walsh, in an article

written by him for Printers' Ink, Aug. 17, 1956:

1. Proper light-viewing conditions probably are

the most important requisites for comparing art and

proof. The kind of illumination, either reflected or

backlighted (as in the case of transparencies), de-

termines to a great extent proper color match. Proofs

should be viewed by all involved under a uniform,

identical light source so that, regardless of time or

day and interior or exterior light influences, viewing

conditions will remain constant.

2. Copy and proof should be placed side by side.

Be sure proof is laid on a neutral or light surface.

Most publication stocks are translucent. If laid on

dark surfaces, resulting show-through will affect the

judging of colors.

First examine and compare for overall appearance.

If copy is transparency, the proof will generally lack

brilliancy upon direct comparison. The reason is ob-

vious. In order to come to life a transparency must

be backlighted, resulting in a brilliancy very difficult

to duplicate on a proof. The proof, on the other hand,

is viewed with reflected light. In addition, the publica-

tion proof generally is printed on soft, ink-absorbent,

machine-coated or English-finish stock which detracts

from brilliance. To demonstrate this, ask your en-

graver to pull a proof on coated stock with the same

plates. The increase in brilliance and luster will be

revealing. Allow for this loss when comparing trans-

parency copy.

3. Details must be studied minutely and compared

with copy. Note deviations. Indicate clearly and con-

cisely in the proof margins all deficiencies.

Here, reference to progressive proofs is manda-

tory. Progressives indicate the printed values inherent

in each plate, also the results of the overprinting of

each of the colors in order of lay-down on press.

Restraint should be the maxim in setting down
exact percentage of color correction. Underprinting

and overprinting of the other colors obviously will

effect a correction. Man's judgment being what it is,

an exact mathematical percentage for one may be

interpreted differently by another. It's preferable to

leave it to the finisher. He knows color; it's his busi-

ness. Just tell him by a simple description that he

should "+ yel" or "— yel," etc.

4. Mark additional comments pertaining to details

of modeling and shadows that may not be true to

copy or apparently are missing. Often details are pres-

ent but covered or choked up with an overprinting

color. Here, reference to the progressives will ascer-

tain their presence or absence in the individual plates.

5. Register should be perfect to judge a proof. An
improperly registered proof will give a fuzzy and out-

of-focus appearance that is quite apparent. Proper

registration can be determined by examination of the

proof with a magnifying glass. Hunt for bleeding of

color or color sections confined within the color area.

Often the outer edges of a plate will overlap and

appear out of register. Generally this is due to im-

proper trimming, not off register. Faulty portions

should be marked for correction.

6. Stock, inks, proper lay-down, and proofing

should be checked and verified by referring to the

progressives. Make sure they are in proper order to

meet publication requirements. Also, make sure over-

all ink coverage does not exceed the publication's

standards (usually 240% maximum).
Don't overlook the variety of available colors some

publications may offer. Sometimes a closer color

match can be achieved by substituting an alternate

color.

7. Color bars appear on each proof and should be

compared carefully with sample bars furnished by

publications. Verify that recommended ink coverage

is followed.

8. Be sure your engraver does not use anything

but a leveling-up underlay when pulling letterpress

proofs. No relieving should be employed because

modern, high-speed press equipment is unable to use

press make-ready. They can only print what is in the

plates.

Again resort to a magnifying glass to examine dot

structure. Be sure each dot, particularly in the light

or highlight areas, is printing up to its full value.

Check to determine whether excessive impression

was used to print up weak areas. This can easily be

ascertained by examination of the back of a proof.

Run your finger lightly over the suspected portion,

especially on type or open areas. Excessive impression

will manifest itself in a punch-through or embossing

effect.
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9. Proofs should be dry when compared. Often

colors flatten out after overnight drying. Other times,

colors may pick up in value.

Surrounding and background colors of dominant

value often optically add color to, or subtract color

from, other portions of an advertisement. It is some-

thing to keep in mind when comparing a job.

W hat every art director should know about

production costs

Engraving charges are figured on the basis of

a standard industry scale. Size of plate and type

of engraving required (halftone, line, etc.) are

the chief determining factors. In addition to "scale

price," time charges must also be taken into con-

sideration. Engravers' shops have time charges

which, in the case of more complicated opera-

tions, may exceed by far the scale costs.

Here is a rough checklist of engraving costs.

Time charges are included but, of course, can

only be approximated since the amount of work

on a given plate varies according to the com-

plexity of the job:

Line work on zinc is the most inexpensive form

of engraving. Art work that would cost $10 to

reproduce on zinc, in about a AV2" x 6 , 2" size,

would run to

$20 if reproduced on copper

$ 1 8 if screen Velox print is made on zinc

$25 if screen Velox print is made on copper

$23 if tint work is required

$35 if tint work is done on copper

$15 for a square halftone

$22 for a silhouette halftone

$35 for a combination cut

$55 for a cirop-out

$55 for two-color plates (add another $20 if

proofs in color are required

)

$350 for duotones (prepared from two-color

art work )

$225 for duograph

$650 for four-color plate reproduced from a

painting

$775 for four-color plate if reproduced from

a dye transfer or carbro

$850 for four-color plate if reproduced from

color transparency

Printing costs are based on quantity of repro-

ductions needed, type of printing (letterpress, off-

set, etc. ). number of colors, and the type of stock

used. Generally speaking, offset printing is less

expensive than letterpress or intaglio.

Hon- to get along icith the

production department

One often hears artists refer to their brethren

in the production department in not too compli-

mentary terms. In their griping sessions, which

are not infrequent, the names of production men

may be mentioned together with such notorious

personalities as account executives and clients.

The idea is that production men don't know

what it's all about. They are robots, they do detail

work well, but they do not grasp the Big Picture.

They talk about deadlines when the artist talks

about improving his masterpiece. They shake their

heads in dismay when type has to be reset, even

if this means that Perfection will at last be reached.

Production men. to look at the other side of

the fence, often think of artists as highly overpaid

dreamers who float lazily along the clouds while

others fret and develop ulcers. The idea here is

that they, the artists, don't understand the situation.

With only a modicum of justification for scepti-

cism on either side, the two viewpoints can easily

be reconciled with a small outlay of effort. The

fact is, the problems of production and art are

often one and the same.

Both art directors and production men are con-

cerned with the timing, the quality, and the cost

of a job. If the production man lets the artist

down, the job will most likely turn out to be a

failure. If the art work is not prepared properly

for good reproduction, again there is a chance that

the results will be disappointing.

Many agencies make it a point to have produc-

tion men sit in at the planning stage of campaigns

once the general direction is settled. There is a

lot to be said for taking advantage of the brains

in the production department before the damage

is done. This can be of particular help to the art

director. Here's how:

1 . He can get straight on what is and what is

not possible to achieve productionwise. Some-

times, he will learn nothing he did not know

before; much art preparation is, after all, routine.

Other times, consulting the production man will

pay off. In one case, a certain orange red was

wanted for display type. As far as the art director

knew, the only way to get close to this color was
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through the traditional tedious mixing of red and

yellow, and this presented an extremely difficult

problem in color registering. He was about to

discard his choice of color when the production

man informed him that the publication being

considered just happened to furnish a '"special" red

at no additional charge—and just the color he was

after.

2. The production man is in a position to sug-

gest short cuts and to make recommendations for

more economical engravings. This point is espe-

cially appreciated when one works with a tight

budget. In any event, money saved in production

can often be used to buy superior art work. Clients

usually think of production and art as one body,

devoted to preparing an advertisement. It is of no

particular concern to them to know how much
money went into making plates and how much
into buying art, as long as the total cost does not

seem exorbitant.

3. The production department can help the art

department in planning to meet deadlines. Engrav-

ing time may run anywhere from one day to one

month, depending on the complexity of the

problem.

The production man knows his publications in-

side out. He will know which can be approached

about "extensions" and which cannot be budged

on their closing dates. Of course, it is poor policy

to arrange one's time so that extensions are neces-

sary, but sometimes delays are unavoidable and

time becomes so short that every extra hour helps.

Understanding the production man. The art

director should appreciate the fact that the pro-

duction man, too. has his problems. Engravers,

printers, suppliers must be dealt with, and they

all demand specific amounts of minimum time to

do their work. Overtime is dreadfully expensive

—

if it can be wheedled out of them at all. Publica-

tions must go to press on time and are understand-

ably edgy about having to wait for the arrival of

a single insertion. A blank page, inscribed "Com-
pliments of A. B. Smith Manufacturing Company"

is the nightmare of every production man. He is

at the uncomfortable end of a long chain that is

part of ad-making—and his time is the least

elastic. Often, he is asked to speed up for time

frittered away in the client's office or in other

departments.

So, if some production men have adopted

martyrlike personalities, one must remember that

theirs is not an enviable role. To top it all, for

an exceptional advertisement the art director may
be heaped with praise, but hardly a thought is

given to the forgotten men in the production de-

partment. An engraving is either "right" (the pro-

duction man was doing his job) or "not right"

(there is hell to pay).

Cooperation between art and production not

only makes for happier human relations but for

more outstanding advertising as well. In both re-

spects, the art director has everything to gain.

Art director's worries

are pretty much over

once the art work and

the mechanical have been

approved and passed

along to the production

department. Next thing

he sees is the finished

proof. But the production

man's headaches have just

begun. He is responsible

for carrying the job

through in the course of

which he brushes up

against a multitude of

niggling details and deals

with dozens of people.

LITHOGRAPHERS /

PAPER HOUSES PRINTERS

DISPLAY HOUSES

MAILING SERVICES

PUBLICATIONS

TYPOGRAPHERS

MAT SERVICES

DUPLICATE PLATE SERVICES

PRODUCTION MAN
(his worries just begun)
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HOW TO USE PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
CREATIVELY

The artist and art director with a sound ground-

ing in production principles will soon discover

that they enhance his creative efforts. Creativity

does not stop at the drawing hoard.

Unusual graphic effects may be attained by tak-

ing advantage of the many possibilties in the en-

graving and printing processes. Aided bv the

production man (who knows the limitations of

production as well as its potentialities), the art

director may explore ways of presenting an old

story simply by resorting to novel production tech-

niques. The number of innovations one can come
up with are practically endless. Here are a few

examples of what can be done—often at no addi-

tional cost—when imagination is blended with

technical know-how.

CBS
Mixing the letters CBS with embossed

numericals resulted in an unusual looking

title page for a booklet. It looks too valuable

to toss right into the waste basket—an im-

portant consideration in the case of direct

mail pieces.

A good example of how novel use of produc-

tion techniques can enhance the quality of

art work and yet cost no more. Curved let-

tering surrounding globe was done me-

chanically by Weber process, where type is

affixed to a transparent acetate sheet. En-

graver surprinted lettering on the light blue

of the sky background. To get orange-red

letters only two process colors were used,

red and yellow, simplifying the color regis-

tration problem. To make register even more

exact, letters were kept fairly heavy.

i and Radio Receivers
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In transatlantic cables ... no substitute can do what copper does!

one thing. coppcr-o( all non-precious metals-can beet carry the electrical voice currents thai Bash
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IT hat happens when a Benday pattern is laiil over a halftone? Here's the

result. The Benday process offers a variety of effects.

Another example of a money-saving device, with no compromise in quality. Artist W. Parke
Johnson applied colors individually on transparent overlays (red, yellow, and blue). When
combined with black, a four-color effect was achieved. With all drawings done in line technique,
engraver's charges were relatively low, the need of "separating" the negatives for color being
eliminated. 125
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8
The right mental attitude

To the artist, a picture is a piece of art. It is an

end in itself; it stands or falls on its own artistic

merits. A painting is "good" because it is well

composed, tastefully executed, or possibly because

it is an innovation.

While the art director follows much the same

standards in his work, he must, in addition, adopt

the standards of sound advertising.

To him, a picture is a piece of selling equip-

ment. It is a means of communication; regardless

of any other talents he may display, an art director

must communicate. He must reach out to his

audience, not just to a coterie of art lovers. He's

got something to tell a particular segment of the

population.

In fine arts, there are paintings that tell the

viewer no story at all. They don't have to. They

can make a hit with him only because of their

color, their texture, their design.

But an art director cannot indulge in such

luxuries. Even if his pure design pleases the

reader, his work might be an unqualified failure.

He is, after all, not selling his own brilliant mas-

tery; he is selling a product or an idea. Always,

his visual concepts should convey a message. There

is no advertising without a message.

Developing a philosophy

You don't have to search too far to find an art

director who is thoroughly frustrated in his job.

This in spite of the fact that art direction is in-

trinsically an exciting affair, by far not as hum-

drum as other occupations.

As with most jobs, the work, of course, can

often be disheartening. Some of the best inspira-

tions never see daylight. The high mortality of

ideas can be a bitter pill to swallow, especially for

those who do the creating. But the fact is that

many a layout gets pushed aside simply because

it does not answer the advertiser's particular

need.

Here's where the philosophy comes in. There

is a pile of satisfaction in just plain selling. The

art of persuasion is not an easy one; it calls for

exacting talent. If a man's visual concept is instru-

mental in making people go out and buy, in

changing established patterns of living, he is indeed

performing a monumental task.

The kick that comes out of the job of art direc-

tion is in the knowledge that one's visual contribu-

tions play a role in creating a demand for a par-

ticular product. There's the yardstick with which

to measure the success or failure of a layout. And
there's the source of fulfillment in the job.

Does this mean an art director has to com-

promise with good taste?

The art director and good taste

Many art directors fancy themselves as lonely

but valiant fighters for Higher Principles. Their

opponents, the Businessmen, cannot, with their

limited vision, comprehend the beauty in Art.

Always, the art director, forced into mercenary

endeavors, is the underdog. Therefore, according

to American tradition, he should come out on top.

This train of thought is loaded with false

premises and just plain nonsense. In matters of

beauty, the judgment of the art director is prac-

tically always relied on; his good taste is a large

part of what the company is paying for. The con-

flict, more often than not, is not between the taste

of the client and that of the art director. It is usu-
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ally a case of one's business judgment set against

the other's.

Too many art directors think of beauty as an

end in itself. In advertising, this can't be so—
since the real end is obviously to sell the client's

product. The role of the art director is to use his

innate good taste toward the true end. It's not a

matter of sacrificing one for the other; its a matter

of using one to serve the purpose of the other.

That selling must always come first is no reason

why the art director should go over the hill, far

from the "commercial" life. Objective studies of

advertising prove beyond argument that beauty

does influence people. It is, in fact, one of the best

salesmen known. Good taste is not inconsistent

with sound advertising—a theory which will be

documented later in this book.

Winning au-ards versus winning sales

The fact that Good Design and Hard Cash do

make a happy couple is the most convincing re-

buttal an art director can have at hand when

accused of submitting layouts "just to win a prize."

The notion that sound advertisements will never

see the inside of such collections as the Art Di-

rectors Club Annual, that professional art directors

when left to their own devices will never choose

as a winner anything that does a selling job, is

just another pat formula fabricated chiefly for use

around the conference table.

Some of the greatest sales successes can be

traced back to Art Directors Club medal winners.

A study of advertisements included in the Art

Directors Club Annual of 1953, advertisements

chosen as outstanding by this group of so-called

"aesthetes," showed that they gained considerably

more public recognition than did other ads in their

fields. Based on Starch research reports, the pro-

portion of people who noticed these advertise-

ments was 17 per cent higher than their respective

norms; the number of those who read most of the

advertisements in this prize group was 42 per cent

higher.

Of course, to be realistic, there are many cam-

paigns bringing in dollars that make art directors

shiver. The important thing is to keep an open

mind about the power of good taste, to put it in its

proper perspective. All by itself, it can hardly be

expected to make an advertisement successful.

The lack of it does not necessarily turn a campaign

into a fiasco either. If a message gets across to the

reader, and if it is a worthwhile one to begin with,

the ad will probably succeed. If the ad is prepared,

in addition, with basically attractive design, its

chances of getting results will be even better.

Some art directors prepare ads chiefly for the

purpose of impressing their friends along Madison

Avenue. Admiration from one's colleagues is

always a heartwarming matter, of course, but

working with only this in mind is self-defeating.

Results will gain an art director recognition where

it counts—working solely to impress others will

only preserve the myth that the art-direction field

is peopled with frustrated dreamers living in ivory-

tower seclusion.

The importance of subject matter

The first part of this book dealt with the tech-

niques of rendering and executing an advertise-

ment. Composition in layout, typography, are, for

example, problems that belong in this category.

In the second part of this book, the reader will

be able to study extensions of these basics—i.e.,

the buying of art, when to choose photography,

finding a graphic theme for a campaign.

The reader is urged, however, not to be misled

into thinking technique is everything in art direc-

tion, just because of the quantity of pages given

over to the topic. True, technique of execution is

a very important and detailed part of making an

advertisement; it is also almost exclusively the

responsibility of the art director. But technique

does not answer all the problems.

Sole preoccupation with the fine points of exe-

cution is, as a matter of fact, a hindrance. The

truth is, the average reader is probably more in-

terested in the subject matter than in the tech-

nique through which it is dished up to him.

Research studies have pointed out time and

again, especially where depth interviewing was

used, that respondents reacted most strongly to

the content of the illustration ("What a cute

baby," "Look at the size of that bass he caught.)

This does not imply that the technique or style of

art work was not important to these readers

(people are less articulate about that), but it does

point to the fact that art directors must concern

themselves with the subject matter of illustrations

as well as the way they are done. Neither works

well without the other.
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Arrangement of elements, bal-

ance, white space, texture mean

less to the readers than to the

art directors. The readers want

to get at the message.

Choice of art technique is one of the prime functions of

the art director. But so is the choice of subject matter.

This tree has been executed in two different ways. It still

means "tree" to the average reader—no matter how it

has been rendered.

"What's going on here?" is the question most readers ask when they are looking at a pic-

ture. If they like what is happening, they like the picture. If they don't like the subject matter,

they won't like the picture—even if it does meet all artistic requirements. The photograph shown

here won't be hung in a museum. Still, to most readers, the situation is appealing.
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Taking the broad viewpoint

The basic idea is the most important element

in any advertising. This can come from the copy

department, from the client, from the research

department, can even spring from the art director

himself. Just when a graphic idea can be called

"basic" is a moot point. But if experience is a

teacher, we will see plenty of examples of this in

subsequent chapters.

With the subject matter of advertisements often

originating from sources outside himself, the art

director obviously comes around to the conclu-

sion that the problems of copy, research, merchan-

dising, media selection, and so on had better be

added to his own headaches. His ads, remember,

are going to sell a product, not just his own pretty

designs.

Unfortunately, one of the complaints against

many an art director is well founded—that he is

bored with anything going on outside his own
bailiwick. Many responsible executives in the

business have voiced this complaint. Even within

their own ranks, men in the art end of adver-

tising have gone in for self-recrimination. Here,

for example, is what William Schneider, an adver-

tising executive in charge of creative services and

an art director himself, had to say to an audience

of art directors:

Most art directors are essentially not verbal. They

have contributed to the myth that the art directing

function is a result of intuition expressing itself

through a facile hand. Just so long as art directors

and their bosses mutually subscribe to this myth, the

art director will fulfill a purely lapidary function.

In order to fulfill his rightful function, he must

widen his vision beyond the confines of his layout

pads to encompass the entire picture. In my opinion.

the idea that somehow there is a cleavage between

visual and verbal expression is completely false. The

history of art proves this. Men like Michelangelo.

Leonardo, Rubens, Whistler, and Van Gogh, were

highly articulate. Thus it seems to me that with a

change in his mental attitude, the art director of today

could speak up and assume a much more forceful

role in agency structure.

The art director should insist that he be given a

complete dossier on the advertising problem. The

marketing analysis, the media analysis, and research

analysis. It is a relatively simple job to read through

these reports and understand them. This understand-

ing would equip the art director to buttress his ideas

with much sounder logic.

Later in this book, the methods of working

with the copy department, with research, with

clients will be discussed. No art director can afford

to ignore the information coming from these

people. He cannot remain an outsider, creating

and brooding behind his board while basically

sound themes are being originated in offices

within walking distance from his.

Art director's place in his company

Every art director knows that in a conversation

at a cocktail party he is better off defining his job

as an "advertising artist" or, if in a more confident

mood after a few drinks, as an "advertising execu-

tive." If he says "art director." few people will

know what he is talking about.

Unfortunately, this ignorance about the position

of an art director goes beyond the confines of cozy

get-togethers. In the business world, too. many
art directors unwittingly find themselves in the

role of the lost lamb in the wilderness. While his

superiors seem dimly aware of the fact that "art

director" is some kind of title, they are by no

means clear about the responsibilities that go with

such a position.

Art direction in advertising is a relatively new

concept, possibly just a few decades old. (In tele-

vision, art direction is a really recent idea.) Art

directors might just as well face the discouraging

fact that their position in the hierarchy of busi-

ness is indeed hazy. More often than not it is left

up to them to carve out their own niche. Organi-

zations, such as the Art Directors Club, are of

help in blowing the horn, but the fledgling art

director will find that his job is largely what

he makes it.

This goes particularly for companies where the

matter of advertising is handled as sort of a poor

relation—a part of the sales department, for ex-

ample. Here the art director really has to work

his way up from zero.

The man who can assert himself not only as an

individual but also as an art director has about the

best chance of staying clear of rocks in the road

ahead. He must, of course, understand his own
responsibilities before he lets others know about

them. Then, too, he must have a firm concept of

the extent of his own authority so he won't make
the mistake of usurping anyone else's.

The art director's life is not an easy one. But

neither is it as hard as some people make it.
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9
How to work with copywriters-

and like them, too

It is said of women that you can't get along with

them but you can't get along without them either.

This adage also applies to copywriters according

to many art directors.

The fact is, however, that no two segments of

an advertising agency have so much in common
as art and copy—although this may come as news

to some art directors and writers. The mode of

expression is different (one uses a typewriter, the

other a drawing pencil), but the goal is identical.

Both are in the business of getting a message

across with a fresh approach. When new business

is solicited, "our creative departments," a phrase

often used, mean art and copy.

The psychology of a writer is not as different

from that of an artist as it may superficially ap-

pear. Both have a deep need for self-expression

—

so strong that it borders on the maniacal at times.

Both are born showmen, sceptical of pat rules and

formulas. Both flaunt tradition practically by in-

stinct. Both are already oriented toward the new
and original. Their subconscious drive to ignore

the past is so strong that sometimes, according to

studies made, top creative minds have below-aver-

age memories. They want to forget. (This should

serve as a handy explanation for art directors who
confuse instructions.)

It is certainly strange, therefore, that art and

copy are not always bosom pals.

What is responsible for this mutual distrust is

hard to say. Perhaps it is a matter of personalities

involved. In some organizations, writers and artists

simply adore each other, in others they are at

each other's throats. Closer study shows that basic

attitudes are usually at fault. To cite an extreme,

here's what a college student, hopeful of entering

the art-direction field, had to say about copy:

"Copy is the worst thing that can happen to a

layout. Look at those nice straight lines. What
happens when you change them into words? First,

there are uneven spaces between the words. Then,

some of the letters go above the line, and some

below. And you copywriters make it worse by

writing too little or too much." (Aesop Glim's

Clinic, Printers Ink, Aug. 19, 1955.)

Copywriter^ roughs—are they necessary?

In many companies, copywriters are encouraged

to submit rough layouts with their headline ideas.

In at least one large New York advertising agency,

only those with a strong sense of the visual are

hired as copywriters. At Young & Rubicam, a firm

famous for its imaginative advertising, "ability to

think visually" is listed as among the six most de-

sirable copywriter talents.

Many art directors feel that copywriters' roughs

do nothing but hamper their own creative effort.

Others simply don't like the whole idea; they feel

the writer is impinging on their territory. The copy-

writers' argument is that the visual idea is a vital

part of an advertising concept; sometimes a head-

line is completely meaningless unless accompanied

by a rough illustration.

The issue, however, should not be resolved on

the basis of theoretical principles. Both camps

might make a note that the manner of working to

use is the one that serves best the creative needs of

a specific advertisement.

We can all train ourselves to reason objectively

to a degree, and if an art director is confronted

with a copywriter's rough that he feels is not the

strongest possible interpretation of a headline, he

should come right out and say so. Few writers,
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These roughs, done hy three different copywriters, show
the variety of ways in which an art director is apt to be

given a concept. In the rough top left, the writer explained

his idea in words. Below this is the most popular form

among writers for showing their ideas to the art depart-

ment. The sketch is rough; much of the final outcome of

this ad depends on the art director's imagination and

sense of design. Rough sketch above, executed by a

writer with considerable flair for art, would tax the art

director in trying to improve the concept.

and even fewer of those in top management, insist

that the art director render slavishly the graphic

indication turned over to him. Perhaps it will sur-

prise some art directors, but there are more com-

plaints from writers that the art director "always

comes back with the idea I suggested to him in

the first place" than about his reluctance to follow

up ideas.

It is doubtful that copywriters will ever be will-

ing to create an advertisement without a drawing

pencil within easy reach. If the writer cannot draw,

at least he has a mental vision of what the ad will

eventually look like. In that case, he may merely

jot down some notes about his visions and pass

them along with his written text. Or perhaps he

may not even do that, but will explain his concepts

in a discussion with the art director.

After the more formal preliminaries at the start

of a campaign are out of the way—the conferences

where almost everybody is working on the account

(account executive, copy chief, group head, tele-

vision specialists, traffic man, research experts,

media buyers, production head)—most, if not all

agencies encourage the art director and copywriter

to get into a huddle, to visit back and forth at each

other's offices whenever they like. This spirit of

give and take can make all the difference in the

world to the coming campaign.

To illustrate just how such get-togethers go, we

are reprinting some of the discussions that took

place between the art director and writer relative

to the preparation of an advertisement for a large

manufacturer of paper containers. A tape recorder

was placed in the office of the art director; with

some lines deleted for easier reading, the excerpts

are quoted verbatim.

The following case, of course, should not be

taken as some kind of a format that should be

stuck to. Each problem calls for an individual ap-

proach. It is merely reproduced to show how art

and copy got together on a particular problem of

creation. The copywriter had several half-formed

notions of how the ad should be approached, but

he felt in this case he and the art director should

arrive at a picture idea first, and then the headline

would write itself. The two men had a background

of working successfully together. Both were al-

ready thoroughly briefed in the client's problems,

they also had access to excellent literature descrip-

tive of the product.
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Assignment: Preparation of a full-color double

spread for St. Regis Paper Company on its new

Multiwall Bag.

A little before ten o'clock on Monday morning,

the copywriter called the art director to ask

whether he had time to get together on the adver-

tisement. Both knew the insertion deadline for the

ad was close. The art director told the writer that

the sooner they got cleared away on this project

the better, and the copywriter showed up at his

office shortly.

Copywriter: Got any ideas, Bob?

Art Director: Sure. Have you?

Copywriter: Let's just roll up the flag and see

who salutes. Did you read John Crosby's column?

He explains how advertising people are supposed

to talk.

Art Director: That so? / never heard anybody

talk like that. Anyway, what's your idea on this

Multiwall Bag approach?

Copywriter: Well, you know we'll have to step

a bit. The client wants to see something on paper

this Friday—Henry (the account executive) just

told me. I had one idea. You know those gussets

on the side where the pressure is greatest, they call

it "structural strips"? I thought we ought to work

around this idea—the idea of reenforcement where

it counts the most.

Art Director: Nonbreakable bag! The bag that

writes under water.

Copywriter: The client says this is real hot;

going to save thousands of dollars in packaging.

It really does sound like a good idea. How come
you didn't think of it?

Art Director: Okay, Joe. Let's talk about the ad.

Copywriter: Well, what would you think of

showing a picture of the strip, really big, stretched

across the two pages? That might have a lot of

sock.

Art Director: You mean something like this?

t"U.U ttM*A^ UMc UjOuU-a^-o.
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Copywriter: That's it. What do you think?

Art Director: I don't know. Couldn't we say

something about the bag? I mean, in the picture.

Instead of just showing it and saying "Here it is"

have the picture do something. What's so special

about this bag?

Copywriter: It saves money.

Art Director: Ever hear of anything that's ad-

vertised that didn't? Maybe this could be drama-

tized somehow. What about a big photograph of

the inside of the bag, filled with money?

Art Director: Oh, well, that's not too exciting,

is it?

Copywriter: Did you see these photographs I

have?

Art Director: Maybe there's something here.

Just a bunch of bags on the page, top to bottom.
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Just the sheer quantity of it may stop you. Makes
sense, too. We want to talk about stacking and

storing these bags. We could place a guy in there

—

for human interest. Maybe he could hold up a tape

measure. Like this.

Copywriter: What's wrong with elephants? Don't

you like them?

Art Director: I think they're adorable. The
trouble is every advertiser who wants to talk about

strength usually ends up with an elephant.

Copywriter: What about a kangaroo?

Copywriter: That stacking story isn't that im-

portant. I suppose it does make a pretty picture,

all right. The thing is, is that the one we want to

tell? We want to talk about how strong the bag is.

Art Director: This picture implies that. After all,

you're not going to be able to pile the bags up that

high unless they are strong. And, if you stack them

up like that, there's the money you save—on

storage space.

Copywriter: 1 don't know. . . . How about

something that demonstrates strength? What about

an elephant throwing the bag around? Or standing

on it?

Art Director: You mean something like this?

Art Director: I don't think that's much of an

improvement. Kangaroos have been around, too.

Copywriter: I think you must hate animals. OK,
let's give something else a try. What about a steam

roller going over the bag? An actual photograph.

Art Director: What does that prove?

Copywriter: How strong the bag is.

Art Director: Do you think the bag would stand

up under such a test?

Copywriter: Maybe not. Guess you have a point

there.

Art Director: How about an extreme close-up of

a kid blowing up a small paper bag. We could get

the picture just at the moment the bag bursts. It

would make a terrific picture. Have you ever seen

a photograph of a bag bursting into a thousand

pieces?

Copywriter: Yes!

Art Director: You and your elephants! I sup-

pose you even keep an elephant at home for a pet.

Every time we look for an idea, you always come
up with elephants.

Copywriter: And what would that prove?

Art Director: This would get into our story of

reenforcement. "Structural Strip Gives Extra

Strength Where It's Needed Most." An ordinarv
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bag breaks at the sides. This is where the St. Regis

bag story comes in.

Copywriter: May be that's getting into the story

by the back door. But, you know something? That

kangaroo deal gives me another idea. What about

a boxer trying to punch his way out of the bag?

We could even get a real fighter and make a testi-

monial out of the ad. How about that?

Art Director: I think it would make a swell lav-

out. Something like this. I think.

Copywriter: That's it!.

Art Director: Let's make it up, Joe.

A comprehensive layout was prepared and sub-

mitted to the client. Just before the final approval,

however, it was discovered that the same idea had

already been used by a competitor. An approach

was again sought.

This time, before seeing the art director, the

writer made up a very rough layout in his own
office with accompanying headline. This was it:

i '

! .

He took it to the art director's office.

Copywriter: What do you think of this idea?

Art Director: What is it supposed to be?

Copywriter: OK, so we can't all be artists. This

is a picture of a bag bouncing down the stairs.

The man in the corner here is kicking it. Get it?

Art Director: I don't know why, Joe, but some-

thing about this one bothers me. Maybe I can't

St-Regis Structural Stj ;rp gives Multiwall Bags extra

strength whereit's needed most

"Icouklrrt punch my way
out of this paper bag !

"
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figure out why a guy should be kicking a bag down

the stairs just to prove a point to the reader. Some-

thing phony about this. . . .

Copywriter: Did you happen to see this picture

I got from the client. Bob? It's a shot of an actual

drop test. That's the way they test bags at the

factory. Maybe we could make an ad out of this

picture.

Art Director: Oh, come on, Joe. There are hun-

dreds of ads just like that in the magazines. But I

do agree the idea of testing the bag is pretty excit-

ing. If we could only put this over dramatically.

You know, get away from the usual "laboratory

tests prove" stuff.

Copywriter: What about dropping the bag from

the Empire State Building?

Art Director: The bag would fall apart com-

pletely and we've demonstrated nothing.

Copywriter: If we could find some picture idea

that would show the bag being banged around.

Some sequence shot. . . .

Art Director: Hey! How about putting the bags

through the works at a fun house or something

like that? What about Steeplechase at Coney

Island? We could really rough them up there. We
could drop them down the chutes, put them on

the human pool table. . . .

Copywriter: We could call it the Torture Test.

Art Director: It would be plenty colorful.

Copywriter: Would you do it with photographs?

Art Director: It's got to be photographs. This is

documentation at its best!

Copywriter: Yes. And the copy could explain

what gives the bag its strength. You think we

could line up Steeplechase?

Art Director: It's worth a try. If you like the

idea.

Copywriter: I think it's terrific.

Test at Steeplechase Park shows this Multiwall bao can really take it!

St.Regis ®
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FROM COPYWRITERS ROUGH TO ART DIRECTORS
LAYOUT—OPERATION FACE LIFTING
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The rough sketches to the left show the copywriter's concepts for advertisements. Those to the

right show the art director's dramatization of the subjects.

The layouts went through many stages before reaching the ones reproduced above. They are

the result of writer and art director working together, each keeping his mind open to the ideas

of the other. The results satisfied both the copywriter and the art director—and ultimately the

client.
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WHAT COPYWRITERS CRITICIZE
ART DIRECTORS FOR— AND VICE VERSA

The foiegoing playlet showed how copywriter

and art director, by placing emphasis first on the

client's welfare, could quickly and amicably reach

agreement. Differences of opinion are more diffi-

cult to settle when the art director presents his case

only from an artistic point of view and the copy-

writer defends his every written word as a gem of

wisdom.

In talking to scores of people from the copy

departments of various agencies, this author found

that while the functions of the art department were

generally appreciated, not all of the comments

were complimentary. The more frequent com-

plaints are printed here—with the thought that the

art director will be helped in his work if he under-

stands what it is that irritates a man he must work

with almost every day.

7. The one-track mind. This art director sub-

scribes to the "hard-sell" or the "soft-sell" school

or to any other current fad. No matter what the

assignment, it is tackled in the same fashion. One
copywriter worked with an art director who "be-

lieved" only in photography. The art director's

tenacity finally tripped him up when he got in-

volved with a campaign featuring deep-sea life.

His insistence on using photography, and only

authentic photography, finally caused someone to

shift the account over quietly to another fellow.

2. The dreamer. This art director is so filled

with visual imagery that his mind takes off into

another world as soon as the copywriter starts

explaining his ideas. Intermittently the art director

nods his head while the copywriter talks, but all

he is really aware of are the pretty pictures in his

mind. The result is that the layouts often have no

relation to the problem at hand.

3. The ''love that layout" type. The pencil

he touches can do no wrong. Every solution is it,

and in a field where so much depends on trying

new ways, one can see where that leads. He is the

kind that is unusually sensitive to art and ap-

proaches everything from an artist's viewpoint.

I. The picture-happy fellow. The bigger the

picture, the better the ad. and there can be no ex-

ception. If the copy does not fit the layout, then

the text must be hacked away. It is as simple as

that and some art directors cannot understand

why writers fail to comprehend.

5. The robot. All is manual, little is mental.

This fellow is apt to do precisely as he is told. He
is merely the drawing arm of the writer. When
criticized about a layout, he will tell you he only

did what he was asked to do.

6. The man with a chip on his shouder. He
burns at copywriters because they do nothing but

spoil his layouts. He resents account executives

because while he slaves away at the drawing

board they are off drinking merrily with the client.

Clients he holds in contempt; what do they know
about art?

Admittedly, these descriptions are broad, but

they are based on some serious complaints from

copywriters. To get at the other side of the coin,

fifty or so of the author's fellow art directors were

asked about their experiences with copy. Here's

what they thought they could do without from

copywriters:

7. The copywriter who could easily he an

artist if he wanted. His roughs are so obviously

the solution, at least in his opinion, that it's foolish

to think they can be improved on. Oh, he lets the

art director play around with his ideas, but he

makes loud claims that he hardly ever sees the

difference in the end. One art director in a New
York agency who had worked with such a writer

for years got more exasperated than usual one day,

took the copywriter's rough, cleaned it up a bit,

and put it in the proper layout mounting. He
placed this subtle "acknowledgment" that he could

make no further contributions on the writer's desk.

The writer looked at his work under cellophane.

From that day there has been a marked improve-

ment in relations.

2. The visitor. This copywriter shows up in

the office, or at least at the doorway, every hour

—
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checking on the art director's progress. It's a good

thing he has the stamina for this routine for, as

far as he's concerned, it's obvious that his watch-

fulness is keeping the art director from going off

in the wrong direction. This writer, incidentally,

is known for his habitually weary expression (due

to his burden of responsibility) which is exhibited

around the office all dav lone.

3. The superior intellect. Maybe art direc-

tors aren't really subnormal, but this writer feels

they couldn't be too brilliant if all they can do to

express themselves is draw pictures. To be on the

safe side, this copywriter gives tedious and explicit

directions to the art director, lest something go

wrong if the art director is permitted to decide

something for himself.

but this writer sure does speed things up. In cases

where the writing of the copy takes up more time in

a tight schedule than originally allotted, the lost

time is easily recouped by needling the art director

a little.

6. The taboo expert. This person collects

clients do's and don't's like so many precious

jewels. In solving any given problem, he thinks

first of everything that allegedly can not be done.

His greatest claim to success with an account is

that he is the one man in the agency with a com-

plete list of the client's taboos. Even the client is

sometimes surprised at the items in this man's

collection.

Taboos are what creative strait jackets are made

of. Below is a collection someone accumulated

with the aid of a restriction-minded account exec-

utive while working on a refrigerator account.

: ._. ._;

4. The old "pro." This copywriter views en-

thusiasm as a kind of childish exuberance. He is

indulgent with the "idealists" but, of course, he

always knows better. Hasn't he been through all

of it before? Unfortunately, this man's cynicism is

as contagious as the common cold.

5. The hurry-up specialist. Known in the

office as "the man who gets things out." The re-

sults may not always be gratifying, and perhaps

the job has to be done over two or three times.

Use Bodoni Bold in headline. Client's

favorite typeface.

Model should be a brunette, wearing

her hair straight.

To show she is interested in cooking,

she should always have an apron on.

Illustration must always be a square

photograph.

Model should stand left of the refriger-

ator.

Logo should appear at the bottom cen-

ter of the page, 4 in. long.

Body copy should be set in Times

Roman.
Show trademark at the upper right of

the page, also lower right.

All models should be sent to client for

interview before photo is taken.

V:

:
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CREATIVE TEAMS PAY OFF

The above collection of gripes notwithstanding,

art directors and copywriters do generally work

well together. A certain amount of fireworks be-

tween artist and writer will probably never go out

of style, but that shouldn't be much of a problem.

Some copywriters just happen to find more

common ground with certain art directors than

with others. When two people think along similar

lines, they are usually drawn to each other like

magnets and work happily ever after. It is not

unusual in the advertising business to find some

writers consistently seeking out the same art di-

rectors to work with on assignments.

These teams can be a tremendous asset to an

agency. As in football, where the strong passer and

dependable receiver can be a winning combination,

the writer and the art director are often the combi-

nation primarily responsible for the success of a

campaign. Many times one could not tackle the

problem alone—but put the two together, let them

"ideate," and often they reach new creative peaks.

One young art director, working for a West

Coast agency, found himself at a virtual standstill

at the beginning of his career. He had brought

many fresh and striking ideas with him from art

school. Not all of them were worthwhile, but many
could have been used with great effect if only he

had been equally supported by an original copy

approach. The copywriter he worked with, a capa-

ble man in his own way, had no tolerance for

subtlety of any kind. The art director's innate

flair was completely submerged and a point was
reached where the client, aghast at the blandness

of his advertising, suggested that a lack of artistic

imagination might be at fault.

Nevertheless, as an experiment, the art director

was retained, but a new copywriter was assigned

to work on the account. Both hit it off well from

the start, and even after business hours they

were seen huddled together over their assignments.

Their creative efforts were so successful that the

ads were considered history-making in their field.

And half of the team was the art director who
had been thought to lack imagination!

Perhaps the most important aid to intelligent cooperation between art and

copy is the providing of information. Discussions are less likely to get off the

track if both sides are up to date on all the developments of a particular situa-

tion. Here is one means by which facts are made known to all creative people.

The pages above are taken from a "Call Report" (a report of a call on the

client) and were issued by the account executive. Copies were sent to both the

copy and art people involved

—

before layouts were discussed.
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10
Understanding the client's viewpoint

Despite the fact that there would be no pay check

without them, clients are not always the most

popular individuals with creative advertising peo-

ple. This goes especially for those clients of ad-

vertising agencies who work in fields completely

unrelated to advertising.

Most art directors, if they follow the pattern,

devote a respectable portion of their time to

grumbling about clients. Complaints may encom-

pass anything from Mrs. Client's taste to Mr.

Client's penchant for hoarding layouts in his office

for two weeks, then going out on an urgent trip to

Europe for another six weeks before he finally puts

his approving initials on the submitted material.

Some of these gripes are made purely out of

habit. Others have some justifiable base. But most

complaints would never be uttered if both sides

realized that, though their goals might be identical,

they have basic personality differences.

Clients are advertisers—not advertising men

Clients (and we refer to those whose main pre-

occupation is the production of goods or services.

not to those connected with advertising such as

advertising managers or sales managers) cannot

be expected to be as thoroughly engrossed in the

mechanics of advertising as those who spend their

working hours in the field. One hears shocking

stories of clients who could not tell a halftone

plate from a line plate, and who were surprised to

hear that some magazines demanded material six

weeks prior to publication. Perhaps such "igno-

rance" does make working with clients more te-

dious, but it by no means rules out the possibility

that the client may be a genius—in his calling.

Clients like to make derisions carefully

Another fly in the ointment, according to crea-

tive advertising people, is that clients can't make
up their minds.

It might be remembered, however, that the

working habits of company executives and agency

men differ fundamentally. Men hired for their

creative ability in the field of communication rely

heavily on instinct. This manner of working is

completely foreign to many clients. Facts, not

opinions, are what they need to keep their busi-

nesses running. When they follow a particular way

of operating, results can usually be predicted. If

they pour money into building a new plant, they

are pretty sure in advance that the plant is going

to keep busy. Perhaps this is why they do not al-

ways quite understand why advertising people can-

not guarantee results, even though substantial

sums of money are asked for.

Clients may seek to overcome their dubiousness

about investing large sums in advertising by con-

sulting first at length with others in their company.

In many cases, this is required procedure before

money can be allocated. Such meetings may help

to clarify the issues, or they may not. In any case,

clients always are more reluctant to jump at an

idea as readily as those working in the more dar-

ins advertisina business.

Art is not his concern

There is a tendency among art directors to ex-

pect the clients to be art connoisseurs. There is no

reason why they should be.

Their backgrounds, their inclinations are those
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of a businessman working for a profit. Aesthetics

for its own sake makes little sense to someone who

must at the end of the year show balance sheets to

stockholders. What he expects his agency or ad-

vertising department to show him are ways to help

sell the merchandise. If good art is going to do the

trick, that is just hne.

The client may have an appreciation of the ar-

tistic contributions made by his agency, but un-

less these fit into some over-all selling strategy

they mean little to him. Rarely does he think of

his agency in terms of art endeavor alone.

The broadening concept of agency sen-ice

Modern advertisers have come to expect more

and more of their agencies. This is one of the

most important trends in the advertising business.

Says Robert F. Carney, chairman of the board

of Foote. Cone & Belding: "Just before the war

our employees were mostly copywriters, artists.

and media buyers. Today, we have as many peo-

ple in research, merchandising, and marketing."

And Marion Harper, Jr.. president of McCann-

Erickson, remarked recently: "We help (the cli-

ent ) select an advertising manager, often a market-

ing manager; we help him design a new product;

we help him plan it. Often we find ourselves con-

ducting his sales meeting, appraising his market-

ing .. . helping him in areas that have little or

nothinc to do directlv with advertising"

Are creative junctions on their way out?

It may seem from what has been said that clients

have less and less need for the creative breed.

After all, with advertising put on a more scientific

basis, with research, marketing, and merchandising

taking an increasing share out of the client's dol-

lar, why bother with the "wonderful ideas" of a

few people?

Even with clients trying to take the guesswork

out of advertising—mostly through research

—

few ignore the importance of the agency's creative

contributions. Quite often, the major reason for

client unrest is a lack of agency creative ability,

the feeling that the agency has gone stale and

has become sterile on the account. This reason

was cited more often than the recognizably im-

portant factor of declining sales curves. (See

"Agency-Client Rifts: Their Causes and Cures."

Printers Ink, June 28, 1957.)

Where does all this leave the art director' 1
It

puts him in an improved position. The more serv-

ices delivered by his agency, the more backing he

can expect for his own ideas. Not only does the

art director have more information with which

to work, but his agency carries more weight with

the client than ever before in history.

o o o o ou u u u u r m

RADIO PRODUCTION MEDIA ART COPY CLIENT

Not too long ago. agencies limited their services to buying

media and executing advertisements. Fewer signatures

were required on layouts and OK's could often be ob-

tained overnight. Relations between agency personnel

and client were more informal.

OOOOOOOOOO mm*

PUBLICITY MARKETING RESEARCH MEDIA MERCHANDISING RADIO TELEVISION PRODUCTION ART COPY CLIENT

Today clients expect more services from their agencies.

Television has become an important medium. Research

has grown rapidly as clients insist on backing up

creative people's hunches with facts. Stronger ties be-

tween marketing and advertising, the so-called "market-

ing concept" of selling, give marketing men added im-

portance in agencies. Other functions are performed if

the need arises: recruiting personnel for the client's

company, preparing point-of-sale material, designing

packages, getting last-minute tickets for hit shows.



ABOUT ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

No other person in an advertising agency can

be as helpful to the art director in getting a slant

on the client's viewpoints as the account executive.

The account executive represents the advertiser in

the agency. The advertiser's problems become his,

whether they are based on solid reports from the

sales department or on remarks made by a wife

who takes an enthusiastic interest in her husband's

work. In a sense, the account executive is the

client as far as the art director is concerned.

In some agencies, the art director's main, and

sometimes only, contact with the advertiser is

through the account executive. If he's told the

advertiser is a tough, demanding sort of fellow

who insists on carefully executed comprehensives

for approval, the art director must see that his

work follows what the account executive feels the

client wants. When informed by the account exec-

utive of client suggestions ("changes"), these are

practically law, and the art director is in a poor

position to make countersuggestions.

With the rising prestige of art directors, manage-

ment in more and more agencies is encouraging

contact between client and art director ( usually

together with the account executive). Whether

contact is maintained depends to some degree, of

course, on the personalities involved. Where the

art director shows himself interested in meeting

the client and where he is articulate enough to

present his case to everyone's satisfaction, con-

tacts with advertisers tend to be more and more
frequent. On the other hand, where the client has

shown sufficient impatience with the mechanics of

preparing advertisements, the art director might

just as well not go to meetings at all or, if he does

go, act as silent spectator. In these cases, one

might just as well let the account executive single-

handedly go through the grind of presenting lay-

outs to the client.

The need for account executives

There may be some art directors and other cre-

ative souls in the agency who question the account

executive's justification for existence, but he is

undoubtedly here to stay. There are too many
odds in his favor.

It is difficult to imagine an account being serv-

iced efficiently without one person to captain the

whole affair. Artists, writers, research men, mer-

chandising experts—all have an excellent idea of

their part of the advertiser's operations—but some-

one has to be in on all phases and pull them to-

gether.

On the surface, the account executive's job

may seem like nothing but a lot of handshaking,

but the complexity of his job can be staggering

—

and with the ever-increasing agency services it is

becoming more so. Appraising layouts and scan-

ning copy are only a small part of the contact

man's job. He must know what every department

is doing for his client at any given moment. He
must be familiar with media recommendations,

research findings, suggestions for television pro-

ductions. Since he represents the agency to the

client, he is the one who is asked about all the

countless details of advertising, and this informa-

tion has to be at his fingertips. Under his own
roof, he must be able to settle questions about the

direction the advertising should take. This means,

of course, that he must know the product practi-

cally as intimately as the client does.

With his familiarity with all phases of the client's

needs, perhaps the greatest value of the account

executive is that he can take an objective view of

things. Not quite so wrapped up in the product as

the client, yet more detached than the people who
are banging out the copy or sketching in the lay-

outs, he is in an excellent position to act as final

judge. As a result, he usually gets an attentive ear

from the client when he presents an advertising

idea. The client appreciates instinctively that the

account executive has his best interests at heart,

since the account executive is not as likely to be as

emotionally involved as the art director who in-

spired the layout or the copywriter who set the

direction for the ad. He is able to present a busi-

nesslike case for the agency and overcome client

objections in a collected manner—something that

doesn't come too easy to most art directors when

they are criticized for their creations.

Quite important is the fact that the existence of

account executives makes it possible for art di-

rectors and other creative personnel to spend more

time in their home offices. To have art directors

do all their own client contacting might seem like

Utopia to some, but it wouldn't be very practical.
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It is quite possible that the demand on his time by

one single client could take up half his working

hours, allowing little time indeed for creative

reverie. With several, rather than a single client

on his roster (which is most often the case), the

situation would be impossible, with the art director

having sufficient time for no one—not even his

family.

Art directors speak: what's ivrong with

account executives?

Account executives probably get blamed by

more people for more failures more often than

anvone in the advertising business. A campaign

carried back from the client without a stamp of

approval indeed needs explanation, and most of

this is written off by the creative staff as excuses

for poor salesmanship on the part of the account

man. Most of the time, to spare the feelings of

the art director and maintain good will all around,

the account executive tones down client criticism,

keeping much of the bad news to himself.

Grumbling about account executives is as much
a tradition in the agency business as grumbling

about clients. There is a list of standard com-

plaints that every creative man worth his profes-

sion is only too happy to pour forth to his fellow

creative men who listen with sympathy, having

precisely the same complaints themselves.

Since they are so prevalent, a listing of the com-

plaints might be worthwhile here. One-sided as

they may be, there is sometimes some real basis

in them, and putting them down might have some

value other than the considerable one of providing

creative people with an emotional outlet.

1. Account executives collect client taboos as

other people collect stamps. A chance remark

made by the client ("We have a black cocker

spaniel at home") may be sufficient to add a new

item to an already bulging collection: "Client likes

cocker spaniels. Let's dispense with sheep dogs in

our ads."

2. Account executives are always outguessing

the client. "Here's what the client wants," is not

an overly welcome phrase in the office. Quite often

it turns out it isn't at all what the client wanted.

He may only have thought fleetingly about it. Or
the account executive may have thought the client

wanted it.

3. Account executives are more interested in

the client's personal well-being than in his adver-

tising. They imagine that the surest way to keep
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the client content is to provide him with box seats

for the world series games. Quality of the adver-

tising, knowledge of the sales and advertising

problems—these play a secondary role.

4. Account executives try to impress clients

with speed of service. Service-While-U-Wait is, of

course, impressive showmanship. The trouble with

this system is that somebody has to do it all—and

this person could be the art director.

5. Account executives are out to impress clients

with highly polished work. Only glossy compre-

hensives are good enough to show to the client.

"We want to show the best" is the motto—but

best refers more to the mechanical execution of a

layout than to the basic advertising concept.

Psychology of the account executive

An important point to remember when dealing

with account executives is not only the necessity

for their existence but also the precariousness of

their positions. If the man seems unduly demand-

ing, harrassed, if "he doesn't know what he wants"

—all may be traced back to a peculiar lack of

security intrinsic in his position.

An art director, with his artistic ability, has

something tangible to peddle. He can prove his

worth simply by preparing a portfolio and showing

it around. The account executive has no such luck.

His chief value lies in one nebulous factor: his

ability to keep the client satisfied. A loss of client

good will may mean a tumble from the top of the

world overnight.

How to help the account executive

sell your campaign

Many creative people are tongue-tied when it

comes to selling their creative ideas to account

executives. The feeling is that the executive, as

another advertising man, should certainly be able

to get the idea at a glance without need for de-

tailed explanations.

But discussions about the reasons for laying out

an ad just so might prove highly beneficial to all.

Talks about the kind of finished art or photography

the art director intends to purchase can be very

helpful. A quick estimate of costs from the art

director is also an aid to the account executive.

These bits of information allow the account execu-

tive to know exactly what is going on, and he is

therefore in a much better position to present the

campaign in a good light to the client.



.Si* easy ivays to sell a layout to the client

1. Make sure he knows you're attacking a

specific problem. Say, for example, the layout sug-

gests an allegorical, dreamy illustration of a woman
walking on stars. This approach happened to be

chosen not because it was so pretty but because

it would appeal to the ethereal side of women:

the agency brains have figured out this is the best

way to sell the particular product. Once it is ex-

plained to the client that the layout answers a

definite problem—his—you will find he is all ears.

2. Explain what led to this particular approach.

A shower of layouts may catch the client off bal-

ance if he is not briefed first. Layouts are, after

all, only a segment of a larger advertising plan.

Research came first. Copy followed. Layouts grew

out of the copy theme. Don't leave the client in

the dark about how the particular approach

evolved.

3. Forget the lectures on white space, composi-

tion, texture. Since the client's mind is apt to

wander back to his favorite topic, his product,

you might as well stick to this. As a rule, he's

sceptical of theoretical discourses on art anyway,

no matter how skillfully they are presented.

4. Never show one ad if you can show a cam-

paign. A client's enthusiasm is aroused when he

sees how his program is going to look in the

months ahead. Also, with a series before him, he

will be forced into thinking in long-range terms,

be less concerned with haggling over details of

individual ads.

Many agencies like to make sure there is plenty

of wall space available before presenting a cam-

paign to the client. Either the unveiling takes place

on the walls of a large conference room or easels

are set up so the campaign can be shown as a

whole, not piece by piece.

An example of how the single-ad method can

backfire concerns an agency that worked for

months on a campaign for which over a dozen

full-color comprehensives were prepared. The

whole packet was placed on the client's desk, the

first layout face up. After long and careful study

of the first layout, the client announced the girl

shown was much too young. A two-hour discus-

sion followed and there wasn't any time left to

show the rest of the layouts.

5. Unless there are good reasons for doing

otherwise, only one layout possibility for each ad,

only one campaign series—not two, three, or six—
should be presented. Displaying alternatives not

Weeks or months of hard work at the drawing table may
be behind a few minutes spent with the client in confer-

ence. Here, client Holger J. Johnson, president of the

Life Insurance Institute, is about to express his opinion

of a campaign he has just been shown by executives of

the J. Walter Thompson advertising agency.

only may confuse the client, but it is also unfair to

make him decide which is top-notch—a function

which belongs to the agency. Clients are pretty

sophisticated these days; they may not know all the

technical intricacies involved, but they know quite

a bit about advertising procedure in general. They

will appreciate the fact that if only one layout is

presented to them, it is practically never the only

sketch produced. After all. when their own ac-

countants present the business's balance sheets,

they don't also throw in the adding machine tapes

to show what went into the work.

There are, of course, some clients who like to

be presented with a variety of choices. In this case,

unless they can be educated away from this costly

system, there is little to do but accede with grace

to their wishes. But, on the whole, clients will re-

gard dozens of layouts pasted on a board as inter-

esting decorations but not necessarily as a display

of organized thinking.

6. Show how his campaign is different from

his competitors'. The client will be most impressed

if this point is made strongly. One agency head

always shows competitive campaigns to the client;

he pastes these up along with his own recommen-

dations. (His usually stand out.)

Every client takes it for granted that the copy

approach used for his product will be somewhat

original. But the comparative over-all appearance

of the ad is sometimes ignored. Direct comparisons

will call attention dramatically to the distinctive

nature of the proposed campaign.
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Ladies and Gentlemenl Watch your dollars grow before your very

eyes. See the added new interest send vour balance climbing up . .

.

Up . . . UP, as the sturdy new rate of 3%. compounded and cred-

ited quarterly, builds new muscles on balances from $5 to $10,000.
°

Of course, to see this amazing feat, you have to open a Chase
Manhattan Savings Account. But it's so simple: just pick out the

nearest of our 93 offices, deposit as little as $5 . . . deposit regularly

thereafter . . . and you're in for a marvelous experience! Then, you
can relax and watch vour own private Greatest Show On Earth

:

your money growing faster than ever before!

There's bound to be a crowd when the word gets around . . so

get here early!

: CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
18 PINE STREET, NEW YORK 15. N. Y.

HAnover 2-6000. eit. 2401

I wish to open the tvpe of Savings
Account I've checked below. Please
send me the necessary forms.

' 1™ C,D

THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK

*2Vi<fo on balances from $10,001 to $25,000
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HOW THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK WAS SOLD ON
THE GREASE-PENCIL TECHNIQUE

To convince a large group of cautious officers

of one of the largest financial institutions of the

world that their bank should show itself to the

public via crude scribbles that looked like they

came from a six-year-old child was not an easy

chore. Many an executive of the agency (Cunning-

ham & Walsh) spent sleepless nights mulling over

the implications of such a campaign; the stakes

were high. It may also be assumed that many a

Chase Manhattan-er also had his moments of un-

certainty even after the decision had been reached

to run the campaign. The stakes here were even

higher.

Because the initiators of this campaign com-

pletely and boldly chucked all fixed ideas about

what financial ads should look like, they had to

make doubly sure that what they felt intuitively

was backed up by facts. It could not be expected

that the advertiser would approve of such an un-

usual art treatment on the basis of its own intrinsic

appeal only. He had to be shown, convincingly

enough to overcome natural scepticism, how and

why such primitive drawings could make people

come into the Chase Manhattan branches.

Step one: definition of the problem

Before showing the actual layouts, the agency

discussed with the client the primary reasons for

advertising at all. It was agreed that the objective

was to make more people aware of the services of

the Chase Manhattan Bank—with special empha-

sis on the saving-deposits angle.

Other factors, brought to light by research were

also presented:

1

.

"Convenience" is apparently the most im-

portant single factor in a person's choice of a

bank.

2. The "middle millions"—families with dis-

posable incomes of $4,000 or thereabouts after

taxes—have vastly increased. They need bank

services.

3. Women are playing an increasing role in

banking services. Branch managers reported that

50 to 85 per cent of the customers were women.

4. People have a genuine appreciation for banks

that are sympathetic to their needs. They were

frightened away by stuffiness, preferred to be

treated "neighborly."

Retail Branch Banking
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Charts like this were shown to

the advertiser at the time the

grease-pencil technique was rec-

ommended. The agency made a

thorough study of the banking

situation and came back with

revealing findings. This chart

shows how some of the features

of branch banking can be turned

into potent selling points.
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In addition to these discoveries about bank cus-

tomers the agency mentioned two other factors

that would have an important bearing on establish-

ing an advertising theme:

1. Technique should be adaptable to a variety

of media. The agency recommended a small-space

newspaper campaign to start with, to be followed

later by poster coverage in localities of branch

offices, television spots, possible national maga-

zine advertising, and also ample collateral adver-

tising material to be placed in bank offices.

2. Campaign should be distinctive.

It was pointed out that, while there was little

the agency itself could do about the point of "con-

venience" of bank branches, there was plenty they

could do about all the other points brought up

at the conferences. In line with this, photostats of

actual layouts were exhibited. Small-space news-

paper ads were shown mounted on newspaper

dummies to show what they might be expected to

look like on a large page.

Step tiro: recommendation of

the grease-pencil technique

A long and thorough discussion followed the

unveiling of the actual ads. The agency pointed

out that grease-pencil technique, radical as it

might be compared with traditional bank adver-

tising, could do an excellent job for the Chase

Manhattan Bank. It seemed to be a perfect solu-

tion to the several advertising problems of the

institution. These reasons were presented:

1. The simple, childlike quality of drawings

hint at an atmosphere quite the reverse of stuffy.

It was pointed out that this campaign might re-

ceive advertising criticism from advertising "ex-

perts" and also those in financial circles (it did),

but in the long run it would serve to establish just

the right company image of the bank, giving it an

advantage over competitors. (Years after the

initiation of the Chase Manhattan Bank campaign,

other banks followed suit. "Humanizing" large

financial institutions became quite acceptable. To-

day, "friendly" bank advertising is more common
than the more austere type we all remember. In a

January 1957 issue of the Herald Tribune's Sun-

day supplement. Today's Living, the "new" bank

is thus described: "The modern metropolitan bank

has a heart as big as its vault. It will tend to your

personal business affairs, entertain you, give you
gifts, amuse your children, help you travel. It may

I
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Several possibilities were ex-

plored before hitting on the

grease-pencil technique. None
was as strong, it was felt, as the

simple but bold treatment of a

heavy, black crayon. (See next

page.)
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2. Women will appreciate the primitive charm

of these drawings. They remind them of some of

the scrawls created by their own youngsters.

3. The grease-pencil technique is highly flex-

ible. For poster reproduction, silk-screen process

can be used which is relatively inexpensive and

highly practical for small runs. The technique is

bold and simple, eliminating chances of poor re-

production on newspaper stock. Any number of

colors may be indulged in, but since the technique

is far removed from realism, four-color process is

hardly a necessity. On television, these simple

drawings lend themselves exceedingly well to

limited animation.

4. With its liberal use of heavy black outlines,

the grease-pencil technique is highly visible, an

important factor in newspaper and poster ad-

vertising.

5. Most important, the art technique is un-

deniably distinctive. Being what the public least

expects to find in financial advertising, it carries

an element of surprise which enhances its memory
value. Chances are good that should the reader

(or viewer) not immediately associate the tech-

nique with the advertiser, he will eventually.

The grease-pencil technique, so to speak, will be-

come the property of the Chase Manhattan Bank.

It will work well in collateral material also. Dis-

plays inside the bank will help create the friendly

atmosphere the public seeks but hardly ever gets

once inside the buildings. In essence, the Chase

Manhattan Bank will come to signify to the public

"the friendly bank."
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Flexibility of the grease-pencil technique

On this page are a few examples of how the

Chase Manhattan Bank art technique was carried

"across the board." It seemed to work effectively

in all media. The bold, heavy outlines of drawings

made them stand out against white backgrounds

of posters; reproduction was economical in every

medium; the illustrations proved to be practically

immune to the abuses of newspaper reproduction

techniques.

Which track

is the right one

for your dollars 7

Magazine (full color)

oud
Booklet (16 pages) Television (ticeiity-seeond

commercial)

Unexpected bills?

SEE US
ABOUT A
PERSONAL
LOAN

THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK

24-sheet poster
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HOW THE PEPSI-COLA CAMPAIGN IS
YEAR AFTER YEAR

Proposed magazine and poster advertisements for the coming year are neatly displayed on

the wall of a hotel room rented for the occasion. The executives of the Pepsi-Cola company,

familiar with the goals of the advertising, are able to make fast and clean-cut decisions here.

PRESENTED

—

In sharp contrast to the complicated business

of a full-scale unveiling to the client of the pro-

posed campaign is the unharrassed presentation of

a series that is already under way. Here, it is no

longer necessary to push the idea behind the

campaign. Rather, the showing is something of a

routine inspection of material to be published in

the year to come. With the direction of the adver-

tising already set, it is now only a matter of check-

ing on the details.

The advertiser should be assured, of course,

that the reason for continuing a campaign into the

second or third (or more) year is not creative

complacency on the part of the agency but sound

advertising sense. And this is usually the case. Few
agencies would care to jeopardize their positions

with the clients by withholding new campaign

ideas when the time comes. The tendency, as a

matter of fact, is to bombard the client with fresh

ideas too often, more often than common adver-

tising sense would dictate. Overservicing is a

natural result of an agency's desire to "show off"

with presentation of new ideas. Clients, much
more familiar with their own advertising than the

consumer, are only too willing to relieve their

boredom by attending splendorous shows of new

campaign ideas once a year or so.

Pepsi-Coin campaign has proved itself

The management of the beverage company,

sophisticated enough to stick to a good thing in

spite of temptations to switch around, knows

that consistency in advertising has great value.

Theirs was initially a problem of upgrading a

product that had sunk into the "cheap" category.

The campaign, with its distinguished drawings

exuding an aura of "class," was instrumental in

creating a new attitude toward Pepsi-Cola in the

consumer's mind.

How the campaign is prepared

First there is a preliminary discussion of possible

layouts for the year, using very rough roughs.

Present are the vice president in charge of adver-

tising at Pepsi-Cola and his art consultant and

agency personnel (art director, copywriter, etc.).
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Since the objective of the campaign is clear to

everyone, there is a relatively quick agreement as

to what will be wanted.

Once the selection of layouts is made, artists

are commissioned to do the finished art work.

The artists know they are not required to follow

the layouts slavishly. Everyone, including the rep-

resentatives from the client, understands the value

of giving these artists more freedom than is com-

mon in the advertising business.

The campaign is presented as one complete unit

to the Pepsi-Cola management by the agency

( Kenyon & Eckhardt )—including pages for maga-

zines, newspaper ads, posters. The ads were com-

plete with type, lettering, and facsimile print.

Though much time has gone into the prepara-

tion of the campaign, the actual presentation is

relatively simple. So strong is the common under-

standing at these meetings that the whole matter

of passing on advertising which will involve several

millions of dollars may be settled in the course of

an ordinary business day.

It * .SSSW^flUfc _
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Art director's thumbnails

Art director's roughs

Finished ads
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GETTING STUCK IN THE IVORY TOWER

Frequently one hears the accusation that adver-

tising men, spending most of their time behind

custom-made desks and streamlined bars, are out

of touch with Main Street. Whether this is actually

true or not, one can't say for sure. But if there is

any truth to the statement, it certainly could apply

to the art director. Of all the creative brains in the

advertising industry, his is certainly the least ex-

posed to the consumer. Most of the time he sits

behind his drawing board, his mind traveling in

a rarified atmosphere far above the noisy babble

of everyday life.

Creative men had better be dreamers—a step

ahead of the thinking of others. It makes good

business sense, however (and let's not forget that

even drawing-board geniuses are in business), to

keep one foot on the sidewalk, even if the mind

is up in the clouds. Here are some ways to accom-

plish this acrobatic feat:

1. Take a sight-seeing tour. No photographs.

no account executive's descriptions, can take the

place of a walk through the factory where the

product is born. The art director, with his drive

toward showmanship, may discover dramatic pos-

sibilities in operations that seem commonplace to

everyone else.

A maker of industrial machinery was in a

quandary some time ago. He knew at heart that

there was enough inherent drama in the manu-

facturing process to make a first-rate institutional

campaign, but he was helpless when it came to

passing on ideas for picture situations. The art

director was invited on a tour around the plant

and his fancy was immediately caught by the bril-

liance of the colors employed in the wiring of the

machines. Back at the office, he conceived six ads

using diagonals of wild colors (suggesting wiring).

the layouts so striking that they proved to be

stoppers in national magazines.

2. Load up on information. To the art di-

rector, shapes, forms, objects are much more alive

than words. Yet from magazine articles, booklets,

newspaper items, from almost any source—some-

times only tenuously related to the client's prod-

uct—can come the spark that sets off an imagina-

tive campaign.

One day, an art director was browsing through

an article on a night club manager's problems. He
reached a paragraph concerning dance-floor up-

keep, and the thought occurred to him that he

might make use of the dance-floor idea in connec-

tion with the campaign for a floor account he

was working on. The "heavy abuse" message was

most effective in the ads that shortly appeared.

f^^%!¥s

3. Lire with the product. If it is at all pos-

sible, it's a good idea to have the product in the

office, a few feet in front of the drawing table.

This visual and tactile association with a product

one is supposed to be selling can add considerable

zip to the conception of a campaign. A good look,

a good feel, a good sniff will sometimes make the

drawing pencil leap with new ways of putting ideas

across.

Living with the product may also suggest new

uses. In a large agency, the art director and copy-

writer were asked to work together on a campaign

for. of all things, a line of ash cans. A shiny, new

garbage can was brought to the art director's

office so he could look at it. The next morning it

rained heavily, and several people found the can

just right for their dripping umbrellas. When the

art director saw the umbrellas sticking out of the

garbage can, the idea for a campaign was born.

Why not expand the market, show new uses for

the can? It certainly made a fine umbrella holder.

It could be equally useful for holding ice at large

parties. With decals to dress it up, it could come

in handy as a container in the nursery. How
about stacking firewood in it? And so on, for quite

an attractive series of ads.
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The fact cannot be overemphasized—and it

bears repetition—that the best source of ideas

lies in the product itself. There is no merchandise,

no service, without some inherent drama. Ques-

tions like these will inspire the art director strug-

gling for ideas:

What does it do? Can its function be demon-

strated in some new and exciting way? The merits

of a waterproof wrist watch may be visualized in

the form of a man taking a swim with his watch

on, or perhaps the art director will dream up a

picture of a watch being dragged across the ocean

by a liner.

Is there anything about the appearance of the

product that can be capitalized on? Perhaps the

color is exciting. A lipstick manufacturer built a

campaign entirely around one new shade. Perhaps

the size of the product is the point. Attention may
be called to an unusual shape.

Does it have a pleasant odor? Many campaigns,

not just for perfume either, have been built around

the scent of a product.

What benefits does the product have? Showing

how people feel about using a product is often a

strong selling point.

What happens to those who don't use the

product A negative approach is often frowned

on, yet many successful campaigns have been built

around this theme—Listerine, for one.

What's new about the product? In what way

does it differ from its competitors? Can this be

shown visually?

Are there any new uses for it? The reader is

often glad to learn of new uses for a familiar

product. The popularity of new recipes testifies

to this.

What do people say about the product? In addi-

tion to the usual testimonials from the housewife

or from famous personalities, perhaps the testi-

monial can be a picture showing the product in

actual use.

How is it manufactured? Perhaps the origin of

the product is of interest; it might come from

some exotic, faraway place. If it's a food product,

what kind of people prepare it, what does the

"kitchen" look like?

Is it economical? Because of local variations,

it is not always possible to quote price. Still, the

idea of economy might be featured. It's a power-

ful attention-getter with most readers.
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Demonstration is given an unusual twist in

this television commercial. Selling points are

acted out in pantomime with vigorous action

provided by the dancer. Presentation here

has taken full advantage of the medium.
Idea stems from basic facts about the

product.
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Snap it...see it! Hathawa)

POLAROID LAND CAMERA JEW PANCHROMATIC FILM

This is one of the many effective advertisements in

the Polaroid Land Camera magazine series. This is

product demonstration in its most convincing form.

What does the product look like? People want to know.

This is a starkly simple but artistically satisfying adver-

tisement.
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Sometimes there is romance and drama in the way a

product is made. The visual gimmick here is inherent in

the product story.

An effective way of advertising is to show one sales point

at a time and make the most of it. The layout here is

powerful—the message equally strong.



4. Meet the consumer. Meeting the public

face to face has long been recognized by copy-

writers as an essential part of gathering material.

But, for some reason, this does not seem to have

been picked up by art directors. Yet contact with

the consumer can help an art director as much
as a copywriter.

One way to overcome this lack of contact is ex-

emplified by Cunningham & Walsh's policy of

having employees spend a week in the field work-

ing in a variety of retail establishments and service

organizations. Photo on the left shows art director

John Forzaglia obtaining some first-hand informa-

tion about selling gasoline. Report of his week in

the field is reproduced below.

CUNNINGHAM & WALSH INC.

260 Madison Avenue

New York 16. N. Y.

Office Memorandum

to: Mr. Cunningham
from: John Forzaglia

re: Man from Cunningham & Walsh
Texaco Service Station

General: A four-pump station located on a triangular

block facing Boston Post Road (a truck route), and

Burke Avenue in the Bronx. Five men operate this

station in two shifts from 6 a.m to 1 1 p.m. daily. It

is nor a company station but one of three owned by

Dan Battaglino and each is operated by partners. Dan
started with The Texas Company as a truck driver

twenty-three years ago. One of his stations, about

half a mile from where I was, is very close to a

Shell and an Esso Station, which makes competition

on this truck route very keen.

Dan felt that Texaco was late introducing "Tower

of Power." He praised the job Shell did with "What's

in the White Pump"—which made people curious.

Texaco had already been selling the "Supreme" gas

before customers had a chance to hear about it. This,

Dan thought, was bad. People who did buy the gas

thought they were getting the usual Hi Test—not

something new and different. They were not aware

of the extra power or mileage they received and no

word-of-mouth advertising could have resulted. By
the time they did find out. they couldn't be sure that

the new gas did perform better.

This station does more business than the other two.

I kept busy—everything from wiping windshields to

greasing my own car on my last day there. I asked

many questions about cars and they answered by

giving me jobs which required a bit of know-how. I

didn't know how but they were very patient and I

learned. I fixed at least 12 flats (with one tube put in

backwards), assisted the mechanic by cleaning parts

on brake jobs, oil changes, grease jobs, testing bat-

teries and wrote out charge bills. All in all. I was

busy and enjoyed every minute of it.

The Station has been at this location for five vears.

Until three months ago it was a lonely shack with an

outside car lift. The winters were hard on the men.

Now The Texas Company has built an enclosure and

are working on a 32-foot neon sign for the top of the

building. The men are pleased and take an added

interest in keeping the place looking neat. A final

paint job and it will look like a bright new penny.

The Men: Sal Mondello—the partner who operates

this station. He knows his manuals and keeps up with

all the Trade Journals. When new cars come in. he

carefully studies make-up of new features and how
to repair them. He also is aware of what competition

is doing—probably because of Dan Battaglino who
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constantly talks about it and sees it daily in the Shell

and Esso stations next to his. Sal makes good use of

a mailing list. He sends out monthly mailing pieces

featuring everything from special prices on checkups

to announcements of new products. He estimates they

spend 10 to 15% of their profits for local advertising.

Dominick—the master mechanic. This man is very

confident in his work and. without speaking, conveys

this confidence to a customer who watches him while

he works. He is thorough and will go ahead with nec-

essary repair work ignoring the cost. Sometimes this

results in a customer not wanting to pay his bill for

work not requested but usually the customer is made

to realize that it was necessary for his safety and all

turns out well.

Louis—mechanic and grease and oil man—a very

friendly guy who does all repair work when Dom is

off or needs help.

Harry. Toni and Frank—grease and oil men but

mainly gas attendants. Most of their free time is

spent working on old engines for practice.

Politeness is the keyword at a service station. When
these men are not rushed, they are eager to spend

time with a customer explaining auto problems. If a

batterv goes dead, they explain its make-up and

methods used in testing, plus an explanation of how
the testing equipment works. Would you believe that

there are at least 10 different units that can be used

to test a battery's strength?

The men do have a major complaint about their

own appearance. It seems they do not have enough

Texaco uniforms or a constant source of supply. Not

knowing what kind of set-up Texaco has concerning

uniforms. I told them I would look into the matter.

They said they would be willing to pay for the serv-

ice (if it exists) providing it's not too costly. If Texaco

has such a service. I would like to inform them of it.

Charge Accounts. When the men are busy, they dis-

like writing out a charge bill—it takes too long and

rushing can produce errors. Harry suggests a charge

plate that can be inserted into a machine and stamped

leaving only the amount and product to be filled out.

My suggestion is to send each customer a book with

a price list in it which can be filled out prior to going

to a station for gas, similar to a checkbook idea.

Then he gives the attendant the filled-out bill which

tells at a glance how much gas the customer wants;

when his tank is filled he drives off—no waiting. Also

the customer has a better record in his book of what

he has paid and what he owes.

Customers: Most customers with new cars ask for

Hi-Test, while many old cars take regular. Yet I found

that young customers with old cars asked for Hi-Test,

probably for the extra power. Most, if not all, cus-

tomers use the terms Hi-Test or Regular—not Sky

Chief or Fire Chief, and not many knew they were

getting the Supreme Gas when they asked for Hi-

Test. Once a customer starts using a brand of gas,

he will not change if he is satisfied unless, as one

Texaco customer pointed out, he was stuck near a

Shell station—and even then he was reluctant to use

a different gas in his tank. This leads me to believe

that a good deal of advertising should be directed to

young people who are about to start driving.

Most customers want to be present when any re-

pair work is done including grease and oil changes.

Display Material: A five-foot display shelf for Gould

Batteries was assembled after lying around for a

month. These men don't mind intricate display

pieces—in fact they love the "do-it-yourself" kits. All

they require is time. So, if necessary, give them com-

plicated pieces but send them early. Sal said that

Texaco keeps him well supplied with direct mail

pieces like decals. banners and folders. They have a

banner up on the building featuring "Tower of

Power" but, for the size of the building, it is not

large enough to be impressive.

Dan thinks that newspaper advertising is wasted

and most of it should be put into radio and TV. He
wants to reach the man who is on the road every day,

who listens to his car radio. Newspapers are read on

subways and at home and mostly for the editorial

matter—not for the gasoline ads. Yesterday's paper

is dead today and so is the ad unless it appears each

day. Dan thought the best job Texaco ever did was

with Milton Berle. who appealed to children as Uncle

Miltie and to adults for entertainment. (Children do

control TV while they're awake.)

Brainstorming: Texaco could supply dealers with

little plastic cars carrying the Texaco emblem to hand

out to customers' children. They'll be back for an-

other and another.

Since the Fire Chief Hat is a recognized symbol, is

it possible to supply Fire Departments with free gas

as a tie-in? It would build good-will in every com-

munity especially the rural ones. Perhaps it's only

given to the Fire Department which has just put out

a fire.

The red pump Fire Chief attracts more than the

aluminum Sky Chief. For another step toward rec-

ognition, could all Texaco Stations have a color-

coated ground with a large Texaco Star painted on it.

"Drive to the Station with the Texaco Star."

Every customer was handed a folder on the new
Supreme Gas. It would be good practice to do this

often. The customer will look forward to receiving

bits of information concerning cars, products, services

and helpful hints on car care.

I am trying to think of things Texaco could do

that competitors are not doing and probably some

are impractical but they may stimulate ideas in others.

Thank vou, Cunninaham & Walsh.
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5. Go to meetings. Perhaps the easiest way

to learn about the client's needs is to sit in on

discussions about them. Conferences—formal and

informal—may be held before layouts are made

as well as after they have been finished. In both

cases, it pays for an art director to eavesdrop on

the proceedings.

Much valuable information is passed around

the conference table before the campaign is actu-

ally under way. There may be a discussion about

the make-up of the consumer the art director will

be trying to reach. Ideas may be aired—sometimes

rejected on valid grounds—and the art director

may learn about the basic strategy behind the ad-

vertising approach. He may also find out about

the plans in other media, such as television and

point of sale, giving him a chance to coordinate his

efforts with others.

Most important, he may have a chance to come
in contact with the real top man, the client. Con-

trary to what some people might think, this can

be an enlightening experience. With his livelihood

depending on it, the client, above everything else,

is interested in sales. His viewpoint may add con-

siderably to the art director's outlook.

Then, too, a more personal relationship with

the advertiser usually makes life more bearable for

everyone. Based only on the account executive's

descriptions and other hearsay evidence, the art

director may very easily build up an image of the

client that is self-defeating. The discovery that the

clients also have leaks in their basements, kids

with measles, and demanding bosses usually comes

as a pleasant surprise.

Just as beneficial can be the art director's par-

ticipation at discussions after the campaign has

been worked up. Rarely will the client approve

ads with no questions asked. Problems on art can

best be answered by the art director.

Not all organizations encourage art directors to

attend meetings. The feeling is that the art di-

rector does his best at the drawing board, and

an effort should be made to free him from the

often humdrum doings at the conference table.

While there is some truth to this, an oversheltered

art director will seldom be at his most efficient

with the sketch pad. This should be clear to man-

agement—and quite often the art director himself

will have to put the pressure on the bosses to let

him participate.

Many art directors prefer to live most of their

lives behind the drawing tables. They maintain that

it takes no great talent to talk, so why not let the

others indulge in verbal exercise. In truth, adver-

tising, as a business of communication, does have

its share of articulators—perhaps more than any

other business (except, possibly, the barbering

profession). Research men. copywriters, account

executives—all are men ready with the words.

They know how to present their thoughts effec-

tively to a group of people. Because of this, artists

and art directors, whether they like it or not, must

face the fact that they, themselves, are the best

ones to present their work.

Most top art directors are, surprisingly, quite

articulate. Experience has made persuasive sales-

men out of them, and their talents at the drawing

boards as well as at the conference tables make
them strong assets in their companies. It certainly

isn't an easy thing to talk art, to sell a layout.

Those who can do it are a welcome addition to

any meeting.

6. Keep the client sold. Even after they have

agreed to a campaign, clients sometimes change

their minds about the whole thing. When this hap-

pens, it is indeed a tricky situation to handle.

There is little the art director can do about the

client's fickleness, even though he might be

tempted to put a drop or two of arsenic in the

client's drink the next time they have lunch to-

gether. The matter is usually referred to the top

echelon in the agency consisting of a diplomatic

corps experienced in doing things with utmost

delicacy.

The best way to keep advertisers from getting

brand-new brainstorms even after they have

okayed one is to make sure they don't feel they

signed up for the last one under duress. High-

pressure salesmanship just doesn't belong.

Clients often lose respect for their art directors

( and other agency representaives ) because they

feel these people are trying to railroad them into

something. If an idea is good, it should be sold

earnestly. But no art director should make the

mistake of insisting blindly on the merits of his

layouts even if it becomes obvious that there

aren't any.

Clients' opinions should always get a careful

audience even though some of them might sound

farfetched to the art director. Good ideas are not

the exclusive property of the so-called "creative"

set. Clients may have some, too, even though they

are clients.
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11
Developing a product image

The expression "product image" (or "brand

image") found its way into Madison Avenue

terminology only within the past decade or so.

It is now heard with increasing frequency around

conference tables, in clients' offices, wherever ad-

vertising is discussed. More people will recognize

its existence in the future. They will have to, if

they want their advertising to succeed.

Just what is meant by product image? A simple

analogy can be found in the entertainment field.

Those in the business of promoting celebrities

realized long ago, way before the sages in adver-

tising did, the necessity of building up their clients

as personalities. The public must be fed a specific

and clear-cut image of the entertainer. The char-

acter may be good or bad, flighty or serious, gay

or moody, aristocratic or earthy—it makes little

difference. The essential part is that the audience

"understand" the star. We are all aware of the

frenzied publicity attempts to type Hollywood

newcomers with a definite personality so that the

public may develop a definite feeling about them.

Advertising—a long-term investment

In the past, manufacturers spent their advertis-

ing dollars for only one purpose: to create imme-

diate sales. Astute advertising men, like Claude

Hopkins of Chicago with his impressive success

in the mail-order line, laid down formulas for

bringing quick response from readers. Headlines

set in 48-point type, plenty of body copy, and a

coupon that could be easily clipped from the ad.

Advertisements of this type are still popular today,

and rightfully so, if the aim is to create a quick

demand or to announce a contest.

Today's advertising man, however, is expected

to do much more than just make with the coupons.

It all has to do with long-term planning, a pro-

cedure gaining gradual acceptance with American

industrialists. In 1957, some seven billion dollars

were spent on industrial researching alone. Busi-

nessmen today huddle over plant-expansion

schemes ten years in the future. Naturally, they

are also interested in long-range advertising

policies.

The alert advertiser is very interested in the

sales that will follow the insertion of a particular

advertisement, but he also wants to know what

general impression the public has of him and his

product. Research, particularly motivational re-

search, emphasizes that the consumer usually has

some kind of image of the product other than its

Bing Crosby: Easy-going, natural Peter Lorre: Tense, eerie Gary Cooper: Strong, silent

Making it easy for the

public to remember their

motion-picture stars, Holly-

wood's public relations men

endow their clients with clear

and definite "brand images."

The same kind of thinking

must go into building up

products with the public. Art

plays an important part in

this.
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mere physical appearance, subconscious as this

attitude might be. It is surprising to what extent

an inanimate object can be credited with a per-

sonality, the way people's acquaintances are

thought about. A respondent in an interview may
not be able to tell you the color of his best friend's

eyes, but he can tell you he's a very cheerful

fellow to have around; this person may not re-

member whether a manufacturer's mattress is

tufted or not, but he can tell you that the name
of this particular mattress arouses in him feelings

of peace and comfort.

The role of the art director in developing a

favorable image of the product is fundamental.

His layout treatment, choice of art, sensitivity to

detail—all work toward building up a personality

for the thing he is advertising.

m 7 ROGERS BROS

How brand images are built

It is strange that attempts to establish brand

identity through advertising seem to be limited to

certain industries, while an indifference toward

building up long-term images is present in others.

To the right are some examples of ads, basically

good ones—and yet they have a sameness of treat-

ment, a lack of imagination that does little for

creating a personality for the products being

promoted.

In other industries, those with a greater range

of experimentation, a freer spirit, success with

establishing brand personalities is much more evi-

dent (see next page). Perhaps the monotony of

approach in the former group of industries can

be traced back to the attitude of top management

as much as anything else. It takes a trail blazer to

shake an industry out of a creative slump. Once

some fellow dares to be different, others often fol-

low suit. The food industry plodded along for

years until one day a photographer, Irwin Penn,

broke tradition by showing appetizing close-ups

of Jell-O. Nothing spectacular was done in the

men's shirt field until a certain distinguished gentle-

man wearing an eye patch appeared in a Hath-

away shirt.

It's sometimes an impossible matter to break

through the cherished advertising ideas of certain

manufacturers. Makers of silverware for years

have been getting along by advertising their pat-

terns and little else. By this time the consumer

knows her patterns all right, but she'll give little

thought to the brand of the flatware because she

New GE Book Shelf Freezer puts twice as much

food within easy reach as a chest freezer

!
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hasn't been led to think in these terms. With a

thousand styles to choose from, one can imagine

the business that is lost to individual manufacturers

because a brand image has not been established.

The picture of the housewife ( always fresh from

the beauty salon) opening and closing refrigerator

doors or loading washing machines gleefully is an

old stand-by with appliance manufacturers. Of

course, copy and illustration are heavy with details

of the product, but the approach is standardized;

there's little reason to feel more emotional about

one make than another. This is particularly odd

since information at hand strongly suggests that

a human interest appeal is a strong factor in buy-

ing a refrigerator, that appliances are bought for

highly personal reasons: to keep up with the

neighbors, to make life easier, to give a feeling of

luxury to everyday living. (See Motivation Re-

search in Advertising and Marketing, by George

Horsley Smith.

)

Perhaps no industries are so guilty of failing to

build up brand images as detergent and gasoline

manufacturers. Claims are heaped atop other

claims until they sound so repetitious that the con-

sumer no longer listens. Research backs up the

fact that the average reader has a mighty tough

time telling these advertisers' products apart.

For reasons known only to a few, if to anyone,

gasoline manufacturers have so far failed to take

advantage of the dramatic possibilities inherent in

their product. It seems, to this author at least, that

more attention could have been given to promot-

ing the service stations (especially the service

men). This might serve to establish a deeper

product image. Instead we have a situation where

little brand loyalty is found. In a study of gasoline-

buying habits, undertaken by the Chicago Tribune

in 1956, it was found that the majority of re-

spondents had no real brand preferences and most

had only a hazy notion of the companies who
produced the gasoline.

On the positive side we can cite various indus-

tries very conscious of the necessity of building up
a brand image. On this page we see ads that try

to give the products a distinctive personality of

their own; a basic direction has evidently been

instigated by the planners of their campaigns.

Liquor advertising seems to illustrate the point

well. The products are given character, from the

highly sophisticated Imperial to the tradition-laden

Old Crow. Imagination and graphic abandon are

much in evidence here. This is the more surprising

when one considers the many restrictions imposed

on liquor advertising.

Advertising of periodicals, influenced to a large

degree by art-conscious editors, is outstanding for

building up personalities. Aimed primarily at

space buyers, the Ladies Home Journal's "Never
Underestimate The Power of A Woman" cam-
paign was strong enough to seep through to the

general public.

Cigarettes have long been floundering about in

their advertising. Short-term appeals, based on

cold and technical facts, were in favor for some

time. When research pointed out that smokers

were either confused or bored by the chemical

claims of tobacco processors and consequently

had no feeling one way or the other about the

brands themselves, some manufacturers turned to

designing more distinctive campaigns for their

products. The Marlboro series showed that a

single-minded drive toward establishing a brand

image can pay off. Of course, the Marlboro he-

man theme soon found its imitators. When Ernst

Dichter, one of the top motivational researchers,

discovered that the primary reason for smoking is

to relieve tension, this was pounced on as a basic

theme by many a cigarette maker. Still, lately, of

all the industries, cigarette manufacturers score

near the top in building up brand images of

themselves.

Ads with distinctive personalities aim at a defi-

nite effect. The reader may not be able to put his

impression into words, but once he is in the store

a subconscious feeling toward a particular product

may make all the difference in his choice.

In the examples shown here, it is the looks of

the advertisement, not the copy so much, that

creates the image. Even if the reader skips the text

and goes on to the next page, an impression has

been made—and it may be enough to make a

lasting dent on his mind.

Andrew Armstrong, when he was in charge of

creative services at the Leo Burnett advertising

agency, made this observation at the conclusion

of a report on a survey among Chicago house-

wives: "Do they like the ad or don't they? The

answer can put one more finger on what makes

a sale. Just as the impression a salesman makes

on the buyer is part of the sale, so is the impres-

sion an ad makes. . . . Housewives look at the

mood of the art. They demand that it be appro-

priate for the mood of the product." The initial

response seems to hinge directly on the picture.
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How Marlboro built a brand image

through advertising

Consumer surveys, conducted by Elmo Roper

& Associates, pointed out that there was a general

feeling that the filter cigarette in its crushproof

container had a definite feminine connotation.

Moreover, the public felt that Marlboro was some-

how "exclusive"—a "quality" cigarette (in spite

of its popular price).

In the opinion of the advertiser and the agency

(Leo Burnett) this was considered an undesirable

product image. It was felt that the market could

be immeasurably expanded if men could be en-

couraged to accept the brand in masculine terms.

A complete, clean break with past advertising

policies was made. It was decided early that an

attempt to appeal to both men and women would

be self-defeating. A campaign was mapped out to

reach the male market solely—a courageous step,

inasmuch as it was flirting with the danger of

losing the feminine market.

A photographic attack was chosen for strength

and believability. To encourage the feeling of

virility and earthiness, most of the models chosen

for the pictures were rugged nonprofessionals. Im-

peccably attired, only the tattoos on their hands

showed that they had come up the hard way.

In line with the' theme, layouts were kept simple,

the designs straightforward. The large size, low-

key photos, done in the best Steichen school tradi-

tion, emphasized the feeling of sincerity through-

out the campaign. The impact was left up to the

close-up photographs; no "character lines" were

sacrificed in the faces.

The result was a definite brand image of Marl-

boro. It was quickly accepted as the smoke of men
who take pride in their masculinity (a subcon-

scious reaction). The cigarette, surprisingly, re-

mained popular with the women—perhaps because

they were enchanted with the male models. Sales

jumped 120 per cent in 1956.

Container Corporation of America uses

institutional advertising to develop

a product image

For twenty years or so, the Container Corpo-

ration of America has been known for its highly

artistic {and soft-sell) advertising. The approach

here flaunts just about every advertising tradition.

No consumer benefits are promised (at least not

directly). In most cases, no reference is made to

the company.

The dynamic approach used in the campaigns

came about through no accident. It was a deliber-

ate attempt to build up a brand image.

The agency (N. W. Ayer) and the client were

both aware of the fact that, with no specific mer-

chandise to see, the "product" to be sold was

primarily modern thinking, or creativeness. This

was a highly desirable image to build—the indus-

trial users of containers would be attracted by the

company's unique approach to solving designing

problems and, quite important, the advertising

might make the recruiting of good designing,

engineering, and selling talent easier. The adver-

tisements convey a feeling of imagination and

progress without spelling them out. The image is

built purely through graphic means.

The results have been solid. In 1938, sales were

$18 million; in 1954, they were $187 million. The

public's eagerness to supply investment funds to

the company was gratifying. Talented people have

come to work for the company, many attracted

by the advertising. Individual advertisements have

been widely reprinted here and abroad. The

original art has received accolades. Readership

studies show that the series ranks consistently high

against competition. (See "To Make You Think,"

Art Director & Studio News, January, 1955.)
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Is hard sell inconsistent with

building up a brand image?

The expression "hard sell" has long been

bandied about in advertising circles. In many
people's minds, it has come to signify large and

bold type, a helter-skelter arrangement of elements

on the page, a borax-type illustration. Well-

designed layouts are often condemned as "very

pretty but not hard-hitting enough."

This one-track-minded view of what hard sell

means has often been responsible for advertise-

ments that did not sell hard at all. Sometimes so-

called "soft sell" layouts sell just as hard if their

contents are appropriate.

On this page are reproductions of retail-store

ads that did indeed move merchandise. The de-

signer for each of these ads never overlooked the

fact that along with the products he had at the

same time to sell the personality of the store.

Combination of soft-sell and hard-sell approach?

Apparently this can be done, too.

\\oii!/! you believe

there are over2,OOC

different ways to wea,

tk Untie. t/i <
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FINDING A GRAPHIC THEME FOR A CAMPAIGN

One of the art director's most significant—and

interesting—functions is finding some graphic de-

vice that will give the client's campaign distinction.

Happy indeed is the advertiser with an art or

layout technique he can call his very own. He has

a jump on his competitors.

Research studies show that advertisements with

strong family resemblance are better remembered,

noticed more readily. Best of all, sponsor identifi-

cation scores highest here. This is true even if the

reader fails to look at the ad carefully. The reason

for this is simple. We recognize our friends even

if they wear different clothes each time we see

them.

On this and the next few pages are examples of

campaigns which have used graphic devices to

attain that much desired feeling of unity. There

are many other approaches to a unified appearance,

the limit being only the art directors' visual

imagination.

Same format is followed throughout the Esso magazine campaign. Slogan is

always placed on top, above the headline. Signature stays put in the lower right

corner. A consistent layout formula like this goes a long way toward giving a

campaign family resemblance.

fry> >

Same personality. Commander Whitehead, who has reached celebrity status

through this campaign, leaves the reader in little doubt about whose advertising

he is looking at. The situations possible are endless. The unique personality

used lends the campaign strong tie-in advantages in a variety of media.
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Same photographer* Howard ZiefF, was assigned to execute these wordless posters which

made their successful appearance in New York train stations. As demonstrated here, not only

artists, but photographers as well may h^ve their own distinctive "styles." There is continuity

throughout this campaign.
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5am<> designer* Andy Warhol, gives this newspaper series a personality all its own, even

though layout format varies from ad to ad.
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Same technique, be it scratchboard. woodcut, charcoal, fingerpainting or whatever, is always

a sure-fire method of establishing a graphic theme throughout a campaign. Shown on this page

are two examples. Both combine the individualism of art work with the realism of photography.

The NBC newspaper campaign uses photographs for a start, then converts them into line by a

photochemical process. The Hanes ads feature photographs of three-dimensional paper figures

with emphasis on the product.

PREMIERE ON

USPICION
TONIGHT 10 TO 11*LFREdh TCHCOCK, master of r
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JOHN
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What's the difference

jtween appetite and hunger

How sugar can help you reduce Sensible new approach The problem of fatigue

-and stay there to weight control in reducing diets

Why do so many peopU-

011 diets ieel tired . .

.

lose mental alertness'.'

Same typography scheme is followed in this campaign, with Century type employed through-

out. Type treatment gives ads an air of continuous authority and. incidentally, makes them

quite legible.

(Ad

STARTING DEC. 15, VICTORIA THEATRE. BDWY. & 46 ST.

Poster

Newspaper ad

Program cover Letterhead

Same motif, conceived by designer Saul Bass, has been employed in this movie

advertising. The angular silhouette of an arm conveys the restless and dis-

turbed mood that the motion picture carried.



Same spirit found in each Life Savers ad made them easily identifiable by the public. Readers

often greet each Life Savers ad with "Here's a new one by Life Savers"—words that are music

to the advertiser's ears. Art techniques are freely tapped in this series—anything from realistic

paintings to cartoons are used. The "mood." however, remains constant—gay, lighthearted,

friendly—exactly the adjectives this advertiser wants to apply to his product.

I <lrcmnc<ll»as mi Outdoor Girl

mi/ maidenfdrm bra

t,/nwim////«>/ 7m /or 7iro m m// ///<////////

Same idea, intrinsically strong, makes Maidenform Bra campaign highly successful. Once an

idea like this gets going, the art director can sit back and relax a little. All he need do now is

oversee the mechanics of the layout and think about the next situation (ably assisted by the

public who not only responded by the tens of thousands to contests asking for situations but

also send them in unsolicited). Intense consumer interest in this campaign shows the power of a

strong basic advertising device when used in ad after ad.
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12
How to get the reader interested

Some messages are just naturally stoppers. It

takes no particular knack to get the reader's

prompt attention in the middle of winter with the

headline "A Sure Cure For Common Colds!" for

example. Everyone has colds, everyone wants to

know how to get rid of them fast. What picture

is used with the statement hardly matters—in fact,

you might leave the picture out and still capture

the audience.

In most cases, however, the originators of ad-

vertisements have no such powerful story at hand.

It is up to the creative minds in the advertising

agency to make the message dramatic.

This is where showmanship and understanding

of what makes humans human comes in. The art

director—and, of course, the other creators—must

sense what it is that will make people stop and

look (take notice of the ad) and then look some

more (go ahead and read the ad). The second

phase, holding on to the reader, is the more diffi-

cult one to accomplish.

The art director is responsible for the looks of

the ad, and this acts in subtle ways to attract the

reader. It demands his attention, or it soothes him.

or it intrigues him. The illustration itself is prac-

tically always of paramount importance in snaring

the reader. It is up to the art director to decide

what relationship the illustration should have to

the headline—and they should always be related,

in some way. Mere repetition of a statement is not

very enticing. Give the reader everything at one

glance, and why should he stick with the ad?

HEADLINE: "THIS MAN IS GOING TO DROWN"

Struggling man makes dra^

matic illustration here, but

picture merely repeats what

headline has already stated.

Reader won't be surprised when

he sees the picture; it's exactly

what he expected to see. This

man is going to drown. Can't

swim, probably.

Situation is more provocative

here. Man appears happy in

this picture, safely perched on
inner tube. Why should he be

faced with such a horrible

fate? Will tube blow out? Will

undercurrent carry him out to

sea? Reader has to read some
more to find out.

Curiosity is aroused even more
in this situation. Why in the

world should this man come to

such an end? There is no water

here. He seems a sensible man.

Father of a cute little girl, sym-

pathy is also gained. Reader

won't find out unless he studies

the copy.
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Promising a story

David Ogilvy, of advertising fame, was once

asked what he considered the most important in-

gredient of a good advertising illustration. He
answered: "My old boss. Dr. Gallup, taught me it

pays to introduce a story appeal into every illus-

tration. The reason for the eye patch worn by the

Hathaway shirt model was to suggest that here

was a man with a story."

The Donmoor knits advertisements above, fea-

turing an appealing Korean youngster, got reader-

ship far above average because people wanted to

find out more about the picture—and, incidentally,

the company received some 400 letters from

readers about this ad.

Above are two ads displaying feminine under-

wear. The Van Raalte illustration not only gets

the reader's attention but makes her linger on with

the ad. There is a promise of a story here; some-

thing has happened or is about to happen, and the

reader is put in a highly receptive mood. The Blue

Swan ad shows the merchandise equally well but,

by contrast, lacks strong story appeal.

Magazine editors discovered long ago that their

readers are more apt to get interested in a story

if subcaptions are provided along with the title.

These captions go only so far as to pique the

reader's curiosity; they give a hint at what may
be expected, but much detail is withheld. The

problem the art director faces in his illustration

selections is much the same.
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Is fast always best?

The argument is often heard in advertising

circles that an ad must be quickly comprehended

or the reader will lose patience and turn the page.

This theory is basically sound, as no one is willing

to make too much of an effort to puzzle out the

meaning of a message. But carrying the rule to

extremes is not advisable either.

The contention that readers pay scant attention

to headlines and that the illustrations, therefore,

must be self-explanatory is contradictory. Actually,

the two work like a glove on the hand, supple-

menting each other (see the example below). The

old trick of covering up the headline to see whether

the picture stands on its own is proof of absolutely

nothing. Readers don't cover up parts of ads when

going through a magazine.

Picture without headline or headline without picture

means little by itself. Put the two together and there is

plenty of inducement to read on. This is not a "fast" ad

by any standard. But it's a good one.



That extra touch

Art directors are often faced with the dilemma

(if that's what it is) of having to show the product,

clearly and without gimmicks. The idea here is

that anything directly connected with the mer-

chandise serves only as distraction and slows up

the delivery of the message.

In catalogue advertising, nobody can argue this

rule. Here the reader is poised to buy; he just

wants the facts to help him make up his mind.

But in newspapers, posters, and magazines the

situation is a little different. In these media the

reader must be stopped at the page and made to

consider the ad.

There are times when a stark illustration of the

product is the answer. More often, some extra

touch in the picture, something that doesn't over-

power the merchandise but still provides the

reader with some small bit of entertainment, makes

all the difference in achieving a dramatic result.

Many photographers' works show how such

touches can be ever so subtle; sometimes the less

obtrusive the better, like a child who should be

seen but not heard. A commonplace situation,

such as a family gathered at the dining table, can

be turned into a fascinating picture by adding one

touch—maybe having one of the kids feed his

portion to a small dog while everyone else is

occupied with the business of eating his dinner.

A matter of a prop (as in the Miller furniture

picture below), unexpected wearing apparel (a

child attired in a space helmet while sipping an

ice cream soda), anything that prods the reader

gently will do the trick.

Where possible, the added touch should be

functional, of course. The addition thus does

double duty; it not only draws attention to the

merchandise but also points out one of its sales

features.

The shock value of incongruity

The logical way of displaying merchandise is

to show it where it belongs: the typewriter on the

desk, the car on the highway.

Put these objects where they are least expected

and the result can be a stopper. The background

need not be selected for its shock value alone; it

can emphasize a sales point in a very real way. The

office typewriter placed in the midst of a pro-

fusely blooming flower bed would underline the

headline, "The World's Most Beautiful Type-

writer." A picture of an automobile parked inside

a fancy hotel dining room might go nicely with

the caption, "Distinguished people take their car

wherever they go!"

When handled photographically, the incongruity

of a situation has even more impact. The realism

of the photography combined with the implausi-

bility of the situation makes the reader look twice

—or more often.

Many successful campaigns have relied on the

arrest value of odd situations. Smirnoff Vodka
introduced the name (and the drink) to millions

on a relatively low advertising budget with its

series of impeccably attired gentlemen perched

atop trees, standing in deserts, sitting on pieces

of floating ice. The Dunbar people (see below) put

their furniture in forests, in trees, on prairies—and

some of their slower-moving items showed a 150

per cent spurt in sales after being featured in two

of the ads.

Bucket holding a mop
provides the extra touch

in photo on left. Such use

of props adds warmth

and interest to the pic-

ture, story appeal. Yet it

does not distract from

the beauty of the mer-

chandise.

Table placed in the

midst of outdoor green-

ery arouses readers' curi-

osity. The interesting pic-

ture will make the mes-

sage more memorable.

DUNBAR



That subtlety ran pay

off in no srrrrt to the

advertisers of Smirnoff

Vodka. The approach

used here was so sophisti-

cated that even high-

brows raised their hrows

higher. The drink was

promoted by the creation

of a "mood" that became

its trademark. The cam-

paign, begun on a limited

budget, saw sales double

in one year, the brand

eventually snaring half of

the U.S. vodka market.
IT WITH THE VODKA OF VODKAS

QmimoffV"^"" """"""" "VODKA

Does the reader resent being fooled?

Interestingly enough, most readers have no ob-

jection to being kidded along unless the joking

reaches the point where they feel their intelligence

is being insulted. Says Mark Wiseman, a well-

known consultant in advertising, in an analysis of

readership: "Psychological study would suggest

that, to be believed, a picture must 'make logical

sense'—that is, it must be accepted as an actuality,

or it must appear to be 'probable' (as a fairy tale

is probable, given its premise). A picture situation

that looks impossible will apparently be acceptable

if its ostensible purpose is to astound or shock, or

if it is obviously symbolic. But if the reader thinks

the situation is supposed to represent reality,

whereas it looks absurd to him, he will be likely

to reject it without examining its premise. Ex-

ample: a drum-majorette prancing at the head of

a parade, the members of which are carrying

banners with product-boosting slogans."

Symbolism—does it pay off?

The use of graphic symbols to get a story across

is. in many advertisers' minds, reaching the cus-

tomer through the back door and just so much
wasted motion. As far as they are concerned, sym-

bols only slow down the ad by asking the reader

to think too hard.

This indirect way of communicating sometimes

does make an advertisement unintelligible to its

audience. Workers in the graphic field have a ten-

dency to think in terms of symbols, and it is natural

for many of them to use these visual devices with

great abandon, often leaving the reader cold to

any intended subtleties.

On the other hand, to reject symbolic repre-

sentation completely is like deciding that sans-

serif typefaces should never be used. The artist

may be passing up a trick that very often turns an

advertisement into an imaginative contribution

—

and he will be missing out on a lot of fun to boot.

The opportunities for symbolic representation

in advertising are enormous. Here, for instance,

are a few ways an illustration for a car in an adver-

tisement could be visualized, without showing the

vehicle itself:

An open highway

Tire marks on a road

A man at the steering wheel

An automobile factory

Headlights in the night

Blueprint of a car

A chauffeur in uniform, or just his cap

The visual "swish" of a car (as in "A Ford

just went by")

The car's crest

Fleet-footed animals

A garage door

The words "Honk! Honk!"
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As mentioned before, symbols are a tricky busi-

ness. The artist or art director must be confident

that the readers' interpretations will be the ones

hoped for. While actual shots of objects are not

easily misunderstood, symbols often mean differ-

ent things to different people. A picture of an

umbrella, for example, means impending rain to

one person, protection to another, and to the one

who remembers the role of Chamberlain prior to

the last war it means "peace in our time." Because

of this diversity of interpretation, everything de-

pends on the context in which the symbol is placed

and on the headline that accompanies it.

Many symbols, not originally in general public

use, have been manufactured by the ad-makers to

strengthen their messages. The streak of lightning.

the mammoth exclamation point, dollar sign, sales

curve on a chart, top hat and white gloves were

no doubt effective when first employed, but they

have been overworked to the point where they are

now nothing but so many boring cliches.

But new symbols are being invented every day

to jar the reader into attention, and many out-

standing modern campaigns make use of them. The
tattoo mark on the Marlboro man's arm signifies

virility, the eye patch in the Hathaway series indi

cates a man of distinction. New symbols art

constantly being dreamed up, or old symbols are

being used in fresh contexts. Further examples of

uses of symbols and symbolism are shown on the

following pages.

The two paintings shown here demonstrate

how symbolic representation can he used in

visual communication or, taking one step

further, in advertising.

The picture shown on the left was painted

hy Miro, an artist who used symbolism up

to the hilt. Judging from museum visitors'

comments, this picture leaves vast numbers

of people puzzled as to its "meaning," al-

though the brisk sale of reproductions indi-

cates they like its appearance. The painter's

language is interpreted in as many ways as

there are individuals.

The primitive, Henri Rousseau, also used

symbolism in his paintings, but for the pur-

pose of establishing a mood. More people

"understand" this painting and also, inci-

dentally, find it aesthetically satisfying.

From the standpoint of the advertiser, a

man interested chiefly in getting his message

across, the second painting is more of a suc-

cess than the first. Miro's painting—with

either its complete lack of meaning or great

variety of meaning— is a failure in visual

communication. Rousseau's painting, equally

crammed with symbolism, is yet more mean-

ingful to the viewer.



IMAGINATIVE USE OF SYMBOLISM IN ADVERTISING

The examples on this and the next page show wander into abstractions whose meaning is clear

that symbolism can make advertising more inter- only to the artist. All devices used in the following

esting by adding a note of intrigue to the illus- advertisements are off beat—yet remain clear to

tration. Care should be taken, however, not to the reader.

( m:\isTi; \\n nylon

Baby's shoes symbolize an in-

fant, tire suggests riding safety.

Photographic treatment gives

added fillip, combining absolute

realism with fancy.

Natural beauty of the shell im-

plies exceptional design and

construction (nature never

makes a mistake, offers true

beauty). Art treatment here cre-

ates proper mood for the ad-

vertising message.

The picture of four roses is

now firmly associated with the

brand of whisky. The name of

the drink, of course, was a great

help in establishing the symbol.

The roses lend themselves easily

to use in a variety of situations.

sg&»

How does one express an ab-

stract thought through symbol-

ism, such as motion? It can be

done, as this illustration proves.

Symbolic presentation of ideas and characters is frequent in television com-

mercials, where artists have a little more time to get their messages across.
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This mailing piece from

the Lord & Taylor store

shows that a simple pic-

ture combined with a

single word can tell a big

story.

Colorful trademark, designed by George Guisti, has been used as a

symbol of the company in many different ways—as a trademark should.

This spread was repeated in many major publications to establish the

symbol in the public's mind.

HOW MANY WAYS TO SAY REFRESHING?

MEW FILTER SPUD
eshens the smoke . . . something wonderful

!

The four advertisements shown here illustrate how imagina-

tive art directors can interpret one abstract idea, "refreshing"

in this case, in a variety of ways, even when the same symbol,

water, is used. Spud picture dramatizes one's reaction to cold

water; the picture suggests fast and cooling relief. Photo in

Salem ad, featuring a picturesque pond, expresses serenity.

Stopette puts emphasis on an expansive feeling of luxurious

coolness. In the Life Saver ad, fresh spring water spells re-

freshment.



Getting the reader intrigued—or confused?

Perhaps, from what has been said, the impres-

sion at this point is that the more roundabout an

advertising message is the better. Although the

campaigns mentioned have been engineered with

a great deal of subtlety, using the power of sug-

gestion rather than direct attack, it should be

pointed out that they do not stray as far from their

selling story as it appears at first glance. All the

devices, subterfuges, symbols, odd situations have

been carefully selected with the idea of keeping

the reader interested enough to read the advertise-

ment, to give some consideration to the product.

They all work hard toward establishing a definite

feature of the product or service.

The two ads on this page are examples of how

the indirect approach may backfire. Both suffer

from the same creative malady: the basic illustra-

tions have little, if anything, to do with the mes-

sage and they leave the reader with nothing but

a sense of confusion.

In their attempt to come up with something

"different." creative people, especially at the be-

ginning of their careers when they look upon

every advertising problem as an opportunity to

make a name for themselves in the profession,

sometimes make the mistake of reaching too hard

for special effects. The result is often a technically

fascinating ad but one that conveys none of the

client's message.

Research shows that a lack of relationship be-

tween picture and sales story can make an adver-

tisement lay a beautiful egg. Perhaps as many (or

more ) people notice this type of advertisement as

the other type but, as Starch reports have shown,

readership takes a significant dip for ads that are

confusing, indicating that readers become impa-

tient with them.
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*Shucks, Rajah, this is nothing compared with the torture

users who buy direct put themselves through.

"

IS & BETTS CO.

Ad on the far left relies

on one of the oldest and

most abused creative ideas

in advertising: the alle-

gory. Picture has nothing

to do with the product.

Ad next to it plays hide-

and-seek with the adver-

tiser's message — at the

advertiser's expense.
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13
Consumer appeal

The prototype of today's art director works in a

large city and lives in a nearby suburb. This art

director is almost always a male, comfortably far

from middle age. His income is above average.

His aesthetic approach to life puts him in a special

category. Usually, he is quite capable of having

himself a good time, even when working solitarily.

If every art director were permitted to produce

the type of advertisements he, himself, found most

appealing, all layouts would be the extreme in

modernity, they would appeal more to men than

to women, more to city dwellers than to small

towners—in sum, more to people like themselves.

But an art director learns early that potential

audiences have wide differences and that the ap-

peals of advertisements must differ as widely.

EDUCATION?

INCOME?

OCCUPATION?

Before he puts a single line down on paper, the

art director must have the answers to several ques-

tions. What are the likes and dislikes of the

readers? Are they mostly men or women? What
kind of money do they make? Where do they live?

How old are they? What do they do in their

spare time?

Study the media

One easy way to find out about consumers is

through examining the advertising contained in the

media where the ads are going to run. For more

specific information regarding their audiences

there are the results of research studies undertaken

by the various advertising media. Media experts

in advertising agencies buy space and time largely

on the basis of what they can find out about the

potential audience, and the profusion of data avail-

ble are richly documented not only with the num-

ber of readers (or viewers) but also with who they

are and what they are like. Of course, once the

art director is given an assignment for an adver-

tisement, the media have usually already been

selected, the type of audience determined. But a

more intimate knowledge of the media on the part

of the art director will provide many clues to the

character of the audience he is assigned to reach.

For example, the large-circulation general

magazines

—

Life, Saturday Evening Post, Look—
pride themselves on their mass appeal; they reach

the "average" market. Even among the general

magazines, however, differences in readers are

found. The Post reader takes his time going

through the magazine (there is ample reading
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matter). His brother, who picks up Life, goes

through that magazine more quickly (mostly pic-

tures). To simplify greatly, then, a Post advertise-

ment might take a somewhat more leisurely pace

while a Life ad might have a more racy appeal.

Advertising in the women's service magazines

—

Ladies Home Journal, McCalls, Good House-

keeping—exhibits a great awareness of the average

housewife's particular needs. The fashion maga-

zines are unanimous in their devoition to the

principle of keeping American womanhood well

groomed and tastefully dressed, but there are dif-

ferences in appeal here, too. A Harper's Bazaar

reader would appear to be extremely well heeled;

a Vogue reader perhaps not so much so, but she

has plenty of money to spare (or her husband has)

;

a Charm reader is younger, with the fortune not

yet made. A study of all women's magazines will

reveal this interesting fact, however: they do a

consistent and conscious job of "upgrading."

The business magazines, such as Fortune and

Business Week, are ostensibly written for top

executives in industry, but their research amply

proves that the bulk of their audience consists of

aspiring newcomers. The editorial columns of

Fortune, for example, are filled with references to

$ 100,000-a-year tycoons, although the magazine's

average reader makes considerably less than that.

The reader's enthusiasm for identifying himself

with the upper income men provides a tip-off on

how to aim the business-magazine advertising.

If farm magazines are selected for advertising,

a study of the magazines themselves

—

Country

Gentleman, Farm Journal—as well as the research

among their readers will provide many a hint as to

how to get through to the farmer. A knowledge of

the trade-magazine market—see Chain Store Age,

Bankers Monthly—would indicate that their

readers are in a highly receptive mood, more

willing than most to work through a long and

"talky" advertisement for information. Readers of

trade magazines often buy them as much for their

advertising as for their editorial content.

Out of a total of about 3,000 magazines, the

bulk reach specialized markets. There are those

with appeal to the "intellectuals" (Harper's, Yale

Review), those which appeal to specific age

groups (Seventeen, Jack and Jill), religious maga-

zines, Negro magazines, hobby magazines, maga-

zines for the photographer, for the home crafts-

man. There are magazines specializing in vicarious

experiences (True Romance, Real Detective). All

have a particular editorial "slant" which can be

most revealing to an art director anxious to find

out about his audience.

Newspapers have character, too, although they

tend to cut across wider population levels. With

newspapers, a consideration of local interests is

important. Posters may be spread nationally or

conceived especially for specific communities.

Television advertising may be purchased locally

(spot) or nationally (network). Forming a con-

cept of this medium's audience is, of course, much
more difficult, although attempts have been made

to describe audiences for particular shows or

hours of the day.

* /fc^-we need more

24-sheet posters like this usually have a wide audience with divergent interests (everybody

uses the highways). The appeal should be kept fairly general.
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OCCUPATION OF WOMEN READERS
Adulll IS yean and Older

Liborer. Clerlttl Sjjg CrBtHmen Opera Otheri

Simple Population— 19S4 3 A% 1 2% 9% 7 3% 1 8°o 5^ 4 Src 5 5^ 1
'."~; 70 v~r.(9i i,"n ) o 8% 1.9%

Ceruiu Population— 1954 3 9 IS 13 9 5 2 4 4 6 5 7.2 17 61 1® 11 3 1

Better Homes and Gardens 5 5 19 5 10.8 2 2 05 2 4 2 9 7 70 6 (92.5) 8 1*2

Coronet 8 7 2 2 9 10 9 18" 24 18 07 68.8 (90 0) 09 06
Cosmopolitan 50 45 * 12 3 33 06 28 36 11 640 (96 6) 22 06
Household 36 16 06 79 10 * 25 33 77 5 (93 0) • 12
National Geographic 8 5_ 05 * 83 10 • 12 24 07 74 3 (918) 05 24

Ebony 3 7 2 2 * 6 6 2.2 15 9 6 23 5 4 4 44 1 (S3 9) 15 0.7

Men'i

Argosy 44 15 * 88 29 15 15 29 05 76 (98 5)

Esquire 10 2 22 * 44 15 07 2 2 07 29 75 2 (92 8) " •

Mechanic Illustrated t t t + t tt t t tttt
Seem* and Mechanics (bi-monthly) t t 1 ttttfttttt
True 2 2 15 7 6 7 19 3 3 3 7 11 76 2 (96 3) 19

Everywoman's 5 7 11 • 9 4 2 2 • 3 5 2 2 OS 73 7 (94 0) * 5

Family Circle 5 1 8 6 9 2 18 6 3 3 4 9 71 9 (92 7) 0.8 10
Good Housekeeping 5 9 2 • 112 2 3 8 2 6 3 6 69 7 (91 4) 6 1.0

Ladies' Home Journal 6 8 11 * 11! 2 1 5 3 2 4 6 69 (8S 4) 17 15
McCall's 5 7 2 6 5 113 2 4 • 2 6 2 9 6 68 9 (90 5) 10 14
Modern Romances 8 12 • 11.6 3 2 • 8 8 9 2 2 8 61 6 (85 3) '

Modern Screen 4 2 4 ' 15.1 3 2 * 10 3 4 16 57 8 (85 9) 8 OS
Motion Picture 3 5 0.5 17 7 2 5 5 6 4 6 4 2 5 56 1 (76 0) 3 4 OS
Parents* Magazine 2 4 0.5 * 3 8 " ' 4 9 * 88 (99 5) •

Photoplay 19 19 9 13 4 5 • 5 9 5 3 2 2 60 4 (80 6) 2 5 6

True Confessions * 06 U6 94 14 06 94 7 4 31 658 (84 8) 14

Woman's Day 4 5 15 • Sfi 14 • 34 41 07 729 (917) 08 1.5

Woman's Homo Comptnion 5 7 1.0 * 8 8 2 2 7 2 3 3 6 0.5 72 4 (91 9) 8 19

Weekly

American Weekly 3 2 10 • 9 7 2 3 8 69 4 7 1 ! 67 9
J90

6) 12 11

life

8"
5 16 ' 9 3 2 8 31 3 6 8 71 2 (90 6) 13 12

Look (bi-weekly) 34 14 * 88 25 09 35 45 12 71 3 (92 2) 13 10
MdropoJitM Group Comics 3 8 13 * 10 9 2.1 7 4 2 3 6 10 70 3 (S9.5) 1 1.0

Metropolitan Group Cravure 40 12 * 10 2 20 1)5 50 35 08 70.7 (90 4) 09 1.1

Newsweek 8.4 13 9 8.4 2 2 ' 18 2 2 18 68 1 (87 2) 9 4.0

New Yorker 17 1 2 2 * 12 2 3 * 6 17 * 59 (81 9) 3 4 17
Parade 4 3 9 • 8 6 2 8 • 4 9 4 4 0,9 710 (92 5) ' 12
Presbyterian Life (bi-weekly) 15 6 * • 3 1 • * 16 16 1.6 73 4 (95 5) * 3 1

Puck- the Comic Weekly 33 09 • 112 22 06 71 51 13 658 (88.5) 14 9

Saturday Evening Post 5.4 2 5 10 3 2 ' 2.6 2 7 7 70 8 (90 2) 12 15
This Week 5 18 ' 30 18 5 4 1 3 5 8 70 7 (90 8) 7 1.0

Tone 6.4 10 5 9 3 17 5 0.7 2 1 7 74 (90 2) 17 1.4

TVGuide 19 8 * 10 8 15 6 48 3.2 ' 74 3 (89 6) 11 0.6

i; S. News A World Report 81 08 * 13 7 16 08 16 * • 72 6 (92 7) 08

9.6% of the adult
Note: 'Less than one-half of one

tlnsufficient data.
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Studies like this, conducted by individual publications or by disinterested organizations, offer

valuable clues to the art director about the make-up of his potential audience.
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These two advertise-

ments are an interesting

example of how appeals

can be switched around

to fit the tastes of the

readers. Ad on the left

appeared in a general

women's service maga-

zine; the art treatment is

delicate, traditionally fem-

inine. Ad on the right

ran in the New Yorker,

a magazine with readers

on the sophisticated side.



APPEAL: HIGH- BR OW, MIDDLE-BROW, LOW- BROW
(THE CHANGING AMERICAN TASTE)

Kicked off by a sociologist's article in a 1947

issue of Harper's Magazine, the terms "high-

brow," "middle-brow," and "low-brow" have be-

come favorites with Madison Avenue pundits.

What clients have tried so hard to explain to their

advertising people, what account executives were

at a loss to convey to their art directors and copy-

writers, was finally put into words.

Categorizing people on the basis of their inter-

ests was, in many respects, a boon to creative

talent; it made them conscious that the public they

dealt with came in many different varieties. On the

debit side, it inhibited advertisers from aiming

"over the heads" of the audiences. Many ap-

proaches were condemned for no better reason

than that they were high-brow and would be

ignored by low-brow or middle-brow readers who,

according to the professor who penned the article,

could be expected to aspire to no higher tastes

than a predilection for "adult" Westerns.

Today, it is still common for the advertiser of

a mass product to think of his audience as low-

brow. The term, in fact, has become synonymous

with mass appeal, while the designation high-brow

is associated with a limited and rather snobbish

set, too few in numbers to bother with. Advertising

men who think in high-brow terms are labeled

idealists; the man with the low-brow theory of

selling is called practical. Since to be pegged an

idealist can be professional suicide, many execu-

tives prefer to stick safely to the low-brow ap-

proaches in advertising.

Just how practical is it today to slavishly follow

the low-brow approach? As with many fondly

cherished theories, this particular one of classifi-

cation on the basis of taste bears reexamining. It is

evident that the American market has gone

through some deep changes, particularly since the

classification-by-taste theory was formulated. No
man in creative advertising, including the art di-

rector, can afford to ignore the new cultural pat-

terns that are emerging and changing today's

American as a person, as a consumer, as a partici-

pant in a world of new maturity.

Cosh income
after taxes,

in 1953 dollars

$7,500 ond over

$ 4,000 - $ 7,500 "

$2,000 -$4,000 -

929 1 9s;

1
A

Under $2,000 " n Iffltrrffl

ALL INDI- ALL

FA M 1 LY VIDUALS FAMILY

DNITS UNITS

The income revolution. The upgrading of cash incomes

has most decisively affected two classes, the $4,000 to

$7,500 group (which swelled from 15 to 35 per cent of all

family units since 1929), and the lowest group, under

$2,000 a year (which declined from almost half to less

than one quarter of the units).—(From "The Changing

American Market," by the editors of Fortune.)
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More money for more people. The very rich

and the very poor are shrinking in relative size.

Their share of the market is so insignificant that

few advertisers waste their dollars trying to

reach them.

The ballooning middle class, meanwhile, is

getting richer all the time. From 1929 to 1953, for

example, the $4,000 to $7,500 income group of

nonfarm families (farmers receive a good part of

their income from noncash items) more than

tripled—both in numbers and in income. Their

importance as consumers is revealing; they buy up
half of the new cars, half of the new homes. (See

"The Changing American Market," by the editors

of Fortune.)

What does this have to do with the art director?

For him, it is both good and bad news. More

people with more money means an enlarged audi-

ence potentially interested in finer things. On the

other hand, with the elite dwindling there is,

presumably, less call for the "fun" advertising

—

the experimental, the sophisticated, the aestheti-

cally most pleasing.

There is one comforting thought for those who
miss planning ads for aristocrats. While there may
not be much call for advertisements for $250 gold

watches, there is hardly any for timepieces in the

$5 price group and what such advertising would

demand. With an increase in pay, the taste of the

ever-growing middle-income group is getting more

refined.

More time to relax. Making money faster than

ever and with more hours off than they ever had,

Americans have a lot more time to kill now.

More leisure time invariably means growing

emphasis on outside activities. This has an im-

portant effect in shaping the individual's artistic

taste or intellectual perceptiveness. The average

American today, referred to as "the man on the

street" in advertising circles, is an individual of

considerably broader interests than his counter-

part a few decades ago. Even if he works in a

factory, and many of them in the middle-income

bracket do just that, he now has money and time

to find out about things other than the operation

of the automatic machine behind which he stands

during his hours at the plant.

More time for culture. Some people in adver-

tising are accustomed to thinking of the mass

market as a cohesive group of morons. The fact

is, the "average" man spends quite a bit of his

spare time catching up on culture.

Culture, of course, means different things to

different people, and perhaps Americans have not

reached the extreme refinements. Perhaps they are

not yet on a par with some European nations

where fine art and serious music may be part of

everyday living. But there are- other, if less

stringent, criteria of culture. For example:

1. The money spent on books almost doubled

from the 1940s to the 1950s; 76 per cent more

have been spent on magazines and newspapers; 20

million homes have television. (From the "Survey

of Current Business," National Income Supple-

ment, 1951.) Through mass-communication de-

vices, Americans have become culturally inte-

grated.

2. Somewhat higher up in the cultural scale,

expenditures for theatre and opera performances

rose 85 per cent between 1942 and 1952. The

number of symphony orchestras increased 80 per

cent, and the number of local musical companies

jumped five-fold. These ten years saw twice as

many towns—more than 2,000 now—providing

serious music for their populations. And, more

people buy tickets to classical concerts than to

baseball games. (From National Association of

Concert Managers and G. Schirmer, Inc., music

publishers.)

3. Home owners today spend about four times

the amount on decoration than they did two

decades ago.

4. Museums are very popular. As many people

visited museums in New York City in ten years

as the entire present population of that metropolis.

(Museum Council of New York City.) The Amer-
ican Federation of Art reports a 30 per cent

increase in membership between 1950 and 1957.

Travelling art exhibits are quite common through-

out the country. The demand for art and sculp-

ture reproductions sold across the counter at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art more than doubled

within the last ten years, according to museum
officials, and the institution estimates that about

half the buyers were out-of-towners. "Sunday

painters" are a common sight and nobody would

think of scoffing at them. The sale of art supplies

to the laymen grows every year.
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Keeping up with the Jones—intellectually,

too. The movement of the population toward

urban areas (farm population is on the decrease),

but away from the cities (over a million Ameri-

cans move to the suburbs every year) means

closer social ties for people. No longer can one

ignore his neighbor as he might in a city apart-

ment, or confine himself to a tight family circle

of farm living. Social pressure to conform is at

its greatest in a suburban community, and this

hard core of the middle-income group is the one

that raises standards of living.

It is not in material possessions alone that

standards are raised; attitudes are shaped as well.

If the Browns down the street attend the opera

during the season, the Smiths will likely join them.

If Jean takes the evening course in ceramics, so

will Martha. If the Blues can send their daughter

to a fancy Eastern college, so can the Greens.

And that's the way it goes.

More time to travel. Americans today are

always on the go. Many of them take a vacation

not only in the summer but also in the winter.

Overseas travel has seen a tremendous increase;

about 60 per cent more Americans go abroad

today than twenty years ago. And not all pas-

sengers are retired brokers and rich dowagers. In

1956, according to the U.S. State Department,

more clerks and secretaries applied for passports

than did doctors, dentists, executives, bankers, and

brokers combined. These travellers are exposed to

new ideas. They return home with broadened

perspectives. In Europe, they gaze at the crea-

tions of the old masters and come away more

receptive to things of beauty than they were before.

More eggheads coming up. Many forecast

that the time is close when the majority of adult

Americans will have a college degree. In 1952, one

out of every six boys and girls aged 18 to 21 were

either in college or had finished. (They Went to

College, Havemann and West. ) High-school

graduates have more than doubled in the last

fifteen years. Adult education also sees heavy en-

rollments, with Greek Architecture and African

Art not unpopular subjects by any means. More

significantly, schools are recognizing the impor-

tance of emphasizing the arts in their curricula.

Universities often take pride in their function as

catapults for new art ideas, and their students

participate happily in the fun.

The loiv cost of high living. American indus-

try has discovered that it pays off to produce fine

items on a mass-production basis. High-fashion

clothing that is well made is available for almost

any budget; the fabulous dress manufacturer,

Henry Rosenfeld, has made it possible for the

stenographer to look as well turned out as the

Westchester clubwoman. Magazines that show how
to dress tastefully, how to have a pretty home, are

devoured eagerly by the big market where the

middle-income woman lives. In the ten years be-

tween 1946 and 1956, the circulation of Vogue

grew 78 per cent, House Beautiful 88 per cent.

If a manufacturer hits on a design—be it drap-

ery, upholstery, a ranch house, a picture, a Parisian

coiffeur—that makes a hit with the man on the

street (or woman), he will find a way to mass pro-

duce it for them, no matter what. The handsome

sling chair, for example, was quickly put on the

assembly line after its initial showing at the Mu-
seum of Modern Art in 1938. At that time it was

an exclusive design by Hardoy. Today it can be

purchased in hundreds of stores for $ 10 to $20.
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How common is the common touch? These

rapid developments which have directly influenced

the tastes of the consumer may have eluded some

Madison Avenue observers; many have yet to

revise their concept of the "average man." The
motion-picture industry, with its more realistic ap-

proach in making movies, the booksellers turning

out more nonfiction and high-brow books in paper

covers, are showing they are aware of the trends

and are catching up faster than those in the adver-

tising business.

Especially in the magazine field is the old-

fashioned approach of advertisers noticeable. Here,

where advertising and editorial columns nestle

together, competing for the reader's attention, are

the sharp differences in approaches apparent. The

editorial writers and artists exhibit a more flexible,

daring, mature approach to their readers. The style

of photography, for example, seldom displays the

stilted, slick approach of the advertisers' photogra-

phers. Obviously, the editors' concepts of "mass

appeal" presuppose a higher cultural level than

advertisers'—even though the audience they want

to reach is one and the same.

1 1 1111I...J01* llic best

This ad, like the others on this page, has been taken from

a mass-circulation publication. Life. The ad is promoting

not a luxury item, but a mass item. Yet the originators

saw no reason to keep it so-called "low-brow."
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Agreed ! No whiskey anywhere is more deluxe

than Walker's DeLuxe
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Illustration here was done by the sophisticates' sophisti-

cate, Ludwig Bemelmans. Advertiser found this approach
highly successful even among readers of general maga-
zines.

For years, DeBeers Diamond Syndicate has been doing

an effective job of establishing an appreciation for dia-

monds through its agency, N. W. Ayer. Ads like this do

not seem to be "over the heads" of readers of the Post.



APPEAL: MASCULINE OR FEMININE?

Who influences buying? Mom, Pop,

the Kids exert influence to this extent

but. . . .

PER CENT INFLUENCE
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IT/io fcuvs if? Here's who actually

makes the purchases across the

counter.

PER CENT ACTUAL PURCHASE

MEN'S SUITS, COATS

WOMEN'S CLOTHING

BOYS' CLOTHING

GIRLS' CLOTHING

JEWELRY

GROCERIES

DRUGS

APPLIANCES

FURNITURE

AUTOMOBILES

GASOLINE, OIL

ALL PURCHASES

From "Family Buying: Who Does It? Who Influences It?" by Converse and Craw-

ford, in the Current Economic Comment, University of Illinois, November, 1949.

HOW AN ART DIRECTOR CAN GET
A WOMAN INTERESTED

Today's lady isn't what she used to be. She gets

involved in purchases that, in theory at least,

should be none of her business. She knows her

husband's neck size and sleeve length better than

he does, she chooses his neckties confident that

he will approve her choice when he gets home from

work that night. Car dealers find themselves deliv-

ering their sales talks as much to women as to

men (few are the husbands who would have the

courage to buy a new car without checking first

with their wives).

As a group, women are the nation's best cus-

tomers. It has been estimated that they do about

80 per cent of the buying, but what proportion

of this buying is done "on instruction" is, of

course, hard to say. In any event, that they beat

men in their over-all purchasing, whether this

pleases the men or not, is generally established.

The increased power of the woman buyer came

about by no accident. The evolution was slow but

inevitable with the change in cultural patterns.

The modern woman is better educated, not only

in the academic sense but in a general way. She

reads a wealth of magazines, books come into her

home, she is exposed to television. She takes a

greater hand in running the family—nursemaids

are practically unheard of and the husband's time

with the children is cut down by the inroads of
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commuting. She is caught up in community affairs,

but she also participates fully in her husband's

social, and often business, activities. All of this

broadens her perspective. Many wives hold paying

jobs, some have careers, and almost all have had

some experience in earning a living. This has also

served to take them "out of the woods," to give

them a more sophisticated judgment.

Advertising directed to women as well as to

men, or even exclusively to women, is on the

increase. For an art director, a knowledge of

feminine psychology is essential if he wants to

take advantage of this overwhelming market of

buyers.

Watch out for details! Men and women see

different things in the same picture. Take, for

example, a scene of a young man and woman
sitting in a living room. The male reader, to begin

with, looks at the girl in the picture; his eyes travel

from her head to her toes before he explores the

rest of the photograph. Probably, he will be en-

tranced with the situation itself and wish he were

there.

The female reader, on the other hand, will busily

make mental notes of many different items. Of
course, she will notice that there is a pretty girl in

the picture, but she will also be aware of the dress

the girl is wearing, how her hair is done, what

jewelry she has on. She might pay attention to the

room in the background, and it is possible that for

months to come she will still recall the intriguing

pattern of the upholstery material.

Retail stores know the importance of showing details

accurately in their advertisements. Artists are encouraged

to take long, careful looks at the merchandise before

finishing up their drawings. Preliminary sketches like this,

called croquis by the artists, keep them from making

mistakes in their final work.

S /

Special care is given to the selection of props and gowns

in the highly successful Modess campaign. Intense reader

interest indicates that such meticulousness is not wasted.

G3 I plastic floon

Armstrong

FLOORS

The Armstrong Company guessed right when they pre-

dicted women would be intrigued by highly unusual ideas

for home decoration. From studies and correspondence,

it is evident that sharp feminine eyes let hardly an item

go unnoticed in ads like this.
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The significance of props as far as women
are concerned cannot be overemphasized. The

"wrong" shoes, the "wrong" flowers (for the occa-

sion) will jar the feminine reader and cause her

to react negatively toward the merchandise ad-

vertised.

Color is most important. It is remarkable what

a subtle and well-developed sense of color women
have—thanks, in large measure, to the persistent

hammering that service magazines do on the sub-

MOONLIGHT MIST

Helena Rubinstein

ject. And when color television becomes more

common, women should be even more color

conscious.

Women are aesthetic. In appealing to women,

the art director can have the most fun. Here is an

audience appreciative of his artistic shenanigans.

Women are naturally drawn to whimsy—the idea

illustrated doesn't always have to have a logical

basis. For them, beauty is an end in itself. What

may look like nonsense to the prosaic male, seems

"smart" to the imaginative woman.

Since women are so influential in purchases,

even the ads traditionally aimed at male audiences

can be dished up with imagination in order to

catch the women, too. One finds toy French

poodles in automobile advertisements today. Gas-

oline is shown being sold to women wearing high-

fashion outfits. Typewriters are displayed amidst

flowers. Art directors today are better off than

they have ever been—the aesthetically geared

woman knows what he is trying to say.

The importance of mood. Women are in-

credibly sensitive to the mood of the picture—they

are vulnerable not only to what is told outright but

also to what is suggested by implication. A mood
may be established by a carefully selected prop or
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two, by the kind of people in the picture, by the

type of art chosen. Subtlety is no problem; it's

something a woman appreciates and, in fact, uses

quite often in the course of a day.

When speaking to women, it's usually more

effective to imply "This is the best" rather than

to come right out and say so. Suggest rather than

state something to a woman and she will react. Hit

her with a sledge hammer and she will resent you

for being "crude."

Situations—what kind? Women, naturally,

are more deeply sensitive to situations dealing with

home life. Pictures that feature such situations as

cozy living conditions, good meals, happy kids.

contented husbands, and a marriage that is obvi-

ously ideal have a great appeal to the ladies.

Perhaps the men would rather picture themselves

on the prowl at a Riviera resort, but give the

women a "happy" home anytime.

Many situations that the male would label pure

"schmaltz" make the female look for superlatives.

This certainly goes for pictures of romance. The
feminine reader may be genuinely intrigued with

a photograph of a couple in a gondola drifting

down a Venetian canal on a moonlight night. The
male reader might like the picture all right, but

the sentimental value will be lost on this more
earthy sex.

Certain subjects are perennial favorites with women.

Fashion Home decorating Infant care

Women

Romance Flowers Movies Herself



Sport Outdoor life Game animals

Cars 'Masculine" activities Dogs (game) Rescue exploits

WHAT ABOUT MEN?

There are many instances where a definite

masculine approach is called for, and it is impor-

tant for the art director to know that the way to

a man's heart (or mind) may be quite different

from the way to a woman's. What she dotes

on, he may abhor—what looks fascinating to

him, may move her not one whit. Take auto-

mobile advertising, for example. Some ads have

been known to hit a phenomenal 80 per cent

"noted" score among male readers in Starch sur-

veys, while only 1 5 per cent of the females noticed

them. A picture of a juicy cake, on the other hand,

may attract three or four times as many feminine

eyes.

The masculine ego. One of the most important

points for an art director to remember when he

draws pictures for the men is that the man's pride

in his sex is tremendous—and unshakable.

It's no reflection on her femininity for a girl to

admit an interest in sports cars. Women are often

found in the men's clothing sections of stores,

choosing shirts and socks without a trace of self-

consciousness. Would a man admit that he is inter-

ested in the new patterns for kitchen curtains? Or
that he likes to go through women's magazines?

If he does, he has more courage than most men.

In dealing with men, it is important to guard

against even the slightest feminine connotation.

A minor detail, such as frilly curtains in the back-

ground, might be enough to ruin an ad for a man.

Marts concept of himself. Subjects of so-

called "typical" masculine interest will get good

reception from male readers even if they are less

interested in the situations than they'd care to

admit. Such situations are:

"Roughing it with the boys." The locale can be

anything from a fishing camp to the corner bar.

Watching (and being expert at) baseball.

Success with the opposite sex. Emphasis should

be on sex, not romance. Moonlight scenes are in-

vented chiefly for the benefit of feminine viewers.

Playing poker and being very good at the game.

Tinkering with the family car.

Whether it is a truthful one or not, man has a

sharp and definite image of himself. His destiny,

his likes and dislikes are well defined in male terms.
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Do-it-yourself tips Humor (slapstick) Crime detection Himself

Some typical subjects of interest to the male audience.

He will recognize them when they are presented,

and he will wholeheartedly identify himself with

them.

The rational male, the emotional female. A
man likes to think of himself as the Brain, well

equipped to handle the feminine flightiness of his

partner. Pictures that depict him playing the

masterful role will do better than those which show

him being led. A man will tell you he buys auto-

mobiles because of their performance records;

anyone who doesn't know a piston from a car-

buretor isn't living up to his place as a man. When
it comes to homes, men are sure they are inter-

ested in cubic feet and size of beams. For this

reason, they are quite willing to study blueprints

in an advertisement, whereas women might skip

quickly over them and concentrate on the snug

scene of a family gathered around a fireplace. This

is because men are less sentimental than women

—

or so they think.

TOGETHERNESS

Note should be made of a new concept in family

relations—the idea of "togetherness," a term

originated by McCall's magazine. Just what to-

getherness is supposed to mean is open to much

debate, especially among wives and husbands.

The former may put heavy emphasis on together-

ness at the time of dishwashing or changing dia-

pers, while the husband may prefer to make men-

tion of this philosophy when he tries to interest

her in a two weeks' fishing trip in Alaska.

Pictures featuring husbands and wives (and kids

and dogs) all happily engaged in performing some

activity presumably appeal to both male and fe-

male. This may actually be so, or it may not.

Probably, these familiar situations have more ap-

peal to the feminine audience, to some of whom
togetherness represents the greatest step forward in

human relations since emancipation.
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Whatever your reason for getting there faster.

DOUGLAS

Emotional or rational? Here the advertiser goes to the

reader's pocketbook through his heart. The desire to be

comfortable carries an emotional wallop. The relatively

leisurely pace of the magazine reader plus the advantages

of color photography make such ads hit home.

FASTEST

ONLY NONSTOP

DC-7AIRC0ACHT0 LOS ANGELESJ99
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Another advertiser, also selling air travel, tells about

his services factually in this newspaper ad. Price and

flight schedules are important factors here. This ad suits

the mood and character of the newspaper reader who is

chiefly after news.

APPEAL: EMOTIONAL OR RATIONAL?

The question of whether it is better to appeal

to the heart or to the mind is forever with us. The
fact is, either approach has a chance of being

highly successful, depending on how it is applied.

Combining the two approaches in many cases is

even better.

The more expensive mass products, those that

require deliberation before they are bought, such

as refrigerators, television sets, cars, have to be

sold with hard facts. When it comes to buying a

home, a young couple, for example, might talk to

architects, builders, other homeowners, real-estate

brokers. They might read several books on the

subject and probably every advertisement concern-

ing home ownership and maintenance. The same

couple, however, might go right in and buy a

frilly pinafore for their infant daughter on seeing

it displayed in the window.

Appeals to the mind, therefore, are greater or

smaller, depending on the merchandise. Appeals to

the emotions, in all classes of goods, are almost

always necessary—more so than appears on the

surface. Advertisers, as a rule, do not yet fully

appreciate the importance of irrationalism, prob-

ably because those who make the products go

about their business with more logic than those

who buy them. A manufacturer of a cereal product,

for example, may find it hard to understand that

after years of effort to put the optimum of nourish-

ment into his product, a woman will still buy it

only because she likes the way it looks or because

her little boy is crazy about the pictures on the box.

Motivational research (see Chaper 14) is pro-

viding some interesting insights into people's buy-

ing habits. The consumer may give you miles of

rational explanations for buying a product, but

behind all the words, it seems, are subconscious

explanations based on emotional drives. Smart is

the art director who attempts to understand these

subconscious drives and takes advantage of them

when presenting the selling message.
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-1 highly successful advertising campaign by Kennecott Copper about the

dangers of inadequate wiring in homes. An emotional approach, presented in

the negative, was used to emphasize the seriousness of the situation.

APPEAL: NEGATIVE OR POSITIVE?

In spite of the impact of negative illustrations,

showing what happens if the consumer does not

use the product, advertisers are often reluctant to

employ this approach, and quite justifiably. It has

been found that the positive approach usually

reaps greater gains in the long run than the nega-

tive approach. A child is more apt to do better

work in school if he is rewarded for trying rather

than if he is punished for failing.

The stopping value of a scaring picture—

a

woman sitting at the end of her bed waving her

hands and screaming, for example—can't be

argued with. Situations like this have considerable

impact, especially when placed in the midst of

other ads that depict life in its more rosy aspects.

A statistical analysis made by Harold H. Ru-

dolph, who examined 2,500 Starch-rated adver-

tisements in the Saturday Evening Post, bears out

this theory. The negative illustrations had, by far,

the highest stopping value.

In baby foods, the negative approach has been

tried. Mothers were instructed with great clarity

about the grave consequences on offspring that

were not properly fed. Today, advertisements

showing pictures of children rosy with good health

on the advertiser's diet do a much more effective

selling job.

There are, on the other hand, some outstanding

examples of considerable success with the negative

approach. Listerine, for many long years, sold

quantities of its product by showing in clear detail

the penalties for not using the product.

Instinct as much as logic must be employed in

picking the right appeal. What works wonders with

one group of people may not necessarily stir

another. The sight of a heavy snowstorm may give

nothing but the shudders to a man who must drive

his car to the station every day, but to the young

man looking forward to a skiing weekend the

fresh powder may look mighty inviting.

Insurance companies
have found that people

will be more receptive

toward insurance sales

talks if the positive bene-

fits of the services are

stressed rather than the

negative. Gone are the

pictures of widows facing

a hopeless future. In-

stead: a contented family

with a well-secured fu-

ture.

Some insurance has

a mournful sound.

Equitable's

Living Insurance

can be as

bright as laughter.

1
Living Insurance

»y Equitable



Hiekety-Piekeiy. my black hen--

Slie lavs eggs for gentlemen.

Where does she get lier vim and pep ?

Eating .Iell-0 ! Hiekety's hep !

JEU.-0

Two advertisements,
both humorous in their

appeal. Jell-O found this

approach highly popular

and uses it in its adver-

tising to build an image

of the product that is gay

and carefree. The adver-

tisement next to it, which

appeared in business pub-

lications to tell industrial-

ists about new types of

stainless steel, might have

been stronger if it had not

been delivered with a

smile.

APPEAL: FUNNY OR SERIOUS?

Some of the most successful advertising cam-

paigns have been conducted with a humorous

twist. Piels beer created an enormously popular

series of television commercials by introducing an

amusing pair, the Piel brothers. Small space ads

for American Airlines, featuring funny situations

that had nothing to do with the caption, "More

people fly American than any other airline," ran

a long and successful career in class magazines.

The Daily News posters proved to be favorites

with subway riders in New York to the extent that

hundreds of copies were requested for each new

one as it appeared.

That humor is a sure-fire selling device, how-

ever, is a dangerous generalization. It isn't always.

Humor may seem like the key to successful

advertising because people respond to anything

funny with a laugh. Everyone loves to be amused

and so the advertising campaign becomes talked

about and comments are generally favorable.

Many people have found out, however, that the

number of smiles is not always correlated with

the number of sales. A surprisingly large number

of people were ignorant of the product advertised

on Bob Hope's radio shows in one survey under-

taken; they were so wrapped up in his personality

that they concentrated completely on him and not

at all on the sponsor. Philip Morris finally aban-

doned the "I Love Lucy" show which got the

highest ratings in television history but wasn't

justifying its cost in terms of sales. There are a

number of campaigns run in magazines that also

proved too weak in making the customer go to

the store though strong in amusing him.

Another point: the court jester may be the most

popular but not necessarily the most respected.

This is an important consideration when the pri-

mary purpose of advertising is to gain the public's

confidence. While this may be a minor issue in

selling popcorn, or even certain types of furniture,

it is very important when selling heavy machinery

to fact-seeking businessmen.

For creative advertising people, usually blessed

with sharp senses of humor themselves, conceiving

ads that are funny often seems the easiest and

most natural thing to do. This is why there is

hardly an advertiser who has not been exposed to

the suggestion that he go into "light" advertising

at one time or another.

But humor, in its place, can be a powerful

selling tool. Thousands of advertising case histories

testify that most advertisers take themselves too

seriously and could profitably get away with ex-

changing some light banter with the customers.

The salesman with a few well-chosen jokes up his

sleeve is always a welcome relief, although the one

who tells everything about the farmer's daughter

but nothing about the product will wear out his

welcome.
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14
How research helps the art director

Research plays an immense role in advertising

today. Industry has already shelled out hundreds

of millions of dollars on researching the consumer

market, and experts say this is only the beginning.

Advertising agencies are finding out that they

simply cannot get along without the help of more

and more research. The manufacturers themselves

have indulged in research in some form or another

for decades, and many today are demanding it

from their advertising forces, convinced that the

delivery of pertinent data is an integral part of

agency service.

Some die-hards in advertising would rather do

without research. A few even boast that they never

touch the stuff, although the truth is some research,

rudimentary though it may be, goes into all

planning. (When the account executive asks his

secretary what she thinks of the new client's hand

lotion he is, after all, conducting a piece of re-

search. ) Some agencies get along with only a small

dose of formal research; in many cases advertising

appropriations may be so small that there simply

isn't enough to cover the cost of research. But, by

and large, the growing complexity of American

industry has caused agencies to follow suit and

research in advertising is not only here to stay but

also to grow.

The rapid growth of one New York agency,

McCann-Erickson. proves dramatically the power

of research. In 1945, the agency billed $40 mil-

lion. Under the leadership of Marion Harper, Jr.

(a well-known researcher in his own right), one of

the most all-inclusive research departments in the

agency field was developed and staffed with promi-

Research can come to the rescue and often

does. Many good ideas would have been brushed

aside if the findings of a competent research staff

had not been at hand to bolster the campaign

presentation. Debatable points no longer become
contests where the one in the strongest spot is the

nent personnel. (Members of the research depart-

ment actually exceed by 25 per cent those in the

art department.) Few, if any advertising recom-

mendations are offered to clients without the

backing of research, and the agency has found this

approach pays off. Billing jumped to over $200

million in ten years.

Research—a means for selling

creative ideas to client

Any account executive, or anyone who has

been in the position of unveiling campaign ideas

to a group of businessmen, will quickly concede

that selling ideas is about as easy as selling refrig-

erators to Eskimos. Who can say when an idea is

really good? How do we know the public will

accept it? How do we know it will make them go

to the store?

It is easy to see why clients develop an armour

of scepticism toward recommendations made by

their advertising people. It is understandable that

these opinions might appear to them to be on the

biased side. An art director will defend with vigor

an approach he has fallen in love with because it

is highly artistic, but the approach might strike

the client as too subjective to warrant risking

thousands of dollars.
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winner. Issues now are more likely to narrow down

to facts and figures. It is very difficult indeed for

one man to flaunt his strength against a table of

statistics showing responses of a multitude of

people interviewed about a particular advertise-

ment in question.

This does not mean, of course, that information

coming out of research is always in harmony with

the opinions of creative people. Scientific as these

studies may be, they are not always foolproof

(some of the inadequacies of research will be dis-

cussed later in this chapter). But, it is quite within

the realm of possibility that an art director may
be wrong. Instinct can be a reliable guide in de-

termining what will go over with the consumer,

but it can also take the creative field far afield.

With research at his elbow, the art director can

take another look at his idea—very often, the hard

facts are what he needs to bring him down to

earth.

Thousands of case histories show that listening

to research is rewarding. Probably half, if not

more, of what anybody agrees are smashing ad-

vertising campaigns originated with the help of

research. Cases in point: the Marlboro campaign,

the Chase Manhattan series, the Pepsi-Cola push.

As a matter of fact, research often backs up what

the art director has felt to be true for a long time.

There is the case of the mammoth manufacturer

of detergents who had a chronic aversion to using

large illustrations in his newspaper and magazine

advertising since it meant sacrificing some of the

text-stressing sales points. No amount of talk could

convince the client that the average housewife was

supremely bored by the long-winded sales mes-

sages which, incidentally, emphasized points not

particularly different from those of his competitors.

Confident that larger and more interesting illus-

trations would attract more readers, the agency

took it upon itself to research through pretesting

their concept of an effective advertisement. The

results showed a vast preference for the large-

picture version of the copy-ridden one. This

budged the advertiser enough to make him agree

to a further piece of research, running a split-run

test of two versions of an ad. This time the results

were so overpowering that he just had to bow to

the agency's recommendation or else face the re-

sponsibility for the possible failure of his pro-

motions.

Another advertiser was told by his agency that

imaginative, semiabstract illustrations would be

best in building up an image of prestige for his

company. This advertiser liked the idea, but he

was afraid it would mean a sacrifice of readership

of such ads. Starch reports on a similar type of

campaign were dug up, and the client happily

conceded the point.

Research—cornucopia of information

If it needed just one excuse for existing, re-

search could fall back on the fact that it can

furnish the art director, and other creative per-

sonnel, with stimulating background material.

Not too long ago, advertising was created by

quick, creative spurts emanating from the few

"geniuses" every agency stocked. Sometimes a

hotel room was rented for an overnight stay in

town, a few drinks were ordered and plenty of hot

coffee. Finally, in the smoke-filled room the writer,

the artist, and possibly the contact man came up

with an advertising campaign, all set to be okayed

the following morning. In those days, advertising

could be based on a neat turn of a phrase or on a

layout gimmick. A creative man relied almost ex-

clusively on his intuition. If this was sound, a

campaign turned out well. If he misjudged his

audience, the advertising failed.

Such informal working procedures might be

fun, but today's way of doing business presupposes

that scientific information forms part of the base

for proposed campaigns. No longer is a copy-

writer apt to single out a certain appeal to the

consumer merely because he "feels" it is the right

one. A great deal of research is likely to precede

the decision to put the appeal to use.

Research can tell the art director a great deal

he ought to know and can also stimulate his crea-

tive processes. It cuts down buckshot working

methods; the agency will often decide on a single

basic direction instead of having scores of layouts

made on a hit or miss basis. With information at

hand about the consumer, the product, the effec-

tiveness of the illustration, a great deal less paper

is wasted, and what does come out is apt to be

more to the point.

The following descriptions of various research

techniques by no means exhaust the vast field, but

they should serve to show the art director how he

can take advantage of the science of research,

where it can help him in his work—and where

it cannot.
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ANEW AND BETTER WAY TO EHJOT SMOKING r

For «.« FLAVOR you wont
e FIITER you need

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED
The Flavor you want - the Filter you need

!

THE FLAVOR YOU LOVE ...THE FILTER YOU WANT

THE FIITER YOU HEEO FOR THE FLAVOR YOU WANT FOR THE FLAVOR YOU WANT

HERE'S THE FILTER YOU ASKED FOR

On this page is shown the procedure often

followed in trying to weed out the most

effective idea through research.

As a first step, to determine what people

were looking for in smoking, a variety of

appeals was tested. Then, copy approaches

based on these findings were tested in street

interviews, using the standardized layouts

shown here (second step).

-America's Bast Filter Cigarette

With the field narrowed, the agency could now concentrate on finding the most

effective layout treatment. Strongest headline was visualized in a variety of

ways, each tested against the other (third step). As a fourth step, the "winners"

were pitted against competitive ads. Advertisers' names were blanked out to

eliminate brand-preference bias on the part of respondents.



RESEARCH TO FIND OUT ABOUT
THE ADVERTISEMENT ITSELF

How many people look at the ad?

One of the first things an art director naturally

wants to know about his ad is whether readers

noticed it or not, and how much of it they did

pay attention to.

To get some idea of readership, advertisers em-

ploy one or several research organizations. Usu-

ally this research is conducted under the aegis of

the advertising agencies who "subscribe" to various

independent readership services. (It would be eco-

nomically unfeasible for the agencies to conduct

these studies on their own and. in addition, the

important element of objectivity would be threat-

ened.)

The most widely used readership service comes

from Daniel Starch & Staff, which includes in its

examinations the better known periodicals. For

each issue of a "general interest" publication,

about 150 men and 150 women are interviewed,

for "women's interest" magazines, about 200

women are queried.

The interviewer, working with an issue of a

publication, asks the respondent whether he has

seen the issue, and if so will continue to question

him on his readership of the ads in it—starting the

interviews with various sections of the magazine

to equalize possible bias from the order of ques-

tioning. Reports of these field studies are available

six weeks after publication of weekly magazines,

ten weeks after publication of a monthly, and two

to three weeks after publication of a newspaper.

Among other readership studies, limited for the

most part to business publications, is the Readex

service. This, conducted by mail, tells the "score"

with a single figure which represents the per cent

of the publication's readers who report they were

interested in the ad when they first went through

the book. Mills Shepherd's readership studies are

basically similar to Starch's, although some varia-

tion in the interviewing technique causes the

"noted" scores to come up generally higher. John

Fordick reports are also like Starch's, but the

reader is also questioned on whether the adver-

tiser's product or service has any application to

his company's needs and to his own job.

Here's an example of an advertisement that has been

checked by Starch. Little stickers on the ad show the

scores for each part of the ad. The summary of the

entire ad"s performance is also given, broken down into

the proportion who noted the ad (or saw it); the propor-

tion seen-associated (related the ad to the advertiser); the

proportion read most (which includes only those who
have read half or more of the ad). These data are pre-

sented as shown below, along with findings for the aver-

age ad so comparisons can be made. Starch also furnishes

information on readers per dollar spent for the space.

Squibb

Noted Seen-associated Re

Men

8

id Most

Per cent readers Men
~43~

Women

58

Men Women Women

Apple ad 50 17

Average ad 25 31 23 28 5 6

Readers per dollar

Apple ad 58 80 43 69 11 24

Average ad 41 52 39 48 5 7
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What impression did the advertisement make?

In addition to finding out the number of people

who saw the ad, researchers are also busy trying

to find out just what the reader got out of the ad,

what impression it made on him. This kind of

work is referred to as qualitative research as

against plain nose-counting, or quantitative re-

search.

Under qualitative research comes motivational

research, taken up later in this chapter. Other

qualitative methods for obtaining reactions to ad-

vertisements have been developed; perhaps these

dig less deeply than motivational research, but

they cover more ground and are a good deal less

expensive. Among these are the Gallup-Robinson

impact studies and the Starch reader-impression

studies.

Starch reader-impression studies

Placing the advertisement before the respondent

who has reported already having seen it, the Starch

interviewer encourages the reader to unveil his

thoughts. A structured questionnaire is used to

channel the reader's thought into four general

areas: (1) the advertisement as a whole, (2) the

product or service, (3) the illustration, and (4)

the text. About 500 people are questioned for

each ad under study.

The reactions are quite revealing to an art di-

rector, for they provide him with excellent clues

to the kinds of ads and pictures consumers respond

to. Typical are the following responses by readers

of the above advertisement in Business Week.

Paper products wholesaler: "I like the colors,

the warmth of the house lighting against the dark

of the early evening. I was interested because I

used to paint a little bit. Ad means economy, pro-

tection in my own home."

Engineer: "I noticed the lighted window. To me
it means it was night and the lights were on.

Copper wiring was used for carrying electricity;

better conductor. Other metals are less usable."

Vice president of electrical-equipment firm:

"The ad starts out with a big headline. It means

copper has great conductive power. The picture is

attractive because it is different and subdued."

Manager in sports-equipment store: "When I

first looked at this advertisement I saw the one

bright color in the dark background. It was very

arresting. If it had been on a page other than

Kennecott Copper Corporation

opposite Business Outlook, I might not have no-

ticed it."

Treasurer, retail jewelers: "I noticed the name,

Kennecott Copper. I like the company and as a

result I read their ads. This is an excellent picture.

The written material told me that no other metal

carries electricity as well as copper."

Private secretary: "I saw the light in the win-

dow, but it didn't mean anything until I read it.

The ad says there is no substitute for copper, but

the picture could be for 1,000 ads, could advertise

anything. I wonder why they did it that way?"

Patent attorney: "The picture caught my eye.

I am interested in photography. I think this is a

marvelous picture. It means nothing in particular,

but the ad attracted my attention because of the

picture."

Reporter: "The ad has beautiful color. I won-

dered what the man was doing in the picture. It is

a good, informative ad, but I had to read it to

find out."
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Gallup-Robinson impact studies

Gallup & Robinson, Inc., are pioneers in the

field of research concerning the impact of adver-

tisements. They have submitted thousands of ad-

vertisements to public appraisal and have come

up with general conclusions about such vital

matters as the effect on the reader of the appear-

ance of ads.

Naturally, these findings have had considerable

influence on the looks of advertising layouts. The

well-documented talks delivered by staff members,

listened to with respect by people in advertising

and other businesses, their circulated analyses and

presentations, have helped to shape the final ap-

pearance of many an ad.

In the "impact" interviews, the reader is asked

to play back the message of an advertisement he

has reported seeing, with the magazine closed to

him. Thus, in the respondent's own words, we get

a verbatim report of everything remembered about

a particular ad. Readers will talk about the adver-

tisements or parts of them that made the deepest

impression. This playback represents a relative

measure of one ad's effectiveness against another's.

Illustrative Efficiency Shows Smaii

Works

Works little or none

1953 -'54 1955-56

Example of chart issued by the Gallup-Robinson organi-

zation. Findings like these have a profound effect on the

appearance of layouts.

Pretesting the ad

More and more, advertisers are insisting that

feelers be put out in advance to get some idea of

how their advertising is going to do. Interviews

are conducted with people in order to determine,

on a pilot basis, what sort of acceptance the ad

can expect once it is in a publication. The idea

here is that time and money can be saved by

getting some sort of opinions from the man on the
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street rather than working by pure guesswork. The

data also come in handy in client presentations as

a sort of crutch in arguing a particular campaign

approach.

Testing the effectiveness of

ft television commercial

It is more difficult to predict the success of a

TV commercial than a print ad. While it is rela-

tively inexpensive to simulate the conditions of

print advertising (layouts are often adequate and

street interviews are readily obtained), to simulate

the viewing conditions for television commercials

is difficult. The commercial must actually be pro-

duced before it looks like one, requiring a great

deal of investment just to test it.

Sometimes the commercial is tested by airing

it in only a few markets and finding out the re-

action of viewers via telephone calls in the hope

of catching those who happened to be tuned in

when the pitch was delivered.

The most practical method of pretesting com-

mercials is by captive audience. Conditions are

much easier to control and responses are more

readily obtained. Sometimes the commercial is

shown to one respondent at a time, but usually a

small group is gathered together and shown the

commercial en masse. Reactions are obtained in a

variety of ways. Mechanical devices have been

worked out whereby the viewer can push a button

to express his opinion of what is going on as he

watches ("interesting," "dull," etc.). Involuntary

emotional reactions are sometimes obtained by

use of the galvanometer, or so-called lie detector.

Or, the most direct way of all, the viewer is simply

asked to answer some questions about the com-

mercial.

\f \ f^\ s
f\f\\f% r

(

1

^
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Comparative effectiveness of two Coca-Cola commer-

cials is charted here by the McCann-Erikson research

department. Mechanical device was used to check viewers'

emotional response. Jagged line shows fall and rise of

interest.



RESEARCH TO FIND OUT ABOUT THE PRODUCT
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Testing the product

Of basic interest to the advertiser is what people

think of his product. Many millions are spent on

testing products alone. The results of these sur-

veys, many of which include comments made by

the testers, make vastly illuminating reading matter

to everyone engaged in the business of getting the

product bought—and this includes the art director.

Many advertising agencies, and some com-

panies, have contact with thousands of families

representative of the nation for the purpose of

testing products. These consumer panels are in-

vited to test in their own homes various products,

almost invariably unidentified to eliminate bias,

and they are asked to record their observations

about the products. Many companies, all the big

food companies among them, have found this sys-

tem essential in guiding them toward product

improvement.

Other product information is obtained by asking

consumers to keep day-by-day purchase records.

J. Walter Thompson & Co., for example, is in

contact with about 5,800 families representative

of nonfarm dwellers who once a month mail in

their buying records. Many marketing problems

are clarified on the basis of these reports. To the

art director, product-testing results can point to

particular features of interest in the product—its

uses, its packaging, etc.

Still another example of product testing is the

well-known research conducted by General

Motors. In the course of twenty years, the com-

pany has obtained opinions from over a million

car owners. General Motors is very serious about

this phase of its operations; the opinions obtained

from consumers have had a profound influence on

the styling of car models, on improvements in

engine performance, on the choice of available

colors. Shifts in taste trends are spotted early;

acceptance of the "sports car" look was fore-

shadowed by respondents' answers; consumers en-

abled the company to predict that the bigger,.

longer, lower car would be in demand even before

it was on the market.

GROCERY STORES ALL COMMODITY TRENDS
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Bimonthly reports like these, issued by the A. C. Nielsen

Co., give the advertiser an idea of trends in sales.

Watching the sales

Involved here is a close check, through a variety

of methods, of the product's movement from store

shelf to consumer. Many agencies have set up

their own departments to audit sales in stores

located throughout the country. There are also

several research organizations that undertake sales

analysis, the best-known among them being the

A. C. Nielsen Co. which furnishes sales data for

over 7,500 items sold through retail stores in this

and in other countries. The manufacturer may
purchase information concerning the movement

of his product compared with competitive prod-

ucts, and this source will also show him how the

pictures varies in different parts of the country and

in different types of retail stores, from the huge

supermarket down to the independent grocer.

Store audits also have the virtue of providing a

flexible method of checking the effectiveness of an

advertising campaign in a local area before a great

deal of money is spent on a national campaign

—

by the simple method of keeping before- and after-

campaign sales figures. By the same token, a

product new to the consumer may be evaluated by

these methods.
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RESEARCH TO FIND OUT ABOUT THE CONSUMER

Readership studies, impact surveys, and pre-

testing of advertisements will provide a guide

toward the effectiveness of advertising; product

testing and store audits will reveal how the product

stacks up against competition. Consumer research

will tell about the people who now use or may
use the product.

It is easy to see that a knowledge of one's

market is vital. A client could hardly afford not to

study his market, in all its ramifications. A major

decision made without relying on consumer

opinion findings may add up to a costly boner

indeed, more expensive than a mere misjudgment

in laying out an ad.

Some companies conduct their own consumer

research studies or hire outside organizations to

do the work for them as the need arises. However,

their advertising agencies usually are delegated to

provide them with marketing information for their

sales and promotion strategy.

The art director often finds himself at a com-

fortable distance from the client's marketing prob-

lems. He sees some immediate benefit in studying

the research undertaken for actual advertisements,

and he will be pleased to find out how sales acted

in the light of a new campaign, but the value of

wading through figures showing what sort of per-

son buys the client's product, where he lives, what

his attitudes are, may escape him.

It is true, however, that data of this type may

have considerable bearing on the kind of layouts

he turns out. Some of the analyses may make dull

reading ( as far as the art director is concerned )

,

and some may be so far removed from his job

that he would actually be better off just doing his

work and not getting too involved. But a good

deal of it has a direct connection with the creative

side of advertising.

East, west, north, and south—
what a difference

Every advertiser knows, or soon finds out the

hard way, that while people in this country might

think alike when it comes to upholding the Con-

stitution, they do not think alike when they are in

the supermarket. In a recent year, for example,

while the per capita consumption of a soft drink in

Florida was 160 bottles, the average inhabitant of

another state chose to consume only 20 bottles of

the same drink. People in Canton, Ohio, buy twice

as much toilet soap as those in Los Angeles.

People on the West Coast drink twice as many
cups of hot coffee as those in the South; the South

is busy drinking three times as much iced tea.

The differences in regional likes are difficult to

rationalize, harder to foretell. That is why adver-

tisers breathe much easier if they conduct original

research of their market areas before they leap, or

at least make use of the information already avail-

able on buying habits and preferences.

For the art director, this information comes in

handy in many ways. Is he designing a national

campaign for a gasoline producer? It helps to

know that the public is uniformly rest room con-

scious; this may touch off a dandy idea for an

illustration. Is it a local drive he is working on,

to be pinpointed in newspapers or posters? The
fact that the majority in Los Angeles take their

coffee black may prove a useful item. Basically,

the value of consumer research to the art director

lies in the premise that the more he knows about

what the client is aiming to achieve, and the more

he understands the over-all picture, the better his

contribution will be.

CONSUMER CIGARETTE QUESTIONNAIRE

CITY CZ££asnita. -ba SEX <Fj) F

)JL APE 25~INCOME GROUP.

INTERVIEWER'S NAME VE.D DATE 7///?6

1 What brand of cigarettes do

CAe&twfo&L
2. How long have you been smoking this brand?

Sy™,
3 Why do vou smoke this brand?

£*, Ms zW> . ML rrviM

4 What brand did you smoke before the present brand?

. Cawvef
5. (If former brand used) Why did you change?

6 What cigarette advertising has impressed vou moat?

7- Where did you see it advertised?

2

2

__K_

6

1-2.

R
I

Name Jh^T7. JaBUJ^.

Street 4 Nnmher .3V^Wf-P. yf£.
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Answers to questionnaires like these serve as source of

information on consumers' likes and dislikes. When tabu-

lated, the findings help the art director understand the

public he is supposed to reach. (Questionnaire from The
Technique of Marketing Research, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York.)



Jaunts into the reader's sub-

conscious—through depth in-

terviewing—bring forth interest-

ing bits of information, many of

which help the art director in

his work. Here's a demonstra-

tion of the so-called Gestalt

principle. Reader "meets" ad-

vertisement as he would a per-

son. Seldom does he recall the

color of the eyes, necktie, size

of feet, etc. But he gets a dis-

tinct impression of the man's

total personality. In an adver-

tisement, he may not be con-

sciously aware of typography.

art style, layout, etc. Rather, he

gets an over-all impression of

ad.

MOTIVATIONAL RESEARCH— SPARKPLUG
FOR IDEAS

No other form of research has invaded adver-

tising with such a bang as motivational research.

In less than a decade, it has made its mark on

advertising and marketing policies, turned founder-

ing products into overnight successes, goaded pun-

dits of advertising to write dozens of books on the

subject (including one national best seller).

Art directors can no longer ignore the develop-

ments in motivational research. Actually, the

penetrating studies provide them with some of the

most valuable—and challenging—information. In

many respects, as we shall see, MR talks the art

director's language.

What it is

The premise of motivational research is simple.

It is primarily concerned with why people do what

they do, very little with how many do it. Nose-

counting, the preoccupation of other forms of

research, is relatively unimportant here.

Motivational research borrows from the sociolo-

gists, taps the methods of Freud and others who
have made human psychology their lifework.

Based on the precept that people hardly ever say

what they really feel, the motivational researcher

tries to break through the respondent's outer and

socially acceptable mien, to get at his subcon-

scious. His hidden motives, his wishes, his frus-

trations come to light and explain the reasons for

his actions.

The methods used are more elaborate, and con-

siderably more expensive, than those used in sta-

tistical research where a simple "Yes" or "No"
answer may suffice. In motivational research,

thorough probing of individuals is required, some-

thing like the treatment in a psychiatrist's office.

The respondent is encouraged to talk freely; a

formal structured questionnaire is not used, and

questions are asked by the interviewer merely to

channel the conversation. Getting people to talk

by means of free association is often resorted to

to get information. Sometimes pictures or abstract

shapes are shown to get the respondent started in

revealing hidden drives and motives.
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What makes the consumer behave like that?

Discoveries made by motivation researchers are

often sound, sometimes absurd, but always stimu-

lating. Perhaps no other single activity has been

as influential with advertisers in cautioning them

not to accept anything at face value, including

the findings of statistical research.

Do women buy canned and other prepared

foods mainly to save themselves labor in the

kitchen? Maybe so, but they don't like to admit it.

It took a little time for advertisers of Jell-O, Camp-
bell's soups, and cake mixes to discover this.

When they did. campaign themes were switched,

to everybody's benefit.

Makers of razor blades were in for a surprise,

too, when they discovered through depth inter-

views that it did not pay to suggest to men that

their beards could never be so tough that their

blades couldn't cut them. Apparently, few males

cared to admit that their stubble was not of the

toughest variety. This is, incidentally, the reason

why blades marked "for heavy beards" consistently

outsell those in the "medium" and "light" beard

categories—not, as you might think, because most

men actually have heavy beards.

Shapes, colors, symbols—their effect on

the subconscious

Another interesting fact motivational research

has unearthed is that the same shape, the same

color, the same symbol will suggest a variety of

meanings to different people. The viewer is tre-

mendously influenced by conditioning.

Abstract shapes—such as a triangle, a circle,

or an emblem—bring forth definite reactions in

people. So do colors. Pink, for example, always

associated with girl babies, has a feminine con-

notation. Brown suggests masculinity. Red pro-

vides a feeling of gaiety, blue serenity, yellow

excitement.

Most art directors know these things—some-

how they can instinctively predict reactions to

shapes and colors. But it is much safer to have

research behind them to back up their theories.

This shape—largely through consistent use in Chrysler

advertising—has become a graphic symbol of quality in

the consumer's mind. Now other advertisers are using the

extended V emblem freely to upgrade their products.

The Gestalt school

Qualitative research provides the art director

with other fascinating morsels of information,

too—and, incidentally, provides him with power-

ful ammunition next time the client wants to make
some "minor" changes in the layout.

Interviews carried on in depth have shown that

elements seen alone often convey meanings differ-

ent from those when they are shown in combina-

tion with other elements. As Louis Cheskin, of

the Color Research Institute, explains: "The Ge-

stalt principle is the reason why we test separately

basic images, every color, and the reading matter

to ascertain the degree of effectiveness of each,

and after we find that each component element

is as effective as it can possibly be, we begin to

test various arrangements of these elements. We
generally find that different arrangements of the

same elements produce different effects."

What does this mean to the art director? Only

this: never pass judgment on the ingredients of a

layout separately. The ad will appear as a whole,

and that is the way the consumer will see it.

Hoic motivational research sides with

the art director

From what has been said, it can be seen that

MR deals with the intangibles of selling, just as

the art director often finds himself doing. Thus,

without particularly meaning to, the motivational

researcher finds himself coming to the rescue of

the man at the drawing board.

The art director works largely in subjective

fashion in getting ideas. As an artist, he is pos-

sibly more sensitive to the hidden feelings of

others than most. For this very reason, his logic

is often met with skepticism—what he comes up

with appears to be based too much on emotion,

not nearly enough on rational facts.

But MR shows that people cannot always be

"figured out" like a piece of machinery. With

people guided by hidden motives, it sometimes

takes the sensitive instinct of an art director to

sense what subconscious drives are present in

those who will buy the merchandise.
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Jf ith ivhich situation would
the reader identify?

Illustrations here and on the following page

show situations similar to those tested in some

motivational research studies. Each one of the

paired pictures represents a distinct psychological

approach in selling the product. The reader is

invited to guess which of the two pictures in each

set proved most effective as a persuader. Turn

page for answers.

A. Which picture did buyers of power shovel

machines find more to their liking? The one

above, showing the business end of the machine

lifting an immense amount of soil . . .

B. ... or the picture showing the driver in

the cab, working the control board? This pic-

ture shows less of the machine itself, more of

the driver.

A. Which situation made men think of picking

up a few cigars? Here, the wife cheerfully offers

a light to her husband . . .

B. . . . and here she is not too happy about

the whole thing, but takes in stride the whims

of the "master."
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A. These pictures are created for the purpose

of making women buy perfume. The one above

shows her in complete control of the situation,

dangling her man like a marionette. Did this

one make a hit with the ladies . . .

B. ... or did this one, showing a man help-

ing a woman into a cab?

Here are the answers, based on motivational

research:

1. The power shovel picture. Depth inter-

views indicated that buyers felt slightly hostile

toward a machine that made them look insignifi-

cant by contrast. The picture on the right, showing

the operator as master of the machine, removed

the hostility and was more popular with re-

spondents.

2. The cigar picture. A Chicago agency.

Weiss & Geller, was asked by a client to analyze

the campaign approach of a competitive cigar

manufacturer, wondering to what degree the ap-

proach was acceptable to consumers. A typical ad

in the campaign showed a gracious hostess hand-

ing cigars to the men in the room.

Through motivational studies, it was found that

men actually did not find such amiableness as

satisfying to their ego as if they had a certain

amount of opposition. Feminine resentment to-

ward cigar smoking is only too well known, but

taking a few puffs on a cigar in spite of this seems

to offer a welcome means for the male to assert his

masculinitv and individualism, to show he can

stand up to feminine domination. In effect, the

desire to smoke is heightened because it is ob-

jectionable to women.

Thus, the ad on the right would be the better

one from a motivational standpoint. As Edward H.

Weiss, president of the agency explained, a woman
who offers a man a cigar is actually depriving him

of a reason to smoke it.

3. The perfume picture. Based on the find-

ings of several motivational studies, the picture on

the right is more likely to succeed in influencing

women to buy perfume. Most women talk a good

game when it comes to "controlling" their men,

but it is a general feminine instinct to want to be

dominated rather than to dominate. In the situa-

tion on the right, she is nicely taken care of by a

considerate escort; in the other situation she has

her man at her fingertips—but who wants a man

as small, insignificant, and weak-willed as that?

In spite of this feminine trait, obvious to any-

one who ever took a girl out on a date, perfume

advertisers continue to present advertisements like

the one on the left.
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DOES RESEARCH STIFLE CREATIVE THINKING?

In spite of its many benefits, research is still

regarded with distrust by many advertising artists

and art directors. Mention the word at the lunch

table or in a corner of a commuter bar car, and

a frenzied discussion follows.

There are some, and they are not few in number

either, who think research throws a wet blanket

over all creative activity and oppose it outright.

Says Leo Leonni, art director of Fortune, and a

highly articulate member of the fraternity:

"I believe that the time has come to reexamine

the nature of our work and take a stand against

the pseudo-scientific amateurism (characterized

by generalized answers to generalized questions)

which is invading our profession. It is placing us

at the complete mercy of account executives,

motivational researchers, market analysts, and

even copywriters. Data are substituting for intui-

tion, formulae for talent, experience for inven-

tiveness."

Many an art director could join Mr. Leonni

with his personal version of "How Research Ruined

My Idea." (Realistically speaking, when an idea

is really first rate, research is usually not that

powerful.)

Research can be a tool of peril. It can murder

good ideas. It can "prove" that art directors are

wrong, almost to the point of ridicule. What can

he do against pounds of charts and figures that

back up theories, while all he does is think them

out? Also, researchers are an articulate lot. The

art director may argue in terms of visual concepts

and principles of taste, but they can shout him

down with figures of sales penetration.

Research then, boon that it is, must be handled

with extreme caution. Never should it be thought

of as the Answer to all creative problems. It is a

source of information for finding the right answer,

it is a simulant toward hatching ideas. It cannot

take the place of creative thinking.

It takes a creative mind
to interpret research

The greatest danger in research lies in misinter-

pretation. By and large, valiant attempts are made
to maintain objectivity in gathering the informa-

tion, with variables rigidly controlled at the source.

Analyzing the results is another matter, however,

and here, where subjective thinking enters, mis-

takes in interpretation may appear.

Oddly enough, it is not the research staff itself

that is most responsible for misinterpretations.

Trained as they are to deal with and respect data,

they rarely are tempted to read exotic interpreta-

tions into them. But sometimes, when others get

hold of research information, their imaginations

lead them into fanciful interpretations of the ma-
terial—and these are the worst kinds.

Obviously, from what has been said before, the

author has no intention of weakening the reader's

confidence in research. The aim, rather, is to

foster receptivity toward the benefits of research,

to show the art director how he can live com-
fortably with this increasingly important phase of

advertising. But to use the tool correctly, one has

to know the possible dangers it holds.

!\'oted does not mean read—
read does not mean sold

Readership figures can tell the art director

whether his advertising has been seen and how his

ad fared compared with others featuring similar

merchandise. They can give him the opportunity

of discovering mistakes he has been consistently

making.

An ad, however, may get high notice but low

readership. It is not too hard to invent an illus-

tration that will stop the reader. An example is

shown on the next page. This is a mild (and not

too farfetched) version of what can be done to

attract attention. Show a girl wearing nothing at

all and the "noted" score is sure to hit the jackpot.

But this does not mean that the copy will be

read. Or, if the reader does take the trouble to

browse through the message, he may be looking

for information not related to the sales story at all.

A wine maker received hundreds of telephone

calls when he ran a newspaper series featuring a

stunning brunette sitting at a switchboard ready

to take orders for the product. The callers had

read through the copy all right, but only to find

out the phone number so they could invite the girl

out to dinner—served with or without wine.

It is not enough to attract attention, then. It is

often not even enough to get people to read the

message. An ad should put the reader in a re-

ceptive state so that the sales message itself may
have a chance to make an impression on him, not

some extraneous item.
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It's easy to get high "noted" score, but ... It isn't

too difficult to conceive an illustration that will stop the

reader. A situation like the one above probably would
not only stop the reader but make him look several times.

Have the model stand on her head and "noting" would

go even higher. Put a picture of a gorilla eating tomato

soup in the background and the ad would probably come
up as the "most looked at" in the publication. Does that

mean the advertiser is getting his money's worth?

"Noting" in itself means only that the reader (or

viewer, in the case of television) has been stopped and

possibly captured for a few precious seconds. It is a

truism that unless the reader notices the ad. he will not

read it. But it's what happens after the ad has caught his

eye that counts. Will he become curious enough to read

what it's all about? Will he go to the store and buy? Or
will he quietly chuckle, wishing perhaps that he knew the

girl in the picture, then turn the page and forget the

whole thing?
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Some advertisements just naturally

score better

Before an art director gets discouraged about

the general lack of enthusiasm his ad is meeting

compared with other ads in a magazine, he should

remember one point. No matter how dynamic the

illustration, advertisements of certain products

almost invariably get higher readership than

others. The differences are often astonishing.

Based on a study of almost 8,000 full-page

advertisements in the Saturday Evening Post and

Life, showing the interest people have in certain

basic categories Starch said, in an article in Ad-
vertising Agency, November, 1954:

".
. . it is necessary to recognize these differ-

ences when you evaluate readership scores of

advertisements in various product categories. It

means that in the case of men a Seen-Associated

ONLY
$
995I

The trim 1954 Chevrolet Bel Air above (4-door! Automatic
transmission! Radio! Heater! Power steering! WhitewalLsf

Two-tone paint! Many extras!) is going for only $995 . . .

a typical example of the A-l buys on sale at your Ford
Dealer's now. For many other such examples . . . see your

FORD DEALER'S USED CAR JULY CLEARANCE SALE

Car ads rate high among male readers.

When the price is featured, in addition, tre-

mendous interest is generated—among both

men and women, rich and poor.

The screen has never come so close u
the heart of a man and an era — an erz

that belonged to young' people. Th*

most deeply moving personal adven-

of < has bee
the great motion pictures of all 1

JAMES

STEWART
as Charles A.

Lindbergh

'"if""'*
St. Louis

..CHARLES A ilNDBERGH

Motion picture advertisements traditionally

receive high readership ratings—second high-

est among men, highest among women. No
matter what the layout, this seems to hold

true. One contributory reason is that there

is news value in the announcement of new
movies.

score of 9 per cent for a one-page black-and-white

advertisement of a household product such as soap

is as good a score in its class as a Seen-Associated

score of 36 per cent for a one-page black-and-

white automobile advertisement. A tire advertise-

ment which attracts 9 per cent women readers is

as good in its field as a woman's suit advertise-

ment which attracts 36 per cent women readers.

This wide difference of 27 percentage points, a

four-to-one range in number of readers attracted,

is due primarily to inherent interests of men and

women in these types of products."

Position makes a difference, too

The position of the advertisement in the news-

paper or magazine often has a bearing on reader-

ship. Inside covers of magazines are well read, as

are the comics and sports sections of newspapers.

On some pages, the advertisement may receive stiff

competition from other ads and fail to stand out.

A resort ad may be submerged completely in a

packed page of travel ads, but it may pop right out

at you in the editorial section.

In television, particularly, position of the com-

mercial makes a huge difference. Commercial spots

inserted before or following highly rated shows

are so desirable that the cost of the twenty-second

spots may exceed the cost of a full minute at other

times.
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RESEARCH CAN MAKE ALL ADVERTISING
LOOK ALIKE

The most frequent complaint against research

is that it fences the creative man in. It is hard to

resist the temptation of adopting, from a survey

undertaken with great care and expense, the com-

mon denominator that is delivered and that should,

theoretically, apply to every advertisement at all

times. Rules are neatly presented, formulas are

clearly stated, and creative answers emerge not

from the sketch pad but from bar charts, not from

the typewriter but from the adding machine.

Research applied this way can standardize ad-

vertising to the point where it looks as though it

all came out of only one man's office. Some ad-

vertising men actually place at research's door

direct blame for so much sameness found in

advertising.

Some examples of how using the findings of

research alone can cut the art director's produc-

tion down to a few standard solutions are shown

here. Following the rules, the art director can do

no wrong—only his layout may be an exact replica

of the one right next to his in a magazine.

Headline goes here

SiGNATURE

The Callup-Robinson Formula. From the

mass of data gathered by Gallup & Robinson

concerning the impact of advertisements

have evolved theories on the way advertise-

ments should be presented. Most of the

points confirm those an art director felt

instinctively anyway. Such research, for ex-

ample, has shown that resorting to gimmicks

in ads is generally ineffectual—but it's always

nice to have a useful set of figures on hand

when trying to sell someone on an idea.

What happens when the precepts advanced

by this kind of research are slavishly fol-

lowed? After examining the effectiveness of

some 20,000 ads, the researchers have hit on

the ingredients of the "perfect" ad: Square

halftone, preferably a photograph. Newsy
headline set in strong Gothic, upper and

lower case, and placed beneath the illustra-

tion. Several subheads. Body copy set in two

or three paragraphs. Signature in the lower

right-hand corner.

Following this formula can do no harm;

it does, after all, follow the basic rules of

simplicity. But, if every advertiser adhered

to it in terror of venturing into any de-

partures, a reader would fall into quiet

slumber before getting halfway through a

publication.
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The Starch Formula. Thousands of ads researched by Starch also

make it possible to draw some pretty definite conclusions. Some
advertisers are doing just that.

Just as certain products seem to attract more attention in adver-

tisements, so do certain subject matters. Babies, for example, are

everlasting favorites with the ladies. This has been proved.

Again, while a finding of this nature must be treated with proper

respect, the knowledge should not be used indiscriminately. If every

advertisement were devised with one eye on the Starch charts, the

result would always be a photograph of a baby sitting next to a dog

while riding in the newly unveiled model of a car. There would be

people in every picture (to provide "human interest") and they

would always be doing something (reader likes "action").

Some of the highest noted and read advertisements have none of

these ingredients. They are successful because—baby or no baby

—

they are interesting.

Babies

Puppies Family Kittens

m *,'V\

A

Kids Sex Baby and puppy



One of the most suc-

cessful advertisements

ever conceived, "The

Man In The Hathaway

Shirt," was never pre-

tested. Had the average

citizen been given a pre-

view of the ad, perhaps

it might never have ap-

peared in a magazine. No
one could be quite sure,

of course, what the reac-

tion of respondents would

have been. But, just for

fun, here's a guess on

how a typical interview

might have run:

The man in the Hathaway shirt

Interviewer: (walking up to the "man on the

street") Excuse me. Sir. We're conducting a survey

about an advertisement we plan to run in a maga-

zine. We'd like very much to have your opinion.

(Showing the ad.) Just tell us, in your own words,

what your reaction is to this advertisement.

Respondent: (looking carefully at the ad and

speaking with great deliberation) Well, of course,

you understand I'm no advertising expert. You
see, I'm not wearing a gray flannel suit like you

fellows. I can only tell you my own personal

feeling.

Interviewer: That's what we'd like to know.

Respondent: Well, this certainly is an interest-

ing ad. I like the man and I like the shirt he's

wearing, too. Who is he?

Interviewer: He's a professional model.

Respondent: Oh, I see. What happened to his

right eye? An accident?

Interviewer: Confidentially, Sir, this man hap-

pens to be blessed with 20-20 vision in both eyes.

Respondent: (impatiently) What's the eye patch

there for?

Interviewer: Just to make the advertisement

more interesting, I guess.

Respondent: You must be kidding! Why would

anyone want to go and show a picture of a partially

disabled person? What are they trying to do, make

me feel sorry for him?

Interviewer: In other words, Sir, you don't like

this advertisement?

Respondent: Of course I like it. I like it fine.

But, for Pete's sake, take that patch off the poor

fellow's eye and. . . .
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THE PRETESTING FORMULA—DOES
THE REAL WINNER ALWAYS SHOW?

If the results of pretests which, in their true

function are only pilot tests, are handled super-

ficially, they can be more of a hindrance than a

help to the creative staff. This type of research can

be even more deflating to an art director than to

a copywriter. When ads are pretested, words

usually get less scrutiny than pictures, since re-

spondents are generally more interested in illus-

trations.

Some of the most original advertising concepts

have been crushed to a quick death between a bevy

of field workers and a few hundred respondents

because the findings were taken as gospel. In fact.

it is the new ideas which are most prone to getting

a beating in pretests. The reasons for this are

obvious. The average person is unsure when asked

to opinionate on things unfamiliar to him.

"Strange" situations, like an eye patch on a man's

face, may shock him into a flat denunciation of

the ad. He'd vastly prefer a picture of a pretty girl

or something else he feels he is an expert on. Also,

having been solicited for his opinion on advertise-

ments, he looks at them as he thinks he is expected

to: he looks for an illustration, a headline, a signa-

ture in its proper place. A deviation from what he

thinks an ad should look like makes him think it is

a "bad" ad—although it might well be the very

ad to capture his attention in a magazine.

One of the most serious pitfalls of pretesting an

advertisement is dramatized on this and the next

page by way of illustrating a point. The respondent

is invited to put himself in the shoes of a magazine

reader and answer a set of questions about the

two objects shown. The fallacy of this procedure

is pointed out on the next page.

Other limitations

The quality of any piece of research depends

directly on the manner in which the information

was originally gathered. On occasion, it will be

obvious that investigators were not qualified in

the first place to do a certain type of interviewing.

Depth interviews, for example, the kind that dig

deep for basic motivations, can be performed suc-

cessfully only by highly trained people. In the

hands of amateurs the results are actually worse

than useless.

In addition, it is valuable to remember that

people find it more difficult to discourse on cer-

tain topics than on others. About some products

they are surprisingly voluble, about others mys-
teriously terse. Even weather conditions may
enter the picture. One investigator doing her work
during a heavy snowfall found that an illustration

showing a living room with a fire going in the

fireplace was far more popular that day than a

similar shot of another room, but without a fire-

place.

B

Question: Which shape, the circle or the triangle, do

you think would be more apt to catch your attention

if you were going through a magazine?
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When this question was posed to a group of

about 50 people, a large majority thought the

triangle would stop them.

On this page, the circle is shown in the midst

of many triangles, the triangle in the midst of

many circles. Obviously, the circle dominates the

first group, the triangle the second. The reason for

this is change of pace.

This element, one often overlooked in pretest-

ing, is an important factor when the reader thumbs

through a magazine or newspaper, or when a con-

sumer watches television. It is an element gener-

ally not present during the interview when the

reader is shown just a few advertisements or shown

only one or two commercials. His attention is

riveted on a small selection. In a magazine, in a

newspaper, on television, he might have been

exposed to a wealth of other advertising before

reaching the one under study. Some researchers

try to overcome this problem; they try pretesting

advertisements in specially prepared "magazines,"

a great step forward in duplicating natural condi-

tions, but still not ideal.

In an interview, a picture of a voluptuous model

will stop the respondent much more readily than

one of a peaceful countryside. Yet, inserted in a

magazine where pictures of beautiful girls are

rampant, the landscape may, after all, get the

greatest scrutiny. This principle of observation in

context applies, of course, to other graphic forms

as well. The performance of a television commer-
cial may depend greatly on its environment—the

nature of the show it follows. A new package de-

sign may look great on an executive's desk; the

same package on the grocer's shelf may be com-
pletely overpowered by others.
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The knack of buying art

An art director is as good as the art he buys

The reader will never know how fresh the art

director's layout looked in the client's office. All

he knows is what he sees in front of him—the

finished advertisement.

The art director's job doesn't stop with the solu-

tion of a layout problem; he is responsible for the

looks of the final advertisement. This means he gets

blamed if the artist's work doesn't come off, if the

illustration reproduces poorly. It's the art director's

job to pick the best person for a particular job.

Many an art director has built his reputation

largely on the talent he has for finding the right

man to finish up his concepts every time. One art

director employed by a department store gets an

unusually high salary only because of his knack

for never making mistakes when buying art. On
the other side, many capable men find themselves

stuck at the drawing board because they are un-

able to capitalize on other people's talents.

It takes talent to look at sample books

The sight of an art director leafing through port-

folios and looking at pictures may strike some as

an awfully easy way to make a living. What these

people don't realize is that the art director is work-

ing when he goes through sample books.

These books show the art director what there

is in the market in the way of art talent. In spite

of what account executives or copywriters think,

only the art director (or a competent art buyer)

knows how to seek out talent and how to put it

to use. A sensitive line drawing of a flower may

prove to the layman only that the artist is "good

at flowers," but the art director may find in the

technique just the answer to that problem of an

illustration for a breakfast cereal.

With fresh talent entering the commercial art

market every day, the job of looking at samples

has to be constant. More than anyone else, the art

director is apt to spot potentials if they are there

at all. He knows that even the greenest of artists,

fresh out of school, can turn out outstanding jobs

if guided.

Going through the work of other people can

also prove a fine source of ideas. This has nothing

to do with plagiarism; the art director still has to

sweat out all by himself the dramatization of head-

lines and messages. But going through other

people's creations can open up new vistas on styles

and techniques. Quite often the art director works

backwards—he picks his artist first and then builds

a campaign around that particular style.

Keeping an open mind about other styles

Art directors, being artists under the skin, gen-

erally display a style all their own in rendering

layouts. It is about as possible to change one's

drawing technique as to change one's handwriting.

On the surface, a distinctive rendering style would

appear to be one of the more valuable assets, but

it can be a trap to the unwary. It takes a bold

spirit to commission an artist with a style different
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from one's own where it is necessary to the proper

interpretation of the layout, or even to buy a style

that may not be one of his favorites personally.

Art directors are sometimes guilty of limiting

their stables of artists to those who work exactly

as they do. There is the case of one New York art

director who was known for his excellent cartoons.

He was, in fact, a cartoonist at heart. His layouts

were peppered with indications of funny little

characters, rendered in his own style, and the

finished art looked very much like the sketches

since the art director had a favorable opinion of

his own drawings. He got into trouble with one

advertiser who insisted that the cartoon approach

was not in keeping with the brand image he was

trying to create (he happened to be aiming at a

more dignified mood). When it was obvious that

the art director would not sacrifice his "personal

touch" in every advertisement that went through

him, a replacement was found for the account.

Hon- to choose the right style

There are more varieties of art techniques on

the market than there are styles in women's hats.

And. as art schools turn their graduates loose, new

ones are coming out every day. How to choose the

right one is still largely a matter of showmanship

and, of course, good taste.

It is curious that, with the vast field to choose

from, so many art directors are prejudiced when

it comes to picking a style. The bulk of art work

falls mainly into the "bread-and-butter" category

—the kind that would include a realistic wash

drawing of the pretty housewife with eyes popping

from gaiety.

Of course, it is not suggested that the art tech-

nique of an advertisement should be so overpower-

ing that the message is lost in the blaze. It is pos-

sible, as an experienced art director will testfy,

to present the advertiser's story clearly and still

do this via art work that carries its own flavor.

It is up to the art director to search out the

technique that will give the advertisement the

"personality" he is aiming for and, if necessary,

sell it to the management when he has confidence

in his choice. The needs of the audience are

paramount. Obviously, a technique that might

make teenagers swoon might make housewives

shudder. A sophisticated sketch in the New
Yorker might appear terribly affected in Parade.
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The "feel" of the product must be considered.

This is especially important when advertising is

planned as a continuous campaign. An approach

that is heavy in design may be just the thing for

one advertiser (as. for example, the Container

Corporation of America advertising). For another

advertiser, let's say a manufacturer of playshoes.

a comic-strip technique might have great impact.

Choosing any art style for an advertisement is

like deciding what to wear. Black tie is not for a

beach party, an old sweater is not for the office.

Certain occasions call for certain raiment; also, not

all clothes look equally good on all persons.

/
Sensitive pen drawing by David Stone Martin shows that

realism can easily be combined with distinctive art treat-

ment. This drawing is off beat yet readily understandable.

Artist Otto Multifield used thick and thin strokes in this

sketch. Such a style appeals particularly to the feminine

audience.



An excellent demonstration of the point that absolute

realism can he combined with an unusual art treatment.

Drawings like these take well to reproduction on any

stock. {Artist: Austin Briggs.)

It isn't always the professional nature of the

rendering that gives a painting charm.

Grandma Moses' conscientious but unre-

strained pictures are vastly popular.

This type of illustration, called the "bread-and-butter"

kind, is widely used, quite salable. This style takes little

notice of the possibilities in distinctive art treatment.

Photography could achieve the same effect.

Ink drawing by Seymour Rosenthal. Strong, with its "nervous" line

treatment, it has quality of restlessness. In line with the subject matter,

the mood of the drawing is not cheerful, although it is casual.

Cartoon-y illustrations

like these, by Herbert

Leupin are done with a

carefree abandon that

suggests a happy and ir-

responsible state of mind.

V?-"v w

With a few deft strokes, the mood of an illustration can be established. This

illustration still retains its realism, in that readers can understand it. (Artist:

Jean Pages.)
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Five renderings on this page show how different artists will contribute individual touches on a

similar subject. Drawing top left is a fashion-like approach, with attention given to clothes

detail. Next to it is a highly realistic but still distinctive drawing. The sketch upper right has

an off beat, arty flavor. Lower left shows accurate rendering, an air of authenticity, but has

great "character." The final sketch is an example of a so-called high-brow approach to the

average, or middle-brow, reader.



Painting hy Antonio Fransconi shows how realism (in

the figure) and abstraction (in the background) may be

combined with great effect to communicate with the

viewer.

Here, a painting that "looks like a painting," is the kind

of picture a reader accepts when he is thinking in terms

of "fine art." (Artist: Charlotte Sternberg.)

Stippled effect, achieved with

pen and ink by Sam Tapper, is

on the different side and eases

production problems as well.

An example of "British" style by George Fulton. Cartoon

has quality of old print, combining humor with class

appeal.

A section of a Ken Davis oil painting. Photographic in quality, the work still looks like a

painting because of its texture and composition. This takes it completely out of the "bread-

and-butter" category.



Art directors sometimes find themselves face to face with art styles so unique they cannot

be pigeonholed. This drawing by John Rombola is the kind that is either enthusiastically

snapped up or flatly rejected by clients. Yet, it is just the sort of thing that could breathe life

into certain campaigns. The art director must be a little aggressive with styles like this, explain

to others the advantages of using them.
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HOW TO FIND THE RIGHT ARTIST— QUICKLY

There are about 80,000 commercial artists in

the country, not including photographers. Obvi-

ously, the probability that any single art director

will call on every one of these people to do a

job is nonexistent. Yet, many busy art directors

find that it pays to have on tap a large stable of

talent and to know how to get in touch with the

artists quickly.

Many art departments maintain a central file of

artists in addition to the personal lists every art

director keeps in his own desk. Some of the ad-

vertising agencies have monumental collections of

sources of art. J. Walter Thompson estimates its

file runs to over 15,000 names of artists, each

entry accompanied by samples of their work. To
keep the system current, an art editor (and her

secretary) spend full time at the job.

It's not enough to jot down the artist's name,

accompanied by some hen scratches. Seldom are

these sufficient clues to the samples the art director

has already seen, especially if some period of time

has elapsed since seeing them. This random method

is even less efficient if he expects to keep abreast

of the new techniques some of the artists might

have developed. Here are four ways this system

of keeping track of artists might be helped (the

methods, of course, being equally applicable to

the collection of photographers' samples)

:

1. Keep reduced photostats of the artist's work

on file. Many studios make it a practice to supply

filable reproductions.

2. Accumulate clippings from periodicals.

3. Hold on to the voluminous literature from

magazines, pamphlets, and books that is always

coming out with examples of the works of various

illustrators, particularly those in fine arts.

4. Call on an outside service to supply recom-

mendations.

Whatever systems are used, careful cross-index-

ing will avoid confusion. This indexing might be

arranged according to the three kinds of informa-

tion about an artist the art director is particularly

interested in:

1. Name and address of the artist.

2. The subject matters in which he excels (ani-

mals, children, abstract design, etc.).

3. The methods he uses (scratchboard, water

color, etc.).

Artists, of course, like most human beings,

move about in their work. When the art director

is hounded by a deadline, he will appreciate the

importance of keeping the file up to date. Precious

hours can be wasted in tracking down a new ad-

dress of an artist who is just right for the job.
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HOW TO GET THE BEST OUT OF AN ARTIST

Some art directors seem to have all the luck in

dealing with artists. The assignments come back

on time, beautifully executed. The artists seem to

enjoy working with these art directors. There is

little of that bugaboo, corrections ("This is won-

derful, but I was wondering if. . . .").

Is there some sort of secret alchemy in keeping

out of trouble with artists? Or is it all luck, like

picking a winner at the race track?

Again, basic common sense is the best guide

to art director-artist relations. The art director

should never think of himself as a mere purchasing

agent who buys the goods by the square yard. His

is a post that requires great sensitivity. He is deal-

ing with creative minds who, whether the art

director likes the idea or not, have plenty of

contributions of their own to make. The art di-

rector is merely the guide, making sure that the

message will come across in the advertisement.

(He knows more about this than the artist; he is,

after all, an advertising man.)

Here are some practical hints that should keep

the art director and the artist on a friendly basis

for more than one occasion.

DO provide the artist with enough infor-

mation. Tell him what the ad is trying to accom-

plish. Let him read the copy; the text might not

only increase his enthusiasm but also suggest

strong picture possibilities to him. It's important

that he know what general atmosphere the ad is

supposed to foster (feminine feeling, aristocratic,

virile, joyous).

It's often a waste of time talking style; it's much

faster to show it. It's hard to verbalize the finer

nuances of art; terms like folksy, high style, hard

selling mean different things to different people.

Give the artist clippings, refer to other artists'

work, even show him what you are after by going

through his own samples—and he'll get the idea.

The artist is also often interested in such mun-

dane tidbits of information as the final size of the

illustration, the reproduction methods to be used,

where the ad is scheduled to run. He'll use this

information when he sits down to work.

DO pick the artist for what he can do best.

Many art directors get into such cozy relation-

ships with certain artists that they call on the same

ones each time for help. But, as it happens, artists

tend to be highly specialized—a scratchboard

technician may be a complete dud at a loose

fashion sketch.

DO talk to the artist in person if at all pos-

sible. An artist's representative can save the artist

plenty of time by settling the practical details of a

job while the artist devotes his time to the draw-

ing board. But there are many occasions where the

reaction of the artist himself to the layout is im-

portant, before he begins working on it. The artist

may have a suggestion or two of his own, and

there is still a chance to act on these if they are

worthwhile. Even a phone call, made after the

artist sees the assignment, is better than no con-

tact at all.

DON'T confuse him ivith details that are

not pertinent. The artist may listen politely to

tales of how you don't concur with the client's

opinion, your grievances about the length of copy,

your feelings about the personality of an account

executive—but all of this is really none of his

business and, besides, they are problems that

shouldn't be aired in public anyway. By filling the

artist's ears, you take a chance on diverting him to

such an extent that he won't be able to turn out

his best for you.

DON'T ignore his contributions. He may
express a wish to change the composition in a

proposed illustration. Remember, it may well be

an improvement; he is, essentially, an illustrator

with a thorough grounding in design. Sometimes,

firm commitments have been made to the adver-

tiser concerning the original layout and deviations

are not possible. But, if the suggested change

strikes the art director as a good one, perhaps he

should consider opening the subject up again with

the client. Best of all, of course, is to leave some

leeway when layout approvals are obtained in the

first place. Inflexibility is not consistent with crea-

tiveness, and the final artist should be allowed a

large stake in the creative endeavor.

DON'T be a messenger boy betiveen artist

and account executive. As far as the artist is

concerned, the art director is the boss. Express an

opinion and let him know it's your own. The art

director's likes and dislikes are the ones that

count here. The artist wants to feel that he is

taking an assignment from a man who will him-

self stand up for the artist's finished job if need be.
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Artist-designer, John Gaydos, received only verbal instructions for this assignment. Problem

was to dramatize visually the flight of golf balls, show their sturdiness and resistance. Artist

first made up these colored comprehensives for approval, then finished them up. He was given

full freedom to exercise not only his ability at rendering but also his strong sense of design.

KNOW

Layout here, though conceived

by the art director, still gave

artist Bob Weaver plenty of lee-

way to make creative contribu-

tions when he interpreted the

idea. Instead of one solution, he

came back with several possi-

bilities. Together with the art

director, the most suitable

sketch was picked and used for

the finished art.
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HOW MUCH IS IT WORTH?
To put a price tag on a commercial illustration

is as formidable a task as trying to price an oil

painting hanging in a museum. A picture valued

at several thousand dollars might have a long

queue of impatient buyers, another illustration

tagged at $100 might not find a single customer.

It is hard for the layman to understand why

two pieces of art of apparently similar merit

should carry such divergent prices. Advertisers,

too, find it difficult to comprehend why a casual

line drawing that some artist "knocked out" in less

than an hour should command $500, while another

on the same subject can be had for $10 or less.

It is left up to the art director not only to under-

stand but also to justify these divergencies in

prices. After all, he is the "expert" on art; he

should be articulate enough to explain. But how

does one define quality?

It is doubtful that standard art prices will ever

be set. Art is not a piece of machinery whose cost

of operation can be arrived at by methods of ac-

counting. The variables in art are too great.

There are some factors, however, that might be

considered when assessing art work. Sadly enough,

not all have to do with the intrinsic value of the

work. Yet all must be taken into account in the

commercial art field.

I se of the art ivork

Obviously, for a piece of art work to be used in

a half page in a small trade journal, the space

costing the advertiser perhaps $50, the art director

wouldn't think of paying $500. This would be like

building an outhouse out of pure mahogany. By

the same token, if this advertisement is planned

for the Saturday Evening Post, with space costing

as much as $25,000 for the privilege, the art di-

rector may splurge as much as $750, even more,

for art on the same subject—and still be able to

justify this luxury to the client.

The relationship between the cost of publication

space and the cost of art work is not always

that simple, however. An artist may find himself

getting only half as much for a drawing only for

the reason that it will be used on a limited basis,

perhaps only in one issue of a particular magazine.

To some extent, the advertiser's total allotment

will bear on the price paid for art. Art may ac-

count for between 1 and 5 per cent of the total ad-

vertising budget; the national average, according

to a survey undertaken by Art Direction magazine,

hovers around 2.5 per cent, the proportion being

slightly higher in company's own advertising de-

partments. This means that for every $1,000 the

advertiser sets aside for advertising expenses, the

art director can usually shell out $25 for art work.

When production is added to the cost of art work,

the figures average between 10 and 20 per cent of

the total advertising budget.

The percentage varies radically with space costs,

naturally. It would be folly to try to get anything

decent in the way of art for only $5 because the

advertisement is going to make only one appear-

ance in a small paper. Similarly, the art director

may find that he can get along fine spending less

than $2,500 for a piece of art that will run "across

the board" (in several major publications).

Is the painting on the right 85

times as "good" as the one on

the left? Who can say? In any

event, "St. Jerome in His Study."

by the 15th century artist Stefan

Lochner was tabbed about 85

times higher than Spanish painter

De Castro's "Zemeyas." Perhaps

the answer is that Lochner's

works are much rarer, seldom

ever seen outside Germany.

In commercial art, as in fine

art, prices vary widely and often

without apparent reason. The in-

trinsic beauty of an illustration is

only one of many factors that de-

termine its worth.

$750 $64,350



Mechanical (rescales): $230

Finished art: $2,000
Comprehensive: $200

I Lettering (caption): $30 Photostats: $65

Sail on Italys Finest

!

This luxury fleet of Italian Line Ships

will take you to Italy. ..and all Europe!

Engraving: $4,900

Italian Line

Electrotypes: $290
Composition: $380

A demonstration of how cost of art (and production) is

related to the total outlay for an advertisement, how
what the art director can spend depends on the space

that will be bought.

Artist James Bingham received $2,000 for five full-

color illustrations of ships, done in tempera. These were

combined in one ad and used as the left-side page of a

double spread in several major publications. The cost of

the art work is about average for a top artist but, from

an advertiser's viewpoint, it would not have been justified

if the ad were to run in only one magazine, or in only

minor publications. However, with the paintings appear-

ing, in one form or another in about 20 magazines, in

over 120 newspapers and also in point-of-sale material,

for a total space cost of about a quarter of a million

dollars, the amount spent on art work, less than 1 per

cent of the total cost, turned out to be actually below

average. Even with the inclusion of all production costs

(typography, engraving, etc.), the cost amounted to

less than 3 per cent of the total expenditure for the ads.

In cases like this, where full-scale publication is

planned, there is little justification for not buying the best

there is in art. The few hundred dollars difference between

first-rate and second-rate work becomes a minor consider-

ation in the over-all budget. Taking a chance on poor

results seems foolhardy with such a large expenditure

at stake.

Relationship between the cost of preparation and the

cost of running advertising is even more pronounced in

budgets for television commercials. About 10 per cent of

the total time charge is usually allocated for production

cost; in spot or local campaigns, this may go up to 20 or

even 25 per cent. Conversely, in very expensive network

shows, the cost of commercial preparation may fall as

low as 5 per cent of the total.

Here, too, as in print advertising, reruns and rescales

push the cost of art work per ad down. The more the

commercial is shown, the less expensive it gets. Pabst

Blue Ribbon cartoon commercials for the prizefight shows

cost $3,000 each to make, but only $25 on a cost-per-

showing basis. Kellogg cereals spent $3,700 for one car-

toon jingle on Rice Krispies, but the thing ran 50 times

on "Howdy Doody," with cost only $75 for each time.
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Reputation of the artist

An artist's signature may be worth hundreds of

dollars. No matter how simple the job, an adver-

tiser may still have to pay dearly for having a

"name" execute the illustration.

There are many who think it outrageous that

some "prima donnas" can write their own price

tickets. They claim there are always scores of

other professionals who could do the jobs just as

well, sometimes better.

Yet, name artists with rigid and high price

ranges are here to stay. While using such an artist

may be costly, it may also be a sound investment

on the advertiser's part. These men often have

a large following with the public. In addition, fa-

mous artists can be depended on as a rule to de-

liver good work and on time, thus eliminating the

risks of buying a pig in a poke.

Complexity of the job

Those trained in art can estimate pretty closely

the amount of labor a job will entail. The price, to

a large degree, is often commensurate with this. A
tight drawing, involving a group of people shown

in detail, requires more time to finish than a loose

sketch in a fashion-y style. Some illustrations, for

example those showing complicated scenery or his-

torical backgrounds, may require the artist to

spend a considerable amount of time in research.

Illustrations in color take more time than black-

and-white pictures. A scratchboard drawing re-

quires more painstaking care than a line rendition

of the same subject.

Quality of ivork

Some illustrations just seem to have more of an

impact than others. Just what makes them better

is anybody's guess, but the fact is they carry a cer-

tain "quality." The art director is the acknowl-

edged judge of whether a drawing has this intangi-

ble something or not—not the account executive.

nor the advertiser.

Quality has a distinct commercial value. The

public may not be able to analyze what it is that

makes the picture outstanding (often, the art di-

rector himself cannot put his finger on it), but the

people sense its presence.

Size

Oddly enough, the physical size of the illustra-

tion may be a factor when the talk comes around

to price. A spot drawing, even though it sometimes

takes as much thought and care, will bring less to

the artist than the same drawing done on a larger

scale and used as a major illustration.

Originality

Just as the house of Dior commands fabulous

prices for its models, some artists demand extra

recognition for their "firsts" in technique. Whether

the money is well spent on acquiring an original

technique that the advertiser can call his own (at

least for a while ) is left up to the judgment of the

art director. One should remember here that origi-

nality does have tremendous value in advertising

promotion.

Deadline pressure

The time given an artist to finish a job may at

first seem a much more important factor in arriv-

ing at a price than it warrants. But artists, particu-

larly when they are busy, will not interrupt well-

paced schedules to take on another job unless they

receive additional compensation for the extra ef-

fort. Conversely, if there is ample time for the

artist to work in, he may gladly accept the assign-

ment for a lower price, since he can fit the work

into time when he otherwise would be idle.

Creative contribution

If the artist is expected to do something other

than just follow a comprehensive layout line for

line, if he is expected to make some creative con-

tributions on his own, this effort should be recog-

nized in the price. Sometimes the search for the

right solution takes considerable time—as any art

director knows too well.

Geographical differences

It is another oddity of the commercial art busi-

ness that prices, especially for smaller jobs, vary

with location. What may be standard payment in

New York, is way over the mark in Miami. This

is, more than anything else, the law of supply and
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demand in operation—where the demand is great-

est, the pay is highest.

New York, alone, is home to over one-fourth

of the entire artist population. With the major

buyers of art work located in this city, prices sel-

dom hit the rock-bottom category, and the artist

population comprises the highest paid pool of tal-

ent in the country. Art buying in Chicago and De-

troit also reaches into the higher paying end of the

scale, while averages in San Francisco. Boston.

Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and St. Louis are

somewhat lower. In small cities, eyebrows are

raised faster than prices.

Hotv much is too much?

The art director is. in fact, a purchasing agent

for the advertiser and, as such, is expected to get

the most for his money. However, a knack for

buying art "cheap" is not necessarily the road to

success.

Only with the help of sound art talent can the

advertiser hope to create outstanding advertising

—and talent costs money. The art director who

tries to make an impression on his superiors

mostly by demonstrating an agility at haggling

over prices may find he is digging his own profes-

sional grave. While the advertiser's complaints

about overpayment for artists may be serious (and

steps should be taken to correct the situation if it

does exist), there is even graver trouble if the

quality of the art work is open to criticism.

$200 is a fair price for this drawing. This is a competent

"bread-and-butter" commercial illustration.

$75 for this spot illustration is just about an average price.

It's clean, crisp, well-drawn, although it isn't done in

a particularly distinguished way. Drawings like these

constitute the bulk of material used in commercial art.

$700 for just a plain, black blur may seem excessive.

Perhaps it is. perhaps it is not. This illustration shows

that the reputation of the artist means higher prices

sometimes. The cartoon, used by Pepsi-Cola during the

war when black-outs were common, was captioned:

"Ladies and gentlemen, immediately after the 'all clear'

the management will serve Pepsi in the Circle Room."

$500 for this scratchboard illustration of the client's

product. A fine job, drawings like these reproduce well in

newspapers.



$150 is a small price for this well-done album cover

but, unfortunately, just about par in the music trade. In

this field, as well as in comic strip work, retail-store

advertising and, of course, "fine" painting, artist's com-
pensation is sadly low.

$35 for a figure like this, to be used in cata-

logues or mat newspaper ads, is a typical

price in the field. Artists specialize in this

type of drawing, develop great facility at

turning this sort of work out quickly and
neatly.

COST OF TELEVISION COMMERCIALS
To go ahead and plan a television commercial

without an inkling of the production costs involved

is indeed a head-in-the-clouds luxury that few art

directors can afford. One man's dream may easily

cost two or three times as much as another man's

more practical flight of fancy—with no appreci-

able difference in quality.

Agencies and their clients are both anxious to

determine costs early in the preparation of a com-

mercial. It is difficult to conceive a storyboard with

an exact idea of costs in mind first, but a rough

estimate can usually be made without putting too

much hindrance on the art director's creative

imagination. Once the storyboard is down on

paper and outside producers can be invited to

make bids, production costs can be figured out

with greater accuracy. These are often submitted

to clients along with proposed storyboards.

How much money for planning?

Ill-conceived scripts and hurriedly jotted-down

storyboards can, and often do, double the produc-

tion costs. It pays to spend time on preparation.

Experienced commercial TV art directors take

advantage of the many economy short cuts avail-

able in production. It must always be kept in mind

that only what the camera "sees" appears on the

screen. It is wasted money to build up elaborate

settings when a close-up will achieve the same

effect. If only the head of a girl is to be seen in a

living room, it makes no difference whether she

wears an expensive Paris gown or a set of long

underwear on the set.

The movement of the camera—live or film

—

can also be used intelligently to get the maximum
effect on a minimum budget. Fast swish pans make
fanciful backgrounds unnecessary. Using two cam-

eras may be cheaper than one—or three. Changes

of lens may cut down the need for moving the

camera about. And there are many more means

to calm the nerves of a budget-conscious client.

As one producer put it: "There are just as many
ways to save money on TV as there are to

spend it."

In the making of many a commercial, time

spent on planning (script, storyboard, and setting

up the production) consumes nearly half of the
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total time from idea to audience. This planning

may also eat up 40 to 50 per cent of the total cost

of the commercial. While this may seem out of

proportion to some critics, experience indicates

that more often than not the result is a commercial

less costly than if it had been planned in a hurry.

Performers want to get paid, too

The Screen Actors Guild has a contract with

almost all film producers and advertising agencies

stipulating a minimum fee for which its members

may work. This minimum is called scale. Anyone

who makes more than the minimum is getting

overscale.

Regardless of ability, everyone working in front

of the camera or microphone is categorized as

talent. With minor exceptions, all talent must be-

long to SAG and abide by their rulings on pay-

ment.

Talent is paid a session fee for just being pres-

ent in the studio—whether the performer sings or

just sits reading a magazine without ever appear-

ing on screen. If the work session results in ma-

terial used in more than one commercial, the

talent must be paid in full fees for each film made

out of that material. Each time a film is telecast,

repayment is due. The amount varies, depending

on where and how often the commercial is used.

Generally speaking, talent may be divided into

two categories : on-camera and off-camera. An on-

camera performer is either an actor or an extra.

In essence, an actor is anyone whose face can be

recognized on the screen, while an extra's face

cannot be distinguished.

An off-camera performer is the opposite of a

well-brought-up child: he can be heard but not

seen. Off-camera voices get paid approximately

half as much as on-camera performers.

From time to time a situation arises where pic-

tures or a sound track made for another purpose

are used on film commercials. When this happens,

the talent must receive SAG repayment fees in ad-

dition to any previous payments. By the same
token, if TV commercials are to be used in an-

other medium, it is necessary to pay talent the

required additional fees that cover such other uses.

Use of music and musicians also costs money.

This, by itself, is a highly complex field. Some-
times, for example, it is cheaper to employ a whole

orchestra than just a quartet. The music unions

will provide an explanation in each case.

Whether it is wise to use a more expensive

"name" performer versus one who has equal tal-

ent but no wide reputation is much discussed.

Larger companies who can afford to air their

commercials with regularity often succeed in

"building up" hitherto relatively unknown per-

sonalities, establishing these lucky ones as spokes-

men for their companies. Such a build-up can pay

handsome dividends for everyone concerned. As a

rule, familiar faces do a better selling job on the

screen than unknown ones, regardless of talent.

Hon- to keep animation costs from
climbing too high

Of all the production techniques, animation is

apt to be the costliest. Making animated films, as

explained in Chapter 4, is an involved procedure,

and the advertiser must pay dearly for indulging

in this form of art. Some one-minute commercials,

fully animated, have been known to soar to as

much as $25,000 to produce. Average cost to

produce runs to about $70 per foot, which would

bring an "average" twenty-second commercial to

about $2,000.

While animation can be costly, the technique

affords many relief measures for the limited bud-

get. With costs contingent on "units," techniques

which cut down on these, such as scratch-off car-

tooning, cycles, camera animation, limited anima-

tion, and photo animation, are all ways to save

dollars.

Which is cheaper—live or

film commercials?

The cost of putting a live commercial together

usually runs to less than filming it, although the

greater cost extremes at both ends are found in

film. A live show may cost $5,000 to $10,000 per

minute to produce, while a commercial on cellu-

loid may vary in cost from a low of $1,000 to pos-

sibly $35,000.

It should be kept in mind that regardless of the

length or importance of the commercial, a mini-

mum union crew must be hired and paid for on a

daily basis.

Television is a highly effective advertising me-

dium and therefore does cost money. It is not un-

usual for some major advertisers to spend as much

as three million dollars annually on television—for

eighty minutes of commercial time.
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The groivlh of studio services

As the commercial art field grew in size and

complexity, a new kind of service came into ex-

istence, the art studios. These took over the man-

agement of the affairs for many lone-wolf artists,

enabling them to spend most of their time at their

drawing boards. Through studios, it is possible to

buy art in a "package" (including lettering, re-

touching, paste-up, major and minor illustrations,

and even typesetting at times). Agency and com-

pany art departments found this to be more prac-

tical than trying to get everything piecemeal and

then hope that the pieces would fall neatly into the

whole advertisement.

Studios may consist of anything from just a

few enterprising young men to hundreds of spe-

cialists working under the same roof. Efficiency

is the keyword. Jobs are processed in streamlined

fashion, going routinely from lettering to paste-up,

from photographer to retoucher. Often, two or

three artists will work on the same illustration,

contributing what each does best; one will do the

interior, another will sketch the people, still an-

other the picture of the product.

One advantage for the art director is that he

can throw the job in the lap of the studio and turn

his energies to a new project. For the artist, one

of the great benefits is that he finds security in a

studio setup; he is no longer responsible for doing

his own hustling and less dependent on the va-

garies of his field. The studio owner collects a

commission from the artist, running from 5 to

25 per cent of the payment the artist receives, the

commission being higher in those cases where the

studio supplies overhead items, such as work
space and supplies. On occasion, the artists are

retained on a straight employee basis and paid

salaries.

Studios today are a permanent part of the com-

mercial art scene. Half of the advertising agencies

and some 80 per cent of company advertising de-

partments reported in 1956 that they bought their

art primarily from studios.

The system has some pitfalls. With many jobs

going through a shop at the same time, the art

director's assignment might be slighted in favor of

another one that, for any of several reasons, is

given priority.

On the right is a picture-sequence demonstra-

tion of a large art studio in operation—the Lester

Rossin Studio in this case.
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1. Salesman takes tele-

phone call from an adver-

tising agency's art director

who explains the job he

wants done.

2. Representative picks out,

from thousands of samples filed

in his stock room, samples of

artists' work he thinks the art

director might be interested in.

6. Job is discussed with the artist. The studio has a num-

ber of artists on tap. each a specialist in some phase of

commercial art. Some of these artists work on the prem-

ises, others in quarters of their own.

10. Photostats are often desired,

and the larger studios have

photostat equipment on hand to

get them quickly.

11. Studio bull pen is

quite extensive. Here,

mechanicals are prepared,
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3. In the art director's office, salesman dis-

plays the samples he has chosen. Several

possibilities are considered, and questions of

artist availability and costs are discussed

with the art director.

4. The representative, with the

art director's layout in his hand,

goes back to talk the job over

with the studio manager. Work
is doled out to various people.

5. A job sheet, containing

all the specifications for

the job, is prepared. (This

sheet will be kept on file.

)

7. For the artist's reference, sharp photo-

graphs of the product are made in the

studio's photography section. (Pictures of

live models are also shot here for illustra-

tions with human interest.)

8. Retouching of the photo-

graph, an important phase of

the work, is going on here.

Transparency is used as a double

check against the dye transfer.

9. Every studio has a skilled

lettering man. While other parts

of the ad are being processed,

lettering is worked on.

corrections made, clean-

ing up performed.

12. The volume of work

makes a special mount-

ing section desirable.

Here, several men are

doing this work.

13. Final check is given every job by head-

man, Lester Rossin. Sometimes the work is

returned for improvements to various people

before it is submitted to the critical eye of

the art director.

14. Representative brings

the job home! His reas-

suring smile is for the

benefit of the art director,

a perpetual worrier.



The following, an article by the author (An

in Advertising, June, 1954), lists some of these

pitfalls that might be found in dealings with

studio representatives.

AN ART DIRECTOR LOOKS AT
ART SALESMEN

Talking to the salesmen, going through the work

of the people they represent, is the best shot-in-the-

arm we can get. Samples are a source of ideas. Now.
this doesn't mean we're a bunch of plagiarists; the

art director still has to sweat out all by himself the

dramatizing of headlines, whether he likes it or not,

and a random study of other people's creations is

not likely to be of much use in finding the solution

to a particular problem. But this can open up new
vistas on styles and techniques; it may turn out to be

just the answer to the art director's search for some-

thing new in the coming campaign on Chewy Chunks.

More and more the art director is working backwards

—picking his artist first, and then building a cam-

paign around his particular style.

You've heard it before—an art director is no bet-

ter than the art he buys. Whether he likes the way

an art salesman parts his hair or not, the man is, by

necessity, his best friend. And, incidentally, most of

these guys are pretty wonderful people, anyway.

But now to the gripes.

The Genial Salesman

Before I say a few words about some of the sales-

men I could well do without, let me repeat: the peo-

ple introduced here are far from typical. But since I

have been invited to trot out my gripes as well as

my kudos—well, here we go.

One of the salesmen I don't like is a fellow who
loves everybody. I know this man pretty well by now;

I see him three or four times a week. Still, it's funny,

he can hardly control his delirium at seeing me. His

handshake is strictly Dale Carnegie "firm," so I offer

the left hand since the right one I need for making

layouts to feed the family well.

His name, for the purpose of this article, is Brown.

Mr. Brown does not bother to make appointments.

He knows that he is universally loved and any art

director would be only too happy to see him at any

time. The sheer force of his magnetic personality

clinches the sale. For this reason, he figures showing

samples is just a waste of time.

If Mr. Brown had an appointment with someone
four blocks down the street, he would show up "on

his way back" just to say hello. Invariably he ap-

pears at the door of the office just as the art director

is trying to catch up on some overdue layouts as he

answers a phone call from the production man who
wants to know about the finished ads that were due

earlier that morning.

Samples—The More The Merrier

The man from Smith & Smith & Smith Studios, Mr.

Smith, is quite a different type. He keeps his mind
strictly on business, his own.

Confide to Mr. Smith that you're looking for a

scratchboard artist and he will return in no time flat

with not only the samples you asked for, but some
twenty-five pounds of additional samples just for good

measure. While he's at it, Mr. Smith spreads out be-

fore your eyes the output of all thirty-five artists he

represents, plus that of a promising newcomer who
must have discarded nothing at all during his four

years in art school. Mr. Smith will round out the

picture with works of his cartoonists, lettering men,

mechanical help. As a final fillip you will get a brief

description of how and why his studio was started.

Do Art Directors Have Any Taste?

Then we have Mr. Jones. At different times in his

full life he was art director for half a dozen top-flight

advertising agencies stretching from here to San An-

tonio and. besides, he is in thorough sympathy with

editorial art direction having held down a job with a

house organ for a huge oil firm. There is little that

Mr. Jones does not know. He certainly understands

your problems, even better than you do. And, to dis-

pel any misgivings you may have. Mr. Jones will

comfort you with the knowledge that he has been

"on both sides of the fence."

Tell this art representative you think the sky in

the illustration could use a little more blue, and he

will shake his head. After all, he has dealt in blue

skies ever so many more years than you, and he even

thinks "We have too much blue here as it is!"

Mr. Jones will supervise changes in your layouts

and you might not recognize the improved versions

as the ones you started out with (and neither will the

client). Perhaps he will only go so far as to suggest

art styles different from those you had in mind. In

other words, Mr. Jones really extends himself—and

all this free of charge. You can count your blessings

if Mr. Jones services you.

One Picture Is Worth Waiting For

Mr. Black is a nice, respectable fellow. He respects

artists. That anyone should be capable of creating a

picture from just a few hunks of crayon and a sheet of

paper astonishes Mr. Black. He expects everyone,

including art directors, to share his astonishment.

A job is late? The artist didn't follow instructions?
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Please, Mr. Art Director. We are dealing with artists.

You must understand. An artist has feelings, tempera-

ment which we ordinary human beings don't com-

prehend. The artist says he doesn't understand why

the dog should be in the picture anyway. He thinks

the illustration needed a little more width; that it

should be circular instead of square. He couldn't

finish the job today because he felt tired yesterday

and the day before, and you certainly can't get good

work from a tired artist.

You can always talk Mr. Black into seeing things

your way. But he has to check with the artist first.

He'll call you back.

I don't know how he does it, but Mr. Black has a

special knack for surrounding himself with tempera-

mental artists. And you'll hear about his problems

every time.

"He's Spending Two Weeks At The North Pole"

Mr. White will take any job, anytime, day or night.

His motto: I can always get someone to do your job.

For days nothing will happen. Then your phone

rings and Mr. White is at the other end. Artist A

has a cold. Artist B is on vacation. Artist C is busy

painting his house. Artist D has moved to California.

So Mr. White promises he will contact Mr. E. Mr.

White would be delighted to get the job, but of course

he doesn't like to make any commitments and then

have to leave you out on the limb. So Mr. White

wonders if you would like to take the job back. Artist

E is a good friend of his but . . . well, he would

hate to let you down.

At the start of the job, nothing is too big for Mr.

White. The job is always right up his alley—the

problems come later.

Well, now you've met these fellows and I think

you will agree with me that they are exceptions. If

they were typical, the art studio business would be in

sad shape indeed.

Now more than ever, art directors are dependent

on the services of outside artists and studios. The art

salesmen, more than any other group, can be credited

with this development. And without these salesmen,

artists would have a difficult time.

And so would art directors.

Since it is only fair that a studio representa-

tive should be heard in rebuttal, a reproduction

of an article in the same issue of the magazine,

showing the other side of the picture, is also

given.

AN ART SALESMAN LOOKS AT
ART DIRECTORS

This is my answer to the article on the opposite

page. I have been asked to write it and I, too, have

been encouraged to get things off my chest.

Since I've been given the signal to gripe to my
heart's content, I have to write this article anony-

mously. We all have to make a living, and I am
anxious to continue making mine.

In the first place, I would like to set the record

straight and say that we all love art directors. In his

article, Mr. Baker says that without art studio men,

art directors would have a difficult time. Well, with-

out art directors, we couldn't even exist.

Mr. Baker says that an art director is as good as

the art he buys. This one cuts both ways, too. An art

representative is only as successful as the art he sells.

But all this is neither here nor there. Let's get down
to the facts.

Here are some of my gripes.

The studio vs. the bull pen

First of all, I would like to say a few words about

art directors who don't give us as much business as

they should.

This, of course, sounds exactly like what you

would expect from a representative trying to hustle

up some more business. But I do think I have a

legitimate point here. The fact is that some art di-

rectors have an unreasonable block against farming

work out. They are under the impression that outside

help will automatically put costs out of line and sub-

ject them to severe criticism from management.

What some art directors, and advertising people in

general, overlook is that labor—wherever it sits

—

costs money. The difference is that the cost of an

inside job will not be so apparent; the sketchman

draws his weekly salary anyhow and the rent, light

bills, phone bills, etc., disappear in the general shuffle

of operating expenses. If, for example, a studio

charges seventy-five dollars for a comprehensive

sketch, there is a good chance, take it from me, that

that much money, or almost as much, would go into

the sketch if it were done in the art department.
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Mechanicals are another example. They may be

had for about the equivalent of inside work. Maybe
it doesn't seem so on the surface, but taking every-

thing into account it just about works out that way.

First thing tomorrow morning

My second gripe has touched every last one of us.

It has to do with time.

Everyone in the advertising business wants more

time, of course. A whole vocabulary of cliches has

been built around this fact. "We'd like to give you a

good job, but we need more time." "No sense rushing;

let's do the job right." "The difficult we do immedi-

ately. The impossible takes a little longer. Your job

is impossible."

I would like to say that in the midst of these cries,

we are in there screaming with the rest of them, but

somehow our voice comes out the weakest. The art

director and the copywriter can almost always

wheedle more time to "create." Account men, in

touch with the client, can sometimes pull a few

strings. Production men, at the end of the line and

therefore, allegedly, in the worst spot, can back up

their laments with ominous publication closing dates.

We have no such weapons. We are truly in the

middle, the link where the slack can. unfortunately,

be taken up.

Art directors who take advantage of this are not

among my favorites. Artists, partly because they have

to eat, and partly because some of them are almost

naively anxious to please, are willing to make up for

lost time by working at night. Some art directors

take this as a matter of routine.

One picture is worth waiting for

Mr. Baker complains about art representatives who
are in the habit of explaining away delays instead of

getting the job done. Now, I would like to point a

finger at art directors whose instructions would leave

anyone in the dark.

Words like "loose technique," "tight style," "the

fashion touch." "a masculine feel." etc., all mean
something, I guess, but unless they are accompanied
by some specific detail, they can open the way to

dozens of different interpretations.

The art director could cut down the chances for

misunderstanding if he took the trouble to supply

clippings or other reference material in some in-

stances. On the other hand, sometimes the layout is

complete enough to dispel any doubt as to the art

treatment called for. If the artist is bought for his

style, then no words at all are necessary.

The legal minds like to get things down in writing.

Why shouldn't we get them in pictures where neces-

sary?

The frightened art director

"We have a crazy client," is the way this art di-

rector will always preface his assignments. He makes

no secret of the fact that he disagrees with his bosses.

But he is not sure how far he can go against their

wishes. He is plainly frightened.

Such an attitude on the part of an art director

makes everyone else's job difficult. His state of mind

is like a contagious disease; the art representative

will pick it up and knowingly or unknowingly pass it

on to the artist. The artist then will approach his job

with such grave doubts that it will affect whatever

he tries.

We know that art directors are often in a tough

spot. They stand between client and artist. Their

struggle is mostly within themselves, and often in-

ternally stormy; it is the struggle between artistic

freedom and the more brutal demands of practical

business.

We feel for them, but in any event, they should

come to a pretty firm decision before the work is

given out, not after, or while it is being processed. It

is fruitless to avoid the responsibility of committing

oneself about a piece of art. You just can't hang

around never okaying anything and waiting for some-

one else's approval. Needless to say, this is what gives

the representative and the artist sleepless nights.

"It's an emergency"

Art directors like crises about as much as they

enjoy getting ulcers. Anybody's work suffers under

high pressure; tempers rise, quality falls.

A few, however, thrive on crises, I think. This is

only my personal opinion, supported over the years

of observation, although I must admit I have no scien-

tific data.

It must be very satisfying to be a magician who
performs impossible tricks with the greatest of ease.

I have come to the conclusion that some art buyers

(and they are few. of course), actually create a crisis

now and then just so they can solve it.

They "get things done," no matter what. But the

fellows who really take it on the chin are the artists

who stop sleeping for a night or two. It is too bad

when an art director has to depend on such devices

to impress his superiors.

But I must say the majority of art directors are

swell people to work with. They are about the sin-

cerest. hardest-working bunch of men you ever can

meet. Art directors, probably more than anyone else,

are responsible for increasing the artistic standards

of advertising, and we studio representatives are

always interested in this development. Also, art di-

rectors, as a rule, are the artists' staunchest rooters

for better pay and working conditions.

Somebody must be able to sell the artist to the

client, and interpret the client's thinking to the artist.

It's the art director who does both. God help him in

his work—and I hope we can. too.
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WHO SHOULD BUY THE ART?

Whether the art director should buy the art. or

someone else hired specifically for that purpose,

is a controversial issue. Art directors, art buyers,

artists—all seem to have plenty of opinions on

the subject.

One might assume that the larger the art depart-

ment, the more specialists are needed, the more

likely there is to be a post for an art buyer. How-
ever, while it is generally true that most art buyers

find themselves working for the larger shops, in

many very large art departments it is still the art

director who deals with the artist (or his repre-

sentative). At the BBDO agency, there is no one

whose job it is only to buy art, although the de-

partment is one of the largest in the world.

The question of whether there should be a

specific art buyer or not cannot be resolved on

theoretical grounds. What may prove workable in

one outfit, may prove impractical in another. Art

buying departments, including the one at Young
& Rubicam. where purchases run well over one

million dollars annually, advance some very good

arguments for employing an art buyer (or several

of them)

:

1. An art buyer takes many details off the art

director's shoulders, leaving him free to make
layouts. Art buying is a time-consuming job and

can bite deeply into a creative man's day.

2. Art directors are usually too busy to give

proper attention to the many portfolios that come
into the shop. One agency estimates that their art

director could spend three hours every day if he

saw everyone who had art to sell.

3. Because full-time buyers are able to keep

track of a large number of artists, they tend to

broaden the sources of supply. Art directors,

working under pressures of deadlines, often limit

their purchases to a handful of old acquaintances

and studios whom they can trust to do their wor-

rying for them.

Those who believe art belongs in the art di-

rector's control also have some strong arguments:

1
.
A layout is only a blueprint. Just as an archi-

tect is expected to follow up his concept person-

ally and see that everything goes according to

plans, an art director must make his presence felt

every step of the way.

2. He should spend part of his time browsing

through sample books, and management should

see that the load of work doesn't prevent him from

doing so. Looking at other people's work is a

stimulant for an art director's thinking. It's his

business to know what talent there is around.

3. Art buyers tend to put artists into handy

categories. They are not likely to see the possi-

bilities in a new style as readily as the art director.

4. There are more than enough middlemen be-

tween artist and art director already. Why add an-

other? Instructions may be misinterpreted by an

art buyer. Only the art director knows exactly

what he wants—and often this cannot be put into

words easily.

There is much to be said for the idea that an art

director should be encouraged to stay with his job

as much and as long as possible. Enforced separa-

tion between art director and his brain child usu-

ally results in poorer ads and, quite often, in dis-

couraged art directors. Part of the fun, after all, is

in following through the layout—seeing the dream

come to life little by little.

Most art departments employing art buyers

have tried to combine the two systems—keeping

the art director at the helm when it comes to pass-

ing final judgment on a purchase, yet giving the art

buyer plenty of room to exercise his judgment in

seeking out talent and keeping the necessary

records.

In these "combination" cases, an art director

looking for a certain type of illustration is pre-

sented by the art buyer with several artist possi-

bilities, along with portfolios. The art director and

the art buyer discuss the problem and arrive at a

decision. In matters of taste, the last word is usu-

ally the art director's; in more practical matters,

such as price, availability, and dependability of

the artist, deadlines to be set, the art buyer's dis-

cretion is relied on.

Many art buyers make it a practice to send in-

teresting sample books on to the art directors.

Then, if the art director wishes to talk with the

artist, an appointment is arranged.

An art buyer can be a tremendous help to the

art director. And so, incidentally, can the art di-

rector be to the art buyer.
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WHEN IS AN ARTIST WORKING ON SPECULATION
ON EXPERIMENTATION?

The code of ethics in use in advertising, as well

as the art director's sense of fair play, should tell

him that he should not expect the artist to work

"on speculation"—that is. to finish up a piece of

work that is needed for an advertisement with the

idea that he will be paid for it if it is "satisfactory."

It is assumed that the buyer of art will know in

advance what is to be expected of a particular

artist and. if the details of the assignment are ad-

hered to, the artist should be paid for his job

—

whether or not the buyer subsequently decides

something else might do better.

Does this mean the art director should never get

together with the artist unless he has a firm go-

ahead from the advertiser? What happens during

the early planning stages when the art director has

an artist in mind and would like to call him in to

get his contribution when it really counts? A de-

signer or illustrator with a distinctive style often

comes up with a concept different from that of the

art director's. Should the art director proceed on

his own, nevertheless—get his own ideas okayed

and then ask the artist to follow them?

More and more, art directors are finding that

it pays to get the artist's ideas before final recom-

mendations are made to the client. (This is espe-

cially true with photographers, as will be shown

in the following chapter. ) Free-lance designers

are invited to execute layouts the way they see

them. Artists with unusual techniques are asked

to submit their concepts of the illustration. These

are called "experimental" assignments.

Regardless of where ideas originate, the chance

of getting a negative reaction from the advertiser

is always present. When outside help is employed,

the venture is doubly speculative. But, even so.

the artist should never be asked to assume com-

plete responsibility. If the work is turned down
after he completes the job. the artist should still

get paid for his efforts. All the art director can do

is hope for better luck next time and help himself

to a tranquilizer.

Payment for experimental work can be kept

elastic. If the work is approved, the artist may be

asked to turn in a more finished form of the art,

and the cost of experimentation may be absorbed

in his total charges. If it has been agreed previ-

ously that someone else should carry through the

idea, he gets a set price for his preliminary work.

In the event that the concept is rejected, the artist

still gets paid—although possibly less than he

would otherwise receive.

Art directors sometimes find that the very

flexible nature of purchasing art on an experi-

mental basis gives results not otherwise achieved.

Many artists are quite enthusiastic about making

initial contributions—they like the freedom of not

having to follow an art director's layout sealed,

stamped, and delivered with the client's approval.

When the Chase Manhattan Bank considered

changing its art technique, several artists

were invited to submit their own interpre-

tations. Here are three, each different in

execution. Each artist received payment for

his efforts, regardless of whether his work

was finally used or not.
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OTHER FORMALITIES IN BUYING ART
Artistic temperament being what it is, there is

a tendency toward boredom with businesslike

procedures. Reading a solid block of 6-point type

seems too formidable a task for those accustomed

to thinking in terms of big, bold pictures. Art di-

rectors, though they may represent large concerns,

often feel they might just as well skip the formali-

ties. As a result, when disputes over art purchases

arise, there seem to be few facts available but

plenty of opinions.

It is unlikely that art buying will ever develop

into a cut-and-dried procedure with no room for

misunderstandings. When a piece of art is bought.

the merchandise cannot be inspected in advance

—

as it may where the customer can finger the prod-

uct he is thinking of buying. The art director buys

now what he imagines he is going to get later.

His guess is usually right, although sometimes it

isn't.

The need for specific instructions

The best way to keep out of trouble is to deliver

clear instructions to the artist. This does not mean

that the art director should put the artist in a cre-

ative strait jacket by filling him up with even-

thing that comes to mind ("What about four

clouds in the sky? ... A purple tone here"). It

simply means eliminating ambiguities. The lan-

guage of art abounds in words that have more

than one meaning: "value," for one, may refer to

the price of the work or the tonal gradations in a

painting. Some of the important details that should

be passed on to the artist are these:

Size of illustration. What size should the artist

make his illustration? If it should be larger than

the layout, how much larger?

Method of interpretation. Size of screen, type of

paper to be used, printing process that will be-em-

ployed later (offset, letterpress, silk screen, etc.)

—all play an important part in determining what

techniques the artist will use. The subtleties of a

wash drawing may show up on the glossy pages of

a magazine, but will blotch in a newspaper. ROP
(run-of-the-press reproduction) requires crisper

and sharper hues than magazines generally ask

for. Flat tones are necessary for good silk screen

reproduction. Thin, fine lines may break when the

art work is electrotyped. Certain trade publications

have a limited number of colors available. Some

techniques, such as simple line drawings, are more

readily reproduced than others—an important

point when the drawing is slated to be used in

various sizes.

Time. When is the work needed? Will there be

time enough for corrections, which seem to be in-

evitable? It's important that you know your artist;

some work more slowly than others, the famous

ones usually have to schedule their jobs well ahead.

The best job in the world is useless if you can't

make a deadline with it.

Where will the advertisement appear? The type

of audience often influences the artist's style; it

might help him to know that the ad will appear in

"sophisticated" magazines, such as the New
Yorker, or in housewife-y publications, such as

Woman's Day.

When will it run'.' Illustrations prepared in the

winter may not be published before the hot

weather comes. A woman bundled up in a fur

coat may jar the reader who sees the picture on a

steaming July day.

Price. Almost always the art director must make
his art purchases within the limits of a definite

budget. It will already have been decided what

can be allotted to the artist, and the ticklish sub-

ject of price can be discussed before the artist

begins to work on the assignment. In some rare

instances, discussion of payment has to follow the

giving of the assignment—the budget has not been

set, the advertiser is yet to be convinced on using

the art work.

Get it in ivriting!

Give the artist written instructions wherever

possible. The rule of giving out assignments on

written order forms is followed in most large art

departments. It's a practice that can save a great

deal of potential anguish for everyone concerned

—the artist, the art director, and possibly the

judge. Sometimes the art director is too rushed to

stop and make out orders, and someone else works

along with him on this routine. Larger advertising

firms often free the art director from this job com-

pletely, employing clerical help for the essential

paper work. (These companies have found, as a

matter of fact, that the clerks are much more de-

pendable in keeping records.)
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Purchase order is made out at

the time work is assigned the

outside artist. Usually, the art

director's instructions are passed

on to a clerk who then fills out

the form in the presence of the

artist. An attempt is made to

be as specific as possible in de-

scribing the assignment. Due
date is sometimes put on this

form, as is price, if both parties

have settled on this detail. Order

is kept in the art department for

reference.
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ART CONTRACT and BILL

Cunningham& Walsh Inc.

260 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

in account with

NAME Jud Reanry Studio
,

77 Park Avenue

Annate >>'<>» Y°rt ="7. "=» Y°rk

DATE M*X 22... 1957

OK /or Payment
DESCRIPTION OF WORK

ROUGH SKETCH Q FINISHED DRAWING Q

DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS

.1... Silhouette. e^..rs%mch..^9..Xr.aDSt^t...at.BrXtAi..lL9tAsx...}f.9^^MISfX"^»ai...

perfect silhouette* ., „, _

2. .Extensive, retouching.. .on..l3rg9...<to:9- .transfer. .. print.;.. ,t;rSl£b.t.eR..snd..KPrre,c.s...

... c.olaor.. remove reflections.,,.. _

3-AdditQnal.retowcbing.on. stye...trsnsf.ex.print., Lighten. .d.a.rk,..a.re.a,£..on.

sardines, retouch. on, crackers., Ordered by;. John Jones.

MEDIUM—Line, Wash, Color, Crayon, Photo

SIZE JOB MUST SCALE TO

DUE DATE (Preliminary Showing) (Complete)

PRICE *..*?M?.

CLIENT Sunshine Biscuits

JOB No ^5B°6

PUBLICATION

REO/N No

Information from the purchase

order is transferred to the art

contract, which is also the

artist's bill after he receives it

and returns it with his signa-

ture. This contract and bill, not

valid without the art director's

and production manager's sig-

natures, is used as a source of

information when billing client

for finished art work.
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PlpOSe Read *^e terms of this Contract in order to prevent

misunderstanding and assure

Prompt Payment of Your Bill

This orde in duplicate by Cunningham 9 Walsh Inc.,

work is ordered, acts both as Contract

and accepted by both parties and as the

nningham S Walsh Inc., for the work oronly Bill acceptable

service rendered.

This Contract-Bill, signed by the person from whom the work is

ordered, should be mailed or delivered to Cunningham 8 Walsh Inc
when work is accepted by them as satisfactory.

Swcri bilk, when received previous to the 3rd day of each month,

will be paid on the 10th oj tame month. When received later than

the 3rd and previous to the 18th of each month, will be paid on the

25th oj same month.

TERMS OF CONTRACT

It is agreed by the person or firm doing work

that Cunningham 6? Walsh Inc. is not obligated

for payment on this Contract unless work or ser-

vice is accepted by them as satisfactory.

It is agreed by the person or firm doing work

that all drawings, photographs or other work cov-

ered by this Contract become the property of the

client of Cunningham cV Walsh Inc., for whom the

work is ordered, on acceptance by Cunningham &
Walsh Inc., and the right and authority to copy-

right, reproduce, publish or display in any manner

is included with the work itself as part of the

If any photograph or copyrighted illustration,

picture or design forms a part or the whole of the

work hereby contracted for, the person or firm

doing work assumes all responsibility for the viola-

tion of any copyright thereon, and agrees to meet

all claims for violation of civil rights or otherwise

arising out of the use thereof, which may be

brought by or in behalf of the person or persons

and also from the persons represented in such

photographs for the reproduction, publication or

display of such photographs for any advertising or

other purpose that is determined by Cunningham
& Walsh Inc

opyrigbt.

And in cases » here such photographs, c • pv-

ghtcd ill
, pic es or designs are n ade

se of th< person or fa mi doing work agrees to

urnish wi th the work hereby contracted fc

roper lie nse fron [he mv ners of such copyr ght

(Signed) firm

CUNNINGHAM 67 WALSH INC

Terms of the contract are

spelled out on the hack of the

art contract and bill for the

benefit of both purchaser and

seller. Procedure of payment is

explained here: a bill received

before the third day of the

month is paid one week later.

This means that the agency is

often the client's creditor, since

artists are often paid before the

client pays his bill.

The uses to which the artist's

work may be put are also de-

scribed here. Note that the pur-

chaser buys all reproduction

rights, not just some. If only

limited rights are bought (as

might he the case in buying re-

production rights for fine art

paintings), this is specifically

stated.

Artist's bill is a replica of the

art contract. Accounting depart-

ment, or clerical personnel in

the art department, is concerned

that the artists bill the agency

correctly—and on time. Tardy

billing on the artist's part can

throw monkey wrenches into

the bookkeeping system.

N? 2^nl
RETOUCHING

dye transfers

carbros

flexichromes

black and white

J U D R E A M Y STUDIO
77 Park Avenue New York 16 /Veto York

VURKAY Hill 5-3366

Cunningha-. •- Walsh Inc.

260 Madison Avenue Apr. 30, 1957

Ne» York 1' , N. V.

loacripti.ni Art I tractor : John .Tnnpp

1 - Silhouette and retouch dya transier print of Client: Sunshine

lar^e single cracker, Accentuate bloom unci eextur , latter word

Vrispy" and parfe.it silh.ouet a of scallops. 00

2 - Fxtensive retouoning on large dye transfer print cf salad plats to

build u; texture and form if creckers to raatoh jthar dye transfer print as

closely as ..ossicles Complete retouching of lettuce to correct color and

separate from plate. Brighten am correct color of cucu-iher, rreot Dolor

end brighten olive, reaching conflicting reflections, correct color ^nd

Sharpen nd perfect edgi-s of tomateo slices. Add color to irayonnn i se and

aocentuate highlights, brighten plate and simplify shad iws. Airhrueh blue

background to match companion piec . 268 oo

3 - Additional retouching on dye transfer print of plate ariti- sala . ,

cheese, sardines, etc '.ini salami, lighten dark areas m sardines.

additional retouching on crackers to emphasize thickness of edj;es of

crackers. Brighten parsley . Pe-paste fork. 73 00

• 393 00

c,
r
C City rales Tax 11 7o

i 404 79

«, Urn. tmmmU 4. ., i» ,«_ .«. m. «.., U., -—* smsmm. m, m^mmm - r-*-



LEGAL ASPECTS OE COMMERCIAL ART
More often than they realize, art directors arc

dealing in legal procedures. Every time an assign-

ment is given to an artist—verbally or in written

form—a contract has been entered into, legally

binding for both parties.

There is a distinction between a contract and

mere negotiation. In order to enter into a contract,

an offer must be made—and this must be uncon-

ditional and definite. Thus, an art director's re-

quest of an artist to submit an estimate for his

work obligates neither side. But. if the art director

gives the artist a layout, specifies the delivery date.

and talks price, and it is understood on both sides

that the artist is expected to carry on with the as-

signment, then there is a contract. If the art di-

rector changes his mind, he has breached his con-

tract and. in theory at least, his company is liable

for damages.

What constitutes "unsatisfactory

performance?"

The court recognizes the possibility that the

artist may not deliver the kind of job expected

when he is given an assignment. The art director

must be able to prove, however, that his expecta-

tions were based on sound reasoning. Also, he

must demonstrate to the court that the artist did

not live up to his usual standards.

Court action, mediation, arbitration

It is, of course, not easy to prove to a group of

eleven men and women sitting in the jury box that

a piece of art work has fallen short. Laymen are

not conscious of the fine points of art; if the artist

has been commissioned to draw a picture of a

woman and he has done just that, then the artist

has obviously carried out his assignment.

Courts sometimes call upon the help of experts

in the graphic field for their opinion. But, even so.

there can be wide divergence about what consti-

tutes "satisfactory performance." The issues, when

taken to court, are more often than not resolved

by some sort of "compromise"—generally in favor

of the "underdog" rather than the advertiser.

Because of the general unpleasantness and un-

wieldiness of the procedure, disputes between

artists and buyers of art are seldom taken to court.

Both sides, naturally, favor settling their differ-

ences through mediation or arbitration.

In mediation, where a third party is asked to

lend his good offices to overcome the difficulty, the

decision is not binding and the case may still be

taken to court ( although it rarely happens ) . On
the other hand, decisions reached by arbitration,

where both parties agree in advance to abide by

the solution of the arbitrator (a specialist, or group

of specialists in the field), are seldom reversed in

the courts.

Best known arbitrator in the graphic field is the

Joint Ethics Committee fostered by the Society of

Illustrators, the Art Directors Club, and the Artists

Guild. A panel passing on cases usually consists

of three to five persons, all employed in the graphic

field, and the services of a lawyer are available.

About 50 cases are handled annually, the average

workload on the agenda being approximately 10

disputes at any one time.

In addition to its work on arbitration, the com-

mittee is also called on often, informally, for ad-

vice. Complaints, however, are required to be sub-

mitted in written form, with names of all parties

involved given and a statement of the facts. The

panel also reserves the right to publicize its cases as

it sees fit. Meetings are held once a month.

Helpful in settling disputes is the published

"Code of Fair Practice" worked up by the com-

mittee several years ago; these standards are most

widely accepted in the field of graphics. Given

below are points concerning the relations between

artist and art buyer (art director):

1

.

Dealings between an artist or his agent and

an agency or publication should be conducted

only through an authorized art director or art

buyer.

2. Orders to an artist or agent should be in

writing and should include the price, delivery date,

and a summarized description of the work. In the

case of publications, the acceptance of a manu-

script by the artist constitutes an order.

3. All changes and additions not due to the

fault of the artist or agent should be billed to the

purchaser as an additional and separate charge.

4. There should be no charge for revisions

made necessary by errors on the part of the artist

or his agent.
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5. Alterations to art work should not be made

without consulting the artist. Where alterations or

revisions are necessary and time permits and where

the artist has maintained his usual standard of

quality, he should be given the opportunity of

making such changes.

6. The artist should notify the buyer of an an-

ticipated delay in delivery. Should the artist fail

to keep his contract through unreasonable delay in

delivery, or nonconformance with agreed specifi-

cations, it should be considered a breach of con-

tract by the artist and should release the buyer

from responsibility.

7. Work stopped by a buyer after it has been

started should be delivered immediately and billed

on the basis of the time and effort expended and

expenses incurred.

8. An artist should not be asked to work on

speculation. However, work originating with the

artist may be marketed on its merit. Such work

remains the property of the artist unless paid for.

9. Art contests except for educational or philan-

thropic purposes are not approved because of their

speculative character.

10. There should be no secret rebates, dis-

counts, gifts, or bonuses to buyers by the artist or

his agent.

11. If the purchase price of art work is based

specifically on limited use and later this material

is used more extensively than originally planned,

the artist is to receive adequate additional re-

muneration.

12. If comprehensives or other preliminary work

are subsequently published as finished art, the

price should be increased to the satisfaction of

artist and buyer.

13. If preliminary drawings or comprehensives

are bought from an artist with the intention or

possibility that another artist will be assigned to

do the finished work, this should be made clear at

the time of placing the order.

14. The right of an artist to place his signature

upon art work is subject to agreement between

artist and buyer.

15. There should be no plagiarism of any cre-

ative art work.

16. If an artist is specifically requested to pro-

duce any art work during unreasonable working

hours, fair additional remuneration should be al-

lowed.

Hoiv the Joint Ethics Committee
ruts Gordian knots

Examples shown below on how the committee

works are culled from the files of the hundreds of

cases that have come up. As reported in various

issues of Art Director & Studio News, they make
interesting reading matter. To participate per-

sonally in such a case—that's another matter. Let

us hope readers of this book will be spared first-

hand knowledge of such litigations.

Case 1: The case of the correctihle errors

Reprinted from Art Director & Studio News, October,

1952.

Report of the Joint Ethics Committee

Problem: An artist received, through his repre-

sentative, two layouts for newspaper ads from an

out-of-town agency. He completed the first and had

it accepted. Then he made the second illustration. It

was delivered to the agency by his representative.

Nothing more was heard until the rep stopped in at

the agency on his next trip. He was then told that

the second illustration had been unreproducible and

didn't follow specifications and, that after trying to

call the rep and the artist unsuccessfully, the agency

had commissioned a local artist to do the job over.

The agency therefore refused to pay the bill.

Pro: The artist (and his rep) contended that he

had followed the specifications and that the technique

had been the same in both illustrations. Therefore,

they reasoned, if the first had been reproducible, the

second would be also. They also checked with the tele-

phone company and could find no record of the al-

leged calls. The agency was unable to produce the

original layouts.

Con: The agency claimed that they had indeed

tried to call the artist to make corrections, and that

the drawing as it had been delivered was unusable.

Decision: JEC decided that the controversy could

best be decided by arbitration, and provided an arbi-

tration panel of well-qualified artists and art buyers.

The artist and his representative presented their side

of the case. The president of the agency came to

New York to state his case. The arbitration board

awarded the full price of the art work to the artist.

Reason: The board held that even assuming alleged

discrepancies between the layout and the finished

drawings were present and were due to the artist's

error, the accepted practice in cases such as this,

where the artist had lived up to his usual standards,

and as in this case, where the controversy was cen-

tered around correctible errors, the artist should have

been given the opportunity of correcting the art work.

This decision was readily accepted by the president
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of the agency who felt that the controversy had been

fairly handled by the arbitration board.

Case 2: The case of the missing painting

Reprinted from Art Director & Stiulio News, Febru-

ary. 1953.

Report of the Joint Ethics Committee

Problem: An artist filed a complaint with the Joint

Ethics Committee stating that through his representa-

tive he had painted two still lifes for an advertising

agency. One had been accepted and the other re-

turned for color correction and some additions to the

label. After the job had been delivered, the artist

waited some time and then asked his agent why he

hadn't been paid. After checking with the agency,

the representative reported that the job had not been

accepted because the color still was not right and the

artist had damaged the painting in making a new

label.

The artist asked for return of his painting and it

was not to be found. He held the representative re-

sponsible since his (the artist's) only contact had

been with his agent.

Pro: Artist claimed that the work had been up to

his usual standards, which were well recognized, and

that points of rejection were correctible, had the art

work not been lost. He contended that, acceptable or

not, he was justified in expecting either payment or

return of his painting.

Con: The agent claimed that since the art work

had not been acceptable there was no responsibility,

and that in any event, his function had been that of

a middleman between artist and agency.

Decision: The Joint Ethics Committee found from

its legal adviser that the agent was indeed in the

position of a middleman and having safely delivered

the job to the agency he was not legally responsible

for its loss. A mediation meeting was offered to artist,

agent, and agency to work out the problem. The

agency admitted its responsibility for the painting

and a settlement was made. The agent offered to

share cost with the agency for purposes of good will.

Reason: Even though the art work had not been ac-

ceptable to the agency, by its very rejection it re-

mained the property of the artist. The agency was

then responsible for possession and care of the

artist's property until it should be returned to him.

Settlement in price was arrived at upon consideration

that art work unpublished because of the artist's fail-

ure could not be valued for its sales ability upon

which the original price had been based, but only

upon its value as a painting.

Case 3: The ease of the speculative finish

Reprinted from Art Director & Studio News, Sep-

tember, 1952.

Monthly report of Joint Ethics Committee

Problem: Artist had shown samples to publisher

who thought them good but not in the right style.

Artist was given the manuscript and told to make
sketches for style. He made several one page and

one double spread. He was then told to show the

double spread more finished with suggestions as to

style changes. After doing a finish, the artist was told

that he had not captured the publisher's style and his

work would not be used. The artist billed for the

sketches and for one double page finish. He was re-

fused payment on grounds that he had only been

given an opportunity to prepare appropriate samples

and had not been commissioned to make sketches for

production.

Pro: The artist claimed payment on grounds that

he had been given a manuscript of a book which was

slated for production, and that had the sketches been

acceptable they would have been used. He further

claimed that he had never been told that his work

was to be pure speculation. He felt that having been

encouraged up to doing a full color finish was indica-

tion of approval and that he was working on a com-

mission.

Con: The publisher claimed that the artist's samples

had given no indication of ability to work in the

publisher's style and that every effort had been made
to give the artist a chance to prove himself by giving

him an actual manuscript and coaching. Successive

attempts had merely been unusual generosity in giv-

ing him a chance.

Decision: Mediation by the Joint Ethics Committee

brought about a compromise fee on the artist's bill.

Reasons: Publisher recognized responsibility in not

making clear the exact status of the assignment, es-

pecially in view of paragraphs 3 ( acceptance of a

manuscript shall constitute an order) and 8 (an artist

shall not be asked to work on speculation) of the

Code of Fair Practice.

On the other hand, the artist appreciated the effort

of the publisher to provide him a chance for com-

mission. In view of this the artist felt that his bill had

been too high. In fact, the artist felt that the pub-

lisher's compromise offer was too high and would

accept only a minimum sketch fee.
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16
Photography—how, when, and where

Most outstanding development in the commercial

art field in the past decade or so has been the en-

croachment of photography—at the expense of

other techniques. The camera has been around a

long time, but never so much.

There are those who claim this is only a fad.

like swallowing goldfish in the 1930s. The pendu-

lum will soon swing back, they say, and suddenly

everyone will again use artists' work. Maybe so,

maybe not.

Many art directors, sensitive not only to trends

but to basic advertising principles, feel that pho-

tography is more than just another art technique.

A photograph has impact not only because of its

intrinsic beauty but also because of its realism.

That the camera always tells the truth (of course,

it doesn't really) has been accepted by the general

public as a fact. No other technique carries the

authority of the photograph; you've got to be-

lieve it.

Photographs, as a rule, score high on reader-

ship—a point emphasized by Gallup. They also

tend to receive more careful scrutiny. When the

Curtis Publishing Company put out the same

magazine with two different covers in order to

study the effect on newsstand sales, the one with

the photograph for a cover far outsold (four to

one) the same scene rendered in pastel.

Does this mean the art director should always

choose photographs instead of a drawing or paint-

ing? By no means. In the first place, a good paint-

ing will outpull a badly conceived photograph any

time. More important, there is one thing that the

artist can best provide—distinction. Perhaps this

cannot always be measured in terms of readership,

but using art often is basic in building up the

"image" the advertiser is aiming to create. When
it comes to achieving certain effects, the camera

is stumped. Only the artist's brush will do justice

to an historic battle scene, life in the depths of the

seas, the man from Mars. Photography can't take

the place of cartoons or comic-strip characters.

Photography can perform some miracles, and

it is difficult to discuss it in other than glowing

terms. It is hoped, however, that the reader will

not be impressed to the point where he rejects all

other forms of expression. As in everything else,

photography should be used with discrimination.

When Coca-Cola switched from

photography to art, it was tak-

ing a courageous step. Though
the art style used for the illus-

trations was of the highest cali-

ber, it still could not heat its

photographic predecessors in

readership.



SEVEN GOOD REASONS WHY PHOTOGRAPHY
IS HERE TO STAY

I. Realism—the absolute kind that clients

can hardly argue with— is the most im-

portant reason for its popularity. Technical

improvements in film and camera, plus a

growing mastery of them, permits the pho-

tographer to come up with 100 per cent

faithful reproductions. When the photograph

is in color, this is particularly true.

Where the product is an essential part of

the picture, realism is particularly desirable.

Nothing shows off the appetite appeal of

food like photography. The texture of tex-

tiles can be caught in full spendor. In adver-

tising cosmetics, color photography plays up

the rosiness of a complexion, the luster of

human hair.

2. A feeling of immediacy is conveyed

through a photograph. A drawing is more

apt to call attention to its own technical ex-

cellence instead of to the subject. In a photo-

graph, the viewer becomes personally in-

volved with the situation, feels he is actually

there.

The public is conditioned to receiving

news through photographs: psychologically.

the situation is carried over, and the reader

accepts the photo as news. For this reason,

black-and-white pictures often carry a greater

sense of immediacy than ones in color.

3. Getting the most out of a whimsical

situation is also something the camera

excels at. The picture shown here would lose

most of its punch if it were a painting, a

product of the artist's fancy. The brutal

realism of the photograph makes the situa-

tion here look more ludicrous, jarring the

reader into further inspection.

The trend toward using photographs for

recording hard-to-believe situations is grow-

ing. Men sipping Scotch and soda astride

white horses, attractive girls walking down

the street in Maidenform bras, are just two

examples. The shock value of these pictures

is largely due to the fact that they are pre-

sented realistically in photographs.



4. Intrinsic beauty of the photograph.

Some are so beautiful, so interesting, that

their chief value lies in their graphic excel-

lence. The modern camera sometimes rivals

the flexibility of the painter's brush. Once
painters were able to get so much realism

into their renditions that their work was often

confused with photography. Today, many
photos are mistaken for paintings.

.5. Believabilitr of a photograph is also a

potent selling tool. There is something about

the fact that it is a photograph that leads

readers to feel they are getting nothing but

the truth. This can be quite significant when
particular features of a product must be

demonstrated. The picture to the left shows

how these photographs can carry astonishing

conviction.

6. Economy may be an important factor in

choosing between art and photography. In

many cases, good pictures may be had on a

mass-production basis, which makes pho-

tography cheaper than art. Models may be

hired by the day, changes of costume made
while photographer shoots pictures of other

models. Props may be reused indefinitely.

For catalogue shots such as this, where read-

ers want to see in detail what they are offered

for sale, photography is especially practical.
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7. Emotional involvement can be very strong in photographic situations. The reader senses

when the people in the pictures are "real." The moving scene shown here, for the Jewish

Philanthropic Society, resulted in gratifying contributions. It is a safe assumption that a draw-

ing would not have been as effective.



A BRIEF DISCUSSION OF THE TECHNICAL SIDE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

It is not within the scope of this book to describe

in detail the vast intricacies of taking a picture.

Many good books and magazine articles are avail-

able on the subject, and the art director who wants

to keep abreast of the rapid developments in the

field would do well to spend some time browsing

through these.

While a knowledge of the field is essential, the

art director will, of course, recognize that he can

never be the final authority on the technical as-

pects of picture taking. This is, after all, a full and

highly specialized job—the photographer's.

It does not hurt the art director, however, to

have an inkling of the photographer's task—the

problems he can handle well, and those he cannot.

The art director should have some knowledge of

the equipment available for certain types of jobs.

He will have to know the amount of preparation

that goes into doing a job and how long the job

will take. Of course, he must be familiar with

photographic terms that are freely bandied about

in advertising circles; it will pay him to know the

difference between "low key" and "high key," be-

tween "stroboscopic" shots and "multiple" ex-

posures.

What camera to use? Every good commercial

photographer owns several types of cameras. Dif-

ferent situations call for different cameras. He
probably wouldn't consider taking a fast-action

shot with a camera reserved for still lifes taken in

the studio. Here are some of the basic types of

cameras:

1. Twin-lens reflex cameras (Rolleiflex) are

especially popular for outdoor shots. The pictures

are square, 2V4"x2 1/4
/
', and they are sharp.

Many fashion photographers rely on this camera.

Shots can be taken rapidly. The result: "candid"

photographs.

2. Single-lens reflex cameras (Graflex) are

much like the double-lens reflex, but the lenses are

easier to interchange.

3. 35-mm cameras (Leica, etc.) have their great

advantage in their compact and portable size. They

are good for taking pictures under adverse light-

ing conditions, excellent for photo-reporting. Dis-

advantage is that the proofs are small; the art di-

rector who wants to check on details might find

them too small for comfort.

4. View cameras take larger shots, 4" x 5".

The view finder is the identical size of the film, so

it is possible to get a good idea of the composition

in advance. Speed Graphics, used largely in press

photography, are modified view cameras with

ground glass at the top.

Exposure. The length of exposure depends on

the amount of lighting and the coloring of the

object. Photographers are not always slaves to

the "right" exposure when taking a picture. Some-

times they deliberately over- or underexpose to

get a special effect. For example, a sharper con-

trast can be gained by underexposing; a shorter

exposure will produce less detail in the negative,

which may be compensated for in the developer,

resulting in a high-contrast print.

Color. Increased use of color in advertising is

giving photography impetus. Most photographers

are equally adept at using black-and-white or

color. But it does take experience to master color

photography. The techniques here differ widely in

many respects from those employed in black-and-

white shooting. For this reason, the art director

should insist on seeing samples of the photogra-

pher's color work before handing out an assign-

ment.

The "color temperature" of light sources is an-

other problem. Different film is employed for out-

door (natural) and indoor (tungsten) shots. Color

temperature varies with the passing hours, too.

Exposure that is "right" for bright sunlight at noon,

may fail in the same afternoon, even if the in-

tensity of the light remains the same. The later

scene would be suffused with a reddish hue be-

cause the color temperature of sunlight turns

"warmer" as the sun approaches the horizon.

Similarly, a picture made in the shadow of a tree

or a cloud with the same e<j osure would take on

a bluish cast because color temperature of diffused

light is "colder"—hence bluer. To compensate for

difference in color temperature, special types of

film are available. Or, as is more usual, the pho-

tographer will use a color-correcting lens or filter.

The complexities of taking pictures in color may
make the photographer's life more difficult, but

they can also be turned to his advantage. Color

photography, like black-and-white photography,

need not stick to exact recording. Color may be
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used riotously or monochromatically. depending

on the photographer's whim. "Unnatural" color-

ing is sometimes a picture's outstanding asset.

Lighting. The character of the lighting used in

taking a picture often determines the quality of

the photograph. Today's photographers have

learned to master lighting; by controlling it they

get a variety of effects with the same subject. A
demonstration of this principle is shown in the

capable photographs of an egg by Tosh Matsu-

moto.

Lighting terminology goes to some fancy lengths,

but the conditions can be grouped basically into

two categories: soft or diffused lighting or hard

and strongly concentrated illumination. Commer-

cial photographers, especially when they work

under controlled indoor conditions, employ both

types—the sharp light to achieve contrast, the soft

light to "fill in" or reduce unwanted strong

shadows.

Concentrated, or directional, illumination is

generally obtained from spot lights, and every

studio has a number of such lamps. Floodlights

are used to get diffused effects. We hear references

to many other types of lighting apparatus: strips,

broadsides, border lights, olivets, bunch lights,

footlights, baby spots, kliegs, etc., but these are

actually variations of spot lights and floodlights,

constructed to yield special effects.

A perfect source for diffused illumination is, of

course, natural light. The sky, hazy sunlight, the

light coming in at the window—these often pro-

duce the best effects. Editorial photographers like

to take their pictures with no artificial source of

light to get a natural feeling. Many commercial

photographers claim their skylight windows are

their most valuable piece of real estate.

Diffused lighting may also be had by "bouncing"

light off various surfaces—glass, metal, cloth, foil,

plaster. When combined with hard lighting, this

method can produce interesting results.

Stroboscopic pictures, where moving subjects

are "frozen" in sharp images so that a feeling of

spontaneity is maintained, are taken with high-

speed cameras under extremely bright lighting

conditions.

The trend today is toward "natural" light in

photography, or light that at least looks natural in

the final picture. The feeling is that such photo-

graphs look more real, therefore carry more

impact.
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1. Light comes from spotlight

on one side only, producing high

contrast.

5. Lighting is diffused in this

photo, attained by "bouncing"

off various surfaces.

9. Available light (coming from

the window here) is used to get

realistic, documentary effect.



2. Egg lit from both sides, with

still spotlights.

3. Sharp shadow is produced

by top spot lighting.

4. Source of light behind object

yields silhouette effect.

6. Flash lighting, as used for

stroboscopic pictures, produces

this effect.

7. Extreme "low key" (under-

exposure) gives dark tones.

8. "High key" picture is ob-

tained by overexposing uni-

formly lit object.

10. Outdoor shot is sharp, the

sun providing strong lighting.

11. One of the many special ef-

fects possible with photography;

"polarization" shown here.

12. Oops! End of demonstra-

tion.



HOW TO CHOOSE A PHOTOGRAPHER YOU'LL LIKE

To the average box-camera fan. there's only

one kind of photograph. As long as the necessary

details show up in the picture, it's good enough

for him.

Professional photographers, familiar with the fine

points of picture taking, know there are dozens of

ways to approach a subject. There can be techni-

cal differences, as demonstrated on the previous

pages. There can be differences in attitude about

what the camera is supposed to record, and that

shows up in the picture, too.

Many photographers have developed styles all

their own. just as artists have. Some admire the

honesty of the camera and make the most of it.

Some become intrigued with the versatility of the

medium and try hard to shoot pictures that don't

look photographic in the conventional sense.

An art director should trv to take advantage of

the variety of individualistic approaches. Many
campaigns get talked about because of their novel

use of photography. Naturally, keeping a file of

photographers is as essential as keeping a file of

artists, as discussed in the previous chapter.

A word of caution: it's not too wise to pigeon-

hole photographers according to the subjects they

handle. A photographer's chief asset is his style;

how he works is more important than what he re-

cords. A man famous for his fashion shots may
come back with fascinating pictures of steel work-

ers in an industrial plant. Give a photographer

with a strong flair for design the chore of photo-

graphing a breakfast cereal, and you may find it

was just the right choice. It's up to the art director's

judgment and imagination to see what use he can

make of the vast pool of photography talent.

The designer. This man
is fascinated by shapes,

textures, spatial relation-

ships—they are the means

he uses to compose a

photograph. His approach

to picture taking is that

of a designer. He has a

pronounced flair for still-

life photography. (Pho-

tographer: Rolf Tietgens.

)
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The photographer with a sense of humor. On the sur-

face, it seems easy to take a picture of people "mugging."

Actually, it is one of the most difficult assignments, one

that requires the ultimate in taste and restraint. Poses

may be stylized, but not exaggerated. Facial expressions

are necessary, but must stop short of the ridiculous. It

takes a special skill to keep pictures like this from turn-

ing into pure "corn." (Photographer: Howard Zieff.)

Honest John (Harold, in this

case). The earthy, editorial

type of approach to picture tak-

ing is becoming increasingly

popular. Here, the effort is to

report life with a minimum of

embroidery. Models are en-

couraged to ignore the camera

and "act naturally." Dozens of

pictures are taken with a strobo-

scope camera, the best picked.

Hence, the relaxed, honest feel-

ing in the pictures. The people

here are truly "caught in the

act." (Photographer: Harold

Halma.)
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The experimenter. How many different ways can you portray a thing as commonplace as a

potato? Problems of this kind are favorites with certain types of photographers—those who
like to compose their pictures in front of the camera as they go along. Layouts often hinder

such restless individuals. A verbal description of what is sought is sometimes sufficient, or

maybe a rough pencil sketch worked out in a huddle with the photographer himself. From
this man you are very likely to get something that has not been done before, a thing of con-

siderable commercial value in advertising. {Photographer: Tosh Matsumoto.)



The celebrity hunter. When
pictures of famous people or

public events are needed ( gen-

erally for publicity purposes),

free-lance photographers who

specialize in publicity might be

just the ticket. There are photo-

graphic services that have on

tap hundreds of such men. lo-

cated from coast to coast, even

in foreign lands.

The photographer tvho thinks

"big." Not every photographer

is willing to tackle a subject like

this. For this one shot, it took

days of preparation to get the

ship ready, to arrange for hun-

dreds of people to gather at

one time and place, to line up

the helicopter from which the

picture was to be shot, to make

sure the liner would be at the

dock, and to hope the sun

would shine on schedule. Jobs

like this require not only the

usual technical skill but gobs of

diplomacy, plenty of paper

work, a knowledge of the sub-

ject, and a large staff of helping

hands. (Photographer: Charles

Kerlee.)
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HOW TO GET THE BEST OUT
OF YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER

Photographs on the previous pages show what

modern photographers can do with their cameras.

Snapping the shutter is only a small part of the

photographer's work. His creative thinking and

his unique approach are just as important as his

technical skill.

The wise art director gets his money's

north. Smart is the art director who doesn't try

to plot out the photograph in advance on his

sketching pad in the office.

Photographs can be, often should be, composed

in front of the camera. It takes hours of labor to

conceive a still life with a pencil, and the results

may turn out to be not too practical at that. In the

studio, the elements can easily be moved about,

new arrangements explored.

Comprehensive layouts that make air-tight com-

mitments to the client make difficult, sometimes

impossible the kind of experimentation that might

actually improve the picture—especially if the

advertiser is not warned beforehand that the final

photograph might not resemble the sketch at all.

Don't insist on props that exist only in the

imagination. It isn't too much effort to lay out a

sketch of a boulder with primitive caveman draw-

ings on it, or a clock that nobody ever built. But

try to get these items for the photograph. Be toler-

ant with the photographer; he cannot perform

miracles and materialize nonexistent items.

Ask the photographer about his favorite

model. Most men have pretty definite taste when

it comes to women, and there is no reason why

the art director should be an exception. But, just

because he favors petite brunettes with upturned

noses, this does not mean that particular type is

the best for every picture.

Photographers usually have sound judgment

about models, based on working with them in

front of the camera. Their professional prefer-

ences, which are practically always utterly objec-

tive, should be taken seriously. Not all people that

are good-looking will photograph well, pose read-

ily, act naturally.

Don't be a studio nag. Photographers are

often unable to make any contributions outside

the expected one of technical excellence for one

simple reason: they are not permitted to. At the

studio, they are hounded by the art director to the

point where their creative instincts are beaten

down. One esteemed photographer had a knack

for inspiring his models to seem alive; in his pic-

tures, a happy smile was the genuine article. His

secret? Snapping dozens of shots in rapid order

while his models laughed naturally at his own
brand of shenanigans. But there was one art di-

rector who insisted on taking a "peek" at the

composition each time before the shutter closed,

and sometimes this peek lasted a good five minutes.

By the time his appraisals were over, the model's

face had frozen into a set grimace. Nobody liked

the results, not even the client.

Rough sketches like this one.

prepared by art director How-
ard Wilcox of Cunningham &
Walsh, leave photographer

plenty of elbow room for cre-

ative effort. This layout is in-

tended only for the use of the

photographer. Writer and art

director discuss basic ideas ver-

bally. Client (the Daily News),

used to the ways of creative

people, approved this particular

concept, and many others in the

series, in a phone conversation

after hearing it described.
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Photographer Howard ZiefT believes in taking dozens of shots in rapid order to

ensure spontaneity in his pictures. Above are a few of the many pictures he

took of the same situation. Photographer chooses his models himself, gener-

ally without interference from outside sources. Final picture selection is made
by art director, with photographer's advice.

^ "::':":.::; ;:\
T

This is the final result, a 2-sheet poster for the Daily News, displayed in New
York subway stations. Success of this series has been phenomenal. Many peo-

ple who see the posters beg the company for reproductions. Observation is

highest in the history of poster research. Posters have also taken several Art

Directors Club medals and other awards.
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WHAT MAKES A GOOD MODEL?
If the art director is only as good as his pho-

tographer, the photographer is no better than his

model.

Some models achieve immense popularity with

photographers and command astonishingly high

prices. Others are stuck at the bottom rung of the

ladder, picking up an occasional $10- or $15-an-

hour job.

Modeling is a crowded field, extremely com-

petitive. What makes a handful of girls so sought

after? Is it because they are better looking than

their sisters? They are pretty, of course, but so are

thousands of other girls who don't make the grade.

Good models usually have more than just fine

figures and attractive features. One of their most

important assets is their acting ability; lack of this

is a handicap even though the medium is still pho-

tography. Successful models have expressive faces,

know from experience how they appear to others

(and to the camera) from any angle.

Revealing is the description of lean Patchett

who, for a long time, has been a great favorite with

photographers and clients. Her hourly rate exceeds

the $50 mark (few girls reach this figure even in

the fashion field, the highest paid of all modeling

fields ) . Because of her highly professional ap-

proach to modeling and the art she has made out

of posing, lean Patchett has become known as the

models' model. Here's what a photographer had to

say about her in Art Director And Studio News
(January 1955):

She is style smart. She knows how to wear and

pose whatever she is modeling to emphasize its style

and sales points. It has been said that she make a

$5.98 cotton look like a Mainbocher.

A flexible figure helps, too. Jean has a knack of

making clothes fit well, hang properly.

Speed in working gives photographers their money's

worth. She comes with make up on, with all the nec-

essary accessories, is ready in a jiffy to shoot. She

can switch from outfit to outfit rapidly, often poses in

II or 12 dresses an hour. Part of her speed comes

from sensing what the shot needs. She doesn't need

a lot of directing and trial-and-error posing.

She is doubly versatile in that she can model a

wide variety of styles and garments. You'll see her

in the magazines in slacks, bathing suits, sport clothes,

suits, casual dresses, coat, gowns. You'll see her full

figure, or just modeling hats, shoes, or accessories.

You'll see her sophisticated and outdoorsy, with her

hair windblown or slicked back. And you might see

just a pair of lips and eyes, as on a Vogue cover. The
doe-eye look on that cover has been imitated widely.

These specifications for a fashion model hold

for other models also. When a model doesn't react

to the problem, it will show up in print, no matter

how technically perfect it is. To work under hot

klieg lights, to pose in a wintry wind on a beach

clad in a bathing suit, is not always pleasant. It

takes a certain polish and skill to show the lens of

the camera not the way one feels, but the way one

is supposed to feel.
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Dolores Parker displays her ability to "emote"—and still stay clear of the grotesque. It takes

close rapport between model and photographer to come up with pictures like this. Altogether,

over 50 varieties of the same expression were shot. Then it was up to the art director to pick

the "best."
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Knowing how to "move'' in front of the camera is another important asset enjoyed by

sought-after models. These models are able to fall into dozens of poses of their own invention,

actually helping greatly in making the picture a success. Models Hugh McCaffrey and Merry
Tompkins demonstrate here. It is not uncommon for models to take dance lessons in their spare

time to sharpen their facility at movement before the camera.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD TELEVISION MODEL?

The demand for models on television has in-

creased with the growth of the medium. Success

in photographic modeling, however, does not as-

sure success on the television screen.

In the first place, girls whose main asset is a few

curves in the right places may find that this be-

comes their chief liability on the home viewer's TV
screen. In magazines, the highly glamorous type

may do an excellent job of selling; on TV, it has

been found that women have difficulty identifying

themselves with extreme beauty, while the men
tend to fasten their eyes on the girl rather than

the merchandise. Models should be pleasant-look-

ing, of course, but those whose main attraction is

a sympathetic personality have a better chance of

scoring in television.

Then, too, television appearances, especially

when there are lines to be delivered, require con-

siderable dramatic ability. The speaking voice

and diction are vital elements here. So are a good

memory and an ability to take direction.

Physical stamina is even more important in

television work than in photography. It isn't too

unusual an occurrence to have nine hours of re-

hearsal prior to delivery of a one-minute live com-
mercial. Film commercials may also take that

much time to shoot. Under such conditions, there

just isn't room for temperament.
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Every model has i>ictures of

herself, usually referred to as

"composites." These, obtainable

from the model's agent or the

model herself (or himself, for

that matter), may be filed, used

for reference for future jobs.

Although it can't take the place

of an actual interview in sizing

up a model's ability, composites

come in handy as guides to

models' looks, ability to pose

and show expression. Further

statistics about the model

—

physical measurements, experi-

ence, etc.—often appear on the

back of the composites.

NAME PARE

OCCUPATION

COLLEGE

YEAR GRADUATED

FOREIGN LANGUA

MAJOR

FS

SPORTS: SKIING

HAVE YOU A DRI

DO YOU SMOKE?

ARE YOU MARRIE

FASHION SHOWS

RIDING DIVIN

ER'S LICENSE?

. TENNIS GOLF ETC.

EXPERIENCE

TELEVISION

MOVIFS

PHONF

SIZE BUST

WAIST

SHOE

HOSF

HlftVF

HAIR HA!

AFTRA MEMBER

Fee oer dav

Aval table fron

Mil 1 work week

Avai table for

Age

Social Securit

AM to PM

end

Loc at ion Jobs

_ Date Sta ted

Reference cards of people available for

modeling, like the one shown here, are often

maintained by modeling agencies. This in-

formation, available to clients, is also help-

ful to the modeling agency in channeling

their models so that full recognition is made
of their talents.

With the increased importance of televi-

sion work, models now are often asked to

record their experiences in the dramatic

field. They are also asked about membership

in the various entertainment guilds and

unions. Models appearing on live shows must

belong to the American Federation of Tele-

vision and Radio Artists (AFTRA); per-

formers in film commercials must become
members of the Screen Actors Guild (SAG).
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Models come in "types" just

as actors do. To expedite the

hiring of models for jobs, it

has become accepted practice

in advertising to ask for certain

types when requests are made.

This does not mean that the

fashion-type model is acceptable

to advertisers for fashion ads

only, but it does give an ap-

proximate clue to the kind of

model the advertiser has in

mind.

Teenage model Lorna Gillam is "typical" of the

young American girl type used mostly in teen-age

and young fashion advertising. Naturalness and

vitality are the keynote.

f

v

High-fashion models, like Jean Patehett. have a

"feel" for clothes. Stylized approach to fashion

makes glamor more important than sweet prettiness.

ffhih
"iirl-next-door look, exemplified by Joan Lennox,

mits a more convincing job in the role of a

isewife than the angular handsomeness of the

hion model.

Infants may be hired through modeling agencies.

Children grow rapidly, however, and last year's

photo may be meaningless today (Judy Lees here).

Male models who don't look like models are much

in demand. Lucky Morr, shown here, would look

natural posing in a man's suit or as somebody's

husband.

Older people who keep in touch with modeling

encies are available for occasional jobs. Shown in

is picture is Margaret Duval.

Character roles are often in demand. The models

are not necessarily professionals but on tap when
"types" are needed. (Terry Field)

Cheesecake models, like Lila Lynn above, are

usually hired through theatrical agents for adver-

tisements and publicity shots.



These are stock photographs. It would be extremely costly, if not impossible, to get a shot

of a chimpanzee if you were in a hurry. The photographer might have to visit several zoos to

encounter such a variety of primates as shown here. But, for the asking, dozens of pictures may
be available at a good stock photography house. These, and over a million more pictures are

on tap at Ewing Galloway.
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STOCK PHOTOGRAPHS—ARE THEY ANY GOOD?

A great many photographs—more than art di-

rectors sometimes realize—are culled from existing

picture files. Voluminous storehouses are main-

tained and carefully indexed by various organiza-

tions: (1) business firms who collect pictures of

photographers they represent; (2) news services,

such as Associated Press and United Press Interna-

tional, who accumulate news pictures in the course

of their function of providing news shots for publi-

cations; (3) libraries that set aside sections for

pictures on all subjects (such as the gigantic col-

lection of the central branch of the New York

Public Library, consisting of a million and a half

of classified pictures plus another four and a half

million in storage); and (4) individual photogra-

phers with a stock of pictures of their own for

sale.

Most of these photographs come in standard

8" x 10" size on glossy paper. Negatives are not

always available. The bulk of the requests are for

black-and-white prints, but most services can pro-

vide color transparencies.

A stock photograph may he the best one

Economy is generally the most important factor

in purchasing stock photographs. It may cost

thousands to send a camera crew to Africa just to

get a shot of a Zulu chief, but the very picture may
be available for $25 from a stock photography

house around the corner.

Because stock photographs can be had inex-

pensively, it is taken for granted that they are

always inferior in quality. This isn't necessarily so.

A stock photograph may have originally cost every

bit as much as a custom-made job, but it costs you

less because it is sold not to one but to many clients

and the fees accumulating over the years provide

the profit.

Sometimes buying a stock photograph may be

even a better idea than getting an original. While

the art director cannot expect anything too off

beat in a stock photograph (pictures that are too

unusual don't have enough demand to justify their

place in the files and, also, top photographers

prefer to sell on an exclusive basis since the pay is

better that way), he can pick and choose from a

large selection. He knows immediately what he is

getting, and doesn't have to gnaw his fingernails

until he sees the final proof, as may be the case

when a photographic assignment is given. If he

chances on an exceptional photograph in his

search, it is his for the asking.

How to ask for them

Stock photographs are usually carefully indexed.

They are classified by categories, such as "Sports

—

High Jumping," "Sports—Swimming," "New Eng-

land Scenes—Covered Bridges," "Housewives

—

Ironing." The art director simply describes the sit-

uation he is looking for when making his request.

Stock photographs are often used in layouts,

even when originals are planned for the final ad.

This practice is certainly more economical than

taking a picture for the layout (especially when
there is some doubt that the advertisement will

see daylight), and it is often preferable to showing

a sketch which may not bring out the flavor of the

proposed ad at all.

\o exclusive rights

The greatest disadvantage in buying stock pho-

tographs—as far as the advertiser is concerned, at

least—is the fact that the same picture may be

used by many others. It is possible (although far-

fetched because of the millions of photos on tap)

that the same shot of a baby would be used to plug

brand X and brand Z on pages facing each other.

In recognition of this possibility, exclusive rights

for limited periods—six months is usual—are

sometimes granted for an additional fee.

How much is it north?

Prices for stock photographs vary greatly de-

pending on the use to which the material will be

put, just as they do for other forms of art work.

Text books, small publications with restricted

budgets, sometimes get pictures for as little as $5.

Photographs to be used nationally may run into

hundreds of dollars—still less expensive than

starting the picture from scratch. As a rule, publi-

cations pay less for their pictures than do general

business companies who, in turn, pay less than

advertising agencies. To avoid recrimination later,

it is advisable to specify the uses of the picture be-

forehand when buying a stock photo.
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FORMALITIES IN USING PHOTOGRAPHY

The same procedures should be followed, with

care, in buying photographs as in any form of art

work. The photographer should be informed about

deadlines, the use to which his picture will be put.

and all other pertinent information.

It is possibly even more important than in art

that precise data be given when a photographic

assignment is made. Retouching is a difficult and

often undesirable practice, and quite often it is

not even possible to make any changes in a photo-

graph. Doing the scene over is a costly business,

perhaps as expensive as the first shooting. Some-

times, there just isn't enough time to set up an-

other picture, especially where elaborate props or

travel are involved. Photographers and models are

often booked up, and it may be some time before

another shooting can be fitted into both their

schedules.

Re sure the photograph really belongs to you

Here are seven points to consider before using

a photograph in advertising:

1

.

Be sure you have written consent to use the

photograph from the man who took the picture.

2. Secure written consent from those who posed

for the picture.

3. Receive assurance in writing that the exclu-

sive rights of publication have not been assigned

elsewhere.

4. The subject's name may not be used unless

there is written consent to that effect.

5. Make no misrepresentation that the subject

is a patron or customer.

6. Avoid disparagement of the subject in the

picture; steer clear of ridicule of his social group,

business, or trade.

7. Beware of planning advertisements that

might have a libelous content.

Hoiv to keep out of trouble with models

A photograph used without the model's release

may be the most expensive picture ever taken.

June 21, 1956
Invoice # 11266
Page k

Fhotography - Page 1 § ll;00.00

Living Room "Sefore & After"

Model Fees - Page 1

Kitty Steele
Suzan Gray

" " (cancellation 6/61
Ben Kam_mond

105.00
30.00
15.00
1^.0.00

Designer's Pee - Page 2 (submitted sepa -a ;ely)

Designer's Expenses - Page 2 U7.70

T "dse. , accessories & materials purchased
and rented - Page 2 561.33

Construction - Page 3

"Before" Shot
Coprer Hood
Fireplace Fenders
Polishing brass strips
"Afttr" Shot
'Finishing' of Const.

1^5.00
130.00
50.00
72.35

175.00
60.OO

Trucking, - Page 3 179.39

TAX I4.2.OO

TOTAL NET $ 3052.77

This hill was the summary of

a three-page description of a

single assignment. Designer was

hired especially to plan the

room for the shot. The room
was constructed hy union car-

penters, plumbers, and electri-

cians. Furniture and accessories

had to he bought or rented

transportation for the props had

to be arranged. Models were

hired. Although the cost of the

picture itself was $1,400, the

final bill came to $3,053

—

not

including the designer's fee.

which was billed separately. The
fact that photographers (unlike

artists) make separate charges

for expenses incurred ("pluses"

in advertising vernacular) must

always be kept in mind when
setting up a budget.
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Both photographer and art director must make
sure that this written release is obtained, a stand-

ard form of which can be had in any business sta-

tionery store.

When dealing directly with models, some points

worth remembering (see "How to Keep out of

Trouble with Picture Releases," by Albert Wood-
ruff Gray, Advertising & Selling, August, 1945):

1. Releases should be executed before a repre-

sentative of the advertiser or his agency, or wit-

nessed by a notary public.

2. If the subject is under 21, written consent

from parents or guardian is required. In the case

of animal models, the owners must sign the release.

3. The release should state the purpose for

which the picture will be used, i.e., in advertising,

for publicity, etc.

4. There should be a provision that all who
are interested in publication of the photograph
must apply for permission first.

5. Specify in the release that a cash considera-

tion was paid the model.

6. The release should provide that its life is

perpetual. In the case of deceased persons, "the

right of privacy dies with the person." The statu-

tory rights of the deceased are not passed on to

his relatives or representatives.

Standard release form.
like the one shown to the

right, serves as proof that

model consented to have

his or her picture taken.

Fees paid for this service

bear no relation to the

rights relinquished; it is

advisable to pay model

for his services, however.

to show that there was
legal consideration. (In

many cases, especially

where nonprofessionals

are involved, "payment"
may come to only one

dollar.)

Unless otherwise speci-

fied, negatives belong to

advertiser or photogra-

pher, and there is no ad-

ditional payment made to

model for additional uses

(unlike television model-
ing where performers get

paid for each showing).

Job No Product.

Photographer (L. S. )

Ordered by , Date

Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.

Standard Individual Consent and Release Form

In consideration of One Dollar ($1.00) to me in hand paid,

receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, I hereby give Cunningham

& Walsh Inc. , their legal representatives or assigns, and those

acting under their permission and upon their authority, or those

for whom Cunningham & Walsh Inc. is acting, permission to use my

picture ... and, if desired, my name ... in advertising and in

all forms of publicity, without limit as to time.

I further release them from any liability for what I might

deem misrepresentation of me by virtue of alterations, optical

illusions or faulty mechanical reproduction.

This consent and release is binding upon my heirs, next of

kin, and legal representatives.

I am over twenty-one years of age and have read the above

authorization and release prior to its execution.

Signed (L. S.

)

(The following release must be signed, if

person signing above is under twenty-one.)

I, the undersigned, being the parent or guardian of the above

named person, do hereby consent to the above authorization and

release.

Parent or Guardian (L. S.

)



HOW TO MAKE
YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
MORE BELIEVABLE

The trend is toward honesty in advertising. The

blatant still works at times, but it is rapidly losing

its force. In a survey conducted by a cigarette

manufacturer to find out which of a set of photo-

graphs might work best for his advertising, the

word "phony" was used more often by the people

stopped on the street than any other expression.

It was obvious that the "average" man had some

pretty definite opinions about advertising. Many
made suggestions on how the pictures could be

"improved." and by this they mean how the pho-

tographs could be made to appear less false.

"Realism" is more than skin deep

Quite a few advertisers (and art directors) feel

that all there is to getting the real thing is to use a

camera. This little mechanical miracle never

cheats, as far as they are concerned.

The fact is. if there is any deception present, it

is even more jarring in a photo than in a painting,

where the viewer is accustomed to allowing the

artist some artistic license. Presented with a pho-

tograph, a person expects to believe what he sees.

Strict fidelity to nature does not necessarily

make a picture more true to life. A lie remains a

lie. no matter how well it is reproduced on film.

The art director must be careful not to create a

fake feeling when using photography. Some tricks

that might help in getting believable shots are

cited below, quoted from an article by the author,

"How to Make Ad Photos More Believable."

Printers Ink, Oct. 19, 1956:

Snap the picture where it belongs

It's always possible to set up a situation in a

studio. Take the situation of a boy and girl skiing, for

example. Canned snow can be bought in almost any
corner drug store. Evergreens come in all shapes and
sizes. Ski suits can be rented, and so can clouds. Turn

Location lends authenticity to this shot.

Background could have been obtained in

studio (through rear projection, for exam-
ple) but not the important incidentals of

outdoor lighting, people moving in the back-

ground, reflection of light on the car.

on a few fans and you have a minor gale.

The shot will probably come out perfect. But it

may not look like the real McCoy. Why? Only a close

look will reveal the reason. There's a subtle difference,

for instance, between studio spotlighting and the look

of genuine sunshine. Perhaps the snow is too perfect

—maybe some of it should be melting down the seat

of the boy's ski pants. The ruddy cheek, the smarting

sparkle of eyes that comes from shussing down a

mountain in cold air do not show in the studio shot.

The differences are so slight you can't put your finger

on them. But you sense them—and so does the

reader.

It's not always possible, of course, to go on loca-

tion. But it may be worth the extra effort. It might

make the difference between a believable photo and

a stilted setup.

Models or everyday people?

Nonprofessionals (or sometimes those in modeling

who don't look the part) often lend authenticity to

photographs. Some photographers keep extensive files

on people who do modeling as a sideline only.

The consumer is getting more mature in his ideas
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of the perfect male and female. Stereotyped concepts

of beauty should not be followed slavishly in pho-

tography. This is true particularly in the case of pick-

ing male models. The classic profile, the pretty boy, is

on his way out. Today's women show more interest in

the off-beat type, the man with an arresting cast of

face. And men readers can more easily identify them-

selves with such a person.

In picking female models, beauty is, of course, still

irreplaceable. Good looks in women still outpulls

character. But beauty comes in quite a variety these

days; no need to stick to the babydoll face. Witness

the appeal of such different-looking beauties as Kath-

arine Hepburn, Eva Marie Saint. Leslie Caron.

To attain more realism, many photographers take

a pretty girl to start with and then dress her "down"

—understating her make-up, putting her in dun-

garees or an oversized sweater, etc.—rather than

getting an average-looking girl and then trying to

dress her "up." With men models it seems to work
just the other way. A big outdoorsy type in an im-

peccable business suit seems to have more appeal than

the perfect-featured male in a rugged hunting outfit.

How to pose an imposed picture

A posed picture that looks it has one strike against

it from the start (unless the photograph is deliberately

posed to get a stagey effect, as in most fashion shots)

.

You're just not going to be able to fool the reader

into thinking it's a natural shot.

Stilted positions often are the model's fault. There's

an imposing list of female modeling cliches familiar

to even the most casual reader—the legs astraddle,

the fingers calculatedly graceful, the smile wide but

not too eye-wrinkling, the head held high on a long

neck. The girls seem to fall right into these poses . . .

maybe as a result of thorough drilling in modeling

schools. You've got to watch out for this.

Too much fussing behind the camera may be an-

other factor in artificial-looking pictures. Hardly

anybody can hold a pose or an expression long with-

out freezing up. Constant adjustments in lighting or

an overdose of instructions from the cameraman (or

art director) may make the model very unhappy in-

deed. Instead of worrying each shot so much, many
photographers take pictures in rapid succession, on

the theory that they have a much better chance of

getting a truthful picture this way.

Don't overdo expressions

Overacting probably is the major reason why so

many advertising photos are hard to believe. Many
photographers (and possibly even more advertisers)

have the cherished notion that only popeyed kids eat

cereals, only grimacing housewives use outmoded
vacuum cleaners, only winking gals buy the newest

in soaps for dishes, only convulsive delight is appro-

priate when opening a refrigerator.

Expressions, of course, are necessary to help put

a story across. But sometimes a subtle twinkle in the

WRSBtf
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summer after summer. No other paint is so easy, so
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or flake; fade-resistant. 12 inviting paste! colors.

Send today, with dime for handling, for 32-page
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cracks, tips on pool upkeep. When writing, include

pool's dimensions and type of paint used.
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It is easy to fall for standard

advertising poses like these.

But it's hardly the way to give

an ad distinction. These three

advertisements appeared on the

same page of the New York

Times on a Sunday, only a few

inches between them.
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You can't buy moments like this...

but you can give them with a gift of SCRABBLE

I.<gI.™-«», ^
ccumg game. ..DEAD-PAN a brand;

It's lovely. • I'll pin it on while you finish your Postum!'

Overacting in advertising photography is as bad as it is on the television screen.

It makes pictures look deliberately posed. Natural expressions, like the ones in

the Postum ad, make it easier for the reader to imagine himself in the picture.

eyes will have a more powerful effect on the reader

than an inexplicable outburst of merriment.

And where should the model look? A common
practice is to have the model look right at the camera

(reader). Why not let the gaze fall where it would

most naturally?

Take your time

The actual shooting time may be only a matter of

an hour or so. Preliminary preparations may take

days. Even the best photographer will turn out a so-so

job if he works with a model who just can't produce

for that job. Sometimes there are only a few models

who would be right for the shot; chances are, if the

models are that good, they may be booked for days

ahead. If a nonprofessional is wanted, the photogra-

pher may have to wait until that person is free. Some-
times things just can't wait and the picture has to be

taken right away, but when it is possible it will pay
to wait for the right model.

It takes time to go on location; it may take even

more time to absorb the atmosphere of the place be-

fore shooting. Props may require several shopping

trips by the photographer or stylist, or possibly the

art director—especially if unusual items are required,

such as rare antiques. And props can often make or

break a picture. Even if the average reader couldn't

tell you in so many words the difference between the

right and the wrong prop for a particular scene, he

(and especially she) will sense it.

Good pictures hardly ever just happen. The casual

feeling that must be part of a believable photograph

is the very thing that takes the most planning. But the

results pay off. A good photograph can be an artistic

success. Even more important, it can move people

to go out and buy the merchandise. Honesty is the

best policy—even in photography.

A ivord about realism in television

photography

A phony approach to photography will show up

even more on the television screen. All principles

that apply to still photography become even more

important in this medium.

TV performers, especially the males, not only

have to look real but they must sound sincere, too.

Slick, overpolished acting technique causes active

resentment among viewers. It might be noted that

most successful newscasters are by no means the

best-looking ones; the same holds for commercial

announcers.

Artificial situations will almost certainly look it

on TV. In this medium it is practically mandatory

to go outdoors for an outdoors shot. As Hollywood

discovered some time ago: the best place to photo-

graph a movie on Africa is in Africa.
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,

Highly successful British Woollen campaign uses a professional model in the role of the wife,

but a nonprofessional for the husband. Some of the most convincing males in advertising pho-

tography are nonprofessional models (this one is vice president of a textile firm). Note that

the man featured in these ads is a far cry from the so-called cleancut American type, sup-

posedly the type all women dote on. The trend is away from the perfect-featured male, the

Arrow-collar boy. Men obviously advanced in years seem to make female hearts throb; ma-
turity has a definite appeal to them, as the box office successes of actors Gary Cooper, Spencer

Tracy, and Edward G. Robinson show.

Another example of the power of the down-

to-earth approach in photography. Models

shown here never posed professionally for

the camera; they are two successful manu-

facturers. Result: facial expressions that

offer a refreshing departure from standard

dazzling smile found in routine advertising

photography. These people look like flesh-

and-blood men. somebody the reader could

know personally. Neither seems conscious

of the presence of the camera, something

which gives this photograph its candid na-

ture. Photographer Gene Fridus who took

this shot, goes in for small, fast-shooting

Rolleiflex to obtain pictures with a mini-

mum of fussing around.

y^f



LEARNING FROM EDITORS

Editorial photography is usually a step ahead of

advertising photography. Compare the editorial

displays with the advertising matter in most con-

sumer magazines, and it will be apparent that the

former gets off the beaten track much more often,

away from the trite and into the experimental

—

and depends less on the fine-pointed brush of the

retoucher.

Just why this should be so is not easy to figure

out. The same pool of talent is available to both

magazine and advertising art directors. The pay

check is considerably higher when it comes from

the advertising agency. Above all, it's advertising

that should be leaning heavily on creative show-

manship.

Of course, advertising photography can't al-

ways have the same creative freedom since, after

all, the merchandise must be displayed. A manu-
facturer of a mass-produced item for consumers

only remotely concerned with the latest develop-

ments in cubism has a good point when he insists

on literal interpretations. But, even within these

bounds, potentialities for distinctive approaches

are present. Magazine editors in the home furnish-

ing and fashion fields are faced with the problem

of having to display certain items with clarity

—

and they do it imaginatively.

Tradition has a lot to do with the quality of

editorial photography. In advertising, more con-

ferences are held by more people— all of them

articulate, but not necessarily versed in the arts.

Editors, on the other hand, live more closely with

the creative sources of their business, and fewer

intermediaries get between them and their sup-

pliers of material.

In any event, the nerve and courage of the

photography found in nonadvertising sections of

publications should be viewed with respect. It is a

dependable source of inspiration for the advertis-

ing art director.

Spontaneous, candid shots represent a trend

in fashion photography not yet fully ex-

plored in the advertising field.

Stylized (but not stiff) photographs like these

are frequent in magazines like Seventeen,

Charm Mademoiselle.

To display merchandise imaginatively is a

perennial problem in advertising. Magazine

photography often shows the way.

The realism (and, hence, believability) of

editorial photography is seldom surpassed

in advertising. Here's a sample of the

reportorial technique of Look photographers.
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Organization of an art department

What the art department is for

Another name for the art department could be

"Department in Charge of Visual Matters."

Anything that requires artistic judgment goes

through this department. This may be a full-color

spread to run in a national magazine, or it may be

many other items. A classified ad to find new en-

gineering talent for a plant, a display to dangle

from the ceiling of a grocery store, a specially con-

structed cloud from which a pretty girl will emerge

during a television commercial, a Christmas card

designed for the company presidents daughter

—

all come under the heading of "graphics" and may

find their way into the art department.

Cognizant that the following might be an over-

simplification of what is often a highly complex

operation, here are some of the basic functions of

an art department:

1. Creation of all graphic material. Most

advertising art departments (especially in adver-

tising agencies ) employ men solely for the purpose

of originating art. These people seldom do finished

work. Their responsibility is to come up with

visual interpretations and new graphic devices.

Sometimes, as in the creation of continuing maga-

zine campaigns where every month demands a

fresh idea, the demand on ingenuity is great. At

other times, such as in retail operations where a

straightforward display of the merchandise often is

sufficient, the layout man can breathe a little easier.

In any event, there is always some manner of

creative work going on in the art department.

2. Buying of art. Individual art directors or

the department head generally choose the suppliers

of illustrations, photographs, lettering, and paste-

up work. The department is also responsible for

maintaining records of all transactions between

the company and outside sources; these records

are forwarded to the accounting and other de-

partments.

Almost every art director is asked to do a little

bookkeeping. He is required to record the time

spent on each job going through the shop, he

writes orders, he okays bills—but in most art de-

partments an attempt is made to release him from

as much paper work as possible by employing busi-

ness managers, traffic coordinators, secretaries, and

clerks to handle these tasks.

Many art departments are enough well rounded

to put through most or all of the finished art right

on the premises. As will be pointed out later in

this chapter, in some cases it is worthwhile having

a stable of illustrators, photographers, retouchers,

and lettering men on staff.

.3. Folloiving through on the job. The job in

point may be an advertisement, in which case it is

expected that the art department will see that

everything "fits"—that the typography is right,

that the art is capable of good reproduction. For

a display piece, the item materializes under the

supervision of the art department from a sketch on

the drawing board to a three-dimensional finished

product. The art section of the television depart-

ment, as we shall see later, is responsible for every-

thing visual on the screen.

As a rule, mechanicals are considered inside

jobs, with outside services called in only when the

workload gets too heavy for the staff to handle.

In some departments, however, mechanicals are

always farmed out for the purpose of allowing the

art department even more time for creative func-

tions.

4. Meeting due dates. In advertising, practi-

cally never is a job undertaken without a set dead-
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Services for which ai encies make
additional charges

Service % of age ncie.s charging

Finished art 100

Mechanical art (paste-ups) 97

Comprehensive layouts 86

TV storyboards 68

Market research (extensive) 66

Producer's services for TV
commercials 65

Rough layouts 51

Copy 16

From a survey conducted by Ira Rubel and published

in Printers Ink. July 12. 1957.

line. Uncomfortable as this custom may be to

some artists, it is hardly likely that the system will

ever change. Publications are stern about their

closing dates, commercials must make the air at

a certain time, shipping dates are arranged to cor-

relate with promotion schemes. These are matters

not to be taken lightly, and the art department sees

that the jobs are finished on time.

trol tower. A vertically organized department, on

the other hand, has several chiefs, each responsible

for specific functions, overseeing the work of peo-

ple assigned to their groups, responsible for the

work of those under them.

Successful art departments have been built up

with either system. Generally, the larger the de-

partment, the more work should be delegated to

subchiefs. In some of the giant art departments of

advertising agencies, it would not be possible for

a single person to control all the work. About the

best he could do would be to hire the top in talent

for the money available and put his trust in his

employees and God.

Human nature being what it is, some depart-

ment heads find it difficult to wash their hands of

certain functions and pass the responsibility on to

others. Perhaps at the beginning of their careers,

the departments might have been small and easily

managed, and the strict horizontal system the

most practical. The fact that the department has

grown and reached out in all directions like the

arms of an octopus may elude their notice, but

things will get out of hand if one man keeps him-

self responsible for every small thing that crops up

in a bustling art department.

Art department is not primarily

a profit maker

Seldom is the art department itself looked upon

as a source of cash income. This does not mean

that the account executives in an advertising

agency must do double duty to support their breth-

ren in the art department. The relationship be-

tween art and the rest of the organization is rather

like that of a performing seal and his trainer. The

seal, in a strict sense, does not earn money (in-

deed, he consumes huge quantities of fish daily

)

but, without him, the trainer would be just a use-

less individual in a fancy uniform.

How many bosses in an art department?

As everyone who ever examined an organization

chart consisting of more than two workers knows,

a department can be set up either "horizontally" or

"vertically." The difference between the two sys-

tems is easy to see. In a horizontal setup, everyone

reports directly to a single man who sits at the

top of it all like a railroad dispatcher in his con-

i S i
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The usual arrangement in a vertically set up art

department in advertising agencies is to divide the

work up among art directors by accounts, each

art director being responsible for the graphic en-

deavor of specific clients. In one of the largest

agencies, some two hundred million dollars worth

of billing is split about equally into seven groups

in the agency, each headed by a vice president

who, in turn, have group heads under them in the

art department.

In retail establishments' art departments, work

is often sectioned off by type of merchandise. One

group will handle women's dresses, another furni-

ture, another housewares—with each group cap-
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tained by an assistant art director or layout man
and a single art director responsible for the entire

art department.

Hotv large an art department?

The number of people working in an art de-

partment varies almost as much as the number of

fish in different ponds. There might be only a

single person in the "department" who is creative

specialist, display man, illustrator, cartoonist, and

sign painter all rolled into one. (In some rare

cases, the versatile specimen is also expected to

write copy, understand advertising production, and

be familiar with media problems. ) Sometimes, as

happens in many smaller agencies, the art depart-

ment consists of an art director (who does lay-

outs) and his assistant (who does paste-ups).

In other cases, the people on the art payroll may
number two or three hundred.

Art is considered, by most of management, a

service that must "pay for itself" but not neces-

sarily stay deeply in the black. The overhead of

art departments can be figured out with reasonable

accuracy—especially when the department is part

of the rigid business hierarchy of a large manu-

facturing firm. (It is not unusual for the art execu-

tive here to be required to break down his opera-

tion expenses into two dozen separate items, from

salaries to the cost of photostats for the next six

months. In an advertising agency, where wide

fluctuations of work might occur from month to

month, it is difficult to forecast costs as accurately,

but even here it is quite possible to get a fair idea

of overhead.) After the overhead is determined,

the department head is merely expected to stay

within his budget; there is no allowance for profit,

as such.

An advertising agency supports its art depart-

ment with about 2 per cent of its usual 15 per cent

agency commissions, leaving 13 per cent for other

agency functions—a ratio that may vary widely,

depending on the type of accounts handled. In

many instances, the client is billed for additional

fees. Most agencies, for example, charge the client

for comprehensive layouts; some even charge for

art director's layouts. Fees are also established for

special services, such as the creation of sales pro-

motion pieces. The cost of finished art is usually

billed directly to the client, sometimes with an

additional handling charge of 10 per cent and up.

The size of the art department is not always in

direct relationship to the amount of billing han-

dled. Television art departments, for example,

which may handle huge dollar volumes, are rela-

tively small in size because the graphic supervision

required can usually be dispatched by only a few

people. (In some agencies, where television billing

may account for as much as half of the total billing,

it is not uncommon to find six times as many
people in the print art department as in the tele-

vision art department. ) Some accounts, especially

when trade advertising is a heavy part of their

program, may require proportionately more of the

art director's time than others. One of the largest

agencies in the world, billing more than $200 mil-

lion a year, gets along with an art staff of only

about 75 people; another in the same city, billing

less than $25 million, finds that it can keep 50

people on their toes with the constant flow of work

on its motion-picture accounts.

The size of an art department is also largely

determined by the amount of work that is dele-

gated to outside services. The smaller agency men-

tioned above must, of necessity, put together most

of its advertising in its own shop; in motion-picture

advertising things move too fast to spend time in

contacting outside services. Speed is also im-

portant in art departments of retail firms which

must be geared to do most of the work on the

premises.

Who's who in the art department

Here is a list of various persons that might be

found working in an art department. Not all will

be found in every art department; much depends

on the size and the individual functions of the

department.

7. Executive art director. His title is fre-

quently vice president in charge of art, and he is

responsible for the over-all function of the depart-

ment. Hiring and firing may be part of his job. His

work may be only administrative, only creative, or

both. Many art departments house two chiefs

—

one responsible for the creative side of the work,

the other concerned with running the department

from a business standpoint. One may report to the

In business companies, art is usually part of the

advertising department, combined sometimes with

sales promotion and public relations. Art charges

are part of advertising expenses.
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other, or not; usually there is no hard-and-fast

rule about seniority when there are two heads.

Determining the budget for running the depart-

ment, handling raises, establishing a traffic system

for the flow of work, are part of this person's (or

persons') responsibilities. Usually, he is in charge

of making asignments to the various art directors.

A more detailed description of his functions will

be found in Chapter 19.

2. Group head. This man may be known as

the art supervisor or senior art director. In an

advertising agency he has passed the stage of being

just "plain" art director, and although his main

concern might still be layout work and follow-

through, he has the responsibility for guiding sub-

ordinates. One or several art directors might com-

prise his "group." In some agencies, group heads

are provided with full-time secretaries, sketchmen.

lettering men, and assistant art directors.

3. Art director is a nebulous title. It may refer

to a top-salaried executive sitting in a multi-

windowed office, or it may describe the functions

of a young but ambitious novice who singlehand-

edly comprises the entire art department. In large

art departments of advertising agencies, the title

implies the notch just below group head. Although

he might work under the supervision of a group or

department head, he is usually in full charge of

one or more accounts—or a segment of a large

account. With or without supervision, he is asked

to handle all the creative work on "his" accounts

as well as the art buying. He may also have as-

sistants of his own.

4. Assistant art director or junior art di-

rector. This man helps the art director in his work.

His functions vary, depending on the policy of the

department, his own talents and, of course, the

kind of boss he has. If his flair is mostly creative,

he probably will be assigned to laying out adver-

tisements. He may also be asked to follow through

on layouts—do the mechanicals, purchase some

art. Generally, he does not have accounts for

which he is independently responsible. Many
agencies assign their assistant art directors to

trade-paper accounts first, easing them gradually

into the more precarious jobs of working on larger

accounts advertising nationally.

5. The men in the studio, or bull pen. Al-

though some may flinch at the term, "bull pen" is

common usage for that section of the art depart-

ment where things get buttoned up and pulled to-

gether. Its relationship to the rest of the art

department may be compared to that of a machine

shop to the engineering department in a factory.

This division is usually headed by a studio man-
ager (coordinator, supervisor) who is the hub of

all activity. Incoming and outgoing jobs are routed

through him; he has the best idea of the work

going on in his department at any given time. He
may or may not put in any work at the drawing

board himself.

Sketchmen are usually considered part of the

bull pen. They are highly skilled craftsmen with

superior drawing ability whose main function is

preparation of comprehensives for client presenta-

tion. They are often expert in several techniques

—

paint, pencil, crayon.

In art departments where finished art is also

prepared, such as in virtually all retail shops and

company advertising departments, the sketchman

is actually an illustrator. He may never get into

layout work (in retail advertising, ideas are pre-

sented only in rough form, and the time can't be

taken to prepare comprehensives ) . Sometimes the

sketchman is not on the payroll but works on a

fee basis. It is not unusual to find a fast and com-

petent illustrator working on the premises who has

an income higher than anyone else working in the

art department—including the man in charge.

Lettering men are called upon to indicate let-

tering in comprehensive layouts in a variety of

media—pencil, brush, and pen. Sometimes, they

also do finished lettering.

Retouchers specialize in correcting and sharp-

ening photographs for reproduction. In retail ad-

vertising, theirs is an especially important function

because of the tremendous volume of retouching

—

with little leeway for mistakes. In company ad-

vertising departments, where a quantity of cata-

logue work may be prepared, retouching is also an

essential job of the bull pen. Here, retouchers may
specialize in certain fields—fashion, still life, farm

machinery, etc.

Paste-up or mechanical helpers are on call

in most on-the-premises studios. They fit all the

elements of advertisements onto the page, making

them ready for reproduction. Mounting layouts

for presentation, a job that is quite time-consum-

ing in larger art departments, may also be part of

their responsibilities. It is in this group, at the

mounting board, that many a top art director

received his initial training.
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Typical structure of the bull pen in medium- to large-

sized art departments. In advertising agencies, little, if

any finished art work is prepared in the hull pen. Retail

and company art departments often follow through their

advertising to the very end. however, in which case spe-

cial artists are found in the hull pen.

6. Not actually engaged in producing art, but

working along with art directors may be several

other people. A traffic manager will be responsible

for the flow of work (often, he is actually the

business manager of the art department ) . His func-

tions are extremely important and will be taken

up in the following chapter. He may be aided by

one or several art secretaries, who handle corre-

spondence and do the lion's share of paper work

so necessary to smooth operation. Art buyers may
also be on the staff in art departments. Stylists,

home economists, photographers, librarians, pho-

tostat technicians, typographers, fashion models

(in retail operations), all may be on the payroll.

THE ART DEPARTMENT
OF YOUNG & RUBICAM, INC

The art department of this agency is one of the

largest in the business. It is also one of the most

tightly organized. The structure is such that seldom

are there any guessing games as to who should do

what and why.

The interesting thing about the Young & Rubi-

cam art department is that in spite of its size and

rather rigid structure, there seems to exist prac-

tically none of that "just a cog in the wheel"

feeling. This is the more surprising when one con-

siders that people in an art department are creative

individuals who would seem to prefer lassez-faire

to organized activity. Yet there are few complaints

about the system; most feel they are given ample

room for their creative egos to roam. Loyalty to

the agency is marked—turnover among art di-

rectors is low in spite of the fact that many of

them are courted regularly by other agencies.
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One of the largest art departments is found at the

Young & Ruhicam agency. Chart here shows structure

only, not the numher of people on staff. Since most art

directors in this agency render their own layouts for

client presentation, with paste-ups prepared in their own
offices, there is no need for a bull pen and this art- de-

partment has none. Extensive clerical, art buying, and

typographical help in the agency is available to every

art director for the asking.
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Along Madison Avenue, Young & Rubicam is

known as "the creative man's paradise."

A look at the agency's philosophy reveals some

of the reasons for its beckoning appeal to a crea-

tively oriented art director. In the first place, man-

agement is convinced that art is as important a

part in an advertisement as copy—or anything

else. Consequently, the art director feels he has a

place in the sun at Young & Rubicam.

The art department is indeed well represented at

top level management. On each of the meetings of

the agency's plans boards (there are two such

groups ) sits an art executive plus an alternate.

Three of Y & R's vice presidents make the art

department their homeground.

In the second place, the standard of work is far

above average. Unlike some agencies, where much

of the routine work often leaves the art department

without inspection from the top art directors, at

Young & Rubicam all work must be cleared

through supervisors and department manager; in

the case of experimental work and new campaigns,

also through the department head.

It would seem, offhand, that this emphasis on

perfection would only make the art director's life

more arduous, but one must take into account the

temperament of the creative man. Artists like per-

fection because they are, by nature, perfectionists

themselves. They flourish in an atmosphere where

artistic perfection is taken seriously by the top

management of the agency. Few things in life give

an art director as much satisfaction as a job well

turned out, and the fact that he is encouraged to

do this at Y & R is appreciated by him—possibly
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even more than a higher salary offered elsewhere.

What kind of art directors? Because art

occupies such an important part of the agency's

approach to advertising, layout men (potential art

directors ) are hired with meticulous care.

Usually they are hired after graduation from art

school. Occasionally an established art director is

added to the staff, but the agency prefers promo-

tion from within. It has became established prac-

tice to use an alternating system for novices: a

week at the mounting table, a week at the draw-

ing board, back again to the mounting table. After

a year of such apprenticeship, the young man is

given a chance to assist one of the art directors.

At the beginning, he will make himself useful

mostly in helping with mechanicals and rendering.

As he becomes more experienced, his workload

will broaden and soon he will be asked to try his

hand at the creation of rough layouts. In the tra-

dition of Y & R's training program, he will also be

invited to attend meetings more and more.

In the neighborhood of five years, he may work

his way up to full-fledged art director with ac-

counts assigned directly to him. Where he goes

from there depends on his own abilities and the

opportunities. All of the department's administra-

tive staff were at one time art directors.

What kind of layouts? It takes several years,

the agency believes, for an art director to learn

the ways of Young & Rubicam. The kind of think-

ing required is fresh and original. The art director

must learn to work very closely with the writers,

most of whom are picture-minded themselves.

The agency also has a method of rendering lay-

outs peculiar to itself. Layouts are usually ren-

dered with pencil and paint, kept fairly rough.

These are presented to the client. Comprehensives

are seldom prepared; when they are, it is usually at

the client's specific request, and he pays for this

"extra." The feeling in the agency is that art

directors' layouts are sufficient for presentation

purposes, the account executives can "sell" effec-

tively with them and, in addition, the roster of

clients includes knowledgeable advertising people

who can "read" a layout without any trouble.

All art directors do their own layouts, with the

help of their assistants with whom they usually

share an office. The agency believes that an art

director can do a better job executing his own
concepts than can anyone else. Says the manager

of the department: "When a rough (done in a

hurry) is turned over to the bull pen, there are

probably many ways that it could be made a better

ad. Bull pen people are manufacturers of picture

and lettering, not creative advertising designers,

so chances are they would miss the opportunities

for improvements. The art director, rendering his

own layout, should see these opportunities and

make the improvements."

Proving that the agency practices what it

preaches is the fact that in its vast art department

there is no provision made for a bull pen. There

are only part-time sketchmen. Mechanicals are

done by outside help on occasion, but more often

than not they are the handiwork of the art director

himself or his assistant. This, too, is consistent

with the agency's policy of not letting the layout

get too far from the art director's view.

The "no bull pen" system seems to work out

fine for Y & R. However, in other agencies, where

the approach to art problems is different, such

do-it-yourself thinking in making layouts would

not always be expedient.

Basic structure: the group system. As the

chart shows, the layout section of Y & R is divided

into three groups, each responsible for several

accounts. At the head of the department is the

director. The department manager is his alter ego

in matters of business routine, including the task

of assigning accounts to various groups. The ex-

ecutive art supervisor is in charge of creative

leadership in the department (this man will, for

example, kick off the work on a new account).

Each group is headed by a supervisor who
handles accounts of his own. Although, in a gen-

eral sense, he is responsible for the quality of the

output of art directors in his group, there may be

several accounts his team is working on that he

is not directly concerned with. At Y & R, those in

an "art group" may become involved in more than

one "product group" (the agency is divided into

product groups, each consisting of contact people,

copy, media, research, merchandising, art). The

people in the art group may find themselves work-

ing on several accounts, each handled by a differ-

ent copywriter, account executive—and art super-

visor. (This is different from the "group system"

in other agencies where the group head "owns" all

personnel on his account and every art director

works only for a single supervisor.)

Auxiliary services in the art department.

There is an art-buying section of six to eight per-
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sons among whom accounts are divided. The

agency believes this specialization permits the

buyer to learn the problems of his accounts more

thoroughly and also to work more smoothly with

the art director on the accounts. Art buyers see all

the artists' samples that come into the agency

(averaging about 400 interviews a week) and call

to the attention of the art directors styles they

think would interest them. This takes a consider-

able workload off the art directors' shoulders and

frees them for more time for mulling over layouts.

It is estimated that each art buyer makes approxi-

mately 60 "contacts" each day with art directors,

traffic men, secretaries, and other personnel at

Y & R.

The art department also has a typographic sec-

tion made up of experts in the field of typography.

They, not the art directors, mark up the layout

for typography—although the art director retains

full responsibility for the final appearance of

the ad.

Other specialists in the department take care of

particular art problems. There is a full-time pack-

age designer on the premises. A section of sales

promotion experts takes care of point-of-sale and

other sales promotion assignments.

Mention should also be made of Young & Rubi-

cam's art library which functions as part of the

art department. This library consists of four main

divisions—a book collection, a periodical collec-

tion, a clipping file, and an art buyers' file. To
give the readers an idea of the scope of this

auxiliary service, the following statistics may be

helpful:

Book collection consists of many hundreds of

volumes covering fine arts, graphic arts, applied

arts, advertising art, natural history, world history.

Americana. The collection is as completely in-

dexed as a first-rate library's.

Periodical collection is made up of about 80

subscriptions to magazines covering all the fields

of art. foreign and American as well as trade,

special interest, and general publications. Back
issues are kept for the clipping file.

Clipping file is open to everyone in the depart-

ment. The system covers a variety of over 500
subject headings.

Art buyers' file has samples of over 600
artists, with master cards for each artist listing all

pertinent information as well as subject cards on
technique and subject matter. Representatives of

the artists are regularly asked to keep the agency's

file up to date on artists and their samples.

The art library is primarily set up to save the

time of the art director who is looking for infor-

mation. It provides material quickly—written or

pictorial—to those who need it. In an average

month, the library will handle 250 requests.

The art department also gets efficient support

from its art traffic division. A well-developed sys-

tem makes work go through the department

smoothly. Time spent on each layout is recorded,

be it rough or comprehensive. Dates for "finish-

ing up" an ad are established as a matter of

routine and an attempt is always made to allow

sufficient working time for artists and photog-

raphers.

Typical of the "Y & R way" of rendering

layouts is this color sketch prepared for

Cluett Peahody. First, outlines of figures

were indicated. Watercolors (not pastels, as

are used in most art departments) were used

to show coloring. This was applied on or-

dinary tissue paper. As is customary in the

agency, the layout was prepared by the art

director himself, singlehandedly. with no

support from a bull pen.



BATTEN, BARTON, DURST2NE & OSBORN, INC

The art department of another giant in the

field, similar in structure to that of Young &

Rubicam's, is yet quite different in philosophy.

This art department must be large because of

the nature of its work. BBDO serves about 150

clients. Attracted by the scope of the agency's

merchandising and marketing activities, many of

these accounts fall into the "bread-and-butter"

category. The designing of handsome magazine

layouts is only a small segment of the service these

clients expect from their agency. Collateral ma-

terial, such as direct mail pieces, advertising

programs for retail outlets, and a vast amount of

trade advertising (BBDO buys more space in

magazines than any other agency), all fall into

the lap of the art department. The volume of work

going through this organization day after day is

indeed staggering.

This is why BBDO's art department must, above

all, be geared to turn out a quantity of material

—

fast and without a hitch. Under the guidance of

the executive art director, known in this agency

as the General Art Director, this is just what

happens.

This department has about twice as many people

as Y & R, and even twice as many as the largest

agency in the world, J. Walter Thompson Co.

There are about 150 people, some working behind

drawing boards, others behind desks. As in the

Y & R setup, work progresses under the group

system. But, in this agency each group, numbering

about a dozen people, is headed by a group head

who is accountable for all work done by his flock.

Anywhere from one to five art directors may be

in each group, and each has accounts of his own
which he oversees from beginning to end—sitting

in on planning sessions, buying art, working with

copywriters who often consult them before a word
of copy is down. Group heads, besides being avail-

able to the art directors when advice is needed,

are kept busy on accounts of their own. They have
assistants, as do the art directors, the number
varying with the service required on the accounts.

Plenty of help for art directors. BBDO's art

directors, unlike those at Y & R, cannot generally

afford the luxury of living closely with their layouts

from rough thumbnail sketch to what may eventu-

ally be shown to the client. The philosophy at

BBDO is that art directors should be occupied

primarily with the creation of a layout, then pass

on their roughs and let someone else do the but-

toning up. Many of BBDO's clients request com-
prehensives or tightly rendered layouts for ap-

provals. For this, there is usually no additional

charge.

In view of the great number of comprehensives

required and the huge volume of work, the agency

finds it practical to maintain its own extensive

studio service. More than 25 sketchmen, many of

them accomplished finish illustrators, help art di-

rectors wrap up their layouts.

Frequently, photographs are taken for layouts

on an experimental basis. Sometimes the client

foots the bill, sometimes the agency, sometimes it

is split. For fashion accounts photographs in lay-

outs are essential to get the idea across and are

practically always presented that way.

Naturally, a large volume of varied projects

makes for a large amount of clerical detail, and art

directors at this agency get ample help in these

mundane, but quite essential, chores. Although the

agency has no art buyers and each art director

buys for himself, an extensive sample file of over

2,000 artists, carefully cross-indexed, is available

so the art director can locate quickly the particular

kind of talent he may be seeking.

Also working closely with the art directors is a

typography section consisting of four experts. They
help in the casting and specifying of type, but the

final say in these matters still rests with the art di-

rectors, as is true in almost all agencies.

BBDO's art department, in addition to all these

services, has still others. The agency maintains one

of the largest test kitchens in the business and it is

close to the art department. The equipment is the

dream of any housewife; the refrigerators are al-

ways well stocked. Home economists are on

BBDO's permanent payroll, and they are always

ready to turn the art director's sketch into a three-

dimensional reality.

Also on the premises is a fully staffed styling

department. The function of this group will be

taken up later in this chapter.
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Typical of the art department in a medium-to-large advertising agency is Compton's. The
department's close tie-in with TV is unique; art directors work in both print and television.

Separate TV production department, consisting of over a dozen producers, follows up on

commercials.

COMPTON ADVERTISING, INC

Typical of a large (but not giant, such as Young

& Rubicam or BBDO ) advertising agency is

Compton. Its billing at the time of writing exceeded

$70 million a year, a large part of it for packaged

goods. The agency is well known for its efficient

administrative ways and this is reflected in the or-

ganization of the art department.

Art directors "create"—art studios folloiv

through. Art directors at Compton are not en-

couraged to spend time in polishing up layouts for

client showings. The administration in this agency

feels that art directors draw their pay checks pri-

marily for their creative ability so that the button-

ing-up should be left to the lower-paid employees

in the bullpen.

Art directors' time spent on creative gestation

(exploring various approaches to a problem) is

not charged to the client but is considered part of

the agency's regular creative service. The situation

changes, however, once the idea is hatched and

approved by the agency's top brass. The art di-

rector's layout is passed on to the manager of the

art studio (which is what the bullpen is called at

Compton), and he assigns it to his staff. The time

for finishing the layout is charged to the client,

with the time put in by the various sketchmen.

letter men, and other assistants figuring in the cost.

Large studio is a necessity. The volume of

work put through Compton's art studio is con-

siderable. In addition to the rendering assistance

given to art directors (the agency has about 15 art

directors, some of whom are group heads and

others associates), the studio is also responsible

for the preparation of mechanicals, almost all of
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which are done inside the agency. Such work, of

course, calls for a large corps of paste-up men, re-

touchers, and lettering men.

Most of the collateral materials—point-of-sale

items, mailing pieces, brochures, etc.—are also

followed up in the art studio. The art director may
participate in "styling" these pieces, but he is dis-

couraged from spending too much time on such

projects.

The final appearance of all advertisements is

still the art director's responsibility, however. All

mechanicals are checked through him, and even

though the agency employs full-time typogra-

phers, the final word in selection of type is still his.

The same goes for art work; two art buyers (one a

specialist in photography, the other in all other

forms of art work) are available, but nothing is

bought without the approval of the art director on

the account.

Art department serves both print and tele-

vision needs. At Compton, art directors work in

all media, including television. The agency main-

tains no separate television department. Such a

set-up is usually referred to as an "integrated

shop"; the advantages and disadvantages of such a

system will be discussed later in this book.

At Compton, art directors prepare all story-

boards needed by the accounts for which they are

responsible. They work closely with writers (who

also shuttle back and forth between print and TV )

in conceiving ideas for commercials. Once the idea

is on paper, however, and this is approved inside

by the key people working on the account, the

rough sketches leave the art director's office and

go to the art studio where more finished render-

ings are prepared by sketchmen and animators.

Art directors may spend anywhere from 25 per

cent to 75 per cent of their time working on tele-

vision matters, depending largely on how an ac-

count's billing is apportioned. Some of Compton's

clients have substantial billings in TV and require

considerable service in this field. More than half

the agency's total billing is earmarked for this

medium.

Client-approved storyboards do not come back

to the art directors at Compton. The agency main-

tains a separate and fully staffed department of

television producers, headed by a vice president.

This department follows through on television

problems. They use the art studio when necessary,

and they may go back and consult with the art

directors.

Compton's "Creative Platform."' The agency

believes firmly that every campaign must have a

strong, basic approach. This "platform," as it is

called in the agency, is usually determined before

the assignment is given the art director.

Layouts are then conceived in keeping with the

basic concept. Before presentation to the client,

art and copy chiefs meet with the contact man to

see whether the layout is in line with the basic

theme. Only one layout is usually shown for each

problem. Often, the copy chief prepares a memo
explaining the reasoning behind the creative ap-

proach taken, and the account executive uses this

memo as ammunition in his presentation to the

client. Thus, all the way down the line, steps are

taken to ensure that the creative platform is kept

in mind.

DOHERTY, CLIFFORD, STEERS & SHENFIELD, INC

A medium-sized, compact agency, Doherty, Clif-

ford has long been known in the field for its creative

advertising. Part of the success of its campaigns is

due to its search for the unusual in art treatment

—

a relentless desire by management to give their

advertising a fresh and bold look. Some of the

most talked-about campaigns—the missing-tooth

series for Ipana, the man on the white horse for

White Horse Scotch, the Ladies Home Journal pro-

motions—have come out of this agency.

The number of people working in the art depart-

ment corresponds in traditional fashion with the

amount of billing; at the time of writing, there

were 15 art men in the agency.

Grouping by type of accounts. Somewhat

unusual is the division of accounts into four

product groups, as follows:

Group 1 : Publications, liquor, new business

Group 2: Toiletries, package goods (non-

food)

Group 3: Ethical, pharmaceutical products

Group 4: Food
Each group is headed by a supervisor (head art

director and managing art director also function
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as supervisors ) who is helped by an art director

and an assistant. Mechanicals are prepared by the

assistants who are flexible in their work and help

out in other groups when necessary. The agency

studio is small, used only for odd chores, such

as mounting.

An orderly method of preparing layouts.

Perhaps more than in most agencies, a step-by-step

method of preparing advertising is adhered to

closely. That such discipline does not discourage

creative talent is evident from the quality of the

work turned out.

A strict traffic system rules out the possibility,

for example, of an account executive paying an

impulse visit on the art director and asking him

to "knock out a couple of layouts for the meeting

coming up in an hour." For assignments (unless

there is a genuine emergency of the kind that

occurs quite frequently in advertising), the ac-

count executive, the copywriter, or anyone else

must go through "channels." The forwarding of

these requests, in the form of a written order, is

left up to the traffic department.

Assignments which warrant it usually start off

with a meeting of account executive, creative di-

rector, copy chief, art supervisor, copywriter, art

director, and perhaps other key people, such as

representatives from research and television. The

account executive explains the problem at this

time and. if possible, a general direction for the

advertising is set here.

The problem is then turned over to the traffic

manager who will schedule the timing and issue

due dates. (This procedure is common among
agencies. See pages 150-51 for specific forms

used.

)

Writer and art director usually get together at

this early stage to discuss various possibilities.

Even though the copy is not yet written, the copy-

writer may have several headline ideas he wants

to try out on the art director.

Body copy is then prepared and sent to the art

department (with an art requisition form). From
this and all the other information he has gathered,

the art director now prepares his layout. He may
get together with the writer again if he wants to

—

or keep strictly to himself. When the art director

has his rough concepts down on paper, the traffic,

department routes them around to the copy chief

creative director, and others concerned with the

campaign's creation. Criticisms are aired at in-

formal meetings.

The rough layout is then cleaned up by the art

director, or, if there is a need for a comprehensive,

it is sent outside. When the layout is finished, the

account executive takes it to the client.

There is little contact between the account ex-

ecutive and the art director. Such an impersonal

(but efficient) routine for creating advertisements

is peculiar to this agency and to a few others.

Whether this system is best or not. creatively

speaking, is hard to say; fine results have been

achieved both ways.

Compact. tcell-OTganized art department of Doherty. Clifford. Steers &

Shenfield works well in this medium-sized agency. Accounts are divided among
four art directors, each responsible for a group of his own. Both head and

managing art directors have accounts of their own.

Asst. AD
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Goold & Tierney's organization is as simple

in structure for an advertising art depart-

ment as is the amoeba in the animal king-

dom. In a small agency, such departments

work with high efficiency. A single art di-

rector is responsible for all accounts.

Paste-up Man

Senior AD

AD

Paste-up Man Paste-up Man

GOOLD & TIERNEY, INC.

This agency, billing about four million dollars an-

nually and employing a total of about thirty people

may be classified as a small agency. Its art depart-

ment, consisting of five people under the leader-

ship of a senior art director, is typical of an adver-

tising agency of this size.

Such setups, less publicized than the art depart-

ments of giant agencies, are found with much
greater frequency. They are much closer to the

common denominator of art departments in ad-

vertising agencies and companies than the large

highly departmentalized staffs of the top twenty

agencies.

The advantages of ivorking in a small

organization. A few words may be due here

about small art departments in general. Many art

directors and art directors to be feel that such

departments are to be avoided; as in many other

fields, the idea is one has not "arrived" unless he

is working for the biggest and best known.

However, there are definite advantages in work-

ing for small art departments and these should

not be overlooked. The art director in the Goold

& Tierney agency, for example, has a lot more
freedom than those in large companies, and he

works in a cozy atmosphere to boot. He is not

likely to be ignored in the early planning stages

of campaigns as are the men in larger agencies

where the division of duties is much finer. Even
after a job has left the art department, it is likely

that he will still be following it through. His rela-

tionship with writers and account executives may
be just as close as with the other men in his depart-

ment. Quite often, he will also work closely with

the client himself. All this will have to add up to

a keener understanding of advertising as a whole;

he will learn to look at the over-all picture.

One of the fallacies in the trade is that larger

art departments always turn up with the highest

caliber advertising. The fact is, some of the best

campaigns have come out of small agencies. A
cursory look through an Art Directors Club annual

should convince the reader that as many, and

sometimes more, of the outstanding ads are origi-

nated by smaller art departments. An exact count

in one of the yearbooks showed that practically

half of all the awards went to men working for

agencies billing $20 million or less.

There are disadvantages, too. Small agencies,

of course, do not constitute the magic cure-all for

restless art directors. One important item is

money. This can be a large problem. Budgets are

generally on the small side and buying top qualitv

art becomes quite difficult. Old art must be used

over and over again. Goold & Tierney has a girl

working there whose most important function is

to take care of the filing system and see that the

art director can get his hands on used art quickly.

The bulk of material going through the Goold

& Tierney art department finds its way into trade

publications, mostly in black-and-white. This, too,

puts a damper on the art director's creative day-

dreaming.

How ivork is charged. As in many other

agencies, layouts (rough or otherwise) are billed

to the client. These charges are made on a time

basis and will, consequently, vary in amount. Much
of the work, including all collateral material, is

done on a fee basis.

Flexibility in organization. Unlike the pic-

ture in larger agencies, staff members are not

assigned to particular accounts. Everybody gets

to work on everything, and in the art department

work is channeled through the senior art director.

There is no extra lettering or sketching help. If

these are desired and the money is here, the art

director turns to outside sources. In most cases,

however, each man works up his own layouts

—

from rough to the comprehensive for the client.
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Major types of point-of-purrhase displays

Magazine ad reprints

Easel back cards

Window banners

Decals

Wall posters

Racks of wood, metal, wire

Plaques

Merchandiser displays

Display shipping cartons

Exhibition displays

Display cartons

Self-adhesive tape displays

Shadow box displays

Blow-up of product

Animated displays

Over wire banners

Demonstrator displays

Three-dimensional displays

Window cutouts

Flasher displays

Fabric banners

Mobiles

Indoor electric signs

Plastic self-sticking signs

Plastic molded signs

Self-selector displays

Wallboards

Turn-table displays

Lighted indoor signs

Clock displays

Related item displays

Self-adhesive strip displays

Can and bottle toppers

Tuck-in cards

Large itinerant displays

Enameled signs for indoor use

Floor cutouts

Sound displays

Shelf toppers

Supermarket basket displays

Departmentalizing displays

Displays at checkout counter

Backbar menu signs

Cash register signs

Counter display baskets

Light cord displays

Molded ceramic figurines

Heat rotor displays

Illusion displays (projector)

Mechanical manikin displays

Mirror displays

Rubber ad mats

Deep etched glass signs

Changing scene displays

Dioramas for walls

Change tray displays

Mechanical book displays

Moving letter displays

Using a list prepared by the Point-Of-Purchase Advertising

Institute, Advertising Requirements magazine asked respon-

dents to check those types of displays which their companies

had used during the past five years. The 60 types of displays

are listed above in order of their popularity as indicated by

the AR survey.

SALES PROMOTION
Sales promotion—advertising that calls for

preparation of material which will not appear in

commissionable media, or those that pay the

agency a commission (such as magazines, news-

papers, radio, television, outdoor posters, car

cards)—has long been the stepchild in advertis-

ing agencies, and the darling of company adver-

tising departments.

The reason for this is simple: money. It is

naturally difficult for an advertising agency, em-

ploying expensive talent, to charge a realistic price

for making up a window banner or backbar menu
sign and still come out in the black. Only recently

have there been attempts to install self-sustaining

sales promotion departments within the walls of

agencies. Methods of compensation vary, but

almost always the price is slightly above what the

client would pay for a similar service from a

printer or lithographer, or from an organization

specializing in direct mail. But, because there is a

certain economy in having all advertising opera-

tions under one roof, and also because more

thought is being given to quality in this field,

manufacturers are quite willing to doll out a feu

dollars more for the items.

Many companies, particularly the larger ones.

have point-of-purchase specialists in their own

shops. Even so. an increasing amount of this kind

of work is spilling over to advertising agencies.

The preparation of display material and related

items is too big and too important a matter to be

handled only as a sort of sideline. In a survey

undertaken by Advertising Requirements maga-

zine in 1957, it was found, surprisingly, that the

average advertiser devotes 10 per cent of his ad-

vertising budget to POP material.

Sales promotion department in

tin advertising agency

One of the first large agencies to recognize the

need for a separate department to handle sales

promotion was McCann-Erickson. Inc. In the

early thirties, the groundwork for this department

was laid. The venture met with skepticism from
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other agency people at first; the feeling was that

such a setup could never be a paying matter.

Today the agency handles many million dollars

worth of sales promotion—an endeavor that shows

a profit for the agency and pays off for the clients,

too. There are more than 80 people in this depart-

ment, most of them specialists in their fields.

What does the sales promotion department

do? These people do much more than just put

together three-dimensional cardboard models.

Representatives from the department often sit in

with other agency members on planning sessions.

Not infrequently, the creative corps of the sales

promotion department comes up with an idea that

becomes the theme of an advertising campaign in

all media. Other times, as in the case of the re-

nowned Pillsbury bake-off contests, the "hook"

for the advertising campaign is the promotional

idea itself.

The scope of the sales promotion division may
be stated as follows:

/. The creation of selling concepts. Directed

at the consumer, these would include: contests,

demonstrations, premiums, packaging, sample.

trade-ins. For the trade: deals, demonstrations,

incentives, selling tools, management aids. To the

salesmen: incentive plans, sales meetings, sales

training programs, selling tools.

2. The production of selling materials. To

the consumer, catalogues, direct mail, displays,

gimmicks, literature, packaging of products. To

the trade: advertising aids, exhibit material, films

demonstrating selling methods, store promotion

kits. To the salesmen: catalogues, demonstration

kits, "door openers." films, gimmicks, manuals.

Hon- the department is organized. Headed

by the creative director and manager, the depart-

ment has its own copy, production, and art spe-

cialists.

The accounts are divided up among groups.

Esso. for example, a lavish user of POP material,

has a group of copy and art people devoted to its

problems. Some crossing of account lines, how-

ever, is found. One section, for example, is in

charge of all three-dimensional displays, regardless

of account; the head of this group is an expert at

ferreting out new kinds of materials with which

to build displays, unusual techniques, new con-

Large sales promotion Hepart-

ment works under a creative

director at McCann-Erickson.

Inc. The art section within this

department is split into account

groups as well as groups that

specialize in various types of

displays.

Production Mgr.
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Group Head Group Head
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cepts in achieving motion. Art directors, on occa-

sion, will assist their colleagues in other groups.

The mechanicals man and two paste-up boys help

wherever they are needed. Comprehensive layouts

for sales promotion material are rarely prepared

in the department—outside help is called on for

them.

The buying of display material, if not under-

taken by the client himself (as is often the case),

is in the hands of the production manager of the

department. This man, with the aid of five as-

sistants, works closely with the art director in

charge of particular jobs. Folders, mailing pieces,

and other one-dimensional matter is, of course,

followed through by the various art directors

themselves, as would be done if they were work-

ing with space advertising. A traffic group covers

as much of the detail work as possible.

Hoiv jobs are charged. Payment varies widely

from job to job. Time and other records, of course,

are kept for each job. Sometimes, creative time

(copy and art) plus the usual 15 per cent commis-

sion is billed. At other times, if there is a large

printing job, the commission from the printing

will be payment enough, and no charge is made
for creative time.

Methods of compensation Number of agencies

using method

Percentage of expenditures only 17

Per-job fee only 11

Hourly rate and percentage 11

Per-job fee and percentage 8

Hourly rate for actual work only 6

Retainer and percentage 6

Retainer, per-job fee, and percentage 4

Retainer fee only 3

Retainer and per-job fee 3

Hourly rate and per-job fee 2

Retainer and hourly rate 1

Retainer, hourly rate, and percentage 1

Hourly rate, per-job fee, and

percentage 1

Combination of all methods 2

No compensation 2

Director

Stylist Stylist Stylist

i

1
1 \

-

Stylist Stylist Stylist

1

Stylist
<: 2

1

rn to

Stylist Office Manager

1 > Z
Stylist £

FASHIONWOMEN

z

GO ^
Dept. Store Clearance Girl

Advertising Requirements survey in 1957 showed how 78

advertising agencies reported they were compensated for POP
material done for their clients.

BBDO maintains a fully staffed styling department.

Divided into three major areas, the department is always

up-to-the-minute on developments in each.

STYLING—
HOW IT IS DONE AT

BBDO AGENCY
Large art departments, or any units where

styling is a paramount factor, generally employ one

or more stylists. At BBDO, which has a great

stake not only in fashion advertising but is style-

conscious in all its advertising, the styling depart-

ment is an entity all by itself, with half a dozen

or so specialists working there.

How the styling section helps. Any art di-

rector who has had to follow through on a photo-

graph that calls for a high-powered fashion en-

semble or some unique prop knows what a blessing

a competent stylist can be. At BBDO, men design-

ing advertisements for such accounts as DuPont
or Campbells Soups turn to the styling department

for help with regularity.

The services of this section are quite diversified.
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Here are just some examples of what this group

can get itself involved with:

/ . Keeping thoroughly up-to-date with the swift-

changing trends in fashion. This chore is referred

to as "covering the market." and it is considered

one of the most vital functions of the section. In-

cluded are such activities as attending fashion

shows, having frequent chats with fashion editors,

visiting textile mills, inspecting fabric houses,

combing the fashion and home magazines—and,

if the stylist is lucky, possibly a trip to Paris for

the fashion showings. If skirts are to be lowered an

inch, the stylists should be the first to learn about

this important development.

2. Acting as color coordinators. Color often

makes or breaks a presentation—especially in

magazine and television advertising. The art di-

rector can put his trust in the styling section as an

oracle on what colors to choose; the staff knows

the do's and don't's in color combinations better

than most. One can turn to this group for the

latest scoop in the world of color; if color-matched

lingerie is the coming thing, the bra is going to

match the girdle in the next ad.

A reflection of the importance of this section is

the fact that the Revlon Company, one of BBDO's
clients, turns to the styling department twice every

year for recommendations on the coming colors

in lipstick and nail polish.

3. Helping in selection of props. This is usually

known as "accessorizing" a scene. The art director,

the photographer, the television producer—all

enlist the stylist's aid in preparing a table setting,

choosing a particular kind of lounge chair, getting

a certain type of hat. Stylists usually know the

least painful way of locating these items.

BBDO's stylists know the insides of department

stores around town almost as well as they know

their own homes. They know what is available

—

and how to get it. Some clothes or props have to

be bought outright for hard cash. Some may be

had on loan, in exchange for a credit line. There

are even firms specializing in nothing but the rental

of props.

4. Ready with advice on layout problems. In

designing their ads, art directors often run up

against a blind spot when they try to visualize the

dress their heroine should wear in the next adver-

tisement. Stylists provide the answer, and possibly

even supply a picture for the art director's refer-

ence.

5. Finding the right model. Stylists are often

able to help the art director or photographer in

choosing the right model for a job. Since they

know the fashion market thoroughly, they are

apt to have a vast knowledge of models and their

special talents.

6. Organizing fashion shows. This can be a

highly complicated job. Getting a fashion show

under way may include finding commentators,

scheduling appearances throughout the country,

lining up the personnel—not to mention the

clothes themselves. At BBDO, the styling depart-

ment is called on by DuPont for three fashion

shows a year.

7. Getting clearance from retail stores and

manufacturers. This is a bigger job than it seems

at first. At BBDO. one girl spends full time

getting permission to display merchandise in ad-

vertising. Most businesses would like credit lines,

but some clients prefer not to include anyone else's

name in their advertising. Some stores permit men-

tion of their names only under specific conditions.

Marshall Field in Chicago, for example, does not

want its name mentioned in the same advertise-

ment with Macv's. New York.

THE TELEVISION ART DEPARTMENT
IN AN ADVERTISING AGENCY

With television now a major medium, many

agences, as was pointed out in Chapter 4, have

established their own, self-sufficient television de-

partments. Some of these may be small, with only

two or so persons giving television their full-time

attention; others may have over a hundred people.

Naturally, the larger the agency, the more likely

it is that a television department will exist, since

the biggest purchasers of television time are the

major advertisers. In companies where there are

advertising departments, hardly ever are there TV
experts on staff since television, like radio, is tra-

ditionally an agency function.

The majority of advertising agencies, because

of limited television volume, have no art directors

assigned only to TV commercials. Rather, if and
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when TV art problems arise, the print art directors

on staff are asked to put their visual know-how to

work. Chances are the print art department can

always be safely relied on when it comes to render-

ing a storyboard or preparing a title. Only when

the TV workload becomes heavier and more con-

tinuous does the installation of a full-fledged TV
art director warrant itself.

Whether the existence of such a person should

automatically discourage print art directors from

any further contributions in TV is a much talked-

about issue. Where the TV department is an iso-

lated unit, as it is in the case of the "split shop,"

the print art director is rarely asked for help. How-
ever, where management favors integration be-

tween the print and TV creative staffs, the print

art director may find himself shuttling freely be-

tween the two media. Each type of setup, as

discussed in Chapter 4, has its advantages and

disadvantages.

An example of a successful "split shop" opera-

tion can be found at Young & Rubicam advertising

agency. Here, the department in charge of tele-

vision art, called TV Art & Production, is com-

pletely autonomous and works under the super-

vision of the head of the entire TV section.

Significantly, it occupies a separate floor from the

print art department. The TV art department has

about a dozen art directors who, with their as-

sistants, have little experience (or concern) with

the art problems of magazines and newspapers.

Rather, their backgrounds are such that they are

fully equipped to deal with the technical and

artistic requirements of the electronic medium.

One art director is an ex-Hollywood "continuity

sketchier" (an equivalent of TV storyboard

sketcher) with practical experience in set design-

ing and camera work. Another is an artist with a

rare capacity for making use of his feeling for

abstract design on film. Still another is an accom-

plished cartoonist. These people have little contact

with the print art directors sitting on another floor

except on those occasions when group meetings

are called for the purpose of coordinating print

and TV advertising problems.

How McCann-Erickson's TV department works

In contrast to Young & Rubicam's TV art de-

partment is the one at McCann-Erickson advertis-

ing agency—a company that can also point to

many sound accomplishments. Here, integration

between print and TV art sections is far from dis-

couraged.

At McCann-Erickson, the relations between

the two groups is close. The offices are located on

the same floor, and a print art director often finds

his office right next door to a TV art director. A
single bull pen services both the print and televi-

sion art departments.

When a print art director shifts over to the solu-
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tion of television problems he, in effect, changes

bosses. In the print department, he reports to the

creative director or one of his associates who are

in charge of all creative efforts on accounts

assigned to them. In the television department, he

is responsible only to the head of the television art

department, who. in turn, works closely with ac-

count executives. This brings the television art

department a step closer to the client—and quite

often a step away from the direct supervision of

the various creative directors—although, of course,

official lines are often crossed for the sake of

getting out the best creative work.

Because television art directors are not placed

in self-contained "product groups" in the agency,

there is movement from work on one account to

another with frequency. It may happen, for ex-

ample, that an art director with a flair for a certain

type of cartoon will make contributions on two

or three accounts, or those with extensive "live"

experience will have a hand in the production of

shows sponsored by several different clients.

When he is needed, or if he has expressed a

desire in this direction, a print art director may be

given an opportunity to work in television as well

as in his own work. Some print art directors spend

one-third of their time, sometimes more, work-

ing on TV assignments. They collaborate with

their brothers in the TV department and often go

down the hall to discuss their problems with the

head of the TV art department.

If an art director wants to inspect the film that

has emerged from his storyboards or if he wants

to see them televised, there are several projection

rooms in the agency well equipped for this pastime.

One seats about a hundred people comfortably.

Here clients can see their commercials for the first

time, too. For live telecasting, McCann-Erickson

maintains several monitor sets where shows can

be viewed as they happen a few blocks away in a

studio. This gives the creative people in the agency

a chance to inspect rehearsals and iron out prob-

lems in make-up, costuming, and settings. Equip-

ment is available for color as well as black-and-

white telecasting.

agency to develop art directors' skills in television.

It functions under the guidance of the three divi-

sion heads of the television department: produc-

tion, copy, and art. Lecturers are chosen from film

and live show producers and directors, scenery

designers, TV art directors, and writers.

The training sessions take place about once a

week for a period of 6 months. At the opening lec-

tures, when the general aspects of television pro-

duction are covered, both writers and artists are

invited to attend. Later, when technical specifics

are taken up, the group splits up and artists attend

alone. Discussions are held in the various projec-

tion rooms where films and televised programs can

be shown. Later, guided tours are taken to various

film studios, networks, animation studios, and

display houses.

Here is an outline of the topics that may be

covered in the training program for aspiring TV
art directors:

1. What is television and how it works.

2. History of the medium.

3. History of allied media in relation to the

growth of TV.

4. TV media research.

5. TV visual and creative research.

6. Styles of TV presentations.

7. Length of television programs, commercials,

and shows.

8. Cocreativity in television.

9. The TV "team." Introducing the TV art di-

rector to the "team."

10. Prerequisites of the TV art director.

1 1

.

History and future of the TV art director.

12. Art for television.

13. TV staging; set design and display.

14. Live TV production.

15. Film TV production.

16. Animation on TV.
17. Color TV.

18. The TV camera (live and motion picture).

19. Television opticals (live and filmed).

20. Show planning.

How McCann-Erickson encourages

print art directors to

become proficient in television

An active training program is in effect at the

Along with the theoretical discussions, practical

case histories are presented. Sometimes, the "stu-

dents" are given assignments to solve. Many of

these solutions find their way to the client—and

from there to the home screen.
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Typical of company art departments is the B. F. Goodrich Co. in Akron, Ohio. Since the

department handles only one account (as opposed to the multiple-account servicing in adver-

tising agencies), a horizontal structure works out best. An art director heads the art and photo-

graphic departments and, with the help of a layout man, is responsible for the bulk of the

creative work. In his section, specialists work on sketches and finished art. Display section, a

vital arm of the company's promotion efforts, works as a separate unit.
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ART DEPARTMENTS OF COMPANIES
B. F. Goodrich Company

The way of life in art departments of large

manufacturers usually surprises those who spend

most of their time around Madison Avenue. The

atmosphere here is quite different.

As anywhere else in the art field, these de-

partments get their "rush" jobs. But the feeling

of panic accompanied by that familiar squeeze in

the stomach is less in evidence here. There are no

account executives panting to get material to the

client, fewer presentations to be made up. There

is only one boss to contend with—the company

—

and all is done in the home field.

Seldom does an assignment materialize that has

to be all set and ready to run the first thing the

next day. B. F. Goodrich frankly discourages the

habit of working late at the office; this stay would

have to be authorized by four or five executives.

Management expects the same of their employees

in the art department as in any other department.

Quitting time means just that. On the other hand,

tardiness in the morning is frowned on. Two hours

at lunch (not uncommon among advertising

agency folk) is practically unheard of in a com-

pany of this kind.

There is little room for experimentation. Big,

four-color spreads to run in major magazines are

commissionable services and, as such, are handled

by the company's advertising agency. The func-

tion of the company's art department is to over-

see a multitude of other graphic assignments

—

catalogues, display items, dealers' aids, signs to be

posted throughout the factory, art for the house

organ, calendars. There is less speculation about

just how a job should be handled, how it will look

in the end.

How much to spend? As in all efficiently run

companies, Goodrich has a pretty accurate idea

about what art costs should come to. The art di-

rector is required, every six months, to establish

a budget for the department. This involves gather-

ing a detailed accounting of expenditures for the

future and must be approved by one of the execu-

tive officers of the company.

Following this, it is expected that expenditures

will tally fairly closely with the recommendations.
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"Charges" are made so that the department may

break even in its operation; naturally, there would

be no point to adding anything extra for "profit."

One client, forty divisions. The art director

may be responsible to only a single client, but his

job is by no means simple. The company is broken

up into forty divisions—each a sort of kingdom

in itself. This means, in effect, that the art director

at Goodrich must deal with about forty different

groups, each with problems of its own.

To help keep track of the flow of work, a clerk

is hired and his days are indeed busy. Every job

that comes into the shop is accompanied by an

"art form." All instructions appear on this sheet,

and it also doubles as a record for all time spent

on the job and expenses entailed. Once a month,

a report is sent to various "customers" detailing

their inside and outside art costs (at Goodrich,

all divisions are referred to as "customers"—just as

advertisers refer to their advertisers as "clients").

Organization of the department. The depart-

ment is divided into three sections:

7. The art section, under the supervision of the

art director, contains assorted specialists: layout

man, retouchers, illustrators, paste-up men. car-

toonists. These men are not only experts at their

crafts, but each is well versed in company needs

and problems. The retoucher knows threads and

sizes of tires better than most tire sellers.

2. The photographic section, also responsible

to the art director, consists of three photographers.

Their studio is filled with the latest paraphernalia;

there are about fifteen fine cameras on hand.

The studio is kept busy taking photographs of

the various products. After retouching by the art

section, these photos are used in catalogues. Rarely

are professional models booked. When the situa-

tion calls for human interest, the services of one

of the company's employees are enlisted.

3. The display section has its own manager and

artists who undertake everything from designing

the displays to seeing that they get where they are

supposed to. For convenience, this section is sub-

divided into a "retail" and "exhibits" division. The

former is responsible for all material used in the

numerous retail outlets (filling stations, automobile

supply stores ) . They design such items as tire

racks, price tags, window displays. In the com-

modious model store on the premises, experiments

are constantly going on concerning the display of

merchandise. Dealers are often seen in this "store"

—finding out first hand how displays can be set

up attractively.

The exhibits division works on institutional dis-

plays (schools, museums, and the like). They also

stage sales shows, arrange material for fairs and

for trade shows. The department may be called on

to provide anything from a simple liip-card series

to a tire two stories high.

Much of the finishing of displays is done right

on the premises. The department has its own car-

penters just for that purpose. For outside work,

there is a list of far-flung display houses that the

company makes use of.

In the art department of Goodrich, art

director sits in office at far end. Photographic

and display departments are close by, per-

mitting easy cooperation.

Goodrich model retail store. New displays

and ideas for store merchandising are set up

here. Photographs are taken and distributed

among filling stations and other retail out-

lets.
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Retail stores are set up to finish art quickly and without

a hitch just as in company art departments. Layouts are

prepared with a minimum of fanfare and are put into

production minutes after completion. Art specialists do

finishes rapidly and with practiced skill.

Paste-up Man

Paste-up Man

Paste-up Man

Paste-up Man

Paste-up Man

ART DEPARTMENTS OF RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS
W . T. Grant Company

The art department of this retail chain store, as

is true with all art departments engaged in retail

advertising, is concerned with turning out a tre-

mendous volume of work—fast.

There is little time for experimentation, less for

mistakes. Newspapers, unlike magazines, can never,

of course, be talked into postponing publication.

The advertising department of W. T. Grant must

see to it that the material is not only laid out,

written, and produced—but also sent off on time

to the point of publication. This could mean to

the vicinity of any one of Grant's 600 stores,

located coast to coast.

There are differences bettveen retail and
national advertising. Each has a different set of

problems, a different way of working. The retail-

store artist, even if he does layouts, does not have

to search his soul for unique ways of displaying

the same product over and over again, as may be

the case with magazine advertising. He doesn't

have to worry so much about enticing the reader

into the advertisement. It is pretty well known that

readers, especially the women, look for store ad-

vertising to guide them in planning purchases.

Store advertising is an accepted part of the news-

paper; it is even considered news. The product

itself, its price, its features—these are the big

attraction. The art director's foremost problem is

showing the merchandise clearly and becomingly.

This, however, is not as easy as it sounds. Pro-

duction problems for retail advertising are more

ticklish than other kinds, the chief media being

newspapers. When mats are made directly from

engravings, loss of detail is the result. To help

overcome this, these art departments convert al-

most all their halftone art work into velox prints,

usually 65 to 75 screen. Retouching of the velox

prints is generally done on the premises.

The retail-store art director must be an expert

in merchandise display. If his judgment is careless.

he may be in for a rude surprise; readers of this

type of advertising are an extremely critical lot.

Details of the merchandise must be clear and the
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more details there are, the stronger the ad. Clothing

usually looks better shown on people—with a

woman inside it. somehow a dress looks more at-

tractive. Curtains seem prettier when they are

illustrated hanging at windows, but chairs and

tables do better without the intrusion of other

objects. A woman's hat may look like nothing at

all unless it's perched over a pretty face. The lay-

out man has to be alert to these nuances of retail

advertising.

The name of the store is a most vital part of

the ad. In national magazine advertising, or in the

institutional type of newspaper advertising, one

might get away with underplaying the signature.

In store advertising, many prefer to highlight their

names at the top of the ad to make it that much
easier for the shopper.

How W . T. Grant's art department is or-

ganized. The department is headed bv an art

director who reports to the sales promotion man-

ager. The art director's main concern is conceiving

and producing newspaper mat ads for all of the

company's stores. The department also turns out

several catalogues a year, some magazine ads to

highlight new fashions and items, and graphic

material to aid the local stores in putting across

special promotions. These promotions (for

Mother's Day, White Sales, July 4th, etc. ) as in

CENERAL JOB NOTICE 1

OPENING OF »521NEEDHAM. MASS. AD'

Opening of 9521 Needham, Mass. Thursday June 6,

We've closed our old Needham store Feb. 23 and w
with a bigger better store. New air-conditioned St

depts. except 34 ready-to-wear. Mostly Class D a

Chronicle (8x21)

Thur. May 23

Thur.May30 60" Credit Ad
12- Cartoon 60" What New Grs

"""8NG
12"C

W
ano?n

Wed. June 5 SIX PAGE CIRCULAR

Thur. June 6 168" Page mdse 140" mdse

POP: 16.313 Thursdays Circ.

Chronicle 8X21" 4,915

Times 7X20" 2.641

most retail operations, are red letter days in the

advertising department. The art director also

supervises a display section which busies itself with

floor plans, window displays, and all kinds of

signs.

The art department at Grant is divided into lay-

out, art, and paste-up groups. Each group has its

head, the head of the layout group also acting as

assistant to the art director.

Layouts are started on the receipt of a '"job

notice." The information in these orders contains

size of ad, due date, production dope. Headlines,

or rather "headings" as they are called in retail

circles, may or may not be provided at the start. As

in advertising agencies, much of the creative

schemes are hatched in informal copy-art confer-

ences—although the problem at hand is usually

of a specific enough nature to be solved in a matter

of minutes. Text is almost always fitted in after

the layout is made, since the illustration in retail

store advertising is the most vital element. Once

the layout is okayed by the writer, the art director,

and sometimes, the art buyer, the art is assigned

for finish in the department—while the copy is

simultaneously prepared.

The art section employs several artists, each

specializing in a particular type of art. There are

those who work on fashion illustrations, others

finish up the art work for hard goods, quite a few

are Jack-of-all-trades. In the group are also sev-

eral lettering men and retouchers.

If the workload gets too heavy, outside services

are hired. In cases where a special technique is

wanted, artists and photographers may be commis-

sioned from the outside. For catalogue work, it is

common to use the art staff of the printer who will

do the job.

The paste-up section, referring to the layouts,

puts all the pieces together. Type is set by outside

typographers or by the newspapers themselves.

Phototype and other mechanical aids to "set" type

are, of course, extensively employed for the sake

of speed and economy.

Work flows through the department at Grant at

a fairly steady rate. Artists keep no time sheets

but work on straight salary. Even though the

volume is heavy, the work is scheduled so that

overtime is rarely required.

"Job notices" like this serve

as a source of information in

retail operations. Body copy is

written only after layouts are

prepared. Specifications on this

sheet aid copy, art, and produc-

tion departments.
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Almost all finished work is done inside Gimbels department store art depart-

ment. Parts of each advertisement are prepared simultaneously in several sec-

tions, then pieced together.

IV ~r

Fashion Model

(Umbels department store

One of the largest department-store art depart-

ments in the country is at Gimbels in New York.

There are about 25 people working there.

As is true of the art department at W. T. Grant,

speed is the keynote here. But, at the same time,

the quality of work must be maintained because

readers tend to judge a store by the type of adver-

tising it does.

The volume of work going through the Gimbels

art department—or any other retail art depart-

ment—seems nothing short of miraculous to the

average agency art director. The store turns out

about 50 ads a week. It is not considered too un-

usual for a fashion artist to finish up 10 figures

a day.

Structure of the art department. The depart-

ment is headed by an art director who personally

supervises every bit of art work going through.

Flanking him are two aids: the traffic manager

and an assistant art director.

The traffic manager helps him in administrative

duties; she assigns the jobs and it's her responsi-

bility to see that they get done. The assistant art

director, working with both the traffic manager and

the head art director, operates on the creative

level—most of his time is spent in making layouts.

Under the supervision of the traffic manager are

several "apprentices." Their work, as yet, is not

creative, but they are hired as potential artists.

Usually they are youngsters, fresh out of school,

eager to break into the commercial art field. Work
in the department provides them with an excellent

vantage point of all that goes on. The library is

their responsibility—as in most retail operations,

the filing of past art work is important since so

much of it is used again and again. The appren-

tices also take care of the multigraph machine.

At Gimbels, about two dozen copies are imme-

diately made of every layout so that several groups

may work on an advertisement at the same time.

The finished art division contains a photo-

graphic and an art studio. Several photographers

work in a studio that is well equipped with lights

and cameras. Most of their work deals with still

life of products to be advertised. Little fashion

photography is used since the store's style of ad-

vertising does not call for it. (Every department

store strives constantly for distinction in its news-

paper advertising. Gimbels fiercest rival displays

its clothes almost entirely by camera.)

Gimbels has no paste-up section. All mechani-

cals are executed by the newspapers themselves.

Typesetting is also done by the publications, al-

though for interior displays Gimbels has its own
type shop.
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WHAT KINDS OF OFFICES DO ART DIRECTORS HAVE?

As varied as the actual jobs are that go with

the title "art director" are the offices the man
spends the better part of his waking hours in. He
may be parked behind a drawing board placed in

the middle of a vast room—or he may have his

own, decorator-type office with a view of the city

skyline through two picture windows. Neither his

prestige nor his salary are necessarily in direct

relation to his working space. Some of the most

important art directors turn out their work in

nothing more than a glorified cubicle.

Space is often at a premium, and where it is,

commodious offices are as hard to come by as

four-leaf clovers. The nature of his work, also, has

a lot to do with the number of windows in an art

director's office (if any). Account executives in

advertising agencies and others who claim, quite

legitimately, that an impressive environment is

more of a necessity than a luxury in their contacts

with outsiders, have a priority on the wall-to-wall

carpeting and indirect lighting fixtures.

Granted that most art directors have little call

to entertain clients in plush surroundings, it cannot

be argued that a well-planned office is conducive

to turning out better work. Artists and art directors

have special needs to be met in their offices before

they can be considered a practical place to work.

Some of these needs are:

1. Sufficient room. Pads, large layout tissues,

mounted pieces of art work and photographs

—

sometimes dozens of them—must have ample

storage space.

2. Good lighting. Daylight is preferable to arti-

ficial light which invariably turns colors bluer. If

there are no windows, scientific lighting is essential,

and even with windows, good supplementary light-

ing must also be available.

3. A place for tools. The art director must

have on hand an immense variety of tools

—

pastels, pencils, paints, knives, rulers. These must

be readily accessible, but without the necessary

drawers and cabinets it will be impossible for the
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art director to keep his place in some semblance

of order.

4. Large working areas. In his daily routine,

the art director must often work with or inspect

large pieces of art. Table tops should be provided

on which these pieces may be placed.

How McCann-Erickson solved its

office problems

At this agency, each art director has his care-

fully designed and highly practical office. The
floor plan and the photograph of art director Dixon

M. Mueller's office will give the reader an idea of

what these offices look like (see previous page ).

A "conference taboret"—25 inches high, with

a sturdy formica top—provides the art director

with the necessary large working surface. Two
fitted drawers in the taboret are for pens, pencils,

crayons, and other assorted drawing tools. For filing

layouts and proofs, a five-drawer filing cabinet is

also in the taboret. Sliding drawers may be used to

store cement, thinner, inks, reference material.

A vinyl tack-up board along one wall is appre-

ciated to keep layout tissues and current notes in

sight. In addition, there is a walnut cabinet which

provides space for books, magazines and pam-
phlets. Every art director also has a drawing table

—the only piece of equipment which seems to be

standard in all art departments.

Few art directors are fortunate enough to have offices

that look like this. This one belongs to one of the top

art directors in New York City. Part of the furniture is

of his own design. Large and downy surfaces along one

wall, not visible in the picture, provide ample seating

space for conferences. There is plenty of working space

at table and high cabinet that spans the length of the

room. Tack-up board covers entire wall, lit by indirect

fixtures.

This office is more typical of an agency art director's

working quarters. Furniture includes a large steel filing

cabinet, long table along one wall, conventional business

desk, book shelf, drawing table, and chairs. Tack-up

board, an important piece of equipment in any art di-

rector's office, takes up one wall. Floor is carpeted. Not
apparent in the photograph is the fact that this office is

air-conditioned, an important feature not only because it

makes things more pleasant during the hot weather but

also because it makes window-opening unnecessary.
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18
Traffic control

It is no more possible to run an art department

without getting involved with some sort of book-

keeping than to run a Chinese hand laundry with-

out records. Every piece of art work must be

checked in and, when finished, checked out—else

chaos is inevitable, with tempers flying and money
slipping down the drain.

Art departments are bigger business than they

first appear to be. It is not too unusual for a good-

sized art department to purchase 50,000 separate

pieces of art a year, at a cost of half a million

dollars or so. Add to this the salaries of artists, the

cost of office space and equipment, and one may
find that the money involved in running a depart-

ment of 25 people or more may hit one million

dollars. With such vast sums at stake, the responsi-

bility for handling the money judiciously is indeed

great. Without some sort of control, much of it

may mysteriously be wasted.

Also, in the advertising business, where emer-

gencies are commonplace, timing is a vital factor.

Haphazard scheduling may mean a loss of thou-

sands of dollars. Jobs must be finished by a certain

date or they may be nothing but a blank page in

the publication or no commercial on the air.

The artist and paper work

Most artists like paper work only if it is limited

to the sketching pad. Work schedules, time sheets,

charts, and similar encumbrances of Big Business

bore the creative mind. If burdened with a mass

of bookkeeping, artists (and most art directors)

will knuckle down to it only reluctantly. An over-

dose of it can seriously hamper morale among

these people.

Most art departments recognize the situation

and make valiant attempts to overcome it. The

chief value of an art director, after all, lies in his

creative, not in his adding ability. Usually, the

larger and better organized the art department,

the less the art director is bothered with routine

details.

One way to ease the burden of too much paper

work is using as few standard forms as one can get

away with—and keeping those in use simple. An-
other help is the presence of a business manager

or traffic manager in the department, a person who
likes the noncreative chores and does them well.

This post can be a mighty important one, as

pointed out in the previous chapter. In large de-

partments, the business or traffic manager is

flanked by several assistants and clerical helpers.

But, art directors cannot ignore routine com-

pletely. Part of his administrative duties includes

reading, art requisitions, call reports, and time

sheets. It is hard to find the art director who can

luxuriate solely in the world of creative fantasy.

As a rule, the art director is responsible not only

for his own assignments but for those of others

as well. Routine checks and systematic controls

enable him to keep abreast of the status of jobs

He will appreciate these when having to answer

inquiries from other executives who want to know
how long, oh how long, will it be before they can

"see" a particular job. Often an art director is

asked to account for expenditures. Orders in writ-

ing, job envelopes—these will help him in tracing

back the costs of a job. Bookkeeping also gives him

a clearer picture of the magnitude of a given as-

signment—he'll be able to figure out what to

spend, or what not to spend, on art work.

It's bad business, of course, to let the art direc-

tor get himself so entangled in paper work that his

creative output suffers. But for him to ignore

procedures completely is just as bad. The higher

up an art director moves, the more he will appre-

ciate that putting through jobs without stringent

clerical work is an extremely risky undertaking.
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THE RED TAPE THAT GOES WITH A JOB

In the wake of every advertisement float many

pieces of paper—all sizes, all colors. The purpose

of each scrap is to keep track of the time and

money spent on each job.

On this and the following page are illustrations

of the bookkeeping that goes with every layout.

Office Memorandum

A wealth of information that art directors need to

see a job through is right there in writing on these

forms. The forms may never be quite the same in

any two art departments (and in company art

departments there are, generally, fewer steps in-

volved), but the basic routine is essentially com-
mon to all. Here are the steps in traffic control:

1. Authorization for starting a job may come
from various sources. An assignment may get

under way with a plans board meeting. The client

may make a direct request for an insertion. The
account executive (advertising manager in a retail

store ) may ask for a job in a memo. The assign-

ment may be part of a larger advertising plan,

originated some time ago. Practically never is a

job started without a written order.
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2. A sure sign that a job is in the works is the

emergence of the job envelope, shown on the left.

Into this valuable jacket goes all pertinent infor-

mation: publications to be used, dates of issue,

space, size, number of colors, closing dates—and

all normal due dates for each step of the operation.

A job number is assigned and appears on the

envelope. In agencies, retail stores, companies,

this job number is always used as a means of keep-

ing information organized. This system enables

the accounting department to identify easily all

costs connected with a project.
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3. For distribution of information to other de-

partments, data are transferred onto color-coded

production orders. Copies go to the copywriting

department (to the chief or the writer responsible

for the copy, or to both), to the person in charge

of art traffic (so he may record art expenses), and

to the production department (so a record of pro-

duction costs may be kept).



4. In many art departments, art requisitions are

sent to the art director. Here, all essential data

are on paper, and they may include such bits of

information as due dates for the layout (rough and

comprehensive), headlines, and sizes. These forms

are particularly important in retail advertising and

catalogue work where layout often precedes copy.
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5. Status reports, showing the stage at which

each current job stands, are routed to the art

director. Due dates, publications, and sizes ap-

pear on this sheet. The forms help the art director

in scheduling his own workload. In some art de-

partments, reminder sheets will supplement status

reports when an urgent job is in progress.

6. Here is an example of how art purchases

are recorded on a production order. Art contracts

are entered on the sheet, along with price. Once
the advertisement is finished and the job is to be

retired, the art director looks over the production

order, checking on the inside and outside expenses.

Copies are sent to the accounting department

which works up the final bill for the client (or for

whoever is to pay the bill). Artists are paid for

their work once or twice monthly—generally be-

fore the clients pay for the jobs.

7. A complete filing system is maintained. All

proofs, engravers' and typographers', are retained.

The job envelope serves as the proof bag, and

these valuable jackets are kept on file from five to

ten years. Art directors' layouts, mechanicals, and

finished art are filed in the art department for

shorter periods.



HOW MUCH TIME ON A JOB?

Time schedules in the advertising business are

flexible only up to a point. Magazines may possibly

wait for a few days before going to press, news-

papers possibly an hour or so, television stations

not at all. Deadlines are usually as ominous as

they sound.

Last-minute rush jobs are often born just out of

plain ignorance. People not familiar with the ad-

vertising and publication fields tend to overlook

the fact that complete engravings must be in the

hands of the publications a long time before they

are to appear. They seldom realize that mechanical

production of an advertisement, that the produc-

tion of a television commercial, may require

many weeks' work.

An acquaintance with normal time schedules

will come in handy. It will enable the art director

to make intelligent decisions—he will know in

advance when he should ask for a little more time

on a job and when such a request would seem

unreasonable.

Following are average time schedules as listed

in Advertising Requirements, May, 1957; from

procedures developed by Stromberger, LaVene.

McKenzie of Los Angeles:

Publication A dvertising

1. Black-and-white ads

Layout 5 working days (plus approvals)

Finish 5 working days (plus approvals)

Production 4 working days (plus shipping)

2. Black and one color

Layout 5 working days (plus approvals)

Finish 5 working days (plus approvals)

Production 5 working days (plus shipping)

Four-color

Layout

Finish

10 working days (plus approvals)

15 working days (plus approvals)

Production 20 working days (plus shipping)

Typical work schedule of a department store, in this case Gimbels.
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Approval time: Traffic will allow four days for

layout approval and two days for finished art ap-

proval in instances where client approval is indicated.

If more or less time is necessary, this should be indi-

cated on the job order.

Printed Literature

Consult with production manager and art director.

Television Spots

1. Preliminary

Initiation through idea 3 weeks

Idea through story-

board and stats 5 days (plus approvals)

2. Filming, live action

Bids, and selection of producer 4 days

Casting, filming,

lab work and answer print 10 days

(This applies to a spot of "average" com-

plexity.)

Final

Allow 10 days for running off prints, boxing,

addressing and shipping via air express any-

where in the west. This would be maximum
time needed; for just a few prints to be run

in Los Angeles only, with delivery by hand,

this estimate could be cut to one week.

Filming, animation

Bids, selection of producer 4 days

Time necessary for execution of art work
through answer print for an animation spot

will call for a minimum of six weeks (for a

simple twenty-second spot) to twelve weeks
for a complex one-minute spot.

24-Sheet Posters

Copy to layout

Finished art

Printing and

delivery

10 working days (plus approvals)

10 working days (plus approvals)

7 weeks
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Tuesday,
March 19
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Mar
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Hoiv to keep track of the art director's time

Since the cost of a layout is based practically

exclusively on the amount of time spent on it, most

art departments maintain careful records of how
art directors spend their time at the office.

1

.

Time sheets are forms given to the art di-

rector so he may fill in his time spent on each job.

He may be asked to account for each hour of the

day on these. Or, he may be required merely to

put down the total time he spent on each job.

2. The percentage of time the art director

spends on each of his accounts, often only a rough

estimate, is figured out periodically. At one large

agency, every six months each art director is asked

to break down, by approximate percentages, the

amount of time he spends on each account.

3. Time-clock punching is required in some art

departments. Although this cannot supply time

records by accounts, it provides a record of the

amount of time the art director spends in the

department.

4. Volume of work going through the depart-

ment may serve as another barometer of the time

spent on jobs. Once "normal" productivity is a

known factor, a slackening in effort is easily spotted

if incoming work remains standard but less gets

finished.

How much is a layout ivorth?

Few advertising agencies, even though it may
involve a considerable amount of money, charge

for their "creative time" (such as time spent by

its art and copy people). Layouts, approved or

otherwise, are supported out of the agency's regu-

lar 15 per cent commission. Exceptions are made

when the returns from commissions are so small,

as sometimes happens in the case of trade paper

advertising, that the agency cannot operate profit-

ably with income only from the commissions.

In advertising departments of companies, care-

ful records are kept of the time spent on each job.

The various other departments, those who re-

quested the work, are then "billed." Payments are

made out of advertising appropriations, with bud-

gets set once or twice a year. A similar system

prevails in retail firms.

Charging for comprehensive layouts is another

and more complex question. In some agencies,

management feels that comprehensives are part of

the creative service and the client, therefore,

should not be billed for them. Most agencies, how-

ever, do bill for comprehensives. Sometimes, a

distinction is made between the client's request for

a finished layout and the agency's own decision to

prepare one. If it is the client's wish that he see

highly polished sketches, he must bear the cost in

these cases—but if the agency feels this method of

execution is an essential part of the presentation,

it will foot the bill.

About $200 is average for a comprehensive,

although the cost may reach as high as $2,500 if

speculative art work or photography is included.

Charges generally run higher for color than for

black-and-white comprehensives.

In most agencies, a medium salary for art di-

rectors is used as a basis for layout charges. If this

were not done, there would be an unfair diver-

gence in layout charges, since art director's salaries

may range anywhere from $5,000 to $35,000.

About $10 an hour is the average generally arrived

at in art departments when the client is billed for

a layout.

Weekly time sheet helps keep track of

art director's time in an advertising

agency. Clients' names appear on the

sheet so that total service costs may be

figured out.
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Nature of work is more important here; there is only one

client. Listing by job numbers makes accounting simpler.
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Art directors' roughs may take from half an hour to half a day—depending on

the amount of information he has, the complexity of the job, the time it takes

him to get inspired. Hard-hitting newspaper ads like those above, where the

arrangement of elements is the problem rather than hatching an idea, take

relatively less time. These roughs, made only for inside discussion, were not

charged to the client.

Sketches of cars: V2 hour

Typesetting: eight hour

A SIMPLE WAY TO SAVE
MONEY ON GASOUNE
Don't guess ! Match your car and gas and save !

Cars listed here

use Texaco Fire Chief Premium

Photostats : 1 V4 hours

Cars listed here

use Texaco Sky Chief Supreme

Lettering: three hours

Retouching of photostats: 34 hour

Paste-up, matting: V& hour

Sketch: i V£ hours

TEXACO
Comprehensive layouts require more time and, often, the help of more people.

One sketchman, one lettering man, and a paste-up man worked on this job.

Photostats of gasoline pumps, taken from an old proof, were used to save time

and effort. In this case, it was more economical to have part of the text typeset.

From start to finish, with the coordinated efforts of several workers, four hours

were required to finish this job (not counting the time for setting type). Com-
prehensives like this are usually charged to the client if approved. Fees may be

based on actual time spent on the job or on a standard charge.
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HOW ART IS FILED

Cunningham & Walsh's filing system. As in

many other agencies, art work at Cunningham &

Walsh is filed in the office only for a period of

time, then sent back to the client, filed permanently

in a storage warehouse, or destroyed. Most art

work is kept on file on the premises for two to

three years.

Mechanicals, too, are kept for limited periods.

These are filed, with the art work, in special

cabinets with compartments so constructed that

all sizes can be stacked conveniently and be

readily accessible if needed again. These cabinets

line the walls of the bull pen, one employee being

responsible for their maintenance.

Photostats are filed for about a year and then,

with the advice of the art director, stats not needed

are thrown away.

Rough and comprehensive layouts are retained

for about a month in the "30-day file." Unless other

instructions are received, these pieces are then de-

stroyed or, in some cases, sent over to the client.

How art work is located quickly if needed. At

Cunningham & Walsh, upon completion of a job

all art work, mechanicals, and proofs are returned

to the art department. The proofs are then pasted

in a book which takes about 200 of them, clas-

sified by accounts. All pieces for a job are assigned

a number, then filed in numerical order. When art

work or mechanicals are wanted again, it is only

a matter of minutes before they are located.

/V. W. dyer's filing system. A system insti-

tuted by this agency over thirty years ago has been

followed to file something like 100,000 pieces of

art work with practically no loss from misfiling.

On file at present are more than 20,000 paintings,

drawings, and other pieces of art work. Average

time elapsing between the request for an old piece

of art and its receipt is two minutes. If the material

is away from the files—at the engraver's, at the

client's, being photostated, or in some layoutman's

hands—that information is supplied in even less

time. (For complete description of N. W. Ayer's

system see "How N. W. Ayer Files . . . and

Finds Its Artwork," by Maureen Murdoch, Adver-

tising, & Selling, July, 1948.)

Two kinds of records are kept:

1 . Permanent records for art work that is not

currently in use. Before this art work is filed, a

small print is made of it, measuring something less

than 2 sq. in. This is then affixed to a filing card.

A filing cabinet holds all the cards necessary to

catalogue the paintings, photographs, Koda-

chromes, and other pieces of art work on tap. The

original art work is stamped on the back with the

same number as its file card.

Other information kept on the filing card: the

client's name, the date on which the art work was

permanently filed, size of the art work filed (some

of the stored paintings may be as large as posters

yet easily identified by size from the card). On the

reverse side of the card are spaces for indicating

the disposition of the art work, such as "returned

to the client," etc.

2. Temporary records. Supplementing the

permanent record file is a temporary file which

contains cards on every piece of art work that

has been borrowed from the files. When the pro-

duction man, copywriter, or layout man wants a

piece of art work, he consults the permanent file

containing the thumbnail prints and chooses the

one he wants by number. If the work is not out,

the attendant gets it for him, and he signs a filing

card indicating he has the art work. This card

then goes into the temporary file, under the client's

name—serving as a file for art work in active use.

Filing of art is not easy problem. No matter

what the size of the art department, a system of

filing art must be established or else there will be

chaos. Loss of art work can mean a loss of thou-

sands of dollars.

A realistic appraisal of the filing problem will

quickly reveal some ever-present factors. First of

all, the material demands ample storage space; a

cabinet may do for a while but later only a large

room will provide enough space. Secondly, not

even the most ardent hoarder can expect that art

work can be kept forever; eventually some pieces

must be destroyed, given to the client, or to art-

minded cleaning women. Third, someone must be

appointed to be fully responsible for used art work,

with all material trafficked through him. Used art

is often referred to by many people and unless

there is a rigid check-out system the pictures will

soon mysteriously disappear.
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Guiding an art department

Every art director assumes some sort of leader-

ship of men. Perhaps he has influence with a single

person, fresh out of school and raring to go in his

new field. Or. he may be heading a small army of

a few hundred artists, other art directors, and ad-

ministrative help. In either case, he has charge

not only of his layout pad but also of other people.

The problems discussed in this chapter should

interest present art directors and future ones who
will be responsible, to a greater or smaller degree,

for guiding other creative people.

Building up a competent staff

Even the most beautifully worked out plans

remain just that if there is nobody capable of

seeing them through. The old axiom, "business is

people," is no mere platitude—in advertising it

holds true more than in any other industry. In a

factory, a piece of machinery can often substitute

for human skill, but in advertising there is nothing

to replace creative thinking. About the most com-

plex machinery found in most advertising agencies

is the typewriter—which does exactly nothing

without someone pecking at the right keys. In ad-

vertising agencies, about two-thirds of the operat-

ing costs go to people, only one-third is used to

maintain offices and equipment. In most other busi-

nesses, the reverse is true.

Hiring and firing. The top executive of almost

all art departments is the one responsible for find-

ing and employing new personnel and, when
necessary, letting some go. He may carry out these

functions entirely on his own volition or, particu-

larly when key people are involved, he may submit

recommendations. Frequently, decisions of this

kind are considered important enough to be taken

up by a committee, comprised of other top execu-

tives in the company. It generally happens that the

art chief's proposals are adopted.

The hardest job of all: sizing up the appli-

cant. In one sense, applicants for art jobs are

easier to judge than, let's say, a man who wants

to get work as a salesman. The prospective em-
ployer of an artist can consider not only the appli-

cant's experience, but he also has a chance to

examine samples of his work—tangible evidence

of the man's worth.

However, the ability to make a layout is not the

only qualification an art director must have.

Samples may tell about the prospect's talent for

rendering. His tissues may reveal his facility with

the pencil, his knack for "indicating" figures, his

skill in lettering. But samples can't tell you about

the artist's creative ability; they can't tell you how
good he is as an advertising man. The layout idea

he shows might have originated with the copy-

writer or even with, of all people, the client. In

the feverish activity that sometimes precedes an

advertisement's appearance, the real author of a

great thought might long have been forgotten, and

the art director (with the most honest intentions

in the world) may overestimate his contribution.

The pitfalls of hiring art directors purely on

the basis of their samples are common knowledge

to those experienced in building up a staff. Ways
to help avoid mistakes are numerous. A good,

long talk with the applicant is probably one of the

most usual ways of sizing up a prospect. He can

be introduced to others in the firm, from both the

higher and the lower echelons, and opinions may
be gathered this way. At one successful advertis-

ing agency, it is customary to ask the applicant to

lunch (at company expense) with key members of
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copy as well as art groups present. At this relaxed,

but quite businesslike get-together, the applicant

is encouraged to voice his opinions on current cam-

paigns so that the employer may get some idea of

his advertising judgment and awareness.

The employer asks himself these questions about

a prospect: Will he stay? Will he grow? What kind

of man is he? Advertising art departments are

usually comprised of people from widely differ-

ing backgrounds, young and old people, rich and

poor, men and women. Different as they may be,

however, close observation reveals that successful

advertising artists have many traits in common. A
well-known art executive, who during his half-

century span in advertising has put hundreds of

people to work, lists these qualifications as instru-

mental for success:

1

.

Curiosity. The art field changes rapidly.

Only the man with the inquisitive mind will take

the trouble to keep up with, or get ahead of. the

trends.

2. Creative discipline. In the advertising busi-

ness it is, unfortunately, not enough to be a mere

genius. Almost every piece of work has its limita-

tion. The idea-men must work within these limi-

tations.

3. Fondness for people. This qualification comes

in handy for the art director for two reasons: in

order to sell to people, one must sympathize with

and appreciate their desires, and an art director

who works in harmony with those around him is

more likely to do better work and put his ideas

across.

4. Persistence. The art business is a highly

competitive one; in many ways a tough one. Those

who cannot tolerate a few setbacks and give up

under the onslaughts, sooner or later find them-

selves quitting the whole business.

5. Ability to work well under pressure. An
assignment in advertising without a deadline is

practically unknown. Creation must be done to

order—a new experience for those who are used

to doing their best only when "inspired."

6. Ambition. As this art executive put it: "I

want everyone gunning for my job. We don't want

anybody who does not want to grow."

Should a griper be fired? Listen in on almost

any advertising bull session, from informal meet-

ings of the paste-up boys in the washroom to

round table discussions among top brass, and one

finds that "griping" is by no means an uncommon
pastime in the advertising business. Complaints

come in various guises and with varying intensity.

The grumbling may concern clients, account exe-

cutives, writers, artists, or even the lack of suffi-

cient window space in the offices.

Relentless and bitter airing of grievances can,

of course, upset morale in a department to the

point where something clearly has to be done. But,

it has been found that the mild griping that may
go on does not necessarily emanate from the worst

workers. Part of every good creative man's make-

up is a dissatisfaction with the status quo, the

itching to find some new and better way to solve

a situation. In fact, if there were total satisfaction

with things as they are, there just wouldn't be any

desire to create.
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Layouts serve as tangible evidence of the worth of the art director who is being considered for

a position. They come in especially handy in judging employee's rendering ability. The manner

of sketching, the way the lettering is indicated tell much about the prospect—much about his

experience in the field, since speed of putting things on paper is developed with practice. Im-

pressive technical ability, however, should not be given priority over genuine creative talent.



Proofs contained in the applicant's portfolio give idea of accounts he has worked on. His skill

in buying art, specifying type, and his general ability at following through concepts will show

up in the proofs. But, it is difficult, if not impossible, to judge accurately the art director's role

in conceiving the ads. How much of the credit is due to others—the copywriter, account exec-

utive, client, artist, photographer? Did the art director himself select the props in the photo 11

Did the artist submit a sketch before a layout was made? If a poorly laid out ad is shown,

should it be blamed entirely on the art director—or did he have to give in to other bullheaded

people?

The showing of many layouts, all on a single problem, provides about the truest indication of

creative ability. Such a display shows the art director's versatility, his restlessness in exploring

all possible solutions to a problem. These are traits most often sought after in advertising

—

and, incidentally, the highest paid for.
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BRINGING UP AN ART DIRECTOR

Most art departments have no well-formulated,

systematic training programs. Many, however, do

make attempts at showing the art director or the

art director to be the way up the ladder.

It is pretty standard practice to promote people

from within the ranks. The feeling is that it takes

time to learn the ways of the organization, and

this experience is best gained from the inside.

Also, a not inconsiderable factor, resentment is

apt to occur if "outsiders" are consistently given

jobs that those in the company are aiming at.

Bull pen beginnings. Much as it is traditional

for doctors to spend their first professional years

interning in a hospital, beginners usually get their

first taste of the art business in the bull pen. In

almost every art department, an effort is made to

build up in the bull pen a supply of young men

and women who look forward to becoming art

directors.

An alert novice will find opportunities galore

for advancement via the mechanical end of the

art business—if he is really serious about moving

ahead. There will be a chance to help art directors

and their assistants in layout work. The people in

the bull pen are in a position to see just about

every layout turned out in the art department. If

they want to, and many of them do. these art

directors in waiting may continue their education

at night, supplementing the practical daytime ex-

perience they are getting.

The right supervisor means a great deal. An
important milestone in the beginning art director's

career is an assignment to assist a more experi-

enced art director. The supervisor will have a

tremendous influence on the beginner while he is

still in the formative stage. A cynical boss will

pass on, sooner or later, his attitude to his sub-

ordinates—to the benefit of no one. An eager,

enthusiastic art director, on the other hand, is apt

to find that this spirit is catching and morale is

high among his workers.

The senior art director's approach to layout

design will also strongly affect his subordinates.

Exposed to fine work, the assistant will likely fol-

low the same path. The powerful force of other

people's work is remarkable; it should give pause

to those who aver inheritance is stronger than

environment in shaping destinies. Many new-

comers, who have merely plodded along in a

department where standards were not too high.

Ayer training program. The agency has a

detailed system in its art department. Here's what

a new layout man will be put through:

1

.

Introduction: one-day general orientation,

including functions of various agency departments.

2. Copy department: one-day discussion with

at least two copywriters, and instruction relative

to designer's responsibilities for roughs, time

schedules, etc. Also introduction and discussion

with Ken Slifer, vice president in charge of copy.

3. Plans department: half-day general instruc-

tion on client plans, research techniques, and

merchandising.

4. Service department: half-day insight into

client problems and demands, plus general depart-

mental function and system of operation.

5. Printing department and electrotype bureau:

two-day tour of print shop and discussion with

shop head. Detailed instruction on composition

plus tour of outside foundry house.

6. Production department: two days of detailed

instruction touching on various operations: resizes,

finished art. typesetting, publication printing ma-

terial, engraving, etc. Discussion on budgets, time

schedules, and general traffic problems.

7. Engraving bureau: one day—discussion cov-

ering engraver's tissues and sizing, plus tour of

outside engraving house.

8. Outdoor department: half-day—tour of

operation, plus discussion.

9. Finished art: half-day—instruction in co-

ordination of layout and finished art with art

buyer.

10. Business management: one-day—discussion

with business manager on operation of art de-

partment.

1 1

.

Layout supervisor: detailed recap of train-

ing to this point and beginning of close supervision

over daily routine.

Total training period: two weeks.

Total close supervision period: judgment of

supervisor.
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find themselves blossoming in a short time when

they go to work for a stimulating supervisor.

Not all supervisors are equally good for every-

body. An art director who had proven himself

quite valuable to a Chicago agency was disturbed

at the rapidity with which his subordinates quit

their posts after working with him for just a few-

months or so. This art director had an unshakable

approach to advertising—he had little use for

"design" in layout-making. The people who
worked for him. with art school not far behind

them, could not adjust themselves readily to his

punchy, hard-sell approach. No effort was made
to reconcile the two points of views, and the com-

pany lost some promising men who decided they

might as well try their luck elsewhere.

In a New York agency, a top-salaried art di-

rector had similar trouble, but with a different

twist. His layouts were carefully designed, the

emphasis heavy on abstract concepts. His patience

was short with those in his group who had other

ideas than his—and the turnover was fierce. Many
of his former subordinates became successful art

directors—working for someone else.

The winner of a popularity poll held among
beginning art directors would undoubtedly be the

supervisor whose credo is "live and let live." Too

much supervision seems to get great resentment.

Most art directors, regardless of what rung of the

professional ladder they stand on, are irked by

someone constantly peering over their shoulders.

The functions of a supervisor include only inci-

dentally his showing others how to design layouts.

It can be assumed, after all, that anyone taken on

in the art department is equipped with an ample

sense of design. Beginners usually find their great-

est worry is not developing their sense of design

but getting accustomed to the complexities of the

business world. In teaching the beginner "the

ropes," the supervisor, experienced in tackling all

manner of crises, is of the greatest help. He can

expose the beginner to the details of selling an idea

to others, he can demonstrate how writers and

artists can get together without cutting each other's

throats. The novice' can be taken away occasionally

from his drawing board and invited to meetings.

Sometimes, it is a fine idea to have everyone in

the group meet the client and hear the problems

firsthand.

One of the things that often puzzles budding art

directors is when to farm work out to others and

when not to. In art school, each man did all his

own work—and it must appear a little strange to

the new man that work is often parceled out

minutely to layout artists, finished illustrators, let-

tering men, and so on. Curiously enough, the be-

ginner often has to be encouraged to pass work on

to others, sometimes even forced into it. Part of

the supervisor's job is to make clear the economic

sense of farming out work where called for. Very

important, of course, is passing on the technique

of buying art, an end of the business where mis-

takes can be disastrous.

Under proper training, most assistants find they

are able to take complete charge of accounts with-

in a few years. Creative fulfillment is, of course,

greatest when the art director knows he alone is

responsible for the appearance of ads which oc-

cupy space on his drawing board. The sooner this

stage is reached, the better—for him and for the

supervisor.

Praise—a driving force. There probably is

nowhere living a creative man who is absolutely

sure of his output. That is why praise, assurance

that a job is done well, is so essential to art

directors.

One art executive, in charge of a large depart-

ment in a corporation, goes further than a mere

OK on layouts, adds the words "Swell" or "This is

it!" to some of his approvals. He finds his artists

follow through on the layouts with greater zeal if

they know good work is apt to be recognized.

An account man in an advertising agency always

wanders into the art director's office after a meet-

ing with the client. He wants to make sure the art

director hears all the favorable comments made
by the advertiser.

One vice president in charge of art sees that his

secretary keeps track of everybody working on a

campaign—she has to get the names not only of

the chiefs but also of the Indians. When he sends

out his "Thank You" memo, everyone who had a

hand in the job gets a copy down to the boys who
labored at the mounting counter.

The head of one of the largest and busiest adver-

tising agencies makes sure that proofs of all out-

standing advertising get to his desk. He has started

the practice of attaching informal, handwritten

memos to these proofs expressing his congratula-

tions for a job well done. These memos are routed

back to the art director with brief, but significant

stops along the way at several top executives' mail-

boxes.
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HOW MUCH DO ART DIRECTORS MAKE?
As stated previously, it is doubtful that art

directors work only for money. Few of them will

change jobs for a slight increase in pay if they feel

the opportunities for expression at their present

place are greater. Art directors, because they al-

ways retain some vestige of artistic temperament,

take pride in their work—and this may have little

to do with the pride they take in their paychecks.

Underpaying, of course, is far from good busi-

ness anywhere. Competent men, chiefly because

the advertising field is rather tightly knit and repu-

tations are quickly known, can with ease let others

in on the fact that they are open to offers. Sooner

or later, the department loses a good man.

Salary size is based on many factors, with the

most important as follows:

1

.

Experience. In his first five to ten years in

the field, this is probably the most important de-

termining factor in the art director's worth to his

company. The longer he works, the less does the

length of his experience count.

2. Size of responsibility. An art director who
works on an account spending $10 million on ad-

vertising a year commands a higher salary gener-

ally than the one who is responsible for only a

million dollars worth of business. This practice of

paying art directors according to billings usually

works out to the best; top positions will attract

top people.

3. Talent. Neither billing nor experience speaks

as loudly as exceptional quality of work. An art

director in a New York fashion agency whose

billing nowhere approximates the giants is famous

for his award-winning layouts. He is very valu-

able to the agency and draws a salary only a little

below that of the president of the firm. An art

director employed by a magazine is available to

agencies on a consultant basis; he gets a minimum
of $500 for every problem he tackles.

Walter Lowen, who heads the largest advertis-

ing employment service in the country, regularly

prepares charts showing art department salaries

in agencies. Here are his estimates in 1957:

As a rule, those in art departments of companies

and retail stores earn slightly less than their

brothers in advertising agencies. Within agencies,

salaries in TV art departments average a little less

than those in print art departments. Geographical

differences also exist. New York and Chicago art

directors are at the peak of the salary scale. Phila-

delphia and Detroit salaries follow close behind,

while Cleveland, St. Louis, and Minneapolis are

next. In cities where the salaries are lower, many
employers feel that the lower cost of living and the

more pleasant living and working conditions com-

pensate for the higher salaries in hectic New York.

Agencies billing:

Under $2Vz million S2V2-S7 million

Art director or creative head $6,500-$ 15.000 $ 1 0,000-$20,000

Associate or group art director ... ...

Layout man or assistant art

director 5,000- 10,000 6,000- 7,800

Bull pen 3.900- 6,500 3,900- 7,800

$7-$14 million Over $14 million

$15,000-$ 3 2,000

8,000- 20,000

6,000- 12.500

3.900- 10,000

$30,000-$50,000

8,000- 30,000

6,000- 12,500

3,900- 10,000

OFFICE POLITICS

Office politics are present in just about every

organization where there are more than two people

working. Chances are good that every art executive

will find them part of his professional life.

It is not the purpose of this book to examine in

detail the aspects of office politicking, but the

author feels that since it is such common practice,

the topic deserves some scrutiny.

Are office politics necessarily harmful? The

word "politician" has a sinister sound. Most people

take it for granted that it means something bad.

Actually, in advertising "playing politics" is not
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always as unsavory as it is made out to be. Political

jockeying, the game of give-and-take, can be

observed almost any place where people work

—

and it is all taken as a matter of course. Buying

the account executive a drink after he has had a

fruitful session with the client may appear to be

"playing politics" to some people, yet it may also

be merely a gracious way for the art director to

show that he appreciates the way a campaign has

been sold. One might also class Dale Carnegie as

nothing but a supreme politician, but his tenets

make the business world a more pleasant place to

live by and large. Who can say where pandering

begins and common courtesy leaves off? Is design-

ing a Christmas card for the boss's personal use

being a "politician"—or just a plain nice guy?

Office politics may, of course, get out of
hand. The art executive's judgment will tell him

soon enough at what point politics are beginning

to get the better of his department. He will be

ready to stop the practice before his men start

reeling off poor layouts made only to satisfy some-

one's political schemes.

The art executive will want to keep politics

under control if only for one simple reason: Artists

and most art directors are notoriously clumsy poli-

ticians. Accustomed to dealing more with ideas

than with people, the whole concept of politics

and the compromising that it presupposes bores

them—even disgusts them. But in other depart-

ments the picture is different. Account executives,

by the very nature of their jobs, must be shrewd
politicians. Art directors find themselves often en-

snared by those with a more benign regard for

Machiavelli—and hardly know what hit them.

It is up to the chief of the art department,

presumably no slouch at politics himself, to blow
the whistle when an overdose of politics starts to

let mediocrity creep in.

Cliques—the lobbying forces. The most

damaging type of politicking in an office is that

carried on, not by individuals, but by groups.

As everyone knows who has worked in an

office of some size, the tendency is for people with

common interests to band together—pretty much as

it might happen at a party given at home. This

interest in common may be any number of things.

It might be a sincere wish to raise the standards

of output, and a few restless writers, artists, and

even account executives might band together in-

formally for this purpose (and sometimes they

even leave and form a new agency of their own )

.

There is power in unity, and the caliber of work

is often improved only by just such lobbying. It is

when a powerful group emerges with goals that

are largely self-seeking that the cliques and the

finagling that go with them begin seriously to hurt

others in the organization.

Such self-seeking groups within the company
might consist, for example, of some of the older

employees in the office, those not too willing to

remain active but quite eager to retain power by

uniting against the younger, more restless element.

Since many of these older people hold top posts.

their voices are easily heard.

Plain, garden-variety jealousy may also be an-

other impetus for clique forming. One brilliant,

industrious employee may be shooting up much
too fast for the comfort of those he leaves behind.
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Those passed on the road may suddenly find

they have something in common, a desire to slow

that fellow down short of poisoning his Martini.

A group of people who work on a large account

in an advertising agency find that when they cling

together they can exert great power, easily out-

voting those who work on accounts with less

money to spend. The antidote here is for the

"minority" groups to form their own cliques, which

they often do, so that their interests are not com-

pletely overshadowed.

The advantage of seniority. Another simple

but effective way of playing politics is done by the

veterans of the company who have come to know
almost everyone well. These employees often

achieve their ends with a minimum of effort, simply

using the right social contacts. A man who has

been with the company for many years, if re-

buffed in his own department on the subject of

hiring some new assistants, may find he can have

his way after a talk with the top echelon. In an

advertising agency, he may snare choice assign-

ments for his group by dropping a few casual

words to his well-situated friends during lunch.

At some agencies, choice accounts all seem to

go to a few old-timers. That is why many men in

management feel that the chief in the art depart-

ment should be the one who has final authority in

assigning accounts. He is the one most familiar

with the various abilities of the people in his de-

partment and can therefore exercise more im-

partial judgment in making assignments.

HOW TO KEEP THE CREATIVE SPIRIT ALIVE

Perhaps the most important of the art execu-

tive's duties is to see that his department does not

come to a creative dead end. Green and seasoned

employees alike look to him for creative leader-

ship; a lack of respect for this aspect of his job

will soon trickle down to the staff and infect them

with indifference.

Valuable, indeed, is the art executive who is

amply endowed with creative resources of his own.

He will attract the cream of creative help. Those

brimming with ideas will talk freely to him about

their creative problems, expect and establish quick

rapport with him. He will find his creative sugges-

tions will be welcomed—even used (it is not easy

to have suggestions accepted by another creative

person).

In larger art departments, the top executive can-

not possibly set the pace by spending his time in

producing layouts. But even in this case, he uses

many methods for keeping his creative workers

stimulated. These may be:

1. Seminars. One art department conducts a

series of lunch-hour seminars every two years.

Discussion leaders are selected from the depart-

ment, with art directors chosen to speak on such

topics as typography, rendering techniques, news-

paper advertising—depending on their particular

fortes. Everybody enjoys these meetings, especially

those who are at the start of their careers, and the

question-and-answer period at the end is usually

very lively.

Interdepartmental seminars are popular in many
advertising agencies and companies. At these,

speakers from the various departments—research,

television, production, contact—are assigned to

clarify their functions for the other departments.

Sometimes, experts in various fields of advertis-

ing are invited to address the organization. These

people generally jump at the opportunity of ex-

plaining their philosophies and operations to re-

ceptive ears. Some businesses, notably printing

firms, publications, display houses, have experi-

enced speakers available for the asking, or some-

times for a small fee.

Pertinent lectures are given by many organiza-

tions in the larger cities; almost every week of the

year one can listen to some talk or other on adver-

tising in New York. One of the best known is the

annual Visual Communications Conference held

by the Art Directors Club in New York.

2. Schools. Tastes in art change rapidly. An
art director who considers his education complete

after receiving an art school diploma may find he

was badly mistaken. The chief will encourage his

staff to continue their schooling.

Many schools offer evening courses in art.
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Periodical art exhibits held at the Cunningham & Walsh advertising agency help art directors

and other interested parties keep in touch with developments in the graphic field. Shown here

are samples of an art studio put up in one of the conference rooms. Exhibits are changed

weekly or every other week.

Sketching classes, an excellent way to keep one's

sketching arm in trim, are open to anyone at a

cost of one or two dollars a session. Large art

departments often find it worthwhile to hold their

own life classes.

The art director's education, of course, may go

far beyond mere art schooling. In fact, as he

progresses in advertising, he may find his greatest

need is filling in on nonart subjects: drama,

English, psychology, business management, and

courses in advertising research, merchandising, and

marketing.

The importance of the art of public speaking

was recognized by at least three agencies in New
York who footed the bills for experts in the field

to come in and conduct classes on the premises

for their executives, including art directors.

3. Art library. Most art directors who can

afford the luxury are usually ardent book col-

lectors. But to keep up by oneself with the ex-

cellent and stimulating books published daily,

especially when one considers that art books run

rather high, is prohibitive.

Because of their value to all members of the

department, many art departments maintain li-

braries of their own. Books are bought on the insti-

gation of the art executive or their purchase might

be recommended by one of the art directors. Cur-

rent magazines are also kept in these libraries,

freely circulated. (See bibliography of recom-

mended books and magazines at the back of

this book.)

4. Museum memberships. Most museums ar-

range special showings and lectures for members,

and some have special membership rates for large

groups. The art chief encourages his workers to

take advantage of the inspiration offered by

museums.

5. Art exhibits in the office. Many art de-

partments—practically all the larger ones—allot

space for art exhibits which are changed periodi-

cally. Art studios, photographers, individual ar-

tists, sometimes the people inside the organization,

are invited to show samples of their work. Con-

ference rooms, reception hall, corridors, any good

wall space is donated to this cause. These displays

serve many purposes. They may give the art di-

rector some new ideas. They serve to acquaint

him with the work of suppliers, broadening his

source for art work. And, since the exhibits are

visited by everyone in the organization, it gives

people from other departments a chance to become

familiar with the art end of the business, more

amenable toward good art ideas, more critical of

inferior work.

6. Professional memberships. The atmos-
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phere and free exchange of ideas in professional

clubs can be an extremely stimulating source of

inspiration for the art director. Such organizations

often enable him to meet the leaders in the field.

Lectures, lunches with prominent guest speakers,

exhibits arranged by these clubs all foster the

creative spirit.

The largest of the art directors' organizations is

the National Society of Art Directors, with

branches in the following 28 cities:

Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.

Boston, Mass.

Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati,

Ohio

Cleveland,

Ohio

Denver, Colo.

Detroit, Mich.

Fort Worth,

Tex.

Kansas City,

Mo.

Los Angeles,

Calif?

Memphis,

Tenn.

Miami, Fla.

Milwaukee,

Wis.

Minneapolis,

Minn.

Montreal,

Canada

Nashville,

Tenn.

New York,

N.Y.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Portland, Ore.

Richmond, Va.

Rochester,

N.Y.

San Francisco,

Calif.

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane,

Wash.

Toronto,

Canada

Washington,

DC.

Many other organizations are of interest to the

art director. In this country there are about 500

organizations whose chief interests are in the

graphic arts, not including the hundreds of adver-

tising and business clubs and groups that have

much to offer the intellectually curious art director.

7. Brainstorming. Group-ideating has been

in use a long time, but not until Alex Osborn

formalized and detailed the method in his book

brought out in 1945 did it gain wide acceptance.

Today it is popular not only in the advertising

field but in other industries as well.

Group-ideating, or brainstorming as it is more

commonly known, is based on the notion that every-

one has ideas; they just have to be given a chance

to air them. Most people are too inhibited to come

right out with their ideas, fearing ridicule. They

also feel a little sensitive about being accused of

plagiarism if they use others ideas as a springboard

—and so they ignore one of the best sources for

ideas, i.e., through adaptation.

During brainstorming sessions, all such doubts

are quickly dispersed. Participants are encouraged

to say whatever comes into their heads concerning

the subject at hand. Criticism is not welcome;

sometimes a bell is used as silencer for those with

a negative frame of mind. A raised hand is suffi-

cient to be heard. Ideas originating from another

person (called "hitchhiking") are expected—the

participant merely states that he is hitchhiking.

Although the majority of ideas coming out of

brainstorming meetings are wild or have already

been considered, many sparkling thoughts do crop

up to make these meetings often extremely pro-

ductive. A food manufacturer found, for example,

that of the 120 suggestions made during a two-

hour period, he was able to make good use of

about a dozen, many of them in recipe category.

An art director, looking for new layout ideas, had

a barrelfull after one hour.

Those people who ordinarily are not asked to

make creative contributions are great boosters of

the system. These meetings can be a tremendous

experience for those who always thought of them-

selves as "noncreative"—set apart from the aris-

tocracy who were known as "creative."

Some writers and artists feel that brainstorming

is more a means of entertainment than a way of

getting ideas. These are the "lone wolf" operators

who arrive at ideas through solitary plodding

—

and some of the best idea-men are in this group.

It is up to the executive in charge to know which

people in his department thrive on private medita-

tion and which do not.

8. Consultant art directors. Free-lance art

directors, generally top men in their field, can

make stimulating contributions to an art depart-

ment—yet the idea of calling on such outside help

is often rejected. The argument advanced against

the practice concerns the risk involved; fees must

be paid for the contributions whether they are ac-

ceptable to the client or not. The inside staff is,

of course, on more familiar terms with client's way

of doing business.

There are times, however, when going outside

the organization for help pays off. If the art di-

rectors in the department have reached a dead end,

and there is little hope of fresh viewpoints emerg-

ing, hiring a consultant is sometimes the most

expedient solution. Maybe he isn't familiar with

the problem, wasn't even aware of the product in-

volved. But it is often this particular innocence

that proves an advantage. Taboos are ignored and

the job turns out to be very lively.
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9. Creative teams. Almost every advertising

agency relies on so-called "creative teams" at one

time or another. The idea is to make several brains

work together instead of trusting an assignment to

just one.

In one New York agency, four or five art di-

rectors are put to work on every new account that

comes in. These men may have nothing to do with

the account once it is established, but they sweat

out the problems together in the beginning. They

attend meetings, all pertinent information is routed

to them. Writers also get into this teamwork, and

a different one works with each art director. After

a week or so, their efforts appear in layout form

pinned to the wall of the agency's conference room.

The top creative men of the agency inspect the

output, and out of the forty or fifty campaign pos-

sibilities displayed, a few are chosen for client

presentation.

Another agency uses the creative team principle

by periodically inviting two or three art directors

to make contributions on accounts not their own.

Their concepts are then discussed at creative meet-

ings at which they and the incumbent art director

are present. Surprisingly often, the unusual ap-

proaches which come out of this system are good

campaign possibilities.

Still another agency goes all the way and opens

the door for contributions on certain problems to

everyone in the art department. Not infrequently,

a wonderful idea will come from a young fellow

in the bull pen, a man completely ignorant of the

"sacred cows" of the account but eager to do some

face lifting.

10. Awards. Winners of prizes usually talk

about their accomplishments with an air of su-

preme indifference. They point out that to win an

award is chiefly a matter of luck, and they just

happened to be in the right place at the right time

with the right thing.

Neither the listener nor the award recipient

quite believes this, of course. In the competitive

world of advertising art, it pretty much takes an

outstanding piece of work to be named "best."

Getting an award, even for the most hardened art

director, is a thrilling experience. Most art direc-

tors find that the main proving ground for their

ideas is the reaction of other people, their opinions

and their comments. And what higher compliment

could there be but an award?
The art executive who encourages his workers

to compete for awards is acting wisely because he

knows it keeps his men alert, and if they walk off

with a prize it not only feeds their egos but benefits

his department as well. Hundreds of judgings are

held each year, some more consequential than

others, but all great morale boosters. Best known
of the competitions are the annual recognitions of

the Art Directors Club of New York—the prizes

are the "Oscars" of the art direction field. Along

with the top winners, three to four hundred out-

standing advertisements and pieces of editorial art

are selected for mention out of some 15,000

entries—exhibited in a show and reproduced in the

club's yearbook. Getting into the book is the pride

and joy of an art director.

Under the auspices of other societies, the art

director can also start a neat collection of awards.

Here is a list of principal advertising awards be-

sides those made by the Art Directors Club of

New York:

Advertising Association of the West—awards for

advertising created in the area covered in major

media classifications.

American Institute of Graphic Arts—awards to

designers, engraver, advertiser, and artist for

each of the "50 Advertisements of the Year."

Art Directors Club of Chicago—selection of 100

best posters of the year.

Art Directors Club of Detroit—holds an exhibit

of advertising art and editorial art produced in

the West.

Art Directors Club of Los Angeles—exhibit and

awards for advertising art in various classifica-

tions.

Art Directors Club of Washington—annual awards

for the most effective use of advertising during

the calendar year in (1) merchandising papers

and (2) industrial, institutional and professional

publications.

Association of Canadian Advertisers—gold-medal

awards for outstanding contribution to Cana-

dian advertising.

N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc.—awards the Ayer Cup
and honorable mentions each year to newspapers

for excellence in typography, make-up, and

printing.

Direct Mail Advertising Association, Inc.—awards

for direct mail campaigns.

Financial World Magazine—awards in 100 differ-

ent industry classifications for best annual

reports.
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Gift and Art Buyer—awards for excellence in

store and department store promotion, display

and design.

Lithographers National Association—Annual

Lithographic Awards Competition & Exhibit,

with awards made in 45 classifications of offset

lithographic material.

Match Industry Information Bureau—awards for

distinguished use of matchbook advertising.

Miller Printing Machinery Co.—awards for print-

ers' and lithographers' self-advertising.

Motion Picture Herald—awards for excellence in

motion picture promotion.

National Association of Travel Organizations

—

awards for outstanding travel posters, brochures,

and folders.

National Industrial Advertisers Association

—

Honor Awards Competition for campaigns suc-

cessful in aiding sales of goods or services to

industry.

National Visual Presentation Association—awards

for the best visual presentation produced in

several categories.

Outdoor Advertising Association of America

—

awards for the best outdoor advertising cam-

paigns in local business classifications.

Package Designers Council—awards for the best

package or line of packages in several cate-

gories.

Printers Ink—gold medal awards to the individual

who has helped to raise advertising standards

and bettered the understanding of its business,

economic, and social importance.

Publishers Adclub & Publishers Weekly—cite

book publishers and advertising agencies for

outstanding examples of book advertising.

Saturday Review—for distinguished advertising

appearing in general magazines in the public

interest.

Society of Artists and Art Directors—exhibit and

awards in several classifications for advertising

art and design of complete ad units created in

northern California.

Society of Typographic Arts—awards for design

excellence in Chicago-produced printing.

Western Society of Business Publications—per-

petual trophy to publication doing the best over-

all job for its readers, advertisers, and the in-

dustry it serves.

In larger art departments, competitions are

sometimes held among employees, the top prize

being not so generous as to foster feelings of ani-

mosity; perhaps a silver dollar is the reward, per-

haps a bottle of Scotch. One agency finds tremen-

dous interest is generated when it exhibits every

other month those advertisements selected by a

committee within the agency as the most outstand-

ing. It sometimes happens that the art director

who worked on some of the entries is himself

seated on the judging committee. In this case, it is

generally an unwritten rule that he maintain abso-

lute detachment by keeping silent while his work

is being scrutinized. The committee strives to judge

the entries impartially and on their merit alone,

giving no quarter for possible mitigating circum-

stances: "The client wanted it that way," "There

just wasn't any time to give it more thought," "We
didn't have enough money to do the job right,"

"It was a swell idea, but it was ruined in repro-

duction."

11. Shifting accounts around. In most art

departments, the business of reassigning accounts

periodically is considered just too much of a hot

potato. Although every art director, practically to

a man, is in favor of taking on more responsi-

bilities for himself ( accompanied by recognition

in the pay check), he is somewhat less enthusiastic

about letting go of an assignment or two. Account

shifting is as tricky as moving art directors from

one office to another; even if all find themselves

in larger quarters than they had previously, there

will still be some emotional feeling about the com-

parative size of offices.

Account switching is even more complicated

where the client has become fairly friendly with

his art director. The new art director starts out

with a handicap—he's in the uncomfortable spot

of having to live up to his predecessor's reputation

with the client. If the business is given to a

younger, less experienced (but possibly equally

competent ) art director, the client may pout be-

cause he feels he is being used for nothing but

breaking in new talent at the agency. In addition,

the new man will probably not be as familiar with

the workings of the account and won't have all the

background that is built up over a period of years.

Nevertheless, many agencies have found there is

a great upsurge in creative activity when new copy

and art personnel are put to work on an account.

One advertising agency puts a completely new
copy and art team on their accounts every three
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or four years. It's accepted practice in the agency,

and clients are alerted about this method well in

advance so it comes as no shock.

There is something about the nature of a creative

person that causes him to approach a new problem

with zest. Also, working for a long time on an

account tends to make many people "go stale."

Account shifting, where it is in use, usually

takes place among rising art directors who work

under the supervision of group heads. The essen-

tial machinery of servicing the account is thus not

disrupted overly; instead of realigning the entire

setup, art directors are merely shifted from one

group to another.

WHAT KIND OF MAN IS THE ART EXECUTIVE?

Not every art director aspires to be head of the

art department. Life at the top of the ladder can

be pretty strenuous—and some people feel, with

justification, that while the position may pay off

in dollars, this is more than offset by a loss in

peace of mind, health, and the good will of the

wife.

Another thing that should be recognized in the

business of advertising art is the strange fact that

the man with the thickest carpet in his office is not

necessarily the one with the fattest pay check or

even the greatest prestige. Many designers do very

well just by making sketches and supervising no-

body. Owners of art studios—actually the middle-

men between artists and art directors—often pass

the agency president in terms of income. An art

director working in a staff position under a de-

partment head (sometimes just nominally "under"

him ) can conceivably pass his "boss" in salary,

possibly even in influence, if he is particularly out-

standing in his field.

Of course, these are the exceptions. The head of

an art department, as it is with the head of any-

thing else, is practically always literally the head

man. And there will always be those whose favorite

dream is picturing themselves seated in the head

man's plushy chair, making decisions, important in

the destiny of his company. Without doubt, the

executive in charge, the person responsible for

staffing the department with the kind of people he

thinks are right for it, has an immense amount of

influence on the caliber of the work the company

turns out. Aided by a regiment of writers, re-

searchers, and other advertising experts, he cer-

tainly has more of a chance to make advertising

history than the art director who works only on a

few accounts and is sometimes snowed under by

account executives, copywriters, and clients.

The respect which a good art executive receives

is greater today than it used to be—probably be-

cause the emphasis on visual communication is

growing daily. Not too long ago, in the 1930s,

practically no heads of art departments received

even the title of vice president. The situation today

is quite different. A check of personnel in some

3,000 advertising agencies in this country and in

Canada for 1957 reveals that there are 160 art

directors who may add the initials "V.P." at the

end of their names. Even more promising is the

knowledge that there are art directors who are

also partners in their agencies (16 of these), art

directors who are on the managing boards in the

roles of treasurers, secretaries, etc. (16 of these),

and, in some cases, even presidents or chairmen

of the board (13 in these spots). Some of the

acknowledged leaders in advertising—John Cun-
ningham, Paul Smith, John R. Maxwell, Andrew
Armstrong, John Tinker, and others—started their

careers as art directors.

Creative versus administrative ability. Should

the art executive be primarily a creative man? Or,

should he concern himself mostly with administra-

tive problems?

As pointed out before, the head of an art de-

partment must assume creative leadership. If he.

himself, is not endowed with the speark for creat-

ing, then he must learn to recognize it in others

and delegate the creative reins to them. Also, as

pointed out above, there are many methods by

which he can stimulate creative interest.

Although he must be adept at creating, or at

least in guiding others to creation, he must also be

a competent administrator. Much of the paper

work and more routine chores can, of course, be

turned over to others—but the job of running the

department, in the administrative sense of the

word, is all his.

The executive in charse, then, is a combination
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of creative-administrative type of person. Perhaps

one chief may lean a little more in one direction,

another in the other—but every head must be cap-

able in both camps.

The public relations part of the job. Perhaps

one of the most important administrative duties of

the head of the art department is representing his

department to people in the company as well as to

outsiders. In advertising agencies, this function is

particularly important, since outsiders are gener-

ally existing or potential clients and the art chief

is the one who conveys the philosophy of the art

department as a whole.

Art departments have come a long way since

the days when they were a sort of workshop where

robots put things together out of pieces handed to

them. With the concept of art direction changing

gradually (even if not fast enough), ideas often

originate in the art department. Some of the best

advertising talent is seated behind drawing tables.

It is up to the man in charge to impart this con-

cept to those who still insist on living in the past.

The art department chief also acts as a buffer

between his staff and others in the organization

who want to get some work done in the art de-

partment. His is the job of fending off the eager

ones who find it hard to understand why their par-

ticular jobs should not be put ahead of the others

in the shop. On the other hand, when the need is

real, he is the only one who can change a due date

from tomorrow to todav. The art executive also

regulates the flow of work; some art directors

would good-naturedly take on every assignment

given to them if the art executive were not around
to keep them from getting submerged with requests.

Seeing the big picture. The most important

asset of the art department head is his ability to

see beyond the drawing board—the ability to view
the whole concept of advertising not from the

narrow art end of it but from the much larger pur-

pose for which it is undertaken in the first place.

This means that the executive must know and ap-

preciate research, must be well aware of the im-

portance of merchandising, must have a healthy

regard for copywriters and the things they can

accomplish, must have a good understanding of

television advertising.

It is safe to assume that no art director who
hopes to get to the top spot will make it if his

interest is not in advertising as such, with art con-

sidered merely a tool to be used for better advertis-

ing. The higher he wishes to climb in the profes-

sional ladder, the more he will appreciate the need
for developing an interest in advertising as a whole
in addition to a knowledge of art. Almost every

piece of information can be put to use in making
better layouts. The curious, the relentless searcher

will find inspiration for his advertising everywhere.

The broader his outlook the better will he func-

tion as a creative advertising artist. Everything

that has gone into this book is centered around
this single theme.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

The art director, especially as his interests reach heyond the limits of drawing and

painting, will find that there are hundreds of puhlications which will provide him with

valuable information and fascinating reading. Here is a brief list of periodicals, annuals,

and books that the professional art director might want to include in his reading itinerary

— in addition to the magazines of general interest that every art director should go

through regularly if he means to keep his layouts up to date.

Periodicals

Helpful in keeping up with advertising as well as general business trends are the fol-

lowing magazines:

Advertising Age Printers Ink

Advertising Agency Tide

Advertising Requirements Time

Business Week Western Advertising

Fortune

Periodicals on printing and production of interest to the art director are:

American Printer Productionwise

Graphic Arts Monthly Rush

Inland Printer Western Printer & Lithographer

Print

News in the field of photography is covered by several magazines. Here are some:

Applied Photography (published by the Kodak Co.) Popular Photography

Industrial Photography U. S. Camera
Modern Photography

Those interested in package and product design may find the following helpful:

Industrial Design

Modern Packaging

Package Parade

Periodicals specializing in television provide the television-minded art director with

information in a rapidly changing field:

Broadcasting-Telecasting

Sponsor

Television

There are a number of magazines that offer the art director direct graphic inspiration,

some of which are published in this country, some abroad:

American Artist

Art Direction (official publication of the National Society of Art Directors)

Art In Advertising

Art News
Arts

Westvac Inspirations (mailing piece booklets prepared by the West Virginia Pulp &
Paper Co.

)

The following foreign publications also offer material for the art director with the

pioneer spirit:

Archiv (printing and type, published in Germany)
Casahella (architecture, published in Italy)

Connaissance des Arts (antiques, fine arts, etc., published in France)

Domus (architecture, interiors, sculpture, painting, published in Italy)

Du (fine arts, photography, etc., published in Switzerland)
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Gebrauchsgraphik (international advertising art, published in Germany)

Graphis (international advertising art. published in Switzerland)

Idea (international advertising art, published in Japan)

Die Mappe (decorative arts, published in Germany)

Mobilia (modern furniture and architecture, published in Denmark)

Realities (fine arts, etc., published in France)

Stile Industria (industrial design, published in Italy)

Typographica (modern typography, published in England)

TM (typography and printing, published in Switzerland)

Annuals

A permanent file of ideas and inspiration, of techniques and trends may be built

arourd the annuals that are published both here and abroad. Here are the more impor-

tant ones:

Annual of Advertising, Editorial Art & Design (published by the Art Directors Club

of New York)

Canadian Art Directors Annual (published by the Art Directors Club of Canada)

Decorative Art (published in England)

Graphis Annual of International Advertising Art (published in Switzerland)

International Poster Annual (published in Switzerland)

Modern Publicity (published in England I

Outdoor Advertising Annual (published in Chicago)

Penrose Annual. International Review of the Graphic Arts (published in England)

Production Yearbook ( published in New York I

Publicite (published in Switzerland)

U.S. Camera Annual (published in New York)

Western Advertising Art (published in San Francisco)

Books

There are literally thousands of books from which the art director may draw inspira-

tion. Some of these may deal solely with art, but others on any number of other subjects

may be equally exciting, pictorially speaking, such as children's literature books and

cookbooks. Following is a list of some of the stand-bys dealing with advertising art and

layout directly:

Art Directors Club of New York, Art Directing, Hastings House Publishers, Inc.,

New York. 1957.

Ballinger, Raymond A., Layout, Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York. 1956.

Ballinger, Raymond A., Lettering Art in Modern Use, Reinhold Publishing Corpora-

tion, New York.

Bayer, Herbert, Bauhaus. The Museum of Modern Art, New York,

Bement, Alon, Figure Construction, The Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill

Book Company. Inc., New York, 1930.

Biggs. John R., An Approach to Type, Blandford Press, Ltd., London, 1949.

Chenault, Richard S.. Advertising Layout, The Ronald Press Company, New York,

1946.

Ettenberg, Eugene M., Types for Books and Advertising, D. Van Nostrand Com-
pany, Inc., New York, 1947.

Friedman, Joseph S., History of Color Photography, The American Photographic

Publishing Company, New York, 1944.

Giusti, George, Drawing Figures, The Studio Publications, Inc.. New York, 1944.

Herold, Don, ATA Handbook, Advertising Typographers Association of America,

New York, 1956.

Kepes, Gyorgy, Language of Vision, Paul Theobald & Company, Chicago, 1945.

Keppler, Victor, Life of Color Photography; The Eighth Art, Chapman & Sons, Ltd.,

London, 1942.

Leach, Mortimer, Lettering for Advertising.
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Longyear, William, Type Specimens for Layout, Printing, Lettering, Watson-Guptill

Publications, Inc., New York, 1940.

Loomis, Andrew, Figure Drawing for All Its Worth, The Viking Press, Inc., New
York, 1943.

McMahan, Harry W., Television Production, Hastings House, Publishers, Inc.,

New York, 1957.

Moholy-Nagy, Vision in Motion, Paul Theobald & Company, Chicago, 1947.

Moses, Walter F.. Artistic Anatomy, Borden Publishing Company. Los Angeles,

1939.

Rand, Paul, Thoughts on Design, Wittenborn & Company, New York, 1947.

Stanley, Thomas B., The Technique of Advertising Production, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1940.

Volk, Kurt H., Using Type Correctly, Kurt H. Volk Company, New York, 1933.
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INDEX

Abstract design, 177, 206

Account executive, 145-146

Actor, television, 231

Advertising manager. 11, 143

Advertising Requirements, 284

American Federation of Television

and Radio Artists (AFTRA), 260

Animation, camera. 75

character development for, 77-79

costs of, 231

definition of, 61

full, 75

limited, 75-76

model sheet, 79

photo, 75

planning, 29

scratch-off, 75

simple, 75

stand, 77
storyboard for. 77-79

styles of, 75, 83

use of. 75

Animator, 76
Answer print. 81

Anthony. Jack. 13, 20
Appeal, abstract. 177

consumer. 181-196

emotional, 194

feminine, 188-191

humorous, 196

intellectual, 184-187

masculine, 192-193

mass, 184-187
negative, 156, 195

positive, 195

poster, 182

rational, 194

serious, 196

Arbitration between artist and buyer,

242
Art in Advertising, 234
Art buyer, functions, 237
Art buying, 239-241

(See also Finished art)

Art contract, 240-241
Art department, guiding, 305-319

organization, 271-296
purpose of, 271-272
size of, 273
television (see Television art de-

partment)
Art departments, BBDO, 279
Compton, 280-281
Doherty, Clifford, Steers &

Shenfield, 281-282
Gimbels, 294
Goodrich. B. F„ 280-291
Goold & Tierney, 283
Grant, W. T, 292-293
McCann-Erickson. sales promotion,

288-289
Rossin, Lester, art studio, 232-233
Young & Rubicam, 275-278

Art Direction magazine, 226

Art Director & Studio News, 243, 258
Art director, agency. 10, 14

assistant. 274
consultant. 314
executive, 273, 310, 318-319
functions of. 13, 273-275
group head, 274
office of, 295-296
retail store, 11, 14

television (see Television art

director)

tools of, 16-19

viewpoint of. 129-132. 155-160
Art director relations, with account

executives, 145

with art buyers, 237
with artists, 224
with artists" representatives, 234-

246
with copywriters, 133-141

with employer, 132

with photographers. 256-257
with production man, 123

with research men, 197-198, 206
with typographer, 91

Art Directors Club, 130, 132, 314, 315
Art exhibits, museum, 313

office, 313

Art library, 278, 313
Art requisition, 299
Art studio, functions, 232-233
Artists, bill, 241

choice of, 218-222
representatives, 234—236

Audio, television, 60, 70

Available light in photography, 250
Awards, art, 130, 315, 357

Ayer, N. W., & Son, 304, 308

Backg-ound artist in animation, 76

Balet, Jan. 44

Balop, 61

Barnum (typeface), 95

Bass, Saul, 171

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn,

Inc. (BBDO), 279, 286-287

Becker-Horowitz Studio, 17

Believability. in photographs, 247,

266-268

in television, 268

Bemelmans, Ludwig, 187

Benday process, 114, 125

Berman, Eugene, 38

Bernhard Cursive (typeface), 98

Billingswater, Claude, 72

Bingham, James, 227

Board, illustration, 19

Strathmore, 19

Whatman. 19

Bodoni (typeface). 93, 99, 101

Body text, 6

indication of, 33, 99
Bond paper, 19

Borders, type, 104

Bourges sheet, 1 14

Bowler, Joe, 21

Brainstorming, 314
Bramson, Hershel, 22
Brand image (product image). 161-

167

Briggs, Austin, 219
Brittle quality of film, 81

Brush, fountain, 18

sable, 16

Brush Script (typeface). 94
Brush uses, 18

in finished art, 220, 222
in finished lettering, 86
in layout, 20, 23, 225
in rough lettering, 34

Bull pen, organization of, 275
salaries, 310

Burnishing in plates, 111, 120
Buyer in department store, 1 1

"C" print, 119

Call report. 142

Camera, photographic, 249

television. 67-68

Camera animation, 75

Capellupo, Victor, 32

Car card. 55

Carney, Robert F., 144

Caslon type, 92, 96

Cels in animation, 77

Century type, 171

"Cheating" by television camera, 68

Cheltenham (typeface), 92

Cheskin, Louis. 206

Chromakey process, 70

Chromes, 118

Cinch marks, 81

Cliches in advertising, effect on

readership, 49

graphic, 50-51

layout, 8, 48

photographic. 267, 268

Client, selling campaigns to. 143, 146,

147, 160, 197

viewpoint of, 143-144

Close-up in television, 68

Clouding quality of film, 81

Cochin, Nicholas (typeface), 96

Code of Fair Practice, 242-243

Color, photography, 118-119

photostats, 119

registration of, 121

reproduction of. 116-117

special, 1 16

television, 73-74

temperature, 249-250

Color bars, 121

Combination halftone. 109, 113

Composite print, models, 260

television, 81

Composition, dynamic, 50

in posters, 55

principles of, 37-56
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in small-space advertising, 52-54

static, 50

Comprehensive layout, buying of, 225

cost of, 302

elements of, 6

necessity for, 3 1

time spent in preparation of, 303

Compton Advertising. Inc., 280-281

Continuity in campaigns, 168-172

Copperplate Gothic Heavy (typeface),

94

Copy, fitting type to, 106

Copywriter, functions of. 13 3-134

rough layouts of, 4. 133-134. 139

in television, 62

Cost, of comprehensive layouts, 302

of experimental art work. 238

of handlettering, 85

of illustration, 226-230. 272

of mechanicals, 272

of production print. 122

of rough layouts, 302

of running art department. 273

of sales promotion, 286

of television commercials. 65. 230
231. 272

Crane, 67

Creative teams. 142, 315
Crew, television. 65

Cropping, 45

Croquis, 189

Culture. American. 185

Cunningham & Walsh. Inc.. 62. 149.

256, 304
"Man from." 158-159

Daily News, advertising campaign for.

169, 196. 256-257
Davis. Ken. 221

Degradation of film in television, 8 1

Dichter, Ernst. 165

Direct mail. 56
Direct sound in television. 70

Disney, Walt, 75

Dissolve, cross, 69

match. 70

Doherty. Clifford. Steers & Shenfield,

Inc.. 281-282
Dollj in camera movement. 67

Doyle, Dane & Bernbach, Inc., 27
Drop-out in halftone. 113

Dubbing in television, 70
Dummy, 3

Duotone. 1 16

Dupe (duplicate) in film. 66
Dye transfer, 1 18

cost of, 119

uncorrected, 119
Dynamic composition, 50

Editing in television. 80

Editorial sync in television. 70

Elements, layout, 6

Elgar. Peter, 80

Em in type. 101

Emotional appeal. 94

Engineer's scale, 16

Ermoyan, Suren. 13

Exposure, 249

Exposure sheet. 76

Extra in television. 23 1

Extreme close-up in television, 68

Extreme long shot in television, 68

Fade-in in television. 69

Fade-out in television, 69

Family, type. 97

"Family resemblance" in campaigns.

168-172

Fast motion in television. 69

Favoring by television camera, 68

Feminine appeal, 188-189

Figure, indication of, 30-32

Film (see Television film)

Finished art, buying of. 217-244. 271

cost of, 226-230

filing of, 226-230

mood of. 165, 190

Fixatif. 17

Flare quality of film, 81

Flashlight in photography, 251

Flat, 110

Flexichrome. I 19

Flip cards in television. 74

Floodlight in photography. 250
Floor plan in television. 72

Flow of work, 10-1 1

in advertising agency, 10

in art studio, 222-223

in company, I 1

in retail firm. I 1

in television department. 1 I

Footage, film, 66

Foote, Cone & Belding, Inc., 144

Fortune (typeface), 93

/ ortune magazine. 49, 184, 185

Four-color reproduction, 116 117

Frankfort, Steve, 83

Fransconi, Antonio, 221

Free-lance artist, 238

French curve. 17

Friduss, Gene, 269

Full-face close-up in television, 68

Full-length shot in television, 68

Fulton, George, 221

Futura type. 93, 97

Gallup-Robinson impact studies, 202.

212

Garamond Old Style (typeface). 92

Ga\dos, John. 225

Ciestalt principle. 205-206
Ghosting in film. 8 1

Gimbels, 24, 294, 300-301
Goodrich, B. F.. Co., 290-291

Goold & Tierney. Inc., 283

Gothic type, 98

Goudy (typeface), 92. 96

Graftint, 1 14

Grain in film. 81

Grandma Moses, 219
Grant. W. T.. Co.. 292
Gravure. 109. I 15

Gravure Decorative (typeface). 95

Gray scale in television. 73

Guisti. George. 179

Gumbinner. Lawrence. Co., 22

Gutter, 42-43

Halation in film, 81

Halftone, combination cut, 109. 113

drop-out. 1 I 3

reproduction of, 1 1 1

silhouette. 113

square, 1 1

3

surprint. 1 13

vignette. 1 I 3

Halma, Harold. 253

Handlettering. advantages of. 85. 90

indication of. 33-36. 274

Handtooling. 121

Harper, Marion, Jr.. 144

Headline. 6

relation to illustration, 173-174

High-key photograph, 251

Hip shot in television, 68

Hockaday Associates, 48

Hopkins, Claude. 161

Hoppe. John. 82

In-betweener, 76

India ink. 17. 29

Initials in type. 1 04

Ink. engraver's. 112. 116. 121

Interlock in television. 81

Job envelope. 298

lob notice. 293. 299

Job number. 298

Job sheet. 233. 293

Johnson. Parke W„ 124

Joint Ethics Committee. 242-244

Kennedy. Arthur, 32

Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., 154

Keilee. Charles. 255

Kinescope recording, 61

Layout, cost, 302

definition of, 3-4

elements of. 6, 8

format, 168-170

time spent on, 300-301

type, 107

Layout designer in animation, 76

cad in type. 102

legibility. 100-103

.ength of television commercials, 59

-ennen & Newell. Inc.. 13

ens in television camera, 68

^ettering man, 274

.etterpress, 109. 1 15

,eupin, Herbert, 219

Library, art, 278, 313

Lighting in photography. 250

Limited animation, 75-76

Line reproduction. 110-111, 114

Lionni, Leo. 25, 209
Lithography. 109

offset, 1 15

Loewy, Raymond. 88

Logotypes, 88, 89

Long shot in television. 68

Low-key photography. 251

Lydian (typeface). 94, 99
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McCann-Erickson, Inc., 29, 144, 197,

202, 284-285, 288-289, 296

Macy's, 32

Magic marker. 16, 18

Magnifying glass, 16

"Man from Cunningham & Walsh,"

158-159

Marsh, Sam, 86

Martin, David Stone, 218

Masculine appeal. 192-193

Mass appeal, 184-187

Matsumoto, Tosh, 250, 254

Matte shot in television, 70, 83

Mechanicals, cost of, 272

preparation of, 7. 232, 274

Media department, 10

Mediation, 242

Medium close-up in television, 68

Medium long shot in television, 68

Medium shot in television, 68

Memberships, museum, 313

professional, 313-314, 316

Memphis (typeface), 99

Merchandising manager, 11

Miro, 177

Mixing session in television, 81

Mixing tray, 16

Mohilux, 82

Model, nonprofessional. 265, 266, 269

photographer's, 258-259, 266
reference card. 260

television, 259
types, 261

Model releases, 264-265

Model sheet, 79

Models, three-dimensional, 7, 170

Modern typefaces, 93

Mondrian, Piet, 39

Monroe, Robert, 38

Mood of illustration, 165, 190

Mortise, 120

Mosaik (typeface), 95

Moses, Grandma, 219
Motifs, type. 104

Motivational research, 205-208

Movement in television, 59

charting of, 7 1-72

Moviola, 81

Multifield, Otto, 218

Multiple images, 71

Munce, Howard, 32

Negative appeal, 156, 195

Negative transparencies, 118

News services, photographic, 263

Nielsen, A. C. & Co., 203

Nupastel, 16, 18

"Office politics." 310-312

Offset, 109, 115

Ogilvy, David. 174

Old Style typefaces, 92

One-light-print film, 80

One shot in television, 68

Optical negative in television, 81

Opticals in television, 69-70

Out of sync in television, 70

Out-takes in television, 80

Overexposure. 81

Overprinting. 121

Overscale in television. 231

Package design. 56

for television, 73-74

Pan in television, 67

Pantomime, 156

Paper, types of. 19

Paper cutouts in television. 82

Paste-up man, 274

Pastel. 16. 18

in layout, 22, 225

Pastel sticks. 17, 18

Patched, Jean, 219
Patching. 120

Pen. croquill, 18. 23

fountain, T8

lithographic, 18

Speeuball. 18

Pen uses, 17, 18, 23

in finished art. 218. 219. 221

for indicating figures, 32

for indicating lettering. 35

in layout, 23

Pencil, charcoal, 18

china-marking, 16. 18

chisel-point. 16. 18. 29. 33. 36

colored. 1 h

graphite. 16

grease. 149-152

multigraph, 24

Pencil uses, 18,19
in indicating figure, 31. 33

in indicating lettering, 33-36

in layout. 20. 23. 24

Pencil test, 76

Personnel hiring, 133. 305

Photo animation, 75

Photoengraving, 110-111

Photograph, cropping of, 45

use in layout, 27, 29

Photographers' plus. 264

Photography, color. 118-119

editorial. 270

Photolettering. 87

curved, 124

Photoprinting machine, 110

Piel Brothers commercial, 78-79, 196

Plans board, 10

Point-of-purchase displays, 284
Point size. 96

Polarization, 25 1

Pop-in in television, 69

Pop-out in television, 69

Positive appeal, 195

Positive transparencies, 118

Post-lip sync in television, 70
Poster, appeal of, 182

design of, 55

Prerecording, 70

Pretesting, print, 199

television. 202

Printers' Ink, 121, 144, 266, 272
Printons, 1 19

Prism shot, 71

Product image, 161-167

Production man, 122-123

Production order, 65, 298-299

Profil (typeface), 95

Progressive proofs, 116

Proofs, engravers'. 111. I I
<i

checking of. 120-121

type, 108

in layout, 25. 26

Puppets and dolls, 6 1. 82

Push pin. 16

Raw stock, film. 66. 80

Razor blade. 16. 25

Reaction shot in television, 68

Rear-screen projection, 61

Recording wild. 70

Registration, color, 121

Reiner Script (typeface). 94

Release print, 81

Releases, model's, 264-265

Repayment, 231

Reproduction methods. 110-117

Research, as means to selling ideas.

197-198

motivational, 205-208

Retail store, art department in. 292-

294

brand image of. 167

Retouching, color prints. 119

engravers' proofs. 1 1 1

for television, 74

Reversal in television, 66

Reverse action in television, 69

Reverse angle in television, 68

Reverse shot in television, 68

Rita manikin, 16

Rombola, John. 222

ROP (run of press), 239

Rosenblum. Morris, 32

Rosenthal, Seymour, 219

Rossin, Lester, 233

Roto tray, 16

Rough cut, film. 8 I

Rough layout, art director's, 5

copywriter's, 4

cost of. 302

television writer's, 62

time spent on, 303

Rousseau. Henri, I 77

Rubber cement, 16

use in layout, 25

Rules, type, 104

Rushes, film. 80

Salary, art director's, 310

assistant art director's, 310

Sales promotion, 284-286, 291

Sample books, art director's, 306-307.

artist's, 217

Sand pad, 17

Scale of pay, television performer's,

231

Schneider, William, 132

Schools, 312

Scissors, 25, 29

Scotch (typeface), 94. 99

Scotch tape, 16

Scratch-off animation, 75

Scratches, film, 81
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Screen, halftone, 112-113

Screen Actors Guild (SAG), 231,

260
Script. 29

Script typefaces, 93

Seminars. 312

Session fee in television, 231

Shears, 16

Sherwin method, 59

Shooting board, 65

Shooting schedule, 65, 80-81

Shoulder shot in television. 68

Shrinkage, film, 81

Sidehotham, Jack, 79

Silhouette, halftone. 1 13

Simple animation, 75

Single-lens reflex camera, 249

16-millimeter film, 66

Sketch pads, 17, 19

Sketchman, 15, 274

Slide. 61

Slide rule, 16

Slow motion, 69

Small-space advertising, 52-54

case history of, 150-151

Space in type. 101

Spartan (typeface). 96, 99

Special colors, 1 16

Spotlight in photography, 250
Standard (typeface), 93

Starch, Daniel, readership studies of,

200-201

Static composition, 50
Status report, 299
Sternberg, Charlotte, 221

Stick-up initials, 104

Stock photographs, 262-263

Stop motion, 61, 82

Storyboard (see Television story-

board )

Storysketch man, 76
Straight across, 70
Streaking, film, 81

Stroboscopic technique, 250-251
Stylists, functions of, 286-287
Stymie (typeface), 93
Super, 71

Surprint, halftone, 113

type, 102

Symbolism. 51

subconscious effect of. 206
use in television, 178

T square, 16

Taboos, 141, 314

Taboret, 296
lack-up board, 296

Talent in television, 231

Tapper, Sam, 221

Television, cost. 65, 230-231

editing, 80

graphic material, 57. 71-74
script. 29

sound, 70

Television animation (see Animation)
Television art department, 58, 287-

289

integrated shop. 280-281. 288-289
split shop, 288

Television art director, 11, 14, 57-58.

84. 287-289
animation, 76

in relation to print, 58-59
Television camera, movement, 67-68

shots, 68

Television film, cost of, 231
definition of, 61

fine cut, 81

fine grain. 66

measurement of, 66
quality of. 81

shooting schedule for, 80-81
Television opticals, 69-70

Television producer, 14

Television screen, size of, 59
split, 70

Television script, 29

Television storyboard, animator's, 77
case history of, 62-65, 72. 78

cost of, 230

writer's, 62

Telop, 61

35-millimeter camera. 249
35-millimeter film, 66
Thompson, J. Walter, Co., 107, 147,

203, 223

Three-quarter shot in television, 68
Three-sheet poster. 55

Thumb tack, 16

Tilt, television camera, 67
Time sheet, art director's, 302
Times Roman (typeface), 99
Tissue paper, 19

Title, television, 61

Togetherness, 193

Tools, art director's, 16

Trafton Script (typeface), 94
Training program, for art directors,

277, 308
for television art directors, 289

Transparencies, 118

Transparent dye, 17

Triangle, 16

Truck, television camera, 67

Twenty-sheet poster, 55
Twin reflex camera, 249
Two shot in television, 68
Type, choice of, 98-99

color of, 99

legibility of, 100-103

surprinting of, 102

Type layout. 107

Type proofs, marking of, 108

use in layout. 25. 26
Type sizes, 96
Typefaces. 92-97, 99, 101

Typewriter. Bulletin (typeface). 94
Remington (typeface), 99

Typo Script (typeface), 94

Unclassified typefaces. 93

Underexposure. 8 1

Underprinting. 121

United Productions of America
(UPA), 75, 77. 79

"Unsatisfactory performance" in art,

242

Velox print, 1 13

Venus (typeface), 93

Video tape recording. 61

View cameras, 249
Vignette, halftone, 1 1 3

Voice over in television, 63. 70

Warhol, Andy. 169

Warner, Max, 7

Water color, 16. 29

Weaver. Bob, 225
Weber process. 1 24
Weiss & Geller, Inc., 208
Weiss Italic (typeface). 99
Whip, television camera, 67
White space, use of. 47
Widow, 103, 108

Wilcox, Howard, 256
Wipe in television, 69
Wiseman, Mark. 176
Work flow (see Flow of work)
Work print in television. 80

Young & Rubicam, Inc.. 13. 20-21. 23.

79. 133. 275-278

Zieff, Howard, 169. 253. 257

Zip-A-Tone. 1 14
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